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Abstract
The thesis discusses the role of the state in archaic and classical Greek trade through the 
study o f four commodities, gold, silver, timber and grain, where the state had reason to 
intervene. Gold and silver were not only a major source of wealth for the producing states 
but also their import was a concern for many states, since they were the main coinage 
metals. In the thesis, both the role of the state in production and export and the situation for 
coin-minting importers using statistical data for silver and case studies for gold are 
discussed. The study of timber concentrates on shipbuilding timber, particularly for 
triremes, since naval warfare played such an important role in the historical developments 
of the classical period. The two main issues discussed are the intervention through 
monopoly and the means of acquisition used by the importers, concentrating on coercive 
diplomacy and military pressure. Grain was the main staple food in antiquity and for many 
poleis its import, regular and extraordinary, was a matter of life or death. The economic 
policies o f the exporters in normal and famine situations and the intervention of the state in 
imports through legislation are discussed. The thesis shows that Greek states both 
intervened and involved themselves rationally in the production, export and import of 
important commodities disproving the modern orthodoxy on the issue, which argues in 
favour of minimal extraordinary intervention.
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Introduction
ob yap eaxi 710X11; ouSepia rjn; 00 8eixai siodyeoGai xi q e^oiyeaGai 
For there is not a single polis that need not import or export
[Xenophon] AthPol 2.3.1
These words of an Athenian pamphleteer are one of the most illuminating 
statements on the economic position of the polis. Import and export were part of life in the 
world of archaic and classical Greece, where political fragmentation created a unique 
distribution of available resources. In a world where one could barely travel a day without 
crossing a border, exchange of commodities was an unavoidable necessity and self- 
sufficiency a utopian ideal. In the modem world, exchange equals trade to a large extent 
but that was not necessarily the case in archaic and classical Greece. The two main 
questions posed in this work are, firstly, how important a part of exchange was trade in the 
archaic and classical periods and, secondly, what was the role of the state, if any, in foreign 
trade.
The Ancient Economy
In order to understand the ancient economy, we need to know the part 
played in it by trade and traders; in order to understand the role o f trade and 
traders, we need to hold some view o f the ancient economy
K. Hopkins1
Keith Hopkins articulated perfectly the ideological problem o f studying Greek 
trade, since one has to subscribe to one of the two positions of the debate on the “ancient 
economy”, which is the unequal continuation of the famous oikos debate that marked 
nineteenth century scholarship. Until the late nineteenth century, ancient history had 
remained aloof from the growing interest in economic motives in studying and explaining
1 H opkins (1983 :ix ).
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past and contemporary societies. The ancient world was given a place in the economic 
evolution of societies by Marx and his followers but ancient historians and philologists did 
not become embroiled in the wider economic debate until Karl Bucher’s effort to identify 
the Greek economy with a closed household economy.2 Bucher’s attempt met with 
immediate resistance by the leading scholars of the time, most importantly Eduard Meyer. 
As Austin rightly noted, the reactions to Bucher’s propositions led to a greater evil.3 The 
polarization between Meyer and Bucher and their followers on the function of the oikos in 
society and economy gave birth to extreme positions, such as Meyer’s infamous 
comparison between 16th century CE Europe and fifth-century Athens.4 In the first half of
i t
the 20 century CE, in the light o f political and social upheavals in Europe, the ‘modernist’ 
approach seemed to have won the day and was expressed masterfully in Rostovtzeff s 
vision of the ancient world as amenable to the application o f modem economic theories.5 
Both sides o f the debate limited their vision to the question o f modernism or primitivism 
without allowing the Greek world a measure of independence from other eras and societies. 
The situation changed, if with considerable delay, with Hasebroek’s seminal Trade and 
Politics, which followed the teachings of Weber, based on the formalist/substantivist 
division in economic anthropology, in favour of a more substantivist approach to the 
evolution of the economies.6 Weber moved the limelight from economic proceedings to the 
role of the economy in society and particularly on the social perspectives that dictated 
economic relations in the ancient world. Hasebroek in his work reacted to the negativism
2 Bucher (1893).
3 Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:4).
4 Meyer (1924:118-9).
5 Rostovtzeff (1941); Rostovtzeff in spite of writing after Hasebroek is probably the best example of the 
modernist approach.
6 Hasebroek (1928). I use here Polanyi’s theoretical distinction to mark the break with the strict primitivism 
and modernism of the previous era.
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and theorising o f the modernists of his time, who tended to ignore the specific evidence of 
the sources in favour of their own theories. Hasebroek focused on the role of non-citizens 
in trade and manufacture in the polis and concluded that the polis neither had nor pursued 
any economic policy and that this failure was due to the lack of a nationalised trade or 
manufacture. The work of Weber and Hasebroek provided the study of the Greek 
economy with one of its most fundamental bases: that the economy was a part of polis and 
any study of the economy without a study of the polis was doomed from the start. 
Irrespective of whether one agrees with the conclusions reached by either Weber or 
Hasebroek on specific issues on the economy of the polis, their fundamental change of 
perspective from a freestanding economy to an economy inextricably tied with the polis as 
an idea and an institution holds true under any scrutiny.
The theories advanced by Weber and Hasebroek were further systematised by Karl 
Polanyi. Polanyi created a system distinguishing modem and primitive economies 
according to their relation to their societies. Thus, the modem economy was deemed a 
‘disembedded’ economy, while primitive economies were ‘embedded’ in society; in other 
words, the economy was judged according to the closeness o f its relation with society and 
social norms.8 For Polanyi the Greek economy was clearly embedded, thus consigned to 
being primitive and, consequently, had no understanding of economics. Austin, closely 
following Polanyi’s model, tried to explain the fact that the Greeks both knew and
7 Hasebroek (1933).
8 Humphreys (1964); Polanyi (1957).
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understood economic motives by proposing that they did not realise them as economic on 
their own right but merely as an extension of politics.9
Polanyi’s disembedded-embedded division is theoretically correct but its application 
into the practice of economics is more difficult. Our knowledge o f the ancient, or indeed 
any pre-modem, economies is dependent on practice, not theory, yet our understanding of 
the modem economy as disembedded is more dependent on economics as a science rather 
than on economic practice. Baeck’s view, as a modern economist rather than an ancient 
historian, that the oikonomia was “not an independent analytical sphere of thought” sums 
up perfectly the shift in modem thought that enables such distinctions today.10 How far 
economic factors were realised independently of politics by the Greeks can be debated 
endlessly since the polis was by definition a political entity.11 The fundamental division 
that exists today between state and people would be incomprehensible to the Greeks 
because o f the very nature of the polis; economic factors affected all in the polis and as 
such were immediately a political concern. The same mode o f thought is readily 
recognisable in modern politics where the economy is a major cause of political and social 
concern, not unlike the Greek understanding of the economy as a political issue. An 
ordinary taxpayer in the modem world would have great difficulty in recognising the 
modern economy as disembedded from society and economic policy is a major concern for 
voters worldwide. Disregarding the particular concerns o f ancient historians and 
particularly historians o f the economy, the roots of the debate can be interpreted as an
9 Austin & Vidal-Naquet [(1972,original French edition) (1977:10)]. Note that Austin was writing before 
Finley’s Ancient Economy. Both were clearly influenced by Polanyi and his ideas of the embedded economy, 
although Austin kept a more cautious attitude than Finley.
10 Baeck (1997:147).
11 On the opposite interpretation of the close relation between politics and the economy in the polis, see Finley 
(1985:156).
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evolution in post-Aristotelian analytical thought rather than as an evolution in the nature of 
the economy itself.
In spite of the work of Hasebroek and the theoretical framework advanced by 
Polanyi, the literature of the period was marked by a definite modernist perspective, best 
illustrated in the works of French, Starr and, later, Hopper.12 The reaction to extreme 
modernism continued and found its most powerful adherent in Moses Finley. Finley 
proposed a purely substantivist model of the ancient economy advocating a change from 
wealth to status, social and/or political, as the prime mover o f the economy.13 The origins 
of Finley’s thesis lie equally in the theoretical position o f Karl Polanyi outlined above and 
in Finley’s own work on landed loans in classical Attika, where he attempted to show that 
such loans were mainly non-productive.14 Finley’s vision of the Greek economy was 
masterfully presented in his seminal work, The Ancient Economy, where he attempted both 
to disprove the extreme modernist thesis of the Greek economy as a formalist economy and 
put forward his own model of a status-based non-capitalist economy.15 Finley’s model 
depends on three main axes, all three relating to specific lacks in the ancient economy and 
ancient thought.16 The first is the lack of a large unified economic space evidenced by a 
system of interdependent markets. Finley argued, using as case study the grain trade in
1 *7classical Greece, that changes, or perceived changes, in demand did not influence supply.
12 French (1964); Starr (1977); Hopper (1979). Of particular interest is Hopper’s Trade and Industry, which 
completely ignores any theoretical framework for either trade or industry in the Greek world preferring a 
clearly descriptive, and summary, approach.
13 Finley (1970).
14 Finley (1952).
15 Finley’s earlier works, such as the World o f Odysseus (1954), also operate under the same general 
principles but it is not until the Ancient Economy that the full model is presented.
Note that I will, as much as possible, confine myself to Finley’s examples and evidence on the Greek 
world, rather than the Roman world, since I think that one of the main weaknesses of Finley’s model is the 
idea of an ‘ancient’ economy per se. On this issue see further below page 26.
17 Finley (1985:177-9).
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The second axis, to which Finley devoted most of his Ancient Economy, was the lack of a 
productive mentality on the part of the Greeks and the Romans. Finley centred his 
argument on the attitudes of the elite and their lack of will to override moral issues in 
favour of productivity, although, as he noted, acquisitiveness was part of elite mentality in 
Greco-Roman antiquity.18 His main points illustrating the lack of a productive mentality on 
the part of individuals were the lack of an organised large-scale industry, the unwillingness 
of the Greeks and the Romans to pursue technological advances as a means of increasing 
productivity and the lack of credit-based institutions.19 The third axis, which is the most 
pertinent in the present work, is the lack of state interest and intervention in the economy as 
evidenced by the lack of direct taxation and the lack of meaningful intervention in trade and 
manufacture.20
Finley rightly notes that the authority of the state in classical Greece was total and 
there was no aspect of public or private life where the government did not have the 
potential or the authority to intervene.21 The lack of polis interest in the economy is seen 
through the lack o f specifically commercial clauses in symbola agreements and the absence 
of formal treaties relating to commercial benefactions, such as the one between Athens and 
the Spartokids.22 Finley pays specific attention, following to an extent Hasebroek’s 
example, to the fact that a large part of trade, particularly Athenian trade, was in the hands 
of metics and foreigners.23 A particularly potent point made by Finley is the apparent 
inability o f the polis to create different tax regimes for foreigners and residents, imports and
18 Finley (1985:60-1).
19 Finley (1985:121-2,147-9).
20 Finley (1985:175-6).
21 Finley (1985:154).
22 Finley (1985:162).
23 Finley (1985:163-4), using as evidence Xenophon’s Poroi and the lack of any radical proposals in the 
pamphlet, such as die abolition of the metoikion.
exports or necessary and luxury commodities, or to institute a direct taxation regime that 
would alleviate its financial problems in times of crisis and create permanent public 
savings.24 The polis also did not realise or utilise the possible effects of monopoly on 
production, recognising merely the fiscal benefits of monopoly, particularly o f coinage.25 
Finley recognised the permanent intervention of the Athenians in their grain supply but 
considered it a unique set of measures adopted by a unique polis.26 Finley isolated 
important parts of state intervention in the modern age and highlighted their absence from 
Greek antiquity, thus arguing in favour of a deliberate disregard o f economic considerations 
by the polis, as well as a simultaneous inability for the government to assist the progress of 
the economy towards the modem model.
Finley’s model quickly achieved the status of orthodoxy and gave new impetus to 
the debate on the Greek economy.27 The extent of the model’s canonical status is probably 
best seen in Goldsmith’s survey of pre-modem economies, where under a clearly formalist 
presentation, Finley’s model is upheld as the only existing explanation of the Athenian 
economy. Yet the reaction to Finley and the status-based economy has been equally 
strong, particularly in the last fifteen years with a variety o f studies tackling particular 
aspects of the model. The best example of the nature of the continuing debate is the almost 
simultaneous rival expositions on credit and lending in Athens by Millett and Cohen29 
Such works have become the norm in the post-Finley era with specific studies
24 Finley (1985:164,174-5). On this issue, there may be clues that there were different tax-regimes outside 
Athens (see page 200).
25 Finley (1985:166-8).
26 Finley (1985:169-70).
27 For Finley’s thesis as orthodoxy see Hopkins (1983:xi); Patterson (1998:157). It has been argued that 
Finley’s work was the culmination, and indeed end, of the debate [McClellan (1997:172)].
28 Goldsmith (1987:16-33).
29 Millett (1991); Cohen (1992).
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concentrating on particular aspects of the Greek economy, mainly the Athenian, aiming to 
explore issues, which were highlighted in Finley’s work, either against the status-based 
orthodox model or in favour of it.
The debate still rages under three distinct headings. On the one hand, followers of 
Finley have attempted both to explore specific issues and to test Weberian and Finleyan 
models on specific aspects and case studies in the Greek economy, such as Millett’s work 
on credit, Gamsey’s exposition on food crises and Moller’s work on the status of 
Naukratis.30 In a similar vein and in response to initial criticisms of Finley’s model as 
ignoring the Hellenistic period, some scholars, side-stepping Finley’s own argument that 
the Hellenistic kingdoms do not impact on his model since they belong to the oriental 
economies, have proposed various models in effort to prove the importance of status over 
profit in the Hellenistic kingdoms, mainly Ptolemaic Egypt, and refute Rostovtzeffs 
modernist approach.31
On the other side of the spectrum, there has been an effort to reconcile the great 
insight of initially Hasebroek and then Finley on the paramount importance of status as 
economic force in the Greek world and the evidence of economic processes and the power 
of the market as exhibited in the literary sources and the archaeological record. In what can 
best be called a neo-modemist approach, a variety o f works has concentrated on
30 Millett (1991); Gamsey (1988); Moller (2000).
31 Finley (1985:183): “There was therefore no ‘Hellenistic economy’; from the outset there were two, an 
ancient sector and an Oriental sector”. For the various models, see Samuel (1983), where economic stability 
rather than economic growth is the main goal of Ptolemaic policy, Bingen (1978) that stable revenue not 
economic growth was the goal, Turner (1984) with an incredibly interventionist state with an almost 
nationalised industry sector and, finally, McClellan (1997) where it is argued that the Ptolemies were not 
totally successful in arresting production growth. Interestingly, while all these proposals profess to follow 
Finley’s vision, they inexplicably manage both to argue in favour of rational and specific state intervention 
and to presume the existence of interdependent markets. Finley’s own argument remains the best defence of 
his thesis relating to the Hellenistic period.
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interpreting the existing evidence in an anti-Weberian protest against ideal-types and 
exploring new avenues in both quantitative and case-study research. Thus, Cohen explored 
the importance of banks and banking in fourth-century Athens, Osborne proved the 
interdependence of markets through pottery evidence for the archaic period, Foxhall argued 
in favour of widespread market related imports in the archaic period and Shipton proved 
that elite investment in Athens was more oriented towards manufacture than land.32 Within 
this approach also fall works, which have tried to distance themselves from the debate on 
the nature of the economy, concentrating instead on specific source material, such as 
Stroud’s editio princeps of the grain-tax law of 374/3.33
Of particular interest for this work are Bresson’s criticisms o f Finley’s thesis 
concerning the role of the state in the economy and particularly in price-fixing and market 
creation.34 Bresson has tried to show that Finley’s model is too strict and primitive- 
oriented for the testimony provided by the sources and in some respects has succeeded, 
particularly in relation to markets and the use of revenues by the poleis.35 His most 
important contribution to the debate is Bresson’s discussion o f the Aristotelian view of the 
relative importance o f exports and imports in the polis. Bresson effectively demolishes the 
primitivist thesis that the polis was uninterested in exports and shows conclusively that 
Aristotle, as well as other sources, clearly show that the polis had a vested in exports, as 
well as imports.36
32 Cohen (1992); Osborne (1996b); Foxhall (1998); Shipton (2000, especially p.94-5).
33 Stroud (1998).
34 Market creation (Naukratis): Bresson (2000:13-84); Price-fixing: Bresson (2000:183-210).
35 Bresson (2000:247-57).
36 Bresson (2000:109-30).
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However, Bresson’s view of the economy is in many ways restrictive, since he does 
not adequately differentiate between the different types of polity in the Greek world and the 
types of intervention available to and used by them. Bresson’s work is valuable to the 
study o f the various types of economic proceedings in the Greek world and in the matter of 
co-operation between polities, especially in his work on Naukratis. However, his 
exploration of the theme is in many ways fragmented and his outlook is heavily influenced 
by the legacy o f Hasebroek and Finley in looking closely at the personnel of trade and their 
position in society, rather than on policies and their changes.37
The other side of the coin in the post-Finley era has been a discussion on the 
validity and applicability of economic and anthropological models on the ancient economy. 
In an effort to move beyond the narrow confines of the debate and bring back the study of 
the economy into the mainstream of ancient history, works such as those by Whittaker and 
Davies have called for the re-evaluation of existing and proposed models and have explored 
the uniqueness o f the Greek, and Roman, economy as a theoretical field.38 This theoretical 
and methodological discussion reveals the inherent duality in the post-Finley era on both 
sides of the debate between the theoretical basis of study and the practical antecedents. In 
other words, while both sides of the debate are theoretically dependent upon the status- 
based economy model, either to support or to disprove, the practical aspect is readily traced 
back to the earlier work of Moses Finley on the horoi, which highlights the need for further 
study on all aspects of the Greek economy. Finley never realised his grand plan of a 
series of detailed studies on aspects o f the economy before producing an overarching model 
but in the thirty-five years since the Ancient Economy, work has concentrated on achieving
37 Bresson (2000:65-70, 95-9).
38 Whittaker (1995) focusing on the Roman world and Davies (2005).
39 Finley (1952:vii): “this book is intended as the first of several volumes”.
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that ambition. The study of the Greek economy today, in spite o f its debts to the works 
before 1973, is shaped by and around Finley; a situation best articulated by Geoffrey Lloyd 
in a recent exposition, “the Ancient Economy contributed hugely in opening up debate, 
Finley himself never imagined that it closed it”.40
Theory and Methodology
Exploring any aspect of the Greek economy today necessarily relates back to Finley
and his views on the subject. In the simplest of terms, to paraphrase Hopkins, in order to 
understand the ancient economy, we need to know the part played in it by trade and traders; 
in order to understand the role of trade and traders, we need to hold some view on the 
Ancient Economy. Finley’s model has several problems both theoretical and
methodological; both categories are equally important in acquiring a view on the validity of 
the model.
The first o f Finley’s main arguments was the lack of a system of interdependent 
markets in the Greek world, which automatically relegates the Greek economy into the 
category of primitive. Even if we ignore the fact that interdependence of markets has been 
shown through pottery evidence for the archaic period, and, thus, logically continued to 
exist in the classical, Finley’s own examples do not stand up to scrutiny.41 Finely rightly 
noted that statistical evidence that would enable a specific answer to the question is 
unlikely to be discovered and that the only viable alternative mode of inquiry is to analyse 
the factors of trade. The prime example used of the supposed lack of influence of the
40 Lloyd (2002:xviii).
41 On archaic interdependence of markets see Osborne (1996b).
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consumer on the producer is the grain supply of Athens, based on the situations described 
in Lysias 22 and Demosthenes 56.
Demosthenes 56, which provides the bulk of Finley’s argument, is a pseudo- 
Demosthenic paragraphe speech from the 320s BCE, where Athenian investors are trying 
to recover their loan from a trading venture in Egyptian grain. An initial problem with 
Finley’s argument is that the speech does not refer to regular market conditions but 
conditions of widespread famine throughout the eastern Mediterranean. This is not a case 
of demand failing to influence supply but rather supply influencing demand, since not only 
local production in Greece and Aegean was affected by the drought but also that in the 
main exporting regions, Egypt and the Black Sea. Certainly, the situation as portrayed in 
Demosthenes 56 is not one of an independent scheme or effort to defraud the consumer by 
the supplier but a scheme rising from a specific set of crisis circumstances. As is argued 
later, the main reason why Kleomenes manages to succeed in his scheme for more than one 
sailing season is that widespread drought made supply so small that whatever the price 
asked by the producer, the price paid by the consumer would be higher, thus enabling 
traders to pay higher prices for the product and still make profit.42 Secondly, the first part 
o f Kleomenes’ scheme directly involved correlation of prices between exporter and 
importer, since the scheme recognised the increased demand and subsequent increase of 
prices paid in the importers and correspondingly increased the price of grain for export in 
Egypt.
Turning to Lysias 22, this genuine speech of Lysias is of the accuser in the trial o f a 
number of Athenian sitopolai accused of creating a cartel and illegally buying grain in bulk,
42 See farther page 205.
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thus creating crisis-circumstances in a normal period.43 Finley argued that the devices 
employed by the sitopolai to keep prices high in Athens, including creating a cartel, had no 
influence that can be proven on production in the Black Sea and Egypt. First, the sitopolai 
in Athens are not “producers and shippers” as Finley says, on the contrary it is the shippers 
that support the action against the sitopolai; the sitopolai are part of the apparatus in the 
consumer not the producer.44 Secondly, the infuriated response of the emporoi implies an 
expectation of correlation of prices between the producer and the consumer, since we are 
left to infer that the scheme of the sitopolai kept prices in the emporion lower than they 
should be under free market conditions. Furthermore, there is no reason to assume that 
schemes like that of the sitopolai in Athens, with their very short duration, should in any 
way influence the production of Egypt or the Black Sea. Finley cites as a comparison a 
similar scheme in early modem Amsterdam, which would influence production in Poland; 
but the situations are not comparable.45 Amsterdam was the clearinghouse for the rest of 
Europe; if the scheme of the sitopolai had taken place in its ancient equivalent, Rhodos or 
Byzantion, then Finley’s argument would work but it took place in Athens, which was not a 
clearinghouse for grain but a major consumer. Accordingly, demand as perceived by the 
producer did not change. More importantly, for the production to increase or decrease, 
there must be a perceived change in demand. As long as there are multiple markets, which 
was the case in the Greek world, then small changes in demand would change production 
only in the long-term. To provide a hypothetical example, production in the Bosporan 
Kingdom would be affected if Athens was totally removed from the network, thus 
removing its demand. Or if the scheme of the sitopolai was allowed to continue unchecked,
43 Note that throughout, I take Lysias 22 to be an actual speech delivered in court, not a rhetorical exercise.
44 Finley (1985:178).
45 Finley (1985:177).
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not because it would affect actual demand but it would make the emporoi avoid Athens, 
which would affect the perceived demand on the network.
The main axis of Finley’s argument concentrates on elite mentality, which he argues 
was acquisitive but not productive. The main problem with this argument is that it 
concentrates on the elite and the moralising views of the philosophers, rather than on the 
society as a whole and the actual practice of both elites and non-elites in the Greek world. 
The lack of organised large-scale industry and the perceived unwillingness of the elite to 
invest rationally, even in land, for moral reasons are both issues that have to be qualified. 
As Finley himself admits, moral reasons notwithstanding, land remained in the ancient 
world a very lucrative investment, thus, that a portion of the elite preferred to invest in land 
makes perfect economic sense.46 The lack o f rationality in investment is shown only 
through Roman paradigms, which fall outside the scope of this work. Shipton in her study 
of public land leases has shown conclusively that such investment appealed widely in 
Athens and not merely to the liturgical class.47
Further, from fourth-century Athens we have evidence of citizens preferring to 
invest in ventures other than land without that affecting their elite status. An obvious 
example is Pasion, who after attaining citizenship, did not change his investment regime 
from manufacture and banking to land, although according to Finley’s model that is what 
any self-respecting member of the elite would have done. Yet given the special status of 
Pasion’s life, Demosthenes’ father is a better example, since he was a member of the 
liturgical class and a respected member of the community, yet his investments were 
exclusively in the fields o f manufacture and finance. Finley’s argument that Demosthenes
46 Finley (1985:121-2).
47 Shipton (2000:48-9).
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does not refer to depreciation ignores the genre the information is found in.48 A steady 
unchanging return was necessary for Demosthenes’ case, since depreciation or loss of 
profits in any form would vindicate the case of the defendants.
Finley bases a considerable part of his argument on the moral value of agriculture 
against trade or manufacture49 The validity of assuming that a philosophical moral 
position either influences investment or represents the actual practice of persons is 
questionable. What the sources are referring to is an innate contempt on the part of the 
traditional aristocracy for people who have acquired wealth from trade, manufacture and 
finance; the difference with the modem attitude towards the nouveau riche is difficult to 
distinguish. But social attitudes, then as now, are not as easy to categorise. Kephalos may 
have been a manufacturer but he was clearly accepted in upper-class salons, interestingly so 
was Socrates, a tme banausos. It cannot be fully ascertained whether Pasion and Phormion 
found the same decree of acceptance in the Athenian upper classes, yet their initial status as 
slaves and non-Greeks may have been a lot more potent in their relations with the Athenian 
upper classes than their profession.
One rightly wonders how the upper-class students of Socrates, who had never 
worked a day in their lives, managed to so completely condemn banausia and never feel the 
least bit concerned or remorseful that they automatically condemned their philosophical 
inspiration. Agriculture was certainly the most natural and valid form of wealth-getting and 
surely it created the right lifestyle o f leisure; yet, one would feel slightly more comfortable 
if the sentiment came out of the mouth of a subsistence farmer, not an absentee landlord.
48 Finley (1985:116). Note that amortisation is not mentioned in Demosthenes, since there were no loans to 
repay.
49 A good example is Finley (1985:122) quoting [Aristotle] Oikonomika 1343a25-b2.
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Finley quotes Plato, Aristotle, Cato and Cicero, not the unknown litigant of Demosthenes, 
who can boast that he has left the high seas for the last seven years to take up a life o f 
money-lending on the happy shores of the Piraeus. He, too, may have thought that 
agriculture is the most natural o f occupations, yet that did not affect his investment regime 
as far as we can tell.
Finley is right in pointing out that the Greek world did not exhibit, to the best of our 
knowledge, an organised large-scale industry in the modem sense or a guild stmcture of the 
medieval type. The main argument is the lack of any polis known specifically for its 
manufacture rather than for its agricultural produce, thus, making the city a centre of 
consumption in the Weberian model rather than one of production.50 While Finley is 
correct that Athens never became Flanders, guild halls have not been found in excavations, 
nor is any polis particularly noted for its manufacture, all these statements need 
qualification. Most importantly, the meaning of manufacture and what constitutes a 
manufactured product. Finley’s own words, clearly based on the [Aristotelian] 
Oikonomika, make his position clear: “essentially the ability of ancient cities to pay for 
their food, metals, slaves and other necessities rested on four variables: the amount of local 
agricultural production, that is, o f the produce of the city’s own rural area; the presence or 
absence o f special resources, silver, above all, but also other metals or particularly desirable 
wines or olive-bearing plants; the invisible exports of trade and tourism; and fourth, the 
income from land ownership and empire, rents, taxes, tribute, gifts from clients and 
subjects. The contribution of manufacture was negligible; it is only a false model that
50 Finley (1985:134-9).
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drives historians in search o f them where they are unattested, and did not exist”.51 The 
first and second of Finley’s categories are of particular interest in this case, since they 
highlight the primary issue when researching manufacture, not its existence but its 
definition. Today ascertaining manufactured products as against natural products is easy; a 
car is a manufactured product, so is a computer, a book or a pen. The lexical meaning of 
manufacture is “the making of articles, especially in a factory etc”.52 There is an obvious 
problem when attempting to categorise articles in such a way; tobacco is a natural product, 
yet cigarettes are not, similarly for oil and wine. Neither oil nor wine is a natural product, 
yet apparently they are not manufactured either, at least according to Finley. Processing of 
foodstuffs, like that of tobacco, is considered part of a country’s industries in modem 
economics. So, when an Athenian bought a jar of wine, he was not buying a product of the 
earth but a manufactured article, and similarly with a jar o f oil or perfume, a bar of soap, a 
chair, or indeed garum or salted fish from the Propontis. A fresh fish in the market at 
Athens is a natural product, preserved tunny from Kyzikos is not. Similarly, grain from the 
Bosporan Kingdom is a natural product but semidalis from Phoenicia is not.
Finley, quoting Xenophon Poroi 4.4-6, further postulates that demand for 
manufactured products was essentially inelastic, thus, the demand was predominantly local, 
and consequently, the ancient city was a consumer city and manufacture was negligible.53 
The passage from Xenophon, however, is not as clear-cut as that, except of course if one 
quotes selectively. Xenophon does not refer to coppersmiths, or ironsmiths, only, since he 
goes on to state that the same is true of grain and wine and when production becomes too
51 Finley (1985:139).
52 Concise Oxford Dictionary, 9th edition, s.v. manufacture I.
53 Finley (1985:135).
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great, many leave agriculture to engage in trade, retail and finance.54 Xenophon is 
addressing an Athenian audience and it is interesting that he does not mention oil or honey, 
the other products, except for silver, that Athens was known for. The ancient city 
consumed but there is little evidence to suggest that it did not produce also and while some 
cities certainly did not produce manufactured products, as some countries today do not, 
others did.
Concerning the lack of major technological advances, which Finley argues are a 
good indicator o f the essential non-productive thought and practice of the Greeks, it is 
worth pointing out that while the Greeks did not pay as much attention to technology as the 
modern western world does, there were certainly technological advances during the period. 
The modem western world has witnessed more technological advances in the last 200 years 
than in the whole of human history, whether that is a sign of an advanced economy or 
merely the culmination of the advancement of analytical and scientific thought is an issue 
that needs be further investigated.
The other major argument that is thought to prove the unproductive economic 
practice of the Greeks is the lack of credit-based institutions. Cohen very convincingly 
showed that the Athenians in the fourth century had credit-based institutions in the form of 
banks, which supported trade and manufacture.55 On the other hand, both Finley’s work on
54 Xenophon Poroi 4.6-7: kcu yap ouS’ warcep oxav noXkcii xoXkoiutioi yevamai, a i^cov yevop£vcov xcov 
XaXiceimKd)v epycov, Kaxa?ajovxai oi %a?Jcanjjroi, Kai oi cnStipeii; ye cbaabxcoq- Kai oxav ye tioXin; aixoq Kai 
oivoc; y6vrjxai, a^icov ovicov xwv KaprcQv, aXnaixeAeiq ai yecopyiai yiyvovxat, akxxe rcoAAoi atpepevoi xou itiv 
yfjv epyd^eaOai hC ep7topta<; Kai Ka^qXeiag Kai xoiaapoui; xp£7covxar apyupixu; 5e oaa> av T&eitov cpaivr|xai 
Kai apyupiov tjMov yfyvrixai, xoaauxip 7iXe(ove<; btii xo epyov xouxo epxovxai, ” And when there are many 
coppersmiths, the value of copperwork falls, and the coppersmiths close down, the same with the ironsmiths; 
and when there is much grain and wine, the value of the produce falls, and agriculture brings little profit, then 
many leave agriculture and turn towards trade, retail and lending; but as much as more silver ore is found, so 
much more silver is made, so many more people get involved in mining”.
55 Cohen (1992).
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the horoi and Millctt’s work on lending patterns in Athens have made it clear that a large 
part o f loans were for personal reasons.56 Finley's insistence in excluding from his 
discussion maritime loans effectively restricts the available evidence to only one part of the 
credit spectrum in the Greek world. It would be impossible to study modem credit 
institutions if the spectrum of data was restricted on personal loans and credit-card 
transactions. The balance of the studies on credit and lending in Athens has shown that the 
Athenians borrowed both for personal non-productive reasons and for business purposes. 
The situation seems not much different from modem credit transactions, where people 
borrow both for personal reasons and for investment purposes.
The third axis of Finley's model concerns specifically the intervention of the state in 
the economy. This part of the Greek economy has been a sadly neglected one, since 
detailed studies on aspects of the behaviour and role of the state in the economy are rare. 
This work attempts to explore one particular aspect of the role o f the state: its behaviour in 
relation to the foreign trade of necessary commodities.
Beyond the specific theoretical problems of Finley’s model, there are several points 
of disagreement on methodology. Firstly, Finley’s insistence on the idea of the “ancient 
economy”, which has been a systemic fiction in Greek and Roman history since the 19th 
century CE. After 1973, historians have followed Finley’s substantive model, which 
distinguished the “Greco-Roman Economy” chronologically, culturally and geographically. 
Recent studies in the history of classical scholarship have highlighted that Finley was a 
product of his times and their politico-ideological climate. The turn of the century 
witnessed the advent of a different approach to ancient history in general, one of integration
56 Finley (1952:81-3); Millett (1991).
57 Nafissi (2005).
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and demolition of artificial boundary constructions, geographical, cultural or 
chronological.58 Arguments for connectivity and blurring of artificial distinctions have 
brought about the call for a redefinition of the ancient economy as an integrating 
framework for a better understanding of the ancient world including all its individual 
components, from the Near East to Britain and from the Bronze Age to the end of the 
Roman Empire.59
The ancient economy as visualised by Finley ignores not only the connections 
between of the broader Mediterranean region and its immediate neighbours, but also the 
deep economic ties, and their necessity, between the various cultures. Simultaneously, it 
creates an artificial economic entity, which in spite of Finley’s admission of its artificial 
quality, has dominated study and exposition of economic functions in the ancient world.60 
The idea of the ‘ancient economy’ not only ignores the larger picture but also disregards the 
smaller component pictures. The classical Greek economy and economic processes were 
different from the Roman ones in the same way that politics and political processes were 
different.61 While similarities between the two systems were in existence and can be 
mapped and identified, the overall framework of economic development was different. 
Further, even within the Greek World in the classical period there were considerable
58 Horden & Purcell (2000) is the turning point.
59 Manning & Morris (2005).
60 Finley (1985:29).
61 To provide only one example of the fusion that Finley consistently employed: “Or, should we place the 
stress on the universal Greek restriction of land ownership to citizens, or in the two second-century attempts 
to compel newly created Roman senators from the provinces to acquire estates in Italy?” (1985:156). The two 
situations are inherently different. For the Greek world, even if the restriction were universal, which not been 
proven to my knowledge, the background of the practice differs sharply from that of the Romans. There are 
valid strategic reasons for the restriction of ownership to citizens and equally valid political ones. In the 
modem world, where land ownership is not restricted (although there are exceptions, such as the modem 
Greek restriction on foreigners owning property in the border provinces), there have been incidents of 
immigrants forced to abandon their holdings, such as when die US forced immigrants of Japanese descent to 
abandon their holdings in WWII. Land-ownership is an issue greater than mere investment; a point that Finley 
ignores when criticizing Xenophon’s proposal on allowing metics to own houses (1985:163).
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differences in the economic systems and processes of the various poleis, as there were 
differences in the economy of any one polis at different times within the period. Moreover, 
while it is possible to identify patterns of economic behaviour within a specific period and 
area, it does not mean that there were no exceptions within that economic system. A 
consequence of Finley's vision of a unified model for the Greco-Roman worlds is its static 
character. Finley believed that an economic model should reflect the “dominant” 
behaviours in the economy.62 By advocating a model o f one dominant mode of behaviour 
for the economy of the Mediterranean World throughout the Greco-Roman period, Finley 
disregarded the inherent fluctuations of any economy.
Another problem with Finley’s idea of the “ancient economy” is the problem of 
exceptions. Finley consistently insisted on ignoring any practice or evidence, which did not 
follow his model of a status-based economy.63 Exceptions will exist in any system, since 
alternative patterns are the safety valves for any system to avoid stagnation and adapt to 
changes. On the one hand, the study of these exceptions is as necessary as that of the rules 
for thus we can understand the system better. On the other hand, to be able to distinguish 
between rules and exceptions, there must be data that throw both into relief. Demosthenes’ 
father invested in manufacture and finance and so did Pasion, Andokides became a trader 
during his exile and after his return invested in tax-farming, Nikias invested considerably in 
the mining industry and his descendants in the fourth century continued the trend. The
62 Finley (1985:29).
63 For example (1985:164): “Xenophon’s argument about the limitless demand for silver is a rare and 
rudimentary exception”. Yet interestingly both surviving political pamphlets are concerned with the polis 
choice of revenue, albeit from different perspectives. Also, (1985:170): “Just price was a medieval concept, 
not an ancient one, and this interference by the state, altogether exceptional in its permanence, is a sufficient 
measure of the urgency of the food problem”. Interestingly, just price was not an ancient concept and is 
exceptional where found, although the Athenians not only legislated on profit margins and fixed public grain 
prices to what was considered just by the assembly but the Teans, also, legislated against artificial increase of 
prices. If every legislation we know is an exception, then the rule can only be inferred ex silentio.
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balance of the evidence is not as unambiguous as the philosophers, or the status-based 
model, would have us believe. Whether the attitude of these people was exceptional in 
classical Athens is something that needs further study; it is impossible to assume the 
exceptionality of these cases because of moralising statements in the philosophers,
A further problem with Finley's model is the insistence on considering certain types 
of evidence and methods of inquiry better than others. The exact use of sources and 
evidence as well as the types of method employed for analysis and interpretation of data are 
necessary methodological decisions. Finley, as others before and after him, embraced some 
types of evidence, for example philosophical writings, while excluding others, for example 
pottery.64 Finley’s reaction to the abuse of pottery evidence was justified, yet the exclusion 
of pottery robs the student of the economy from a vast set of surviving data. Similarly, it 
has become almost an urban legend in Greek history that statistics are non-existent, 
unreliable and unusable for the study of economic and social phenomena.65 The main 
reason for avoiding the use of statistics is that the data surviving is incomplete, and thus no 
analysis will be full. That is true but since the possibility of a full set of data appearing is 
remote, not using the available data is nonsensical. A partial picture is better than none, 
and the existing data and their statistical analysis will provide the partial picture, which 
otherwise would be unknown to us.66
Governmental Intervention
64 Finley (1985:33) for the main cautionary example. In the years since Finley it has become accepted that 
pottery evidence cannot be uniformly excluded, see Morley (2007:6). However, there have been alternative 
suggestions as to how amphorae are not trade indexes, in this case for Rome: Whittaker (1989).
65 Quantitative studies are a necessity in ancient economic history, as Finley recognised in an earlier study: 
Finley (1965:35).
66 Osborne (1991:139).
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Beyond the theoretical and methodological problems of Finley’s model, a major 
issue is clearly economic: governmental intervention. Finley argued that there was only 
limited and occasional governmental intervention in trade.67 Previous scholars, who like 
Finley followed Polanyi’s theory, relegated governmental policy to a minor import policy
/Q
concentrating on grain. The aim of this thesis is to explore the role of the state in foreign 
trade in the archaic and classical periods.
An issue that needs be clarified at this initial stage is the use of the words state and 
government in this work. The definition of the polis as a state has been an issue of debate 
among scholars with differing opinions based on the historical evolution of the European 
state and the concept of state in the modern period.69 Recently Berent argued in favour of 
viewing the polis as a stateless society based on the relative lack of institutionalisation in 
the polis and the lack of the fundamental divide between state and citizens, which is a 
major concept of government and politics in many modern states.70 This argument has 
been adequately refuted by Hansen in a number of studies, which highlight the similarities 
between the polis and the early modem and modem state in relation to both government 
and its power over the people and the concept of state as comprising territory, government 
and the body politic.71
This work follows Hansen’s view of the polis as a state, albeit with important 
differences from the early modem and modem states.72 More importantly, as testified by 
the title, the thesis is concerned mainly with the role o f government in foreign trade, in
67 Finley (1985:155).
68 Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:113). For re-iteration of that thesis, see Morley (2007:4, 57).
69 For a review of the main recent arguments, see Faraguna (2000).
70 Berent (1996:39, 58-9).
71 Hansen (2002:26-30), Hansen (1998).
72 Hansen (2002:41-2).
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other words with the role played by institutions, laws and inter-polity relations and 
agreements in foreign trade. Since the focus is not exclusively on the polis but on other 
types of polity, both Greek and oriental, in the Greek world and its fringes, the term 
government is preferred to encompass the different types of constitution and authority 
exhibited in the different polities from the Athenian democracy to tyrannical and 
monarchical regimes. However, mainly for the polis but also to some extent for other 
polities, particularly the Greek ones rather the oriental, the state is understood to be the 
combination of institutions and the body of citizens, since decision making, especially in 
democracies and relatively open oligarchies, is dependent upon the will of the people as a 
whole rather than a superimposed and independent government.
There is a fundamental distinction, which has failed to come up in discussions of 
trade and the economy in the Greek World, that between intervention and involvement. 
Intervention is when the government seeks to influence the economic behaviour o f citizens, 
while involvement is when it engages itself in economic activity and transactions. Thus, 
legislating on the import of grain is an act of intervention, similarly to providing ateleia to 
an exporter. On the other hand, the ownership of mines by the polis makes the government 
involved in the mining industry and when the Spartans buy gold from Kroisos, the 
involvement of the government in the transaction is full and clear.73 The issue of 
government intervention in the economy, particularly in trade, has been debated, for 
governmental intervention or more specifically non-intervention is considered a major sign 
of a primitive or unevolved economy according to Polanyi’s theory.74 Yet discussions 
seem to ignore governmental involvement. Governmental involvement and governmental
73 See further page 57.
74 Finley (1985:154-5); Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:112).
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intervention can be simultaneous operations and are not mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, 
the equilibrium between involvement and intervention is the key to the state’s role in the 
economy.
Methodologically there are some initial bases to be established. Firstly, and 
possibly most importantly, an initial assumption in this work is that the practice of the 
economy reflects economic thinking. Thus, the practices of governments are studied in 
detail rather than the moralising and utopian concepts of the philosophers. This initial 
assumption firmly places this work within the neo-modernist approach and opens it to 
attack on the matter of the existence of a theoretical superstructure for the actions of 
governments. Finley distinguished between economic policy and political actions with 
unintended economic consequences, thereby, relegating many measures and decisions with 
an economic dimension to irrelevance.75 This work seeks to answer whether in practice 
there was intervention and involvement by the Greek governments and in what ways this 
was done. Motivations, policies and theoretical superstructures for such intervention and 
involvement are inferred from the actual measures.
Secondly, the chronological focus of the investigation is intentionally narrow 
covering only the archaic and classical periods. Economies change and adapt to different 
circumstances, social and political. The advent of Alexander, and more importantly the 
Successors, changed the face of the Greek world, thus creating different economic 
networks. Even, however, within the archaic and classical periods, changes occurred and 
when possible they are pointed out and discussed; thus, for example, the economy of 
Athens changed drastically at the end of the fifth century with the loss of empire. It must
75 Finley (1985:155).
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be pointed out that at no point are the conclusions reached in the thesis considered to apply 
by default in other periods. Geographically as much of the Greek world as possible is 
covered within the constraints of the evidence including non-polis polities. The Greeks 
were not uniformly organised in polis structures and, thus, the study o f non-polis polities 
both within and at the borders of the Greek world provides necessary points o f comparison. 
It must be noted that comparisons with later periods or other geographical regions are 
avoided, since the political, social and economic circumstances of the Greek world in the 
archaic and classical periods are not found, to my knowledge, in any other historical period 
or geographical region.
Thirdly, in the use of the evidence and examples, I have departed significantly from 
the use advocated by Finley, since, as mentioned above, the exceptionality o f any given 
example should be judged not individually but within the body of data. Additionally, even 
exceptional or unique cases can be used to throw light on the rules o f the general economic 
environment. Concerning the silence of the sources, the initial assumption is that the 
evidence is lost not lacking: I have tried to avoid arguments from silence, preferring to 
concentrate on the existing evidence. Thus, I have deduced measures or policies where 
possible; where there is no evidence, no conclusions are drawn. Thus, for example, it is 
argued that Corinth was chronically deficient in local grain, but given the absence of 
evidence on any policy or measures concerning grain supply, no conclusions are drawn on 
the possible measures that the Corinthians could have taken. This source-based approach is 
open to the accusation that the study concentrates on exceptional polities or circumstances. 
This is a fundamental methodological issue on the validity of arguments from silence, 
where I wish to make my position clear: arguments from silence are not valid.
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The aim of the thesis is achieved by the discussion of four commodities: gold, 
silver, timber and grain. The four commodities were not chosen randomly but for then- 
potential as essential commodities to the polis. Gold and silver (or their mutual alloy 
electrum) were the metals of coinage, a state initiative by definition. Specific types of 
timber were used in the construction of warships, and naval warfare was a major element of 
military reality in our period. Grain, finally, was one of the main staples of ancient diet and 
its supply a political concern. In the trade of such necessary and important commodities, 
the polis or polity was most likely to play a role, either as importer or as exporter.
The role of the government in trade is clearly divided between two major spheres of 
commerce: imports and exports. The state could be involved or intervene in both. For the 
state as exporter, there are various issues to explore. Firstly, the producers with capability 
of export for each commodity must be identified, both geographically and politically. In 
other words, not only must the regions of export be identified but also the political status of 
the communities involved. As was mentioned above the Greek World was an amalgam 
geographically and politically. The poleis interacted not only with each other but also with 
non-Greek tribes of interior and coastal areas, non-Greek poleis, Greek and non-Greek 
kingdoms. Both the geographical positioning of the resources and the political status of the 
communities dominating them played a role in the trade of these commodities and to their 
availability as exports.
Secondly, the form of export must be identified. For each commodity, the form of 
export is different. For example, gold and silver could have been exported as bullion, 
artefacts or coins. The form o f the exportable commodity answers major questions as to the 
role of the state in the export o f the commodity. Taking as example silver, the export of
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bullion meant considerable more intervention and knowledge of export by the state than the 
export of coins, which was largely outside the power of the polis to control, since they were 
available on the open market.
In the third place, the extent of public control on exportable surpluses of these 
commodities must be discovered and how the poleis or polities exercised such control. A 
major issue is whether the state controlled surpluses through ownership of resources and 
whether such ownership was translated into direct exploitation. Further, the influence of 
the state on production of the resources must be explored. The government could exert 
considerable influence on production through legislation or incentives, and, more 
importantly, could even encourage the production of particular commodities. Lastly, the 
role of the government in the disposition of the surpluses must be considered. The type of 
disposition adopted by a polis or polity can provide important information on the amount of 
direct intervention employed by the government.
On the other side of the fence, poleis and polities were also importers. The first step 
in exploring the role of the government in imports is to identify which states had regular or 
permanent shortages of a commodity. The identification of importers and the exploration 
of the relative volume o f imports depend on the commodity discussed. In the case of grain, 
for example, regular shortages were dictated by the ratio between of population size and 
cultivated territory. For silver, on the other hand, population and territory have no 
consequence on imports. In that case, the relative volume of minted coins provides the best 
method for identifying importers and the volume of their imports.
More importantly, the extent of the intervention of the government, if any, on the 
import of any given commodity must be discovered. The government had at its disposal a
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variety of means to encourage or ensure import of a commodity. The polis or polity could 
intervene forcefully in import by coercing or obliging exporters through seizure of 
marketed surpluses, conquest of the resource territories or simply by treaty with the 
exporter. Another form of intervention, though not as forceful, was to try to attract 
exporters by offering honours or incentives. The government could also intervene 
internally to ensure successful import of commodities by encouraging private local traders 
to import specific commodities or by keying production of exportable commodities, which 
would naturally attract traders. Lastly, the government could take the import of a 
commodity into its own hands by directly importing specific commodities.
Each of the four commodities provides information about particular stages of the 
journey of the commodity from production to consumer and more importantly relates to 
specific types of governmental involvement in trade. Silver and gold are counterpoints, 
since survival has dictated that one is known from exporter’s point of view, the other from 
the importer’s. Silver informs us of the system of production within those systems, while 
providing vital clues as to the importance of exportability o f commodities to the polis 
within a framework of maximum involvement but minimum intervention. Gold informs of 
imports from a practical viewpoint since it exemplifies the varied means of acquisition and 
highlights the effects of random opportunity. Timber and grain are complementary because 
both are known principally from the importer’s point of view but some evidence on the 
exporters and their actions has survived. Timber informs us of the practicalities of 
commercial transaction completion and focuses on maximum intervention through 
monopolies. Grain on the other hand, informs us of commodities as part of political and
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social causation and on the relative intervention-involvement equilibrium of the state in its 
role as regulator.
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Part 1: Gold and Silver
Gold and Silver: Prolegomena
Exchange is a common feature of human societies. In some societies, exchange 
transforms from direct to indirect, requiring the use of money. Money is the means of 
unlimited exchange based on the calculation and recognition of value without direct 
correlation of needs. In the archaic period, in the Greek world and some non-Greek states 
in Asia Minor, a specific type of money spread, coinage. The distinguishing feature of 
coinage as against other types of money was its exclusive issuing by the state.76 The decree 
of monetization found in the Greek world has been debated by scholars but for the purposes 
of this work, the pervasiveness of monetization is immaterial, since the investigation 
focuses on the role of the state.77 However, it must be stated that it is throughout assumed 
that there existed at least a minimal degree of monetization in the archaic period and a basic 
degree in the classical.
Coinage in the Greek world was a state issue and as such the procurement of 
precious metals for it was a state concern, either through own means for the few states that 
controlled relevant resources or from external sources.78 The following chapters explore 
the role of the state in the trade of precious metals, gold and silver, especially in relation to 
precious metal coinage.
Silver was the coinage metal par excellence in the Greek world, particularly after 
the middle o f the sixth century. Gold, on the other hand, was particularly important in the
76 Schaps (2004:179).
77 The most important work on the issue is Kraay (1964), especially pages 84-8, where is it argued that the 
low level of fractions minted by Greek poleis shows a very low level of monetization. However, recent 
research has shown that the level of fractions was considerably higher that what Kraay knew from the archaic 
period onwards, showing that the level of monetization was higher throughout the archaic and classical 
periods: Kim (2002).
There are a few disputed cases from the time of early coinage, e.g. The Phanes coin, which has been 
thought to be that of a private individual, possibly a merchant. However, it is equally possible that one of the 
poleis followed the Lydian system of inscribing the name of the minting official: Kraay (1976:24-5).
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archaic period as the main constituent metal of electrum and continued to be used in some 
parts of the Greek world in the classical period. The study of both commodities, as that of 
most commodities, suffers from a lack of adequate evidence and to some extent lack of 
interest in modem scholarship. The literary evidence consists o f various brief references in 
the sources and o f part of Xenophon’s Poroi, relating to the marketability and uses of 
silver. The epigraphic evidence relates mainly to the Athenian exploitation o f the Laurion 
mines in the fourth century. There is, however, a large body of material evidence in the 
form of coins and mining installations. In both areas, more archaeological research is 
necessary, specifically on the provenance of coinage metals and on mining installations 
beyond Laurion and the Huelva. Since precious metal deposits are not widely found in the 
Mediterranean and its periphery, this study begins with the identification and discussion of 
states that had access to resources of precious metals, with specific attention paid to the 
regime of exploitation of silver in Athens and the role it played in its economy. Then the 
states that minted in silver or gold but did not have their own resources of metal and may 
have imported are examined through the information provided by their coinages mainly on 
what they imported, how they did it and to what extent trade played a role in acquisition.
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Chapter 1: The Exporters of Gold and Silver
The rarity of gold and silver in the Mediterranean and peripheral regions along with 
the low cost of labour made the exploitation of even the smallest deposit economically 
viable, while the limited technology available made exploitation less productive and, 
consequently, the product more valuable.79 Since not all deposits known to modem 
geology in the Mediterranean and peripheral regions were exploited in the archaic and 
classical periods, the selection of deposits examined is based on three alternative criteria: 
first, mention in the sources, second, evidence o f ancient workings and, third, probability, 
which applies only to specific gold alluvial deposits that were easier to exploit.80 The 
deposits are examined from west to east.
The Iberian Peninsula has both gold and silver deposits, of which those in the 
Huelva region were particularly important in the ancient world. In the beginning o f the 
eighth century, the Phoenicians established colonies and trading posts in the region, while, 
traditionally, the mines were known to the Greeks from the late seventh century.81 Iberian 
metals are at the centre of the debate on the interaction between Greeks and Phoenicians in 
the western Mediterranean, which relates mostly to early colonisation but also expands to 
later eras and encompasses diverse themes, from Phokaian settlement abroad to Herodotos’
79 Gold is less rare today due to the discovery of massive gold deposits in the Americas, South Africa and 
Australia in the early modem period and the advances in mining technology in the last century. Out of an 
estimated 116,000 tons of gold produced in the world since prehistoric times, only 10,000 were produced 
before the Middle Ages: Bache (1987:3).
80 The gold deposits exploited by the Greeks were either alluvial, which were the most productive 
quantitatively, or vein, which were underground and, thus, harder to exploit. Vein deposits harder to exploit: 
Bache (1987:27); Yannopoulos (1991:3-4); Williams & Ogden (1994:14); Forbes (1971:159,161). Even as 
recently as 1989 CE, 58% of world production came from alluvial deposits: Eliopoulos & Konstantinides 
(1989:69). Note that the quality of alluvial deposits is generally less than that of vein deposits: Yannopoulos 
(1991:25).
81 Gold: Strabo 3.2.8,3.4.2; Posidonius F89.168; Agard & Emberger (1989:21-4); Lyritzis & Lyritzi 
(1985:79); Vazquez Guzman (1989:114-5,153,156-8). Silver: Herodotos 1.163.2-3,4.152.3; Dominguez 
(1999:301); Morgenrolh (1999:395).
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credibility, with the aim of establishing which of the two cultures was the dominant power 
in the western Mediterranean.
Aubet argued convincingly for the eighth century that Phoenician expansion was 
peacefully connected to Euboian activity in the western Mediterranean.82 In the late archaic 
and classical periods, the intermittent conflicts between the Greeks, mainly of Sicily, and 
Carthage certainly created periods of strained relations. However, the many finds of Greek 
pottery in Iberia throughout the classical period show considerable contact among Greeks, 
Phoenicians and natives, particularly relating to the metal trade, since many of the finds 
were discovered in the Huelva.83 Cabrera agued that the finds do not prove Greek trade 
with Iberia but can be explained by Phoenician trade with the area.84 However, Greek 
pottery is generally accepted to be evidence of direct trading contacts with Greeks, except
■ •  O fin cases o f isolated finds. The Phoenician presence in Iberia does not exclude a Greek 
presence either here or in other areas of the Mediterranean.
For the classical period, Cabrera argued that the development of Laurion negated 
any need for Iberian silver in the eastern Mediterranean.86 This argument is very difficult 
to substantiate at present without an extensive study of metal provenance of silver artefacts. 
More importantly, Laurion had a major competitor in the eastern Mediterranean, the 
Thracomacedonian region, which should have been more directly affected by the 
development of Laurion, yet apparently suffered no adverse effects. Additionally, the 
western Greeks would still need metals of which the most likely supplier remained Iberia.
82 Aubet (1993:315) against Burkert (1992:21).
83 Dominguez (1999:301); Treister (1996:188-9); Shefton (1994:72); Boardman (1999:213).
84 Cabrera (1998:193), Cabrera specifically considers Greek pottery to have been Phoenician gifts to the 
native elite but the context of many finds in industrial settings precludes this.
85 A suitable example is of course Al-Mina: Boardman (1994:140); Graham (1997:250).
86 Cabrera (1998:197-8).
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The imports of Greek pottery in Iberia testify to Greek trading contacts with the region, 
while the large number of finds in the Huelva points directly towards metals being the main 
reason for such contact. Further, the Greek settlements on the east Iberian coast, such as 
Ampurias, show the considerable interest of the Greeks, especially the Massaliotes, in the
87region.
Gaul has several gold deposits in the Salsigne area and although there is no 
evidence of exploitation before the Roman period, there is extensive evidence of quantities 
of gold being in circulation among the natives; the nearest Greek polis was Massalia, which 
had commercial contacts with the Gallic tribes.88 In Italy, the Salassi tribe (Gallic) 
exploited deposits at the foot of the Alps near the River Adige in the second century.89 The 
deposit could have been exploited earlier and gold enter the Greek World through Etruria, 
since the Etruscans had settlements in the Po Valley (Velsina) and a thriving precious metal 
industry.90 In Sardinia, there were silver mines that were exploited in the fifth century, 
possibly by the Phoenicians.91 Illyria also had silver mines in Damastion, which could be 
identified with modem Argyrokastro.92 These mines have been connected in modem 
scholarship with Epidamnos and the conflict between Corcyra and Corinth; possibly
87 Hodge (1998:161-7).
88 Poseidonios FGrH 87 F I69; Diodoros 5.27.1. Forbes (1964:168); Treister (1996:148); Agard & Emberger 
(1989:21-4); Bache (1987:48-53, 99); Bouladon (1989:42,44-5,71). Archaeological evidence from Gaul 
suggests that gold was widely used by the native population: Hodge (1998:115).
89 Strabo 4.6.7. Forbes (1964:168); Zuffardi (1989:222-4,238,241,243).
90 Athenaios 1.28b. Treister (1996:252) proposed that the Greek poleis of Italy and Sicily in the fourth 
century imported silver from Calabria, but the evidence of mining operations there in the classical period is 
still insufficient.
91 Treister (1996:186); Healy (1978:53).
92 Strabo 7.7.8; Shepherd (1993:106-7). Argyrokastro, meaning “silver castle” in modem Greek, is modem 
Gjirokaster in Albania. Note that Finley (1965:17-8) does not think that there were mines in Illyria.
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Damastion, through Epidamnos, was one of the suppliers of silver for Corinth in the fifth 
century.93
The Thracomacedonian region was particularly rich in precious metal deposits. The 
Macedonian Kingdom had at least one and possibly three gold deposits in the Gallikos 
River, the Axios River and mount Dysoron. The Gallikos deposit is mentioned in the 
sources and numerous ancient workings were observed there in the early twentieth century 
CE.94 The exploitation of the other two deposits in the archaic and classical periods cannot 
be ascertained without further archaeological investigation.95 In the Chalcidice, two areas 
had gold and silver deposits, mount Stratonike and the Lagkadas basin. In mount 
Stratonike, the two main mining areas were Olympias and Skouries, where extensive 
remains of ancient exploitation have been found.96 The nearest polis to both sites was 
Stageira but the best candidate for domination was Akanthos, the largest polis in the eastern 
Chalcidice and a prolific minter.97 In the Lagkadas basin remains of ancient exploitation 
have also been found; the deposit belonged either to Apollonia or to Lete.98 Healy and 
Treister have argued that these deposits were not exploited before 383 and that they 
belonged to either Olynthos or Macedon (under Philip II) based on the speech of the
93 Coin analysis of Corinthian coins has shown that before the Peloponnesian War Corinth imported lA of its 
silver from Athens; the other suppliers remain unidentified: Kraay & Emeleus (1962:35); Homblower 
(1991b:17); Boardman (1980:285); Shepherd (1993:106).
94 Scylax Periplous 66.7; Strabo 7.F21. Treister (1996:184); Liatsikas (1939:559); Georgalas (1921:10-11).
95 The Axios deposit needed no permanent facilities: Mastoris et al (1979:276). Dysoron: Barbaressos 
(1933:1219-20); Demou (1989:214-5); Em^rfyrjfiaxiKdv T£v%og rov {lercMoyevsriKov xdprnv xrjg EXkaSoq 
(1973:212); Mpitzios (1989b:43-4); Mposkos (1982/3:97-8). Ancient slag heaps in Dysoron, need for further 
analysis: Papastamataki (1975:34).
96 Slagheaps: Papastamataki (1975:32), (1979:869). Skouries exploited for gold: Oikonomou-Eliopoulou et al 
(2000:150); Mpitzios (1989b:42). High copper content in the slag is the result of incomplete smelting, a usual 
practice by the Greeks when exploiting a precious metal deposit with high base metal content as for example 
silver and lead in Laurion: Papastamataki (1979:879-80). Ancient mine shafts and galleries in Olympias: 
Papastamataki (1975:30-1), (1979:868,881).
97 Akanthos was clearly more powerful than Stageira and exploitation of these gold (Mid silver) deposits 
would explain both the amount of coinage minted by Akanthos and the tribute (5 and 3 talents) it paid to 
Athens in the 5th century: Hansen & Nielsen (2004: 559, 613).
98 Two ancient galleries and one shaft (from archaic to Hellenistic periods): Vavelidis (1990:173).
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Akanthians in Sparta as reported by Xenophon, which does not mention any gold mines." 
The Akanthian speech, however, refers specifically to the resources of Olynthos and the 
allies it is trying to attract, Potidaia and the poleis of the peninsula o f Pallene, while the 
deposits were within the spheres of influence of Akanthos and Apollonia, the poleis whose 
representatives make the speech.100 Since there is no reason to suppose that the Akanthians 
and the Apolloniates would mention their own resources in the speech, the mines may have 
been exploited before 383.
Lake Prasias on the Strymon boasted one alluvial gold deposit in Nigrita, where 
numerous ancient workings have been found, and one silver deposit, mentioned as 
particularly rich by Herodotos.101 The area was traditionally dominated by Thracian tribes, 
probably the Edoni, but there was a brief period of Macedonian domination in the early 
fifth century, while after its foundation, the area probably belonged to Amphipolis.102 The 
Pangaion precious metal deposits are among the best known in the ancient world. Silver 
was mined in modern Nikisiani and Palaiochori. Ancient remains of gold exploitation have 
been found in modern Nikisiani, Mesorope and Philippoi, while the sources also mention 
three mining areas, Philippoi, Daton and Scapte Hyle; Philippoi can be identified with 
modem Philippoi. Since Scapte Hyle was exploited by the Thasians, it could be identified
99 Xenophon Hellenika 5.2.15-18, particularly §16: xiyap 5f] ko'l ejjjioSgjv, ottou £,i)Aa pev vau7rr|yf|aipa ev 
auxrj xrj ycopa eotl, xpripaxcov 5e JtpoaoSot ek tcoMxjv pev A,ip£vcov, ek noXXxbv 5’ EpTiopuov, rcoAnavOpoma 
ye pf]v 8ia xrjv JioA,uamav urtdpxei, “What is the hindrance (to their expansion), since there is timber for 
shipbuilding in the land, and there are monetary revenues from many harbours and emporia, and there are 
many people and abundance of grain?”. Treister (1996:186); Healy (1978:46-7); Shepherd (1993:104), note 
each account mentions different deposits, belonging to different poleis and for different periods.
100 Xenophon Hellenika 5.2.15: E7iei Se Kai IlomSaiav exouoiv £7ti tgo laOpcp xfj<; ITaAXfjvns ouaav, vopL^exs 
Kai Taq Lvibq xauxri? nokexq UTxriKoou^  eaeaOai auxajv “Since they also have Potidaia, which is at the 
isthmus of Pallene and the poleis inside it (i.e, the peninsula) are their vassals”.
101 Gold, ancient remains: Mastoris et al (1979:287-8); Georgalas (1921:19); Kelepertzis (1980:19). Lake 
Prasias: Herodotos 5.17.2; Shepherd (1993:96).
102 Macedonian domination: Hammond (1979:102).
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with Mesorope near Neapolis, the primary Thasian colony in the area.103 The sources give 
contradictory accounts of the location o f Daton but if its connection with the Edoni is 
credible, then it could be identified with Nikisiani near Amphipolis.104 In the early archaic 
period, control of the district belonged to the Thracians but after its foundation Thasos 
forcibly took control of part of the area; Nikisiani, Palaiochori and Philippoi probably 
belonged to the Thracians and Scapte Hyle to Thasos.105 Athens in the 460s tried to 
dominate the whole area but succeeded only in wresting Scapte Hyle from Thasian control. 
After the foundation of Amphipolis and especially during the Peloponnesian War, specific 
spheres of control cannot be ascertained. The dissolution of the Athenian Empire could 
have enabled Thasos to regain its possessions; however, the anti-Thasian stance of Neapolis 
in the last decade of the Peloponnesian War suggests that the ownership of Scapte Hyle 
could have been in dispute.106 The Thracian tribes probably never lost control of their 
mines; if they did, they had certainly regained it by 382, while the Thasians had control of 
Krenides and the surrounding area for some time before the middle of the fourth century.107 
In the second half of the fourth century, control of the whole area passed to Macedon 
through conquest.
103 Herodotos 6.46.2-3.
104 Of the various conflicting sources, I follow Herodotos, as the nearest chronologically. Connection with the 
Edoni: Herodotos 9.75.1. Connection with Neapolis: Strabo 7.F33, F36, F32. A Thasian colony: Zenobius 
3.11. Identification with Philippoi: Harpokration s. v. A&tck;; Appian 4.13.105. Contradicting Diodoros 
(16.8.6), who mentions specifically that Krenides was renamed Philippoi and does not mention Daton. Leake 
(1835:223-4); Pauly-Wissowa s.v. Daton.
105 Archaic conflict between Thasos and Thracian tribes at the time of settlement: Archilochos F102, 105,
291. Thracian holdings: Herodotos 7.112; Lavelle (1992:17).
106 IG I3 101.
107 Thracians: Xenophon Hellenika 5.2.17. Krenides: Based on numismatic evidence, see Hammond 
(1979:358).
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The exploitation regime practiced by Thasos and the Thracians is unknown, 
although the Thracians certainly disposed of some of their surpluses through coinage.108 
The tradition of Peisistratos’ exploitation of mines in the Pangaion area suggests that the 
Thracians were not averse to leasing out concessions.109 Since the Thracians in the fifth 
century were particularly hostile to encroachment of their mining areas as seen in the Ennea 
Hodoi episode, it is probable that Peisistratos fitted into an existing system of concessions 
and certainly was not perceived as hostile. In all probability, the concession carried a 
monetary recompense to the tribe in control of the area, rather than some future reward of a 
more nebulous nature, as suggested by Cole.110
For the later part of the fifth century, Thucydides’ testimony suggests that 
Athenians with familial ties to the region had control of the mines o f Scapte Hyle: ev xouxtp 
8e o BpacriSaq 5e5iax; Kai xfjv ano ©aaou tow vecov (3of]9eiav Kai 7ruv0av6pevo<; tov 
0oi)Ki)M5r)v K xfjctv re exeiv raw xpuasicov petdAloov epyaoia^ ev xfj top'l xauxa ©paKX| 
xai an* auxou SovaaOai ev xoiq 7ipcbxoi<; xd>v rjTreipcoxtnv.111 The exact system of 
exploitation cannot be reconstructed but Thucydides’ words do offer a glimpse of the type 
of exploitation. Thucydides clearly suggests that Athens owned the mines and that he had 
control of the works (Kxfjaiv xe exeiv c^ov xpuaeicov pexaLLoov epyaaiaq). Such a system is 
similar to the lease system practiced in fourth-century Athens for the Laurion mines, 
although it seems that, unlike the fourth-century leases, in the holdings in Thrace, areas of 
exploitation were leased rather than individual mines. A lease system would not only be
108 Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:57); Boardman (1980:132); Homblower (1991:63).
109 Herodotos 1.64; [Aristotle] AthPol 15.2.
1,0 Cole (1975).
111 Thucydides 4.105.1: “At that point Brasidas was concerned about the help coming from Thasos with the 
ships and feared Thucydides, who had the concession of the gold mines in that area of Thrace and, thus, 
influence over the best of the mainlanders”.
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consistent with latter Athenian practice but also account for the gold from these mines
119found in the Athenian treasury.
After the Macedonian conquest, ownership of the mines passed to the Macedonian 
king. The exact system of exploitation is unknown but Diodoros’ testimony of Philip’s 
investment in increasing production suggests a more direct involvement of the Macedonian 
government in exploitation.113 Specifically, Philip is said to have increased profit from the 
mines through increased investment in infrastructure and to have received 1000 talents 
from this investment, which he used to mint a gold coinage. Even if the figure itself is 
spurious, the connection between the proceeds and the philippeion suggests that the king 
exploited the mines directly rather than through leasing; probably the same was true of the 
earlier exploitation of the Lake Prasias mine by Alexander I.114 If Philip employed leasing 
as the main method of exploitation, then the investment in infrastructure is difficult to 
understand, since it would be expected for the lessees to make such investment, especially 
in the opening of kainotomiai. Further, Diodoros’ comment on the speed with which 
Philip amassed this wealth (ek 8e xouxcov xayp aa>peuaa<; ttXoutov) also implies direct
112 Xpwno EKaTrteaxAiKo: IG I3 376.105, 118.
113 Diodoros 16.8.6-7: pcxa 8e xauxa jcapsXOtbv in i tioXiv Kpr|vt5aq xaurr|v jLtev E7iau§r(aa<; oiiayrdpmv 
jtA,f|9si pexcovopaoe G>iA,uotou<;, cap’ eauxou 7ipoaayopeijaa<;, xa 5e tcaxa xrjv 7coX,iv xpuaeia pixaXX-a 
teovxeXxoc; avia Xtxa Kai aSo^a xaiq KaxacncEuaiq £7ci xoaooiov Tio^rjaev woxe SuvaaOai (pEpeiv auxco 
7ip6ao8ov tiXeiov t) xaXavxcov xiXfcov. ek 6e xouxcov xa%u acopEuaaq tiXouiov  aiEi paXXov 5ia xf]v eimopiav 
xiov xprmfaoov eiq oTtepoxriv pey&Xriv rjyaye rqv MaK£5ovucqv {ktenXstav vopiapa yap xpuaouv Koyaq xo 
TcpoaayopEoGev an’ ekeivod dnXhiTtEiov pic0o<p6pcov xe Stivaptv a^ioloyov cxuveaxriaaxo Kai xd>v ' EXXiivoov 
7ioXX,oijq 5ia xouxou 7tpo£ip6\|/axo 7tpo§6xaq yevsaOai xwv 7taxpt5cov, “after these he went to the polis 
Krenides, which he enlarged with a number of settlers and renamed it Philippoi after himself. And at the gold 
mines near the city, which were small and unimportant, he enlarged the infrastructure to the extent that they 
brought him revenue of over 1000 talents. From these he quickly collected much wealth, and due to the 
amount of wealth, he led the Macedonian kingship to great power. He minted a gold coinage, which was 
called after him Philippeion, and with this he created a large force of mercenaries and bribed many Greeks to 
become traitors to their fatherlands”. Treister (1996:184),
114 Hammond (1979:360), (1989:178-80); Borza & Thomas (1995:42-3). For the opposite view, on use of 
leasing for exploitation, see Hatzopoulos (1996:434-5) based on Livy 45.29.11. Livy refers to the status quo 
at the time of Perseus at the end of the Hellenistic period, which may imply that there had been a change in 
die exploitation regime of the mines in the intervening period.
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exploitation. Certainly, the disposition of surpluses as coinage made the effects of the 
conquest of the region and of the increased exploitation felt widely.
The island of Thasos also had gold and silver deposits, which were a major source 
of revenue.115 Both Herodotos and Thucydides attest the state ownership of these mines 
but whether the Thasian state exploited the resources directly or used a leasing system is 
not certain.116 In eastern Thrace, the gold deposit in the river Ardas probably belonged to 
the Thracian tribes of the area, either the Koilaletai or the Bennoi; the nearest poleis were 
Maroneia and Ainos.117
Siphnos was the main precious metal producer in the Aegean in the archaic 
period.118 The mines contributed greatly to the wealth o f the island: xa 5e xcbv Xupvicov
7tpf|ypaxa rjKga^e xouxov xov %povov, Kai vqaicoTecov \wCkloxa £7tXouxeov, axe eovxcov
autolai ev xq vf|aco xpuoecov Kai apyopeoov pexaHcov, obxco cbcxe aito xfjq SeKaxqq xcbv
yivopivoov auxoOev ypripaicov Grjaaupoq ev AeXcpoiai avaKeixai opoia xoloi
7tAx>u(ncoxaxoiai: auxoi Se xa yivopeva xcb eviauxcb eKaaxcp xprjjiaxa Stevepovxo.119
115 Herodotos 6.47.1-2. Gold mines in the acropolis and in modem Kinyra: Tsompos et al (1989:84); 
Vavelidis & Amsutz (1983:385, 387, 389); Higgins & Higgins (1996:120); Wagner et al (1989); 
Papastamataki (1985:49-50). Treister (1996:25) identified modem Potamia near Kinyra with ancient Ainyra. 
Silver mines on the western side of the island; Treister (1996:187).
116 Thucydides 1.100.2: xp6vq> 5e uoxepov £,uvepr| ©aoiouc; auxwv arcocmyvai, 5tevex06vxa; 7iepi x6v ev xfj 
avxui^pag 0paK*n epuopitov Kai xoO pexdAlou a evepovxo, “In the next year it happened that the Thasians 
seceded from them due to a quarrel about the emporia opposite in Thrace and the mine they possessed”; 
Herodotos 6.46: ' H 8e rcpdooSoc; cnpi eyivexo ck xe xq*; f|7ieipou Kai ano xwv pexdXXcov, “That revenue came 
from the mainland and the mines”.
117 Pliny NH 23. 66. Healy (1978:46); Shepherd (1993:103); Eliopoulos & Konstantinides (1989:78-9); 
Orfanos (1985:22); Michael (1989:98); Mpitzios (1989a:315), (1989b: 42-3).
118 Gold mines: Pausanias 10.11.2. Pausanias also mentions that exploitation stopped due to flooding 
(traditional date 516) but modem investigations showed that only the mine at Ayios Sostis could have been in 
danger of flooding, so probably the ore had run out by the end of the archaic period: Higgins & Higgins 
(1996:177); Treister (1996:188); Healy (1978:46).
119 Herodotos 3.57: “At that time, the Siphnians were in ascendance. In fact, they were the richest of the 
islanders, because there were on the island gold and silver mines. The mines were so productive that from the
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Although Herodotos does not mention the amount of profits, the overall impression is of 
great wealth. The state ownership of the mines is evident in the text but the specific 
exploitation regime employed depends upon the interpretation of ginomena, which can 
mean either the revenue accrued by the state through leasing the mines or the entire profits 
of the industry if the state exploited the resources directly.120 However, since direct 
exploitation and the subsequent monopoly are attested only in monarchical states, it is safe 
to assume that the Siphnians employed a system of diffused exploitation. The disposition 
of surpluses preferred by the Siphnian state was direct distribution to the people, thus 
allowing substantial quantities of silver to enter the market creating additional wealth for 
those not directly involved in the mining industry. Part o f the surpluses was disposed of in 
religious and civic functions, such as public buildings and a treasury at Delphi.121 Finally, 
part of the surpluses was exported, most notably to Aigina, where 18% of its archaic 
coinage was made of Siphnian silver.122 The form of export as bullion or coins is a matter 
of conjecture but bullion is the better option o f the two. Export in the form of coins is less 
probable not only because the amount of Siphnian coins minted is very low in comparison 
to those of Aigina but also because there has been no adequate explanation of the extra 
costs accrued by the suggested process of minting, melting and reminting.123
A thens was the greatest silver producer in the eastern Mediterranean in the classical 
period. The Laurion mines were exploited intermittently from the Bronze Age onwards.124
tenth of their ginomena, the Siphnians built a treasury at Delphi as rich as any other. They used to divide the 
ginomena amongst themselves”.
20 The only related use of ginomena I could find was products of the earth as agricultural produce, ex. IG XII 
Suppl 345 and Plutarch Solon 24, while in Aristotle Oikonomika 1346a6-9, the word is used generically.
121 Herodotos 3.57.
122 Treister (1996:188); Kraay (1959:3) (1976:45); Price (1981:51); Papadopoulos (2002:42).
123 On this see further page 110.
124 Kakavoyiannis (2005:93-6); Dayton (1978:235).
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The classical exploitation started in the late archaic period contemporaneously with the
i Ar
minting of the early Athenian owls. The continuous exploitation of the mines in the
classical period has been questioned by Hopper who argued that the lack and fragmentation
of the available evidence on Laurion reflects not the state of the sources but the nature of
1the exploitation itself. Archaeological research has shown that Laurion was an industrial 
area for the whole of the classical period, but the type of remains surviving and the natural
i onindestructibility o f the mines cannot prove continuity of exploitation.
For the fifth century, Hopper argued that Laurion was abandoned sometime after the 
Persian Wars due to Athenian interest in the Thracomacedonian sources, based on the lack 
of references to Laurion between Aischylos’ Persians in 472 and the last quarter of the 
century, when the loss of Amphipolis to Brasidas spelled the end of Athenian domination 
of the area. Of special import is considered the lack of references to Laurion in Perikles ’ 
speeches in the beginning of the Peloponnesian War.128 The problems with Hopper’s 
argument are many. Firstly, full Athenian domination of the Strymon and Pangaion areas 
cannot be postulated before the foundation of Amphipolis in 437. Secondly, the 
Pentekontaetia is a badly documented period known only from Thucydides’ brief account 
and later references; more importantly, Laurion was outside the scope of Thucydides’ 
account whose focus was the empire.129 The lack of references in Perikles’ speeches in the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian War or in Thucydides’ account of the resources of Athens 
for the war is expected since Thucydides focuses on the empire. The only possible
125 Kraay & Emeleus (1962:16).
126 Hopper (1961:143, 145).
127 Hopper (1968:293-302); Jones (1982).
128 Hopper (1961:143-7).
129 Thucydides 1.97.2: apa 5e Kai xfj<; apxfts dcndSei i^v ex81 tqv  AGqvauov cv oitp xpomo k<xt£ctt|, “and 
provide evidence of how the empire of the Athenians came to be”.
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reference to internal revenues is the quite vague “aveu xrjg aXXqg 7rpoao5ou” in the 
following passage: Jtapfjvei 5e Kai nepi xcov Ttapovxcov arrep Kai 7tpox£pov, 
7tapaciK£i)d^£a0a( xe eg xov rcdXepov Kai xa ck xcbv aypcuv eaKopi^eaOai, eg xe paxqv pq 
£7i£ i^£vai, aXXa xf|v n6Xiv eaeX0ovxag cpuXaaaeiv, Kai xo vauxucov, f|7cep iaxuouaiv, 
e^apxu£a0ai, xa xe xwv guppaycov 5ia x£lP°Q £X£IV> Xeycov xqv iayuv auxoig and xouxcov 
eivai xtuv xpTlP^xcov xqg 7rpoao5ou, xa 8e 7toXXa xou rcoXepou yvcbpq Kai xp^paxcov 
7i£pionota Kpaxeia0ai. 0apaeiv xe eKeXeue 7ipoaiovxcov pev e^aKoaicov xaXavxcov cog em 
xo jtoXu cpopou Kax’ eviauxov and xg>v ^uppaxoov xfj rcoXei aveu xqg aXXqg TipoaoSou.130 
However, the passage does not create the impression that Thucydides is here referring to 
internal revenue. Perikles’ strategy as described by Thucydides is based upon, and targets, 
the empire. In the text, the weight falls upon the navy and keeping the allies in hand, 
revenue being specifically mentioned as the key issue regarding the empire. This emphasis 
on the empire and its revenues is the immediate backdrop of any interpretation of the 
phrase: 7ipoai6vxcov pev egaKookov xaXavxcov cog en\ xo rcoXu cpopou Kax’ eviauxov arco 
xcov §uppaxcov xfj rcdXei aveu xrjg aXXqg 7rpoao5ou. Consequently, it follows smoothly in 
Perikles’ argument that the “other revenues” are also imperial revenues. These lesser 
imperial revenues are not mentioned in Thucydides but may be partly reconstructed from 
other sources, such as the pseudo-Xenophontic AthPol, where the financial rewards of 
imposing judicial disabilities on the allies are mentioned: rcpog 5e xouxoig o 5qpog xcov 
' A0r|vaicov xa5e KepSaivei xcov 5uccbv ’ A0qvqatv ouocov xoig auppaxoig. 7rpcoxov pev yap
130 Thucydides 2.13.2-3: “And he gave advice urging the same things as before: to prepare for war, bring in 
the movable property from the fields and not to rush into battle but to enter the city and guard i t  further to get 
the fleet ready for on that depended their power. And also to keep in hand the allies, thinking that their power 
was dependent on them and on the money from them, especially in war where success depended upon counsel 
and money. And he said that there were annually 600 talents of revenue coming in from the allies apart from 
their other revenues”.
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T| EKaxoox'n xfj 7t6X£i 7r/Uicov f| ev Ileipaier ETteixa ei xcp cruvoiKia Eaxiv, apeivov rcpaxxei* 
E7t£ixci ei xto ^euyoq eaxiv rj ocv5pd7io5ov pia0o<popouv* ETreixa oi KrjpuKet; apeivov 
Ttpaxxooai dm mg £7nSr|pia<; xci^  xaiv aoppaxtov.131 It appears that Thucydides at no point 
mentions internal Athenian resources focusing instead on the proceeds of the empire, 
which, on the one hand, seems a major omission but, on the other, represents admirably the 
Periclean strategy and its rationale. For the role of the Laurion mines in the Athenian 
economy it is better to turn to the passages were the mines are mentioned, such as in the 
second Peloponnesian invasion of Attika: oL 5e  IleAxmowrjaioi £7iei5f] exepov xo TteSiov,
7tapfjX0ov eg xf|v IlapaXov yrjv KaAx>up£vr|v p£xpt Aaupeiou, ou xa apyupeia pemXXa
£axiv AOrivaioiq. Kai 7cpdrcov pev exepov xauxpv f) Ttpoq Ile^oTcowrioov opa, £7i:8ixa be
xijv 7tpo<; Eupoiav xe Kai Avdpov xexpappevr|v. IlepiKLfjg be axpaxrjyot; cbv Kai xoxe Tiepi
pev xou pf| ejre^ievat xoug A0r|vaLOu<; xijv auxijv yvcoppv slxev cbonep K ai ev xrj Tipoxepa
eaPo^rj.132 Here Perikles’ insistence that the Athenians should not sally from the walls in
defence of the region and the Peloponnesian choice to target the southern Paralos first 
illuminate the importance of the mines in the eyes of the Athenians. The resurgence of 
Laurion in the sources in the last quarter of the century coincides with the reappearance of 
written sources at the time, not the loss of Amphipolis.133
131 [Xenophon] AthPol 1.17: “Of these that is how the Athenian demos profits from the fact that the trials of 
the allies take place in Athens. Firstly, the revenue to the polis from the hekatoste at the Piraeus increases, 
secondly the boarding houses do very good business, then there is revenue from the hiring of teams or slaves, 
lastly the heralds also do well from the allies coinage here”.
132 Thucydides 2.55: “The Peloponnesians after they had laid waste to the plain, they went to the area called 
Paralos up until Laurion, where the silver mines of the Athenians are. Firstly, they laid waste to the land, 
which looks towards the Peloponnese, and then the one towards Euboia and Andros. Perikles, who was 
general then also, as to whether the Athenians should not go out against the enemy, had the same opinion as 
in the previous invasion.”.
133 Note that Thucydides mentions the mines asa major resource of the Athenian state in the speech of 
Alkibiades at Sparta (6.91.7).
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For the fourth century, Hopper suggested that the mines remained disused from the 
end of the Peloponnesian War until the early 360s, explaining the resumption of silver 
minting in the 390s as the result o f Persian support; without specific archaeological 
evidence, the argument cannot be substantiated.134 Moreover, the lack of such reference in 
Aristophanes, our main source for the recall of the plated coins, is at the very least curious 
if the new Athenian owls were made of Persian silver.135 For the remainder of the fourth 
century, the poletai records and various references in the sources show that the mines were 
working.136 Overall, the evidence does not suggest discontinued exploitation of the Laurion 
mines in the classical period, except during the Dekeleian War and the early 390s. The 
exploitation regime and disposal of surpluses of the Laurion mines are discussed in the next 
chapter.
Greece and the Aegean had several minor precious metal deposits; information on 
their exploitation has not survived. A gold veinlet deposit in Kalliana near Karystos in 
Euboia has yielded remains of ancient exploitation but these have not been dated, while 
Aristotle referred to a deposit in Samos, which has been doubted in modem scholarship but 
is geologically probable.137 Silver deposits were probably exploited in Melos, Kimolos and 
Methymna in Lesbos.138
The Black Sea had several precious metal deposits, mainly o f gold. The main gold 
deposits were in the Colchis, Lake Van and Dacia. Colchis has been traditionally
134 Hopper (1953:248-9).
135 Aristophanes Batrachoi 718-737, Ekklesiazousai 815-22.
136 Agora 19.P5-51; Xenophon Poroi 4; [Aristotle] AthPol 47.2; Demosthenes 37.
137 Kalliana: ETts^rjyrmaziKov rev%og tov fierallayevenKovxaprov xrjgEXMSoQ (1973:214); Georgalas 
(1921:7); Mpitzios (1989b:41, 44); Theofilopoulos & Vakondios (1982:27,29-30, 35, 37, 39-40); Trikkalinos 
(1961:395-6). Samos: Aristotle Fragmenta Varia 8.444.572; Treister (1996:186); Healy (1978:46). On the 
geology of Samos: Mpitzios (1989a:319), (1989b: 51).
38 Melos: Aristotle DeMir.Ausc. 44; Treister (1996:186). Kimolos: Shepherd (1993:112). Methymna: 
Treister (1996:186); Healy (1978:53).
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associated with gold resources, especially the tribe of the Soanes, but recently this 
association has come under attack, mainly by Gocha Tsetskhladze.139 Tsetskhladze 
suggested that the colonisation of the area was not connected to its gold resources but to 
increased pressure by the Lydians and Persians on the Asia Minor metropoleis, arguing that 
the Asia Minor metropoleis had local gold resources in the Paktolos and Thasos and, thus, 
did not need further resources.140 The motive of any colonising venture is debatable, if 
indeed any single motive can be attached; however, Tsetskhladze’s proposal has merit since 
increased pressure by the eastern kingdoms could explain the large number of colonies sent 
by the Asia Minor poleis, especially Miletos. On the other hand, the Asia Minor poleis did 
not have local gold resources in the Paktolos and Thasos because neither deposit belonged 
to them. The example o f Thasos shows that it should not be assumed that mines in one 
polis (Siphnos) stopped others in the same region (Paros) from trying to settle in areas with 
similar resources. Thus, the gold resources of the area could have motivated colonisation to 
some extent. Further, Greek settlement in the Colchis was commercially oriented, as a 
recent comparison between the settlement pattern of the Colchis and the Crimean Bosporus 
has shown.141
The deposits of Lake Van and the Karebech Mountains were in the territory of local 
tribes, the Chalybes and probably the Taochoi, which had relations with the Greeks from
139 Strabo 11.2.19, Appian Mithridatika 103, Pliny NH  6.14, 6.30, 33.52. The Soanes exploited the alluvial 
deposits of the area using sluices lined with animal skins, which could be the grain of truth behind the myth of 
the Golden Fleece.
140 Tsetskhladze (1994), (1995:307, 323-5), (1998:64-5). Tsetskhladze (1994:114) is right to criticize modem 
scholars for using the Argonaut myth as evidence of Greek knowledge of the Colchian resources in the 
Bronze Age; however from the eighth century onwards, there is evidence that the Greeks knew of the gold 
resources, traded in the area and had themselves made the connection between Colchis and the Argonaut myth 
(Eumelos F2).
141 Koshelenko & Kuznetsov (1996). It seems that the colonies in the Colchis were enoikismoi rather than 
apoikiai: Gabelia (2003:1217).
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the pre-colonial period; the nearest Greek poleis were Trapezous and Amisos.142 The 
deposits in Dacia are among the richest in Europe and numerous old workings have been 
found, mainly in Maramure§ and Ro§ia Montana; the earliest date of exploitation has not 
yet been confirmed.143 The deposits were in the territory of local tribes and evidence from 
hoards suggests relations with Histria and Macedonia in the classical period.144 Finally, the 
Greek poleis of the Crimean Bosporus, Pantikapaion and Theodosia, probably were the 
entrance point of gold from the deposits o f the Ural and Altai Mountains, where numerous 
old workings have been found.145 The precious metal industry of the area and the 
suggestive griffin legend on the coinage of Pantikapaion support the theory that gold was 
imported through the Crimea into the Greek World.146
Asia Minor had two gold-producing regions: the Troas and the Tmolos-Paktolos. In 
the Troas, the only ascertained deposit was in Astyra near Abydos, which was probably 
exploited from the fifth century.147 A gold deposit is often mentioned in connection with 
Lampsakos but there is neither archaeological nor geological evidence of its existence; 
possibly this was only a small rare mineral deposit, since the sources refer to precious
142 Chalybes: Aristotle DeMir. Ausc. 26. Syspiritis: Strabo 11.14.9. Forbes (1964:162); Healy (1978:47).
143 Dumitru (1993:52-3). For Ro§ia Montana, unconcluded archaeological investigations of the mines found 
objects from the third century but the archaeologists cautioned that the dating is not yet secure: Cauuet 
(2002:65).
144 Lockyear (2004:65).
145 Ural Mountains: Smirnov (1989:279). Kochkar and Berezovo: Smirnov (1989:359-60). Altai Mountains: 
Traditionally Aristeas was the first Greek to have contact with the area particularly with the Issedonians 
(modem Saka), who had relations with the Greek World since the seventh century (Pausanias 1.24.6).
146 On the relation between the legend of die griffins as mythical guardians of gold and the Altai Mountains 
see Mayor (1994:53-6); Williams & Ogden (1994:13). Treister (1996:178) argued that the precious metal 
industry in the Bosporus used material from the deposits of Asia Minor and the Aegean but the Bosporus was 
at the end of a major trade-route with the east and there were closer areas to acquire gold from (including the 
southern Black Sea) than assume a tortuous route of imports through the Asia Minor metropoleis.
147 Xenophon Hellenika 4.8.37; Strabo 13.1.23. Cook (1973:290, 366); Forbes (1971:166); Treister 
(1996:188); Shepherd (1993:223); Arsenic, Mercury, Antimony And Gold Deposits O f Turkey (1970:21), 
Modern Kalekayasi and Sarikaya near Kirazli. Modem exploitation has destroyed any signs of ancient 
mining. The first mention of the mines is in Xenophon but the Abydene fifth century gold coinage suggests 
that the mines were exploited earlier.
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stones from the site not gold.148 The Tmolos-Paktolos region includes three deposits 
exploited in antiquity, Kar§ikaya, Salihli and Tire.149 The deposit of Kar§ikaya, which is 
not mentioned in either sources or scholarship but has been confirmed archaeologically, 
was probably in the territory of Smyrna. Kar§ikaya may be particularly important in the 
study of Asia Minor coinage provenance, since it is the only deposit in the region within the 
territory o f a Greek polis rather than in the hands of the Lydians.150 Salihli is the famous 
Paktolos River deposit often mentioned in the sources, while old workings suggest the 
exploitation of Tire on the slopes of Tmolos near the Cayster River; both deposits belonged 
to the kingdom of Lydia.151
The Lydian state intervened in the production and export of gold, as early as the 
reign of Kroisos: Kpoicoq pev Sf) xauxa 5T ayyeAxov £7i£Kr|poKeoexat, AaKeSaipovtoi 8e 
docqKooxeq Kai auxoi xo Beojtpojuov xo Kpoiaw yevopevov fjaGqaav xe xrj an\fy x<hv 
Ai)8(hv Kai eTTOiqaavxo opKia e^ivirn; 7iepi Kai croppaxuK Kai yap xiveq auxouq euepyecnm 
eixov ek Kpotaou 7ipox£pov exi yeyovuiai. 7rep\|/avxe<; yap 01 AaKeSaipovioi kq Zap5ig 
Xpuaov coveovxo, kq ayalpa pouXopevoi %prjaaa0ai xofixo xo vuv xrj<; AaKtoviKfj  ^ ev 
0opvaia iSpuxai A^oAlcovoq: Kpotaoq $£ atpi covsopevoiai eScoKe Scoxivqv.152 This is the 
earliest case at an official commercial transaction between states in the Greek world and as
148 Theophrastos De Lapidibus 32; Pliny N H 37.74. Treister (1996:186); Healy (1978:46).
149 Treister (1996:172) mentions a particularly rich gold deposit on Mount Tmolos near Ephesos, for which he 
does not give an exact location; there are no deposits near Ephesos (the nearest are on the southern slopes of 
the Tmolos Mountain, which have yielded no old workings and even if exploited in antiquity would belong to 
Lydia).
150 Arsenic, Mercury, Antimony And Gold Deposits O f Turkey (1970:22).
151 Athenaios 5.36; Scholia in Lycophronem 272.4a, 27210b; Herodotos 1.69.4, 1.93.1, 5.101,2; Pliny 33.66; 
Strabo 13.1.23,13.4.5. Forbes (1971:166); Healy (1978:46); Shepherd (1993:225); Treister (1996:172).
152 Herodotos 1.69: “Kroisos made these proposals through his messengers and the Lakedaimonians having 
heard of the oracle to Kroisos welcomed the Lydians and made an alliance with them; they had also in the 
past received benefits from Kroisos. When the Lakedaimonians had sent to Sardis to buy gold, which they 
wanted to use for a statue of Apollo, the one that now stands in Lakonia in Thomax, Kroisos as they were 
buying it gave it to them as a gift”.
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such its importance is paramount.153 The major initial question is the authenticity of the 
story, since Herodotos is more than a century removed from the event. The authenticity of 
the story is shown by the reference to the statue of Apollo and its placement in Herodotos’ 
own day. The involvement of the Spartan state in the transaction is testified by the use of 
o l  AaKedaipovtoi and by the influence of the event on Spartan foreign policy. The
commercial nature of the transaction is testified by the use of the words coveovxo and
coveopevoioi; although Kroisos presents the gold as a gift, the purpose of the Spartans in
going to Lydia was to buy the gold, not engage in gift-exchange. The passage further 
testifies that the supplier of the Spartans was the Lydian state itself not some private trader 
in Sardis. The use of acpi cbveopevoiat (“as they were buying if ’) as the stage for Kroisos’
gesture implies that the gold belonged to Kroisos and, thus, was at his disposal to give as a 
gift. The state probably owned the deposits as was common in the ancient world. 
Additionally, however, the state-to-state transaction with Sparta and the evidence of 
ownership of large reserves of bullion by the Lydian kings suggests that the deposits were 
directly exploited, not leased out as common in polis government.154 Briant has argued that 
exploitation o f the Lydian resources was in the hands of private individuals, who merely 
turned over part of their profits to the king, using as evidence the story of Pythios.155 
However, Pythios in Plutarch is specifically referred to as the governor of the city under the 
Persians, which clearly implies that the mines are the control of the government, especially 
since he is shown able to coerce citizens into working the mines. Direct exploitation of
153 State-to-state transactions were common in earlier periods in the near east as seen in the transactions 
between Kings Solomon and Hiram, which were a permanent arrangement: Kings 1.5.7-12; Elat (1979, 
especially p545).
154 Herodotos 1.51,6.125.
155 Briant (2002:401) based on Plutarch Moralia 262d-263c.
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resources is attested in the Persian Empire in the cases of the iron mines of Niriz, the stone 
quarries of Wadi Hammurat and the naphtha fields o f Susiana.156 Such direct exploitation 
of natural resources appears to have been a feature of oriental kingships from an earlier 
period, as seen in the direct exploitation of the timber resources of Urartu and Subria by 
Sargon II.157
Further, the large reserves of bullion of the Lydian kings suggest strongly that the 
form of gold in the Lydo-Spartan transaction was bullion not coins. More importantly, the 
transaction suggests that disposition and export of surpluses of gold and electrum were 
directly controlled by the king. The setting of the transaction, possibly in the king’s court 
so that Kroisos could observe the transaction and interfere, suggest that judicious politically 
motivated gifts were a valid method of disposing surpluses.
Cyprus was famous for its mineral wealth including a gold deposit in Kokkinoyia 
near Skouriotissa, which probably was in the territory of Soloi.158 Egypt was a major gold 
producer in the Mediterranean and in contact with Greeks from the early archaic period. 
Gold and grain were the major commodities Egypt could offer to the Greeks, along with 
lesser items such as papyrus, scarabs and luxuries, and although scholarship has 
concentrated on the grain trade, gold must have been an item sought by the Greeks, 
especially in the archaic period when there was relatively little need for imported grain.159
156 Susiana: Herodotos 6.119; Wadi Hammurat: Posener (1936:179-80), Goyon (1957:1-9, 128-30); Niriz: 
Persepolis Tablet 52, Cameron (1948:166).
157 Parpola (1987: no98); Lafranchi & Parpola (1990: xxv, nos33-4).
158 Aristotle Fragmenta Varia 6.37.266, referring specifically to mines on Mt. Trogodos. Bache (1987:37); 
Hadjistavrinou & Constantinou (1982:266); Forbes (1971:166).
159 Hekataios FGrHl F25.475; Diodoros 3.12.1,1,49.2, 1.33,3; Agatharchides FGrH86 F19. Penhallurick 
(1986:7); Shepherd (1993:265); Forbes (1964:162,164). On the possibility of gold imports from Egypt see 
page 90. The gold deposits of India, Arabia and the Red Sea were known to the Greeks but it is doubtful that 
gold from these sources reached the Greek World in the archaic and classical periods, India: Herodotos 
3.102; Strabo 15.1.30, 15.1.44; Megasthenes F39a, FI; Arian Indike 15.6; Diodoros 2.36.2; Scholia in
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Theocrinem 17.106/7; Bache (1987:42-3, 145); Forbes (1964:165). Arabia and Red Sea: Poseidonios FGrH 
87 F38; Diodoros 3.12.1,2.50.1; Paraphrases in DionysiumPeriegetam 933-953; Agatharchides FGrH86 
F23.10; Cornelius Alexander F I8; Bache (1987:48-53); Forbes (1964:164-5).
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Chapter 2: The Athenian Silver Industry
Mineral wealth was a very important source of revenue for an ancient state, as the 
pseudo-Aristotelian Oikonomika informs us: xpixov 5£ xqv 7co^itikt|v. xauxrj<; Kpaxiaxr|
pev TrpoaoSoq f] and xcov iStcov ev xr\ ycbpa yivopevcov, clxa f] arco xcov epjiopicov Kai
Siaycoycov, elxa rj and xcov eyKUKXicov, defining earlier the special products as: r\ and xcov
iSicov yivopevri, ou pev xpuodov, ou 5e apyupiov, ou 8 e xoXko^  ou 5e onoaa Suvaxai 
yiyvsaGai. 160 Unfortunately, for the majority o f silver and gold producers in the Greek 
world, very little information relating to the role of the precious metal industry in their 
economies and the role o f the state in production and export has survived. The sole 
exception is Athens, from where both literary and epigraphical evidence on the mining 
industry and the role of silver in the economy is available. However, the available evidence 
suggests that the Athenian government played a minor role in the actual export of silver, 
which immediately raises the question of the reason o f such minimal intervention. The aim 
of this chapter is to discuss the role of the government in silver mining, the revenue it 
accrued from it and the role of silver in the economy of the polis, as well as explain the 
absence of the government from export itself.
The state was involved in the production of silver at the most basic level, since the 
mines were public property. In Athens, known mines were leased to individuals and 
permission for exploration had to be granted, also under the lease arrangements. Yet the 
involvement of the state did not end there but extended also to regulating the exploitation 
itself, mainly through legislation. The mining laws themselves have not survived, but a
160 Aristotle Oikonomika 1346a6-9: “Thirdly that of the polis. For this type of administration the major 
revenue is that of the special products of the country, then from the emporia and dues and lastly from the 
internal revenues”. Definition of the special products in Aristotle Oikonomika 1345b3305: “the one of the 
special products of the country, be they gold, or silver, or copper, or whatever else it produces”.
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sum m ary o f  the leg isla tion  has: taxp£ 8f] Kai xov  psxaA lucov vop ov: Kai y a p  £K xouxou  
6el£eiv otojxai, ou x1 o u a a v  elaaycaytpov xryv 8 lktiv, % dpndq  x' arv paTAov d fyoq  rj xou  
cn>KO(pavx6La0ai. Xeys. Ndfioq. ouxcx; aacpax; o  vop og  8 i£Lpt)K£v cbv e lv a i 7cpoaf|Kei 
pexaXXiKaq. o u k o u v  o  p£v vopo<;, i a v  xiq x iv a  xrj<; epyaalac;, urcoSiKov rcoiet: £yco
5 r o u x  otkqc, auxd<; c l^XAxjo, aXX' cbv xouxov a A lo q  ajrsaxEpet, xouxcov EyKpaxrj KaxEaxrjaa 
Kai ^apEScoKa, Kai Trpaxijp xouxou 5£T]0£vxo<; £yev6 pr|v. v a i, cprjaiv: aX X a  r n v  d X ko xi 
aS ud j xtq Tcepl x a  pexa^ax, Kai xouxcov e la lv  Sucai. opOax; y \  &  n avxalvexe: aX X a  xauxa  
xl eaxiv; a v  xucpq xk;, a v  onX' £7ticp£pT], a v  ETCiKaxaxepvr] xcov pexpcov £vxoq. xaux' £axlv  
x a A la , cov o u S ev  5fj7iou 7t£7CpaKxai 7tpo<; u p a q  £p o l, nXr\v e l  xouq Kopt£opEvoo<; a  
7tpoelvx6  a o i, pe0' ojiXcov rjKeiv vopt^ei*;. e l  5e xau 0 ' riyei, Tipoq a 7tavxaq xouq Tipoiepevouq 
x a  eauxcov e ia i  a o i  8ucai pexaXliK ai.161
The law forbade the ejection of a lessee from a mine, the smoking out a rival mine, 
an armed attack against another mine and an illegal expansion of a mine into another 
mine’s territory. There may have been other provisions in the mining law, but the 
importance of the legislation rests not on its specific provisions but on its general spirit. 
The legislation has the specific target of protecting the mines and miners. From the state’s 
point of view, as ultimate owner of the mines, the protection is that of an important
161 Demosthenes 37.35-6: “Consider also the mining law. And from this law also, I will endeavour to show 
you that this trial is not admissible, and that I am more worthy of praise, not malicious accusations. Read. 
Law. This law mentions specifically which are the cases that are called metallikai. If someone ejects another 
from his workings, then the law makes him a defendant. But not only did I not eject him, but I made it 
possible for him to keep what another was trying to take away and I became his vendor when he asked me. 
Yes, he says, but if one commits other injustices concerning mines, then the cases can be admitted. You are 
right, Pantainetos! But which are those? If one smokes out another, if one makes an armed attack or if one 
bores beyond the boundaries. These are the other offences. But none of these did I commit against you. 
Unless of course, you think that when someone is trying to recover what he lent to you, he is making an 
armed attack. If such you think, then you can bring mining suits against all those who risk their own money”.
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investment. The state’s income from the mines came at the first instance from the leases; 
an ejection of lessees either by a smoking trick or by force would reduce the income from 
them. Such incidents would not only deprive the state from the lease of the mine in 
question but also would deter future prospectors from trying their luck in the industry. An 
illegal expansion of the mine is a direct threat to the revenue of the state since the lessee 
would have greater income but would not reimburse the state for it, especially if the 
expansion is against an unworked mine. The mining legislation of Athens supervises the 
industry aiming at protecting the resources of the state but more importantly present and 
future revenues.
The interest of the state in the mining industry was intimately connected to the 
revenue and wealth it generated. The first reference of revenue from the mines of Laurion 
implies great income for the state: £X£pri xe ©epicxokXei yvcopq £p7ipoa0£ xauxqc; kq
Kaipov f|pLOT8uo£, 6t£ Aftrjvaioun yevopevcov xpripaxcov peyaAcov ev xcb koivco, xa £K
xcfrv pexaXXcov aqn 7cpoafjX0e xcov and Aaopetou, epeXXov Xa^scOai opyrjbov EKaaxoc;
8ek<x Spaxpac;: xoxe 0eptaxOKX£r|<; aveyvcoae A0T|vaiou<; xrj<; 5iaip£aio<; xarixq^
7iauaap£Vouq v£a<; xouxtov xcov ypr[\wLT(ov 7toif|aaa0at 5ir|KoaLa<; kq xov TioXEpov, xov
Ttpoi; Aiyivfjxa<;.162 Although Herodotos does not mention the exact amount in this passage,
it is implied, from his earlier reference to the citizen population of Athens as 30,000, that it 
was 50 talents. 163 However, it must be noted that the revenue of the mines could have been 
larger and that the fifty talents were the ultimate surplus after the government had
162 Herodotos 7.144: “Another of Themistocles’ opinions before this resulted in great good, it was when the 
Athenians had lots of money in the common fund from the mines of Laurion and they planned to distribute it 
to all to the amount of 10 drachmai each. At that time Themistocles had counselled the Athenians to stop the 
distribution and to make with this money 200 ships for the war, the one against Aigina”.
163 Herodotos 5.97.
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appropriated part of the funds for other purposes. More importantly, if the connection of 
this incident with the beginning of exploitation of Contact III is valid, then this was only 
the start of considerable revenue for the state, since Contact III contained the most and best 
ore 164 jh e  importance of revenue from the mines is also shown by Alkibiades’ speech in 
Sparta, where Laurion is mentioned first among the revenues of the Athenians. 165
The main source on the state revenue from the mines is the fourth-century mining 
leases in the poletai accounts (367-300). Only thirty of the 6 8  original lists have survived, 
all but one in fragments. Unfortunately, none of the leases records the final amount of 
revenue for the year, which has given rise to a debate on the importance of the revenue to 
the state. The two main issues debated are the meaning of mine classifications recorded in 
the leases and the frequency of payment. 166
The leases record four types of classifications, the kainotomiai (new cuttings), the 
ergasima, the anasaxima and the palaia anasaxima, in direct conflict with the AthPol 
account, which mentions only two classifications, the ergasima and the sugkechoremena,167 
The meaning of the classifications has a direct impact on the potential revenue from the 
mines, since the classification reveals the potential o f the mine according to the state and
164 [Aristotle] AthPol 22.7; Hopper (1961:141-2); Cunningham (1967:156)
165 Thucydides 6.91.7: Kai xa<; t o o  Aaupelou xcov apyopslcov psxaXXrov JipoooSoug Kai oaa ano yrjc; Kai 
SiKaarriptov viiv (bcpsAouvxat eu0u<; <btoax£pf|aovxai, \xakiaxa 8e xrjg ctno xa>v ^opp&xcov 7rpoo65ao rjaoov 
av <popai>|X£vr|<;, oi xa 7iap’ opcbv voploavxe^ rj5r) Kara Kpaxc^ 7coA£jx£ia0ai okiycopfjaouaiv, “And the 
revenue from the silver mines of Laurion and from land and the courts, which they now have, will be 
immediately taken from them, especially the revenue from the allies will dry up, since the allies, seeing that 
you are now committed to total war, will not be diligent”.
66 A further issue debated is the length of the lease for the various classifications. Since the leases provide no 
help in this matter and the text of the AthPol is corrupt, the issue must remain in doubt among 3, 7 and 10 
years’ lease for the non -ergasima mines. On the solutions proposed see Rackham (1952:130-1, n2,b); Crosby 
(1950:199-200); Hopper (1953:237).
167 Crosby (1950:196). [Aristotle] AthPol 47.2: Kai xa rcpaOevxa pexaAXa, xa x' epyaaipa xa eu; xpia errj 
7i£7tpapeva, Kai xa cruyKexooprijaeva xa ei<;... £xt| 7ie^papcva, “ and the leased mines, the ergasima leased for 
3 years and the sugkechoremena leased for ... years”. Note that the meaning of the words anasaxima and 
sugkechoremena is not known: Hopper (1953:203).
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the length of the lease. The debate centres on the interpretation of the word ergasimon, 
which can mean either “working” or “workable”. If “working” is the right interpretation, as 
Crosby and Hopper argued, then not only were there very few fully active mines but also 
their price was fixed and, thus, the revenue from them was quite low. 168 The alternative 
interpretation of “workable”, advocated by Aperghis, reverses the situation completely 
since ergasimon denotes only potential, in line with the paucity of such mines in the leases 
and their low payments. 169 Aperghis' argument is very convincing and fits the available 
evidence, especially given that a century of previous exploitation meant new mines must 
have been both rare and risky, something reflected in the low number of kainotomiai.
The surviving prices in the leases are in their majority either 20 or 150 drachmai 
with some scattered prices considerably higher. Whether these prices represent one-off, 
yearly or prytany payments is debated. Both Crosby and Aperghis have argued in favour of 
yearly payments, supposing that the total revenue from the leases could not have been 
sizeable based on the following passage from Xenophon's Poroi170: xa ye pf]v dpyupeia el
KdTaaKeuaaOeiTi (bq Set, na^inoXka dv vopt^co xpf|paxa auxcbv Kai aveu xcov aXkcov
I *71jcpoaodcov 7rpoai£vai. This argument from silence is particularly weak since as Hopper 
rightly noted Xenophon in the Poroi is concerned with creating new revenues from the 
mines and, thus, would not be concerned with existing revenues that were well known to
177his audience. More importantly, the balance of evidence clearly suggests that revenue 
from the mines was considerable and that the leases were a major part of the overall
168 Crosby (1950:201-2); Hopper (1953:203, 234-6).
169 Aperghis (1997/8:5,7).
170 Crosby (1950:203-4); Aperghis (1997/8:16-7).
171 Xenophon Poroi 4.1: “And I believe on the silver mines that if they are organised as they should, then 
there will be great proceeds from them excepting any other revenues”.
172 Hopper (1953:238-9).
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revenue, since they were the most easily controlled one. On the one hand, the lease prices 
recorded in the literary texts are considerably higher than those recorded in the leases, 
namely 9,000, 2,000 and 18,000 drachmai, of which the latter was only part of the overall 
price. 173 Interestingly, assuming a 10 year lease, the prices mentioned in the speeches are 
not widely disparate from those in the leases, if these represent prytany payments, since 2 0  
drachmai would be translated as 2,000 over the ten years and 150 as 15,000. Additionally, 
it is mentioned specifically that payments were made in parts, katabolai, thus, precluding 
the possibility that the prices recorded in the leases were one-off payments. 174
On the other hand, estimates of the total revenue from specific leases do not appear 
to have been extraordinary amounts. In the only complete inscription, that has survived 
(367/6), the total sum of the leases in the inscription is 3690 drachmai.115 Crosby 
calculated the total for stele XVI (342/1) at three talents. 176 For 367/6, the total revenue of 
the state in case of prytany payments for that year would be 6  T 900 dr, while for 342/1 it 
would be 30 talents. Since the poletai accounts record the new leases sold each year, the 
revenue for the government would be the total of all the currently running leases, not 
merely those sold in the particular archon year. Thus, if we assume a ten year lease period 
for the majority of the mines, then in any given year the government would receive income 
from 10 accounts; consequently, if the totals were similar to those recorded, then in 367/6 
the total income would reach 61 T 3000 dr and accordingly 300 talents for 342/1. Such 
revenue may seem high but the surviving income and expenditure figures o f the Athenian
173 Demosthenes 37.22, 40.52, 42.3.
174 Demosthenes 37.22:.. .o Itpepev Kaia{3o7f]v rrj nolzi xou p e i d A A n o . . w h o  carried the part-payment 
to the city for the mine..
175 Agora 19.P5.
176 Crosby (1950:203). The total is of course conjectural since not only is the size of the stone estimated but 
also there could be prices beyond 20 and 150 drachmai except for the one surviving price of 6100 drachmai.
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state show that such revenue from the mine leases is quite moderate. In the mid 340s, the 
income of the state was 400 talents, while a few years later under Lykourgos had reached 
1200 talents. The expenditures were equally high at 180 talents for an expeditionary force, 
3000 drachmai state subsidy per trierarch and several hundred talents for jury and assembly 
pay. 177 Furthermore, one other set of figures needs be mentioned as a comparison. 
Demosthenes 37 refers to the value of an ergasterion and slaves as no less than 20,600 
drachmai, while the return payment for the loan on the ergasterion is 105 drachmai per 
prytany. 178 If the owner of an ergasterion, whose profits depended not on the profits from 
ore but on the services provided to miners, had an income of more than 105 drachmai per 
prytany, one would expect the lessee of a mine to be able to make payments of 2 0  drachmai 
per prytany for the proceeds of a mine. 179
This discussion of the classification and pricing of the mines provides us with a 
keyhole view into the finances of production in Athens. We get an idea of the sums 
involved and the detailed framework provided by the state for the exploitation of the 
primary resource of the Athenians. The involvement of the state was not restrictive to 
production but fundamental to providing it with a firm and stable basis. The large sums 
involved as payment to the state and for services testify to the large profits of the industry 
and consequently to the appeal, volume and value of the trade of silver.
177 Revenues: Demosthenes 10.38 (400T); Plutarch Vitae X  Orat. 842F (1200T); Andreades (1933:354, 376- 
81). Expenses: Demosthenes 4.48, 51.11.
178 Demosthenes 37.31 for the value and 37.5 for the prytany payments. Note that the price of the ergasterion 
is larger than any price for agricultural land or other such endeavour recorded in the evidence: Osborne 
(1987:77). For the value of and wealth generated from ergasteria (not only plynteria but generally) see 
Stanley (1990). For an account of the lending process on the ergasterion of Demosthenes 37, see Harris
(2006:190-7).
179 Note that the only reference to a supposed profit from a mine is 300 talents over a 3-year period 
(Hypereides 4.35), which means at least 50 talents per year (if the 300T is a doubled fine) that makes a 
revenue for he state of 10 talents seem quite reasonable (using the highest amount mentioned in the leases, 
6100 drachmai: Agora 19 P26.569; Crosby (1950:289)).
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I have to note here Faraguna’s suggestion of a tax on the produce of the Laurion 
mines based on references in the lexicographers. 180 Faraguna’s suggestion has merit and is 
evidence of greater involvement of the state in the mining industry; however, the use of 
lexigographical evidence is inadequate to assuming such intervention on the part of the 
state. State resources, according to archaic and classical evidence, were either exploited 
directly or, more commonly, by lease arrangement without recourse to a known tax regime. 
Consequently, although a tax on the produce of the mines is a possibility that cannot be 
discounted, it is necessary to provide evidence of a parallel practice or further, nearer 
chronologically, evidence before accepting the testimony of the lexicographers.
The leases were not the only source of revenue from the mines, as Xenophon 
informs us: ou tolvdv povov f] arco xcov dv8pa7c65cov arccKpopa xf)v 5iaxpo<pf]v xrj nok^i
au^oi av, aXka jroXoavGpamai; rcspL xa pexaXXa d0poi^opevr|<; Kai an' ayopaq xrjq £KeI
Kai an' oikuuv 7C£pi xapyupsia 5qpoaicov Kai arco Kapivoov Kai and xcov aAXoov ajtavxcov
7Cpoao5 oi av noXkai yiyvoivxo.181 Apparently, the state had other investments in the
mining region, including public accommodation and revenue from the kaminoi.m  These 
mystery revenues from the kaminoi are particularly interesting, since unlike mines and
1 SIergasteria, kaminoi were few.
180 Faraguna (2006 :148 -52 ). Harpocration s.v. a7iovopr|; Suda s.v. aypacpou pex&AXau 5 ikt|
181 Xenophon Poroi 4.49: “And the revenues of the polis will increase not only from the leasing of the slaves, 
but also from the population increase in die mining district and from the agora there and from the public 
houses near the mines and from the kaminoi and from all other revenues, which will increase”.
182 Public houses for rent were a rare phenomenon according to Andreades (1933:136) but Athens certainly 
had some not only in the mining region but also in the Piraeus: Xenophon Poroi 3.12-3.
183 Kakavoyiannis (2 0 0 5 :261 -2 ), although further investigations in the region may reveal more. For the 
location of kaminoi, as against mines and plynteria, see Konophagos (1980: Carte Topographique Modeme 
Avec Des Ruines Des Installations Metallurgiques Et Des Puits Antiques, in back cover pocket).
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The obvious solution to revenue from kaminoi is that kaminoi were state-owned and 
either state-operated or leased out to private individuals. 184 There are two pieces of 
evidence against this solution, both seemingly testifying to the private ownership of 
kaminoi. Firstly, a Demosthenic speaker seems to refer to a privately owned kaminos:
K anexm  n&ioaq xoix; olkctck; xouq epoix; Ka0£^eo0at ei<; xov Keyxpecova £7iL pAa|3^  xfj
112^£prj. Usually this sentence is translated as “And then having persuaded my slaves to sit 
in the foundry to my prejudice” . 186 However, the precise meaning of the pivotal word, 
Keyxpecov, is unknown. It has been proposed that it means either the pit into which the
silver was run when melted or the furnace in which it was refined. 187 This is based on the 
quoted continuation of the complaint by the speaker, which mentions the reducing of the 
ore. 188 Yet, nowhere in either passage is a kaminos or smelting mentioned. Keyxpecov is a
variant of Keyxpoq, which originally meant millet but came to be used for anything in small
grains. In a mining context, small grains do not invoke the image of a furnace but rather 
the sorting out and grinding process that took place immediately after the digging of the ore 
and in the washeries. This meaning of the word ties in well with the speech, since the case 
refers to an ergasterion, a washery, and has no mention of a kaminos beyond the modem 
interpretation of Keyxpecuv.
Secondly, a horos inscription found in Laurion is probably refers to the security of a 
loan on a kaminos and the surrounding property. 189 However, it is not certain whether this
184 Thiel (1922:32); Wilsdorf (1952:157, 161).
185 Demosthenes 37.26.
186 Translation: Murray (1939).
187 Murray (1939:37.26,note 2).
188 Demosthenes 37.28.
189IGII2 2750: opo<; k[(x]|luvou K a i eSaqxhv 7te[7tpag£va)v erci Xuaei--].
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inscription refers to a silver kaminos, since the word is generic and there is no reason to 
suppose that there were no kaminoi for other materials in Attika, especially in the industrial 
area. 190 Similarly, the horoi inscriptions referring to ergasteria are not necessarily 
connected with the silver industry. 191 Thirdly, there are a few mentions in the poletai lists
1 09of kaminoi followed by a name, which is considered to be that of their owner. However, 
it must be noted that in Hypereides 4.35 the mine in question is identified by the name of its
1 Q-5
lessee. Additionally, in the poletai lists there are several references to a person working 
a mine, epyd^exai/fipyaaaio, apparently without being the lessee. 194 Conceivably, 
accepting our lack of knowledge on the particulars of loan security in Athens, leased public 
property could become security for a loan, while in case of default the lender took over the 
property and its produce for the remaining of the lease period. The only other solution to 
this problem is that Xenophon refers to a tax rendered on kaminoi but such a tax in an 
industrial setting would be unique in Athens or any polis, since direct taxation was 
generally avoided. 195 Since both the Demosthenic passage and the loan on the horos cannot 
be shown to refer to a silver kaminos or to prove the exclusive private ownership of 
kaminoi, the public ownership and leasing of kaminoi remain the best solution to the 
revenue mentioned in the Poroi.
Such intervention in the smelting of silver is the key to the quality control of 
Athenian coinage silver. One of the few concrete conclusions established by the analysis of 
the silver of the Athenian owls is that all tetradrachms were made of a specific alloy of very
190 For example, IG I3 435.16-7 on a coal kaminos.
191 IG II2 2677,2746-9,2752,2760 are a few examples.
192 Agora 19 P5.54, P13.81, P38.28.
193 Hypereides 4,35: xo ’ E7tiKp&T0i)<; pexaXAov too naXXrjvecD ,^ “the mine of Epikrates of Pallene”.
194 Agora 19 P9.41; P10.8,25; P12.10; P18.8; P20.20, 27, 50, 74; P21.5, 12; P26.265; P27.7, 53; P29.9,24,
55; P34.6.
195 Rihl (2001:118).
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high purity levels with little copper and gold. 196 The Athenian mint must have had a way to 
distinguish ‘mint’ silver from other silver. It follows that the state had imposed 
specifications of quality on the smelting of Laurion silver. Otherwise, the only possible 
solution for the constant standard quality of the coinage is to resmelt the silver in the mint. 
There is no evidence of such a process in the sources and until the Athenian silver mint is 
found, there can be no archaeological solution either. Assuming a regulating process for 
the kaminoi provides a better and more functional system of quality control.
The next step in the process of creating coins, the mint, was also controlled by the 
state as the demosioi status of the argyrokopoi reveals. 197 A major issue is whether private 
individuals, particularly the lessees, could use the Athenian mint to create private supplies 
of coinage and, consequently, the control the government could exercise over them. On the 
one hand, the process described in the Coinage Decree for the reminting of allied coinages 
provides a framework for private individuals to use the Athenian mint. 198 On the other 
hand, some finds in Laurion may imply that such a process was not available to the lessees. 
Clay bowls with hemispherical indentations, which resemble coin blanks, have been found 
in Laurion and in Brauron. These led Konophagos to suggest that the Athenian silver mint 
was situated in Laurion not in the astu. 199 Such a location for the silver mint is 
problematic, since Laurion lies outside the protective walls of the astu, making a mint
Kraay & Emeleus (1962:16).
197 SEG 26:72.54-5.
198 IG I3 1453B.16-7, 1453C. 9-10,1453B/G. 5.1. For the allied coins, resmelting would have been necessary 
to uphold the quality of Athenian coinage.
199 The location of the Athenian silver mint is a matter of debate, since only the bronze mint has been found in 
the agora: Camp & Kroll (2001). Mint in Laurion: Konophagos (1976:371), (1980:369). Note that 
Konophagos did not follow Svoronos (1915), (1916/7), who had made a similar assumption, but based 
himself on other considerations.
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vulnerable to a sneak naval attack or even bandits.200 However, the bowls remain a 
mystery. Kakavoyiannis in a recent study has pointed out that the Brauron bowl seems to 
have been made totally by litharge not clay and that a similar bowl was found in the Middle 
Helladic strata of Thorikos.201 Kakavoyiannis admits that the chronology of the Thorikos 
strata could have been contaminated by later disturbances. These bowls are not identical, 
although they all have the telltale indentations. Although I accept Kakavoyiannis’ 
misgivings for the Brauron bowl, since the three rows of mildly interconnected indentations 
do not seem to have any practical use as such, I am reluctant to accept a similar explanation 
for the bowl in the Laurion museum. Oikonomakou, who excavated it at Thorikos, is 
convinced that the bowl is connected with minting and my own impression at the Laurion 
museum leads me to agree. Only a fragment of the bowl survives but it was obviously 
flat-bottomed and the indentations are on the flat and, although clustered, they are clearly 
distinguished from each other by raised ridges. The only explanations of the bowl, which 
do not necessitate a mint in Laurion, are either that it was part of a process of private export 
of silver in blanks, or that blanks were provided to the Athenian mint by the entrepreneurs. 
In the second case, the problems of such a process particularly in relation to adulteration 
and weight are insurmountable, which make it very difficult to envision its use for such a 
well-regulated coinage as that of Athens. Alternatively, although in a more sinister tone, 
the bowls may have been part of a ring of making fakes, which would easily explain the 
find without need for elaborate explanations of its relation to official minting. Without 
further evidence, reconstructing the minting regime of Athens is very difficult, particularly
200 The lack of any reference to a mint in the mining region in Poroi 4.43-8, where Xenophon outlines his 
solution to the problem of security in the mines tips the balance against Konophagos’ argument.
201 Kakavoyiannis (2005:280).
202 Kakavoyiannis (2005:280).
203 Personal correspondence and (forthcoming) AD (1998) p84.
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the role of private individuals. The evidence from the leases and the large estimated profits 
in silver metal o f the lessees suggest that they had access to the mint, although it is probable 
that Athens imposed some limits on the extent of minting of privately owned silver.
The role of the Athenian government in the silver industry, although pervasive, was 
not particularly pronounced. The state owned the silver mines, administered the leases, 
legislated on the safety of the works, regulated the quality of silver produced and controlled 
the minting process. However, it does not appear to have intervened or regulated the 
internal or exporting trade in silver. As was mentioned earlier, this lack of intervention is 
surprising. The easiest of explanations is that the nature of our sources, the leases and the 
speeches, do not concern export and are focused internally on exploitation; thus, it is 
expected that any governmental intervention in trade remains unknown to us. Since it is 
impossible to argue that the whole or even the bulk of Athenian legislation has survived, 
any regulation of the silver trade may have been lost. Nevertheless, such explanations of 
silence are weak, thus, pending further evidence, it is better to assume that the Athenian 
government did not intervene officially in silver exports. The reason for this lack of 
intervention can arguably be found in the role of silver in the Athenian economy.
The revenue from the silver mines certainly played a major role in the finances of 
the Athenian state. For the majority o f states, the influence of their products on their 
economy, their exportability and the views of contemporaries have been lost. For Athens 
and silver, however, Xenophon’s Poroi offers glimpses not only of silver’s importance in 
the Athenian economy as an export, but also on the contemporary views of the industry. 
The Poroi is a political pamphlet written in the period immediately after the Social War
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(357-355) and its author is generally accepted to be Xenophon.204 The purpose of the 
pamphlet, a type of literary document of which the Poroi is the only surviving example, 
was to present a series of proposals for the revival of Athenian state finances. At the time, 
the Athenian state was in financial strain due to the extreme expenditures of the previous 
years and the considerable decrease in state revenues during the war.205 The proposals 
tackle various sources of revenue, including metics, trade and the silver mines; Xenophon 
proposes an alternative way to increase revenue from the mines without changing the 
existing framework of exploitation. The specifics of the proposal are outside the scope of 
this work but several passages testify to the importance of silver as an exportable 
commodity in the Athenian economy and, thus, are of interest. Xenophon extols the 
commercial advantages of silver, presenting us with a contemporary view of its production 
and export from the largest producer in the eastern Mediterranean: jtpdruov pev yap 61)7100
vaoai KaMiaxaq Kai dacpaXeaxaxou; UTcoSoxdq exsi, 071:00 y' eaxiv eiaoppic0evxaq d 5eGo<;
evexa xeipcbvoc; avaTcaueaOai. akXa pr]v Kai xolq eprcopou; ev pev xaiq Titafaxau; xcov
Tio^ ecov avxi(popxL^ea0ai xi avayicr|: vopiapaai yap ou %pr]aLpoi<; e^ co ypcbvxai: ev 6e xal<;
A0fjvai<; Trlelaxa pev eaxiv avxe^ayeiv cbv av Secovxai avOpcoTcoi, rjv 5e pf] PouXcovxai
avxicpopxi^ea0ai, xai [oi] apyupiov e§ayovxeq xaA,f]v ep7ropiav e^ayooaiv. "Onou yap av
TiooAeoaiv auxo, Ttavxaxou nXiov xou apxaioo A.apPdvooaiv206 This is a view of the silver
204 On the authorship and date of the Poroi see Gauthier (1976:1-6) and Thiel (1922:viii-xxiii).
205 State income in 355 had fallen to 130T: Demosthenes 10.37.
206 Xenophon Poroi 3.2: “First, it (Athens) has the best and safest harbours, for no matter where they (the 
ships) anchor they can rest for the winter. And for the emporoi in most of the poleis, there is need to take a 
return cargo, since their coins are not useful outside (their borders). In Athens, on the contrary, there are as 
many commodities as people want to take as return cargo. And if they do not want to take a return cargo, 
those who export silver have a good export trade. For wherever they sell it, they receive more than they 
expended”.
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trade defining the importance of silver as an export product and the advantages it provides 
to a producer. No other Athenian product is mentioned in such a capacity. Silver is 
presented as the balancing card of Piraeus, the greatest entrepot in the Aegean. This lends 
credibility to the view that silver was the primary exportable product of Athens.
The passage also testifies to the laws of supply and demand in the silver trade and 
the Greek economy. Xenophon’s statement that the price of silver outside Athens is higher 
than in Athens shows that silver was cheaper for the producer. The situation must have 
been similar for the other silver producers as well. Silver in this passage is bullion not 
coins; nomisma is readily contrasted with argyrion. Xenophon’s statement on the sale 
price of argyrion in Athens and elsewhere ("Otiou yap av 7rcoA,cboiv auxo, TtavTayou nkiov
tov  apxaiou lappavouaiv) clearly implies that traders would buy silver bullion in Athens
and sell it elsewhere. Coinages, Xenophon states, are of limited commercial value but 
silver as bullion could be traded anywhere and get a good price. The finds of silver bullion 
in hoards also suggest that there was a large market for bullion, not only by governments 
for their coinages but also in private enterprise for jewellery and plate.207 Finally, 
Xenophon here does not argue seeking to persuade on the importance of the silver trade but 
on the contrary uses the exportability of Athenian silver as an argument on general trade 
policy. So, the importance of silver as a major export commodity was readily recognised.
Another passage reinforces this presentation of the economics of the silver trade and 
industry: Kod yap ouS' ojojrsp oxav ttoXIol xcx1 kotu7toi yevcovxai, d£,icov yevopivoov xtdv
XalKeuxiKchv epycov, KaxaXuovxai o i xaXxoxuTioi, KaL ol ai8r|pel<; ye cboauxcoq: Kod oxav  ye
207 Hoards with metal bars and/or ingots: Thompson, Morkholm & Kraay (1973: nos 1035, 1182, 1478, 1482, 
1636,1637, 1639,1640,1644, 1645, 1647,1649,1651, 1874, 2172(AU), 2259, 2313).
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7to>Ju><; olxog Kai olvog y£vr|xai, a^uov ovxcov xcov KapTtcov, a^oaixeXeig al yecopyiai 
yiyvovxai, coaxe TtoXXoi acpepevoi xou xrjv yrjv epya^eaOai in' £p7topia<; Kai Ka7rr)X£ia<; Kai 
xoKiapoug xpejuovxai: apyopixig 5e oacp av 7c>xlcov cpatvrjxai Kai apyupiov ltkeov yiyvrixai, 
xoaouxcp 7&eiov£<; £7ri xo epyov xouxo epxpvxai. Kai yap 8f] enmXa p£v, £7tei8av iKava xig 
Kxrjarixai xrj olkloc, ox? paXa £xi Trpoacovouvxai: apyupiov 8£ ouSeig 7100 ouxto 7ioA,u 
£Kxrjaaxo coaxe pr|K£xi 7tpoa8ela0ai: aXk1 rjv xiai yevrjxai TtapTcAjjOcg, xo 7cepixxeuov 
Kaxopurxovxeg ou8£v fjxxov rjSovxai rj xpcopevoi auxcp. Kai prjv oxav ye eu Tipaxxcoaiv al 
TtoXeu;, iaxppcog ol avOpamoi dpyupioo 8eovxau oi pev yap av8peg apcpi onXa xe KaXd 
Kai fraoog ayaOoug [xe] Kai oik Lag Kai KaxaaKeoag peyaXo7rp£7ieIg pouXovxai SaTtavav, al 
8e yovaixeg eu; £a0fjxa 7roXoxeXfj Kai xpuaouv Koapov xp£7tovxai. oxav xe au voarjaoaiv 
7i6)c£ig rj acpopiaig Kapjicov rj 7to^£pcu, £xi Kai tioAu paXXov, apyou xrjg yrjg yiyvopevrjg, 
Kai ei<^  £7iiTrj8eia Kai eig £7iiKoupoug vopiapaxog Seovxai. ei S£ xig cprjaeie Kai xpuoiov 
pr|8£V fjixov xpi]oipov elvai r) apyupiov, xouxcp pev ouk dvxiXeyoo, ekclvo pevxoi olSa, 
6 x1 Kai xpoaiov oxav TtoXu Tiapacpavrj, airro pev axipoxepov yiyvexai, xo Se apyupiov 
xipwoxepov Tioiel. xauxa pev ouv eSrjtaoaa xouxou eveKa, 0700<; 0appouvxeg pev oxi 
Ttteiaxoug avOpdmoug £7ti xa apyupeia aycopev, Gappouvxeg 8e KaxaaK£ua£cope0a ev 
auxolg, cog ouxe £7nX£i\|/oucr|g 7ioxe dpyopixi8og ouxe xou apyupiou axipou Tioxe 
eaopevoo.208
208 Xenophon Poroi 4.6-11: “And when the coppersmiths become numerous, the value of copperware falls 
and the coppersmiths go out of business and the same holds true for the ironsmilhs. And when there is lots of 
grain and wine, the value of the crop falls, and the farmers go out of business, so that many abandon working
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This passage touches upon various issues concerning the trade in silver. Firstly, 
Xenophon attempts a comparison between the various metals in terms of their commercial 
value. Copper, iron and gold are adversely affected by increased supply because their 
demand is inelastic. For the base metals, this is expected, since their uses and presumably 
their rate of wear created a steady but definite demand. In other words, there were only so 
many armours, weapons and tools needed in a polis; while demand may rise, for example in 
war or large building projects, there are definite limits to its rise. The case is similar for 
gold, because gold was used primarily for jewellery and decoration. For all three metals, 
Xenophon thinks that demand regulated the supply, describing a buyer’s market.209
Silver, on the other hand, has an infinitely elastic demand. This is explained 
because of the use of silver for coinage, which is needed equally in times of plenty and 
hardship. This ever-increasing demand of silver is the direct result of a steady increasing 
demand for coinage. The position of silver as a market commodity is seen as completely 
opposite to that of the other metals signifying a predominantly seller’s market. Secondly, 
the passage testifies to the main use of silver in the ancient world as perceived by 
contemporaries. The phrase vopLopaxo^ Seoviai, which defines the uses of argyrion in the
the land and turn to trade and retail and money lending. But the more ore is mined and more silver is 
produced, the more people go into business in the mining industry. And for furniture, when people have 
enough to fill the house, they stop buying more; but for silver no-one thinks that he has too much so that he 
stops getting more, but even if  it becomes a lot, the extra they bury thinking that this is as good as using it. 
And when the poleis do well, the people want silver. The men spend money on fine weapons and beautiful 
horses and great houses and buildings, while the women turn to luxurious clothes and gold jewellery. And 
when the poleis are not doing well either because of a dearth of crops or because of war, then since lots of the 
land remains uncultivated and they need victuals and mercenaries, than again they need money. And if 
someone says that gold is as useful as silver, I do not gainsay that, but I know that when there is too much 
gold, then its value falls, and silver becomes more valuable. And I have presented these facts so that we do 
not cower before bringing more people to the mines, not cower before making more out of them, for the ore 
will never run out nor will silver ever become valueless”.
209 Note that I fully agree with Samuel (1983:24) that what Xenophon does in this passage is economic 
analysis, if without the common modem nomenclature.
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rest of the passage, shows that in Xenophon’s thinking, the people desire/need silver as 
money.
Modem opinions on the value of the Poroi as evidence for the Athenian economy 
vary widely, depending mainly on scholarly opinion on the proposals themselves. Boeckh 
argued that the proposals were impracticable and, thus, the Poroi has little value, while 
Cawkwell, Momigliano and others argued the opposite, viewing the Poroi as the basis of 
Euboulos’ economic reforms.210 The substantivist scholars of the latter half of the 20th 
century CE tend to view Xenophon’s proposals as correct but impracticable in his period; 
thus Finley argued that Xenophon anticipated later developments, while Polanyi considered
“7 1 tthat Xenophon’s vision, although correct, was never realised in the ancient world. Other 
scholars view the Poroi as part of a shift in Greek thinking concerning revenue in general in
• 01 *7the period from imperialism to self-containment. Whether the proposals were capable of 
being implemented in the mid-fourth century is uncertain, although certainly at least one 
person, with the necessary education, considered them to be so. On the other hand, they 
certainly were never implemented in their entirety, although some of the proposals relating 
to trade and metics may have been.213 The substantivist views of Xenophon as a pioneer in 
the generation of revenue are dependent on the loss of other proposals and on the 
interpretation of evidence both from Athens and from other poleis. Lastly, the argument in 
favour of a shift in Greek thought against imperialism in the mid-fourth century can only be
210 Boeckh (1886:698-708); Momigliano (1966:481-7); Cawkwell (1963:63-4). Also Lewis (1990:251) for a 
more moderate view on the influence of Xenophon on Euboulos.
211 Finley (1973:164), followed by Humphreys (1978:138); Polanyi (1957:196), followed by Samuel 
(1983:22-3).
212 Dillery (1993).
213 Cawkwell (1963:64).
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argued for Athens, since the majority of other poleis, except for a brief period in Spartan 
history, never relied on imperial revenue.
The specific proposals aside, it could be argued that Xenophon’s statements do not 
reflect the reality of the silver industry at Athens, or that since they seek to persuade his 
audience, they exaggerated the importance of silver in the Athenian economy and its lure to 
foreign traders. Xenophon indeed seeks to persuade his audience and that creates a certain 
bias in his arguments. He may have been overly enthusiastic on the effects and prospects 
of the silver industry, and similarly for the commercial lure of Athens as an entrepot. 
However, it is difficult to substantiate that Xenophon lied or grossly changed the facts. His 
target audience was not modem scholarship or people who had no knowledge of the 
economic position of Athens and the particulars of the silver industry. On the contrary, the 
arguments are meant to incite the interest and reaction of those in control, politicians, 
rhetors and demagogues; those who could implement such changes as Xenophon proposes. 
Most of them would be members of the upper classes, and possibly would have had some 
connection to the silver industry, either directly or indirectly through relatives and friends.
The common citizen in Athens had probably never seen a talent of silver but it is 
impossible to gauge how much he knew about the silver industry. For the upper classes 
though and the mobile segments of society, Laurion was not an unknown quantity. The 
fact that Xenophon’s suggestion for increasing profits clearly avoids any controversial 
subject, such as actually imposing taxes or increasing the rent of the leases, shows that he is 
mindful of the interests of at least part of his audience, who probably had investments in the 
industry. Xenophon’s picture of Laurion and silver as a commodity may be enthusiastic 
but not a lie or an exaggeration, since either would not be conducive to his argument.
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Moreover, although parts of his reasoning are naive, for example the assertion that the 
mines would never be exhausted, they are not more nai've than hundreds of decisions and 
plans by leaders and their advisors over the centuries. Common sense could predict 60 
years ago that the oil reserves would be eventually exhausted; that did not stop the vast 
majority of governments worldwide from promoting the use of cars or the producers of the 
Middle East from basing their economies on oil exports. From the perspective o f two and 
half millennia of hindsight, of course, Xenophon’s suggestions seem naive and his belief in 
Athens’ advantages wrong but at the time, the situation was very different. When the Poroi 
were initially read, or heard, plans to rebuild Athenian finances must have been numerous. 
Eventually, some of these plans succeeded in bringing an economic revival initially under 
Euboulos and, more successfully, later under Lykourgos. Xenophon’s suggestions on the 
silver industry were never fully adopted, as far as we know, but someone else’s were and 
by stele XVI of the poletai, the number of leases per year had tripled. The ideas in the 
Poroi may have been too revolutionary for Athens, or simply unworkable, but the facts they 
were based upon were common knowledge in Athens, so the possibility that Xenophon is 
lying or exaggerating is small.214 The overall picture in the two passages is of silver as a 
strong commercial commodity. The existence and widespread appeal of the trade in silver 
is presented as an undoubted fact. Additionally, silver has a steady ever-increasing 
demand, which can withstand any increase of supply, due to its use for coinage.
Xenophon, although basing his argument on the profitability and exportability of 
silver, at no point mentions intervention by the government in the silver trade, which lends 
further credence to the impression that governmental intervention was lacking. Of course,
214 On Xenophon reflecting nature and conditions of trade in the fourth century: Osborne (1991:138).
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Xenophon, like the rest of the surviving sources, focuses internally and his references to the 
silver trade are complementary, not fundamental, to his argument. Nevertheless, 
Xenophon’s picture does not include the government and his plan on increasing revenue 
has no reference to increases from the silver trade. The explanation of this surprising lack 
of governmental intervention, however, can be found in Xenophon’s picture of the role of 
silver in the Athenian economy and particularly the public economy. The laws of supply 
and demand, to whose power Xenophon testifies, made silver the major Athenian 
commodity. The high demand for silver and the Piraeus’s position as one of the great ports 
in the Mediterranean made governmental intervention largely unnecessary. There was no 
need for the Athenian government to intervene in order to make silver a more attractive 
commodity, as silver already had a high demand and no other producer could compete with 
the commercial position of the Piraeus. The aim of the government is practically confined 
in created and assuring an adequate supply of the commodity. Since mining, ancient or 
modem, is hazardous prospecting the Athenian government, especially without modem 
technology, could not guarantee a steady supply on the ground. The available intervention 
options were limited to encouraging prospecting and creating a safe exploitation 
environment. Athens clearly did that by legislating to protect the works and offering short 
leases for the ergasima mines. In addition to that, Athens, through its control of the 
kaminoi, regulated the quality of the product, thus, ensuring that Athenian silver had an 
extra edge in the market. It is impossible to estimate how far these measures were intended 
for securing a high quality supply for export, since they also secured continued internal 
revenue and the high quality of Athenian coinage, but these issues are interconnected. 
Revenue depended upon continued mining concerns and mining depended, on the part of
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the prospector, upon demand. Thus, ensuring a safe environment for the prospector and 
assuring quality of the product benefited the government in terms of revenue, while 
simultaneously affecting exports.
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Chapter 3: The Importers of Gold and Silver
The majority of poleis did not have precious metal resources, yet many managed to 
acquire metal for coinage. This chapter concentrates on the methods of acquisition of 
precious metal employed by the poleis. There were four possible methods of acquisition: 
import of bullion, import of coins, loans from temples and booty from war. Temple loans 
were employed by poleis in financial straits since any such loans in the sources are usually 
connected with times of war or famine.215 War booty although probably important enough 
in particular cases was not a regular method of supply since it depended on the vagaries of 
war. Only the first two methods can be considered as regular means of acquisition. The 
use of coinage as evidence for the study of metal acquisition is not without problems, since 
for most Greek coinages there can be no certainty as to the number of issues, the interval 
between them or the number of individual coins of each issue.
For the acquisition of gold two case studies are examined, Asia Minor and 
Sicily/Magna Graecia, since the numismatic profile of gold/electrum coinages in these 
areas is starkly different and, thus, two very different acquisition profiles can be discussed. 
Note that although part of the discussion relates to archaic electrum coinages, the debate on 
the birth of coinage in the Greek World is not touched upon, since the reasons for the 
invention and adoption of coinage, whether standardization of state payments or gifts and 
medals, did not change the fact that the state had to procure metal for the coins.216 In the 
study of Asia Minor, I have included mints from the Asiatic shore of the Propontis to
215 For example, the use of the Athenian reserves in the Peloponnesian War: Thucydides 2.13.4-5. Loans 
from temples for non-emergency reasons see Aristotle Oikonomika 1349a20-23 but this is a case of a tyrant 
using the reserve.
216 Note that early coins of possibly private mints are not discussed: Kraay (1976:23), For the two major 
explanations of the creation of coinage see Kraay (1976:320-8), Price (1981). For another explanation 
(stabilising price of electrum) see Wallace (1987).
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Kilikia, the islands of the Propontis and the eastern Aegean. The southern shore of the 
Black Sea and the island of Cyprus are excluded (For a full list o f minters, see Table 1, 
page 85).
Most of the early electrum coins are not securely attributed to a polis, since they do 
not carry legends and their devices could belong to a variety of cities, while the dating of 
most of the attributed coins is uncertain. Kraay lists seven poleis minting in electrum in the 
first half of the sixth century, Ephesos, Halikarnassos, Phokaia, Miletos, Samos, Kyzikos 
and Chios, while another four, Lampsakos, Abydos, Klazomenai and Priene, minted at the 
time of the Ionian Revolt; Head also attributed some early electrum coins to Erythrai,
01HSmyrna and Teos. Electrum minting concentrated in Ionia and the islands with only 
Halikarnassos and Kyzikos in other areas of Asia Minor, at least for early electrum. The 
means of acquisition of gold employed by these poleis have not survived in the sources, 
although some could have minted from their own resources, such as Smyrna, Abydos and 
possibly Lampsakos and Samos.218 For the other poleis trade was certainly a viable 
possibility, as was shown by the Lydian sale to Sparta.219
217 Ephesos: Kraay (1976:25); Halikarnassos: Kraay (1976:23, nosl,53,54); Phokaia: Kraay (1976:26, 
nosl3,70); Miletos: Kraay (1976:no55); Samos: Kraay (1976:26, nos66-7); Kyzikos: Kraay (1976:no71); 
Chios: Kraay (1976:no72); Lampsakos: Kraay (1976:nos73-4); Abydos: Kraay (1976:no75); Klazomenai: 
Kraay (I976:no76); Priene: Kraay (1976:no77); Erythrai: Head (1911:578); Smyrna: Head (1911:591); Teos: 
Head (1911:595).
218 Kraay & Hirmer (1966:368) and Boardman (1996:310) both assume mines in the territory of Kyzikos but 
there is no literary, archaeological or geological evidence to support that Kyzikos was a gold producer, except 
through domination of Abydos of which I have found no evidence.
219 See page 57.
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Table 1: M inters in Asia M inor, Sixth to Fourth Centuries.
ID Area Polis 6th
EL
6th
AR
5th
EL
5th
AU
5th
AR
4th
EL
4th
AU
4th
AR
1 Aiolis Elaia No No No No Yes No No Yes
2 Aiolis Hekatonnessi
Nesos
No No No No Yes No No Yes
3 Aiolis Kyme No No No No Yes No No Yes
4 Aiolis Larissa Phrikonis No No No No No No No Yes
5 Aiolis Lesbos No Yes No No No No No No
1 6 Aiolis Methymna No No No 1 No Yes No No Yes
7 Aiolis Myrina No No No No No No No Yes
1 8 Aiolis Mytilene No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
9 Aiolis Temnos No No No No No No No Yes
|10 Ionia Chios Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes
11 Ionia Ephesos Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes
12 Ionia Erythrai No Yes No No Yes No ■  No Yes
13 Ionia Ikaria (Oinoe) No No No No No No No Yes
14 Ionia Klazomenai No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes
15 Ionia Kolophon No No No No Yes No No Yes
16 Ionia Leukai No No No No No No No Yes
17 Ionia Magnesia No No No No Yes No No Yes
18 Ionia Miletos Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes
19 Ionia Phokaia Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes
20 Ionia Phygela No No No No No No No Yes
21 Ionia Samos Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes
22 Ionia Smyrna Yes No No No No No No Yes
23 Ionia Teos Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes
24 Karia Astyra No No No No Yes No No No
25 Karia Euromos No No No No Yes No No No
26 Karia Halikarnassos Yes No No No Yes No No Yes
27 Karia lalysos No Yes No No No No No No
28 Karia lasos No No No No No No No Yes
29 Karia Idyma No No No No Yes No No No
30 Karia Lindos No Yes No No No No No No
31 Karia Kalymna No Yes No No No No No No
32 Karia Kamiros No Yes No No No No No No
33 Karia Knidos No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
34 Karia Knidian
Chersonese
No Yes No No No No No No
35 Karia Kos No No No No Yes No No Yes
36 Karia Megiste No No No No No No No Yes
37 Karia Mylasa No Yes No No No No No No
38 Karia Nisyros : "21 NO No No No No No No Yes
39 Karia Poseidion No Yes No No No No No No
40 Karia Rhodos No No No No Yes No Yes Yes
41 Karia Rhodian Peraia No No No No Yes No No No
42 Karia Termera No Yes No No No No No No
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ID Area Polis 6th
EL
6th
AR
5th
EL
5th
AU
5th
AR
4th
EL
4th
AU
4th
AR
43 Kilikia Aphrodisias No No No No No No No Yes
44 Kilikia Holmi No No No No No No No Yes
45 Kilikia Issos No No No No No No No Yes
46 Kilikia Kelenderis No No No No Yes No No Yes
47 Kilikia Mallos No No No No Yes No No Yes
48 Kilikia Nagidos No No No No Yes No No Yes
49 Kilikia Soloi No No No No Yes No No Yes
50 Kilikia Tarsos No No No No Yes No No Yes
51 Lykia Aperlai No No No No Yes No No No
52 Lykia Limyra No No No No No No No Yes
53 Lykia Patara No No No No No No No Yes
54 Lykia Phaselis No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
55 Lykia Telmessos No No No No Yes No No No
56 Lykia Tlos No No No No No No No Yes
57 Lykia Xanthos No No No No No No No Yes
58 Mysia Atameus No No No No No No No Yes
59 Mysia Gambrion No No No No No No No Yes
60 Mysia Kyzikos Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
61 Mysia Lampsakos No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
62 Mysia Parion No No No No Yes No No Yes
63 Mysia Pergamos No No No No No No Yes Yes
64 Mysia Pitane No No No No Yes No No No
65 Mysia Prokonnesos No No No No No No No Yes
66 Mysia Teuthrania No No No No No No No Yes
67 Pamphylia Aspendos No No No No Yes No No Yes
68 Pamphylia Side No No No No Yes No No Yes
69 Pisidia Etenna No No No No No No No Yes
70 Pisidia Selge No No No No Yes No No Yes
71 Propontis Astakos No No No No Yes No No No
72 Propontis Byzantion No No No No Yes No No Yes
73 Propontis Chalkedon No No No No Yes No No Yes
74 Propontis Kios No No No No No No Yes Yes
75 Propontis Perinthos No No No No No No No Yes
76 Propontis Selymbria No No No No Yes No No No
77 Troas Abydos No No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
78 Troas Antandros No No No No No No No Yes
79 Troas Assos No No No No Yes No No Yes
80 Troas Dardanos No No No No Yes No No Yes
81 Troas Gargara No No No No No No No Yes
82 Troas Gergis No No No No No No No Yes
83 Troas Kebren No No No No Yes No No Yes
84 Troas Lamponeia No No No No No No No Yes
85 Troas Neandreia No No No No No No No Yes
86 Troas Ophrynion No No No No No No No Yes
87 Troas Rhoeteion No No No No No No No Yes
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ID Area Polis 6th 6th 5th 5th 5th 4th 4th 4th
EL AR EL AU AR EL AU AR
88 Troas Sigeion No No No No No No No Yes
89 Troas Skepsis No No No No No No No Yes
90 Troas Tenedos No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
The supplier o f  electrum for the early sixth-century coins is generally accepted to be 
Lydia based on its proximity to the minters and Hcrodotos’ testimony to its function as a 
gold market.220 The concentration o f  electrum minters in Ionia is considered indicative o f  
the m etal’s provenance, especially since the Greek poleis o f  Asia Minor are reported to 
have had close relations with Lydia. Kroisos discontinued the minting o f  electrum coinage 
in Lydia, replacing it with gold and silver and many poleis in Asia Minor followed the
• • 991Lydian example in the second half o f  the sixth century. The change in Lydian coinage 
has been explained as the result either o f  exhaustion o f the Paktolos deposit or o f Kroisos 
targeting the markets o f  the Greek mainland, which were unused to electrum.222 However, 
there is no evidence suggesting either that the Paktolos deposit was exhausted at the time o f 
Kroisos, especially since Sardis remained a major minting centre after the Persian conquest, 
or that there was widespread numismatic contact between mainland Greece and Lydia, as 
the hoards show a definite trend towards Asia Minor and Egypt (for the dispersal o f  Lydian 
coins in hoards, see Table 2, page 88). Nevertheless, the influence o f Lydian numismatic 
practice on the minting o f  the Asia Minor poleis does suggest some relation between the 
two, which could be the supply o f  electrum. Equally possible, however, is that the poleis 
followed Lydian numismatic practice because o f  the trade links with it or because o f  its 
political dominance over them.
220 Kraay (1976:28); Boardman (1996:126); Treister (1996:172).
221 Kraay (1976:29).
222 Kraay (1976:29).
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Table 2: Hoards with Lydian Coins
Number Findspot Date EL AU AR
1176 Gordion, Phrygia c610 Y N N
1153 Ephesos, Artemis ion 
deposit
C600-590 Y N N
1155 Asia Minor, 
western?
C600-590 Y N N
1156 Asia Minor, 
western?
C600-575 Y N N
1157 Priene C575-560 Y N N
1162 Sardis, Lydia c546 N Y ■Hi
1879 Persepolis before 511 N Y N
689 Sveti Vlas, Bulgaria f l | Y N N
1632 Egypt 6th N Y N
1637 Hermopolis minor, 
Egypt
500 N N Y
1166 Smyrna C500-490 N N Y
1175 Asia Minor, western c480 Y N Y
1178 £al dag, near Sardis, 
Lydia
c470 N N Y
1639 Xois, Egypt Early 5th? N N Y
The main objection to the Lydian provenance o f  the electrum used by all the Asia 
Minor poleis is that close relations between the Greeks and the Lydians are attested mainly 
for the reign o f  Kroisos, while the majority o f  electrum issues arc dated to an earlier 
period.223 The Lydian kings before Kroisos, according to the Hellenocentric account o f  
their reigns in Herodotos, were intermittently in conflict with many o f the Ionian cities, 
such as Smyrna, Miletos, Kolophon, Priene and Klazomenai.224 One supplier need not be 
assumed for all the different coinages o f  the period, especially since some o f the minters 
were in contact with other gold producers and, at times, their relations with Lydia, if  any,
Herodotos 1.6.2: Ouxoq o Kpoiooq pappapoav Jiporroc i(I)v f||ieiq i'bgsv xoi)<; pev Kaxeaxpsvpaxo ' EXkijvcov 
ic, cpopou ot7iaycoyr|v, xouc; 8e <piA.ouq 7ipoae7toir|oaxo, “This man Kroisos was the first of the barbarians to 
come in close contact to us, destroying some of the Greeks to exact tribute, while making friends of others” .
224 Herodotos 1.14-22.
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were strained. Ephesos could have been supplied by Lydia, since the scanty evidence 
suggests amiable and possibly close relations before Kroisos; the Lydian kings attacked 
various poleis but not their nearest neighbour. Beyond pure aggression or empire building 
as explanations for attacking the Greek poleis, which cannot be discarded out of hand, the 
Lydians, like many landlocked states, may have been attempting to gain access to the 
Aegean coast with its maritime wealth and communications. Therefore, not attacking 
Ephesos could mean that it was the main entrepot for them in the period. Such close 
relations, and the wealth they brought, could explain not only the many Lydian coins in the 
Artemision hoard but also Ephesos’ notable absence from the colonisation movement and 
of the Greek enclave in Naukratis.225
Miletos and Phokaia were connected with far-flung colonies, which, although not 
state foundations, had strong connections with the poleis they considered their metropoleis. 
The Milesian colonies in the Black Sea and the Propontis, especially Abydos and 
Trapezous, could have had access to gold/electrum through either their own mines or trade 
with native tribes respectively.226 Similarly, Massalia was in position to trade with native
'j'yn
tribes not only in Gaul but also in Iberia. The means or articles of exchange in such 
transactions have not survived but there is evidence of a brisk trade between the Greeks in 
Asia Minor and the colonial foundations in both the Black Sea and the west; additionally, 
depending on the date of formal acknowledgement of the apoikia-metropolis relation, gifts
225 Artemision hoard: IGCH 1153. Kraay (1976:24-5); Robinson (1951:161,163); Kagan (1982:356-9).
226 Strabo 11.2.19,11.14.9,11.41.9; Appian Mithridatika 103; Pliny 6.14, 6.30, 33.52; Aristotle DeMir. Ausc. 
26; Forbes (1964:166); Healy (1978:47); Tsetskhladze (1998:64); Treister (1996:172).
227 On the reasons for the Phokaian foundation of Massalia, I think Hodge’s (1998:7-8,168) argument, that 
Massalia and Ampurias were stepping-stones on the journey to Iberia, is preferable to that of Shefton
(1994:72) that the Phokaians used a north African route.
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could account for part of the supply.228 Another possible supplier of gold was Egypt, 
where the Greeks traded from the late seventh century onwards, especially since seven of 
the twelve traditional founders of the Greek emporion in Naukratis were electrum minters 
(Klazomenai, Chios, Teos, Phokaia, Halikarnassos, Miletos and Samos).229 The Egyptian 
exports in the archaic period are debated, since Milne, the pioneer in Greek-Egyptian 
relations before Alexander, argued against the export of grain, while Boardman proposed 
that grain was the main export to the Greek world. Although grain could have been 
imported from Egypt, the quantity could not have been as large as in the classical period; 
allowing gold as the other major export solves the lack of valuable exports from Egypt, 
and, simultaneously, does not necessitate the assumption of large-scale imports of grain in 
the early archaic period.
Except Smyrna, Samos and Abydos, which possibly had resources of their own, 
the rest of the poleis necessarily imported the metal from long-distance suppliers. For the 
majority of poleis, trade is the best acquisition method, since the greatest suppliers, Lydia 
and Egypt, were not amenable to other forms of acquisition, such as booty or tribute. 
Following the Spartan-Lydian example, direct state-to-state transactions without private 
intermediation were the norm of precious metal import in the archaic period.231 This 
contrasts readily with the prevailing situation in classical Athens, where the evidence 
suggests that all trade was conducted through private enterprise.
228 Gifts to metropolis: Bury & Meiggs (1994:71). Trade with Iberia: Shefton (1994:72). Trade with Gaul: 
Boardman (1996:274-5). Tribute could also be possible means of acquiring gold but the only case of tribute 
exacted by a metropolis I have found is the case of the Kotyoran dasmos paid to Sinope, which is an 
exceptional case in that it is a permanent rent for the chora and was administered separately by the Sinopeans 
[Xenophon Anabasis 5.5.3, 5.5.10; Hansen & Nielsen (2004:722)].
229 Trade before Naukratis: Boardman (1994:141). Poleis involved in Naukratis’ foundation: Herodotos 
2.178.2-3; Boardman (1996:180).
230 Milne (1939:177fl); followed by Roebuck (1950:236f) and Sutherland (1943:143). Against see Boardman
(1999:129).
231 See page 57.
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In the fifth century, more poleis in Asia Minor began to mint, most of them in 
silver, while the minting of electrum/gold also revived, after its decline in the second half 
of the sixth century. Following the trend of the Ionian Revolt coinages, the axis of 
gold/electrum minting has moved to the north of region, where Kyzikos, Abydos and 
Lampsakos mint, with only Phokaia and Chios remaining in Ionia, while gold/electrum 
minting disappears entirely in the south of the region. The fifth century witnessed great 
political and economic upheavals in the eastern Greek World, and especially in Asia Minor 
and the eastern Aegean, with the aftermath of the Ionian Revolt, the Persian Wars, the rise 
and demise of the Athenian Empire, as well as numerous expeditions, local wars and 
revolts. In this century, the economy of the poleis of Asia Minor and their coinages were 
mainly influenced by Athens, through both the phoros and other measures, such as the 
Coinage Decree. The phoros, although probably not debilitating, was burdensome and a 
constant drain in the finances of any polis, since the precious metal left the local economy 
and a constant supply had to be secured. The Coinage Decree is a controversial and 
debated document, since, while some of its provisions are clear, its reasoning and practical 
effects are not.232 The aim of the Coinage Decree has been variously interpreted as the 
formalisation of an existing practice, a purely political measure and a sign of commercial 
imperialism. The main problem with all three interpretations is their adamantly 
exclusive nature; there is no need to assume that Athens as an imperial power failed totally 
to examine and evaluate all the possible effects of the decree or that all the allies had the 
same numismatic practice. As Finley noted, many allies either had stopped minting locally 
before the Coinage Decree or did not start minting until after the end of the Peloponnesian
232 On the problems of dating the decree see Mattingly (1961), either date does not affect the discussion.
233 IG I3 1453. Formalisation: Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:57); Political: Finley (1965:22-4).
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War, thus, probably used owls or other large coinages, possibly Aiginetan, for their 
transactions.234 For them, the Coinage Decree would signify no more than the 
formalisation of their existing practices, while such practices could possibly have initially 
alerted Athens to the possibilities available if the whole of the empire used their coinage. 
For those allies who had kept their numismatic independence, the political impact of the 
Coinage Decree would have been great, in that it was an obvious curtailment of their 
independence, political and economic. The Coinage Decree would have influenced 
commerce within the empire considerably, not only for the individual trader, who now had 
the freedom of trading under one universal currency, but also for the poleis, which were 
now forced to acquire all silver from Athens for their own transactions. No single 
motive or consequence should be assigned to a measure as influential and pervasive as the 
Coinage Decree was designed to be; on the contrary, the various simultaneous and merging 
causes and objectives provide us with a better understanding of the workings of both the 
empire and its economy.
Electrum and gold coinages were not affected by the Coinage Decree and some of 
them flourished in the fifth century, such as the Kyzikene stater and the 
Phokaian/Mytilenian hektai. Local gold resources could account for the coinage of 
Abydos. Phokaia probably utilised her relations with the far west, as in the previous 
century, and supplied Mytilene under their monetary union. A fragment of the decree of 
the monetary union has survived concerning alloying; the inscription cannot be securely
234 Finley (1965:23).
235 Athenian coins were the most widely dispersed in the Greek World in the fifth century as shown by the 
surviving hoards, since Athenian coins are found in 18.8% of the total (46 of 244 from IGCH).
236 Finley (1965:23) rightly noted that such a measure would be beneficial to all traders, Athenian and non- 
Athenian, although it must be noted that, firstly, the adoption of the Euro has shown how much trade can 
benefit from a universal currency and, secondly, benefiting non-Athenian traders is not a problem as long as 
Athenian traders benefit as well.
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dated and whether this is the initial decree or a copy is debated.237 Mytilene started minting 
electrum hektai as early as 485 but in the middle of the century a change of type was 
effected, which made the coinage correspond roughly to the types of Phokaia, although 
they never became identical. Possibly, at that time the monetary union was initially 
enacted, while the surviving decree dates from the period after the Mytilenian revolt and 
the alloying regulations correspond to the emergency minting of electrum staters with large 
copper content during the revolt itself.238 The monetary union is undoubtedly a significant 
development in Greek numismatic practice but can be variably interpreted economically. 
The simplest explanation is that of a bilateral agreement between the two poleis for reasons 
of convenience without any further connotations or targets.
However, such a simplistic explanation, although attractive, does not fully conform 
to the use and spread of Mytilenian/Phokaian hektai. The change of type in the Mytilenian 
hektai in the middle of the century marks a development and the correspondence of he new 
types with the types of Phokaia suggests that this development was the union agreement. 
Consequently, for a period of as much as half a century, the two poleis minted separately
237 IG XII,2.1.1 (Tod 112): e[ oxxt 86 ke ai] ttoXu; [dp]<p6x[epai *10] [*5] ypdtcpcoim eig xa[v oxaAav f]
EKKoA«7t]T0)icn. icu[p]iov coxcd. [Tov 8e Kepvavra xo] xpvoiov 0ti65ikov e[pp£vai apq>ox£p]aicn xaiq ndk\£,acsv 
8i[K&axatg 8e ep]pevai xan pev ep MuxiXfjvai [Kepvavxi] xai,c; apyait; naiamc, xaic; ep M[i)iiAf|]vai nktaq xwv 
aipvascov, ep d>6icai 8e xaig dpau; jraiaai^ xai^ ep <Mkcu kk{E]aq xwv aip(aeG)[v]* xav 5e 5kav eppevai e m  
ke cbviaoxoi; e£,eA.0r|i ev e£ prjwe<a>oi* ai 5e ks Kaxay[pe]0qi xo xpoaiav KEpvav oSapeoxepov OsXcov 
Oavaxan ^apubaOo, ai 8e K£ cc7cocp[u]yrit p[fj] 0eXiCO<v> dp(3p[o]xriv, xipaxco x[o] SiKaaxfjptov oxxi xprj 
aux<o>v 7c<5l9t|v q Kax0e[p]evai, a  5e ti6A,k; avaixio; icai a^apio^ [ea]xa>. "EX,axov Mvxilrivaoi TipoaOe 
Kditxuv. * Apyei Tcpoxavi^  o 7ie5a KoXcovov, e[p OJcbxai 8e o TteSa ' Ap(o[x]apxov, “.. .(and whatever) both 
cities (by means of a compact add in writing to the stelai or erase), let it be valid. And the official responsible 
for the alloying of the gold is to be answerable to both cities. For the official who alloys the gold at Mytilene, 
a majority of the judges is to come form all the magistrates at Mytilene; at Phokaia, also, a majority of the 
judges is to come from all the magistrates at Phokaia; and the trial is to occur within six months after the end 
of the year (in which the official served at Mytilene or Phokaia). If the official on trial is convicted of having 
wilfully lowered the quality of the alloy, let him suffer the death penalty; but if he is acquitted on the basis of 
not having wilfully done wrong, let the court determine whether he is to suffer or to be fined. But let the city 
be considered guiltless and not subject to penalty. The Mytilenians obtained by lot the minting of the coinage 
for the first time. The prytany after than of Kolonos (in Mytilene) inaugurates this compact, in Phokaia (the 
prytany) after that of Aristarchos”. On the debate, see Heisserer (1954).
238 Kraay (1976:266-7 and no982).
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and for some reason decided to enter into a monetary union. I would suggest that the 
reasoning behind the union is connected with the main use of the hektai as unofficial 
denominations of the daric.239 The main gold coinage in Asia Minor was the daric, which, 
however, suffered from lack of fractions. The Phokaian hektai in the late archaic-early 
classical periods probably functioned as unofficial fractions and at some point, in the 
beginning of the fifth century, Mytilene entered the equation by also minting hektai. The 
obvious and immediate consequence of the Mytilenian minting would be the creation of a 
competitive relation between the two poleis. The effects of such competition cannot be 
reconstructed but by its nature, competition is detrimental to the supplier. Consequently, 
the monetary union redressed the balance by merging the two coinages in a joint 
responsibility of minting but as the decree specifies minting was not simultaneous in the 
two poleis but alternated at fixed intervals, possibly every year: “EXaxov M\mXf|vaoi 
7tp6a8£ K07trr|v. The monetary union between Phokaia and Mytilene is best interpreted as 
an effort to monopolise electrum currency in Asia Minor and provide the much-needed 
fractions of the daric. To a large extent, if not totally, the union succeeded since no other 
polis minted hektai and the spread of Phokaian/Mytilenian hektai, at least in the hoards, 
dominates Asia Minor. More importantly, the Kyzikene stater did not penetrate efficiently 
in the region, as shown by the dispersal of electrum hoards (Table 3). Geographically the 
hoards containing Kyzikene coins are quite spread ranging from mainland Greece to inland 
Asia Minor and from Lebanon to the Ukraine; however, there is a very division between 
silver and electrum coins. Silver coins are found routinely south of Kyzikos itself, mainly 
in Asia Minor, while electrum coins are mainly found in the Black Sea area, north of
239 “They appear to have provided a local ‘gold’ coinage in north-west Asia Minor, and were probably rated 
as fractions of the Persian gold daric, of which true fractions were hardly ever minted”: Kraay (1976:262).
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Kyzikos. Apparently, Kyzikos had relations with the poleis o f  Asia Minor and did not 
concentrate exclusively to the Black Sea, yet only two electrum hoards are found in Asia 
Minor and one in the Aegean islands. On the one hand, the explanation may be the 
dominance o f  the daric in Asia Minor but, since Kyzikos minted in the Phokaian standard, 
the hektai could easily have functioned as its fractions, as well, particularly since in practice 
the Kyzikene stater and the Persian daric, in spite o f their difference in value, were 
considered interchangeable.240
Table 3: Hoards Containing Kyzikene coins
NO PLACE DATE EL AR
689 Sveti vlas BUL 6th Y N
1638 Delta EGY
oo
7 Santorini 500-490 N Y
8 Melos 500-490 N Y
1168 West Asia Minor 500-490 N Y
1171 Chios 480 Y N
1175 West Asia Minor 480 N Y
1234 Apameia-myrlea 460 Y Y
1183 Kolophon 450 N Y
1188 Troas 450 N Y
1002 Olbia 450-400 Y N
1194 Klazomenai 410-400 Y N
43 Elis 400 Y N
47 Peiraieus 400-380 Y N
714 Givkovo BUL 400-350 Y N
1011 Pantikapaion 400-350 Y N
1201 Abbaitis 390 N Y
1012 Taman peninsula M4th Y N
1013 Hermonassa M 4th Y N
1212 Abydos 350 N Y
807 Thracian cher 350-300 N Y
726 Orlovka UKR 340-330 Y N
1239 Pityoussa 335-4 Y N
1500 Beirut 332 N Y
240 Kraay (1976: 262).
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NO PLACE DATE EL AR
734 loan corvin 
ROM
330-320 Y N
1045 Kobuleti GEO B e f325 Y N
1281 West Asia Minor 320-300 N Y
1792 Susa B e f311 N Y
1223 West Asia Minor 5th/4th Y N
1233 West Asia Minor 4th N Y
1248 Kotiaeum 4th N Y
Beyond the practical aspects, the theoretical insight provided by the monetary union 
is particularly important, since it shows not only the understanding by the Phokaians and 
the Mytilenians o f  their competition and its effects but also their willingness to redress the 
situation using economic rather than political or military measures.
The Kyzikene stater and its fractions were the main trade coinage in Thrace, the 
Propontis and the Black Sea, as well as an acceptable currency in Athens and Asia Minor. 
The suppliers o f  gold to Kyzikos are most probably found in the Black Sea, in 
Pantikapaion, Trapezous and Phasis, since the nearest other suppliers were Macedon and 
the Strymon region, o f  which the former had a large gold coinage o f  its own and the later 
was under Athenian domination.241 The electrum issue o f  Chios has been variously dated 
by scholars, while the latest opinions tend towards associating it with the Coinage Decree 
and encumbering it with the decree’s dating problems.242 Since, stylistically the coin 
belongs to the mid-fifth century, it can be connected with the Egyptian Expedition and 
specifically with booty from there.243 In general terms, the situation did not change 
dramatically in the fifth century with most o f the minters relying cither on own resources or
241 Gardner (1920:166) argued that Kyzikos was supplied by Persia not any independent source; although the 
proposal is attractive, there is no evidence supporting it.
242 Baldwin (1915:44-5); Gardner (1920:165); Kraay (1976:242-3).
243 On the stylistic grounds, see Baldwin (1915:44). The Egyptian Expedition lasted six years, in four and a 
half of which the Athenians and their allies were winning (Thucydides 1.104.2). On the allies in favour of the 
expedition for financial reasons, see Meiggs (1972:95).
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on trade for the procurement of precious metal; the lone exception is Chios, which possibly 
procured metal for its single electrum issue through booty.
The fourth century witnessed an increase in gold/electrum minters and although the 
majority of minters are found in northern Asia Minor, where Kyzikos, Lampsakos, 
Pergamos, Kios and Abydos mint, central and south Asia Minor are also represented with 
Mytilene, Klazomenai, Phokaia and Rhodos. Kyzikos, Mytilene and Phokaia probably 
utilised the same links to the Black Sea and Iberia respectively as in the previous century. 
Abydos certainly used its own mines at Astyra, while Klazomenai could have exploited 
Kar§ikaya, as the most powerful polis in the Gulf of Smyrna. Rhodos as the main port of 
call between Egypt and the Aegean could have been supplied from there.244 The suppliers 
of Kios and Pergamos cannot be identified.
From the beginnings of coinage to the end of the classical period various poleis in 
Asia Minor minted in gold and electrum, and some of them, namely Kyzikos, Phokaia, 
Mytilene, Lampsakos and Abydos, exhibit remarkable regularity of minting. Abydos, 
Smyrna and possibly Klazomenai used local gold resources, while the majority of other 
minters had to rely on long-distance contacts and trade to acquire the precious metal for 
their coinages. The only coinage for which an irregular supply can be postulated is the 
mid-fifth-century electrum coinage of Chios. Electrum and gold minting in Asia Minor 
depended on trade and, although it is difficult to pinpoint the trading partners, such 
evidence, as the Spartan purchase from Lydia, the monetary union of Phokaia and Mytilene 
and, more importantly, the regular large-scale minting of poleis with no resources of their 
own, testify as to importance and volume of trade in gold/electrum between states.
244 Demosthenes 56,30.
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However, Asia Minor represents only one end of the spectrum, where trade is the 
preferred and only practical means of acquisition; a similar solution cannot be inferred for 
all minters of gold/electrum in the Greek World. The best example of the other end of the 
spectrum is minting in Sicily and Magna Graecia. The western colonies rarely minted in 
gold or electrum with only seven poleis irregularly minting in gold in the course of three 
centuries.245 In the archaic period, there were no gold or electrum coinages in Sicily and 
Magna Graecia, probably due to the late appearance of coinage in the region and the 
influence of coinages of mainland Greece rather than Asia Minor or Lydia.
The first gold coinages in Sicily appear in the late fifth century in Syracuse, 
Akragas, Gela and Kamarina. The coinages of Akragas, Gela and Kamarina have been 
dated to immediately before the Carthaginian invasion, while that of Syracuse has been 
connected to both the Athenian and the Carthaginian invasions.246 The weight standard and 
denominations of these coinages are the same, all having 2-Litra, VA-Litra and 1-Litra 
coins that appear to have been designed with a standard relation to silver.247 Both the 
similarity of weight standard and denominations and the time of minting suggest that these 
coinages were emergency measures for the procurement of supplies and payment of 
mercenaries at a time of extreme pressure, similar to the gold coinage of Athens in the
248400s. The emergency nature of these coinages suggests irregular means of acquisition,
245 The situation was probably accentuated by the sparser Greek settlement of Italy and Sicily as against Asia 
Minor: Snodgrass (1994:1). Against see Boardman (1994).
246 Akragas, Gela, Kamarina: Kraay (1976:226,228). Syracuse: Kraay (1976:228); Jenkins (1972:175) 
(1970:99).
247 Jenkins (1970:99).
248 Kraay (1976:228); Jenkins (1972:175); Holloway (1990:135). Athenian: Thucydides 2.13.4-5 
(contingency); Aristophanes Batrachoi 721 f  (gold coinage).
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probably through loans from local temples and confiscations of property or emergency
249taxation.
In the fourth century, the balance of power had changed in Sicily, with only 
Syracuse and Messana remaining independent. Dionysios I of Syracuse introduced a 
bimetallic coinage of gold and silver; the gold coinage consisted of 100- and 200-Litra 
coins, which have been calculated to be of equal and double value respectively to the silver 
decadrachm.250 The value of the gold coins, their ready relation to silver and the wars 
against Carthage suggest that the gold coinage was used for the procurement of supplies 
and more importantly for the payment of mercenaries. Additionally, the secession of 
minting in the reign of Dionysios II, simultaneous with the secession of hostilities with 
Carthage also suggests that the gold coinage of Dionysios I was used for the payment of 
mercenaries and supplies. The means of acquisition employed by Dionysios I are not 
certain; however, the considerable amounts of booty gained through the wars with Carthage 
and numerous raids, as well as the portrayal of Dionysios in Aristotle’s Oikonomika as 
constantly devising new methods to acquire precious metal from the upper classes and the 
temples, tip the scales in favour of irregular means of acquisition252 The later gold 
coinages o f Syracuse are connected with Timoleon's campaigns and the reign of 
Agathokles; Timoleon's campaign was again a time of emergency, while the coinage of
249 Confiscation of properties in Gela: Diodoros 13 .93.2; possible relation with the Sosipolis issue: Jenkins 
(1970:15).
250 Kraay (1976:224, 231-2); Holloway (1990:134).
251 Kraay (1976:233).
252 Aristotle Oikonomika 1349a14-1950a6. Although the stories are probably exaggerated, there must be a 
grain of truth in the various stratagems attributed to Dionysios.
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Agathokles has more in common with the coinages o f  the Hellenistic kings than with that 
o f  the polis.253
The gold coinages in Magna Graecia seem inextricably linked with periods o f 
turmoil, namely the campaigns o f Timoleon, Alexander the Molossian and Akrobatos, 
when Taras and Metapontion asked for help from mainland Greece against the Italiote 
tribes.254 The emergency nature o f  the coinages suggests irregular local means o f 
acquisition, similar to those employed for the latc-fifth century coinages in Sicily and 
Athens.
For the gold coinages o f  both Sicily and Magna Graecia, irregular means o f 
acquisition have been postulated due to the emergency nature o f coinages themselves. If 
the gold was acquired through loans from temples and confiscations, then initially the metal 
would have entered the area either as bullion or as ready ornaments; the nearest gold 
deposits were in northern Italy and in Iberia and Gaul; however, during the wars with 
Carthage, imports from Iberia are less likely due to the Phoenician presence there. On the 
other hand, after the 370s gold in the form o f  coinage could have been acquired in Sicily, 
either through customs or, more probably, through confiscations (see Table 4, page 100). 
For Italy, such means o f  acquisition can only be assumed for the later coinage related to the 
campaign o f Akrobatos, since the first gold coinages in hoards are found after the 330s (see 
Table 4, page 100).
Table 4: Hoards with Gold and Electrum Coins in Sicily and Magna Graecia
Number Findspot Date Coins
253 The gold coinage of Tauromenion in c300 is part of the Agathoklean expansion.
*54 For the dating of these coinages and their relation to campaigns see: Kraay (1976:191-2) for Timoleon, 
Kraay (1976:192, 195) and Jenkins (1972:197) for Alexander the Molossian and Kraay (1976:202) for 
Akrobatos.
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1932 Taras, Italy 315 Taras, Philip II, Alexander III
1937 Tiriolo, Bruttium, Italy late 4th Lokroi
1943 Campiglia Maritima, 
Etruria, Italty
4 t h Etruscan
1944 Rhegion, Bruttium, Italy c300 Syracuse (EL)
1945 Pazzano, Bruttium, Italy c300 Syracuse (EL), Carthage (EL)
1946 Cariati, Bruttium, Italy c300 Syracuse (EL)
1950 Monteparano, Calabria, 
Italy
c300 Taras
2093 Catania, Sicily c405 Akragas, Kamarina, Gela, 
Syracuse
2094 Sicily c405 Akragas, Gela, Syracuse
2122 Avola, Sicily c370 Syracuse, Persia
2124 A v o la, Sicily c360 Syracuse, Amphipolis, Abydos, 
Lampsakos, Persia
2142 Selinous, Sicily c325 Carthage
2143 Gela, Sicily c320 Philip 11, Alexander III, Carthage, 
Flamininus
2153 Palma di Montcchiaro, 
Sicily
c300 Carthage (EL)
2158 Sicily c300 Syracuse (EL)
2159 Buccheri, Sicily c300 Philip 11
2172 Selinous, Sicily late 4th Carthage (EL)
Turning to silver, a quantitative approach is used to examine the possibility o f the 
import o f  coins for reminting and the influence o f  the geographic distribution o f minters on 
the silver trade. Quantification o f  ancient data, especially coins, is a method fraught with 
difficulties, both practical and theoretical. Practically, the lack o f total output data means 
that any results can be considered interim only, pending further evidence. Theoretically, 
the main problem with any effort at quantification is the relation o f  the objects with the 
economy that produces them. As McClellan pointed out recently, quantification o f 
archaeological remains must be shown to be representative o f  the real economy and not 
merely the result o f  survival. The production o f  silver coinages, due both to its relation to 
the state and its overall role in the economy o f a polis is definitely “a representative o f  real
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economic activities” and as such can provide key evidence on the economic realities of the 
trade in silver.255
This is an effort to quantify the production of silver coins. The sample collected is 
from the collection of hoards as found in Thompson, Morkholm & Kraay (1973). Hoards 
as a statistical sample have their own problems, mainly the hoarding practices of different 
eras and areas and the relative volumes of discovery and loss in the modem period. 
However, the hoards account for the vast majority of known and documented ancient coins; 
thus, they are the best available sample source for coinage production, at least until detailed 
data of die sequences become available. The major theoretical issue concerning the 
statistical uses of hoard evidence is whether they represent a typical of biased sample and, 
consequently, whether they retain the representative nature of the real economic activity of 
coinage production. The typicality of statistical samples is dependent upon their 
randomness. The randomness of the sample created by the hoards as relating to coinage 
production is particularly potent since hoarding depends on availability, which in turn 
depends on volume of production. Consequently, for the purposes of this investigation, 
until die-sequence evidence becomes available, hoards provide the best available random 
sample.
The mints selected fall into two categories: firstly, all poleis known to produce 
silver as well as poleis in silver producing areas where the exact ownership of the mines 
and the exploitation regime are unknown to us, and, secondly, all poleis that appear in more 
than five hoards. The count of poleis is based on the general hoard population without a 
metal bias, thus if a polis is found in five or more hoards irrespective of the coinage metal,
255 McClellan (1997:174).
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it is included in the count. For example, Olbia is included, since Olbian coins are found in 
30 hoards although only one of them is silver. The hoards considered are those from the 
sixth century to 330 according to the dating in Thompson, Morkholm & Kraay (1973). The 
lower chronological limit is set in order to avoid contaminating the study with the 
Alexandrian mints and the wealth procured during the conquest of the Persian Empire. The 
large variety of denomination and weight standards cannot be directly compared, thus the 
coins have been translated into units. One unit equals 4grs of silver, so a tetradrachm of 
17grs equals 4.25 units.
Sixty-nine poleis were thus selected and examined. Below the poleis are presented 
according to their geographical position. Group I includes the poleis of mainland Greece, 
the Peloponnese, the Cyclades, the Ionian Islands, Macedon and Thrace. Group II includes 
the poleis of Asia Minor, the Aegean islands, the Black Sea, Cyprus and Kyrenaike. 
Finally, Group III includes the poleis of Italy, Sicily and the Far West.
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Table 5: 69 Silver M inters According to Total Units
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
I Athens I 95 94 8397 Tetradrachm -17 ers 0 0 32445 34472 262 32 34504
51 Syracuse III 76 68 1381 Tetradrachm -17grs o 0 6488 7299 160.5 28.5 7327.5
39 Aspendos II 13 13 1743 Double siglos -1 lgrs 3407 5169 0 0 0 0 5169
2 Aegina I 49 49 1660 Stater-12grs, 
Drachm-6grs
1576 4728 89 133 14.5 2 4863
14 Boiotia I 13 11 1141 Stater-13grs 1120 3640 2 2 57 7 3649
36 Knidos II 14 13 2141 Drachm-6grs 0 0 2120 3180 21 |  2.5 3182.5
50 Kelenderis II 8 8 1119 Double siglos-1 lgrs 2085 3135 0 0 47 9 3144
53 Taras III 38 38 1965 Stater-9grs 944 2124 ■  2 ■  2 35 4 2130
8 Mende I 12 12 465 T etradrachm-18grs 0 0 1708 1921 38 5 1926
60 Akragas III 41 39 724 T etradrachm-18grs 0 0 1538 1730 9 1 1731
4 Thasos I 27 26 979 Stater-9/10ers 698 1570 122 122 301 37 1729
3 Corinth I 31 30 789 Stater-9grs 704
(of
which
557
Pegasi)
1584 22 16 91 11 1611
57 Gela III 39 37 625 T etradrachm-18grs 0 0 1425 1603 52 6.5 1609.5
55 Metapontion III 37 36 1390 Stater-8grs 667 1334 5 4 720.5 90 1428
58 Kroton III 38 37 374 Stater-8grs 655 1310 6.5 6 21 2.5 1318.5
41 Sinope II 9 9 822 Drachm-6grs 6 10.5 815 1222.5 ■  I o.i 1233.1
6 Acanthus I 29 28 367 T etradrachm-17 ers 0 0 944 1003 89 11 1114
52 Messana III 43 42 233 T etradrachm-18grs 1 1 2 904 1017 B 5■  1 1020
7 Thebes I 16 15 317 Stater-12grs, 
Drachm-6grs
293 951 1 1.5 69 8 960.5
42 Rhodos II 8 8 222 T etradrachm-15grs 0 0 928.5 870 0 0 870
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I II III IV V 1 v i VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
12 Elis I 16 16 311 Stater-13 grs 236 767 20 20 103 13 800
5 Sicyon I 20 20 321 Stater-13grs, 
Drachma-6grs
209 679 11 16.5 289 36 731.5
59 Kau Ionia III 32 32 327 Stater-9grs 317 713 8 8 1 0.1 721.1
62 Selinous III 22 22 264 T etradrachm-18 grs o 1 0 618 695 1 0.1 695.1
32 Ephesos II 17 14 193 T etradrachm-15 grs 0 0 650.5 610 14 2 612
11 Larissa I
”
14 364 Stater-7grs, 
Drachm-6grs
3 5 361 541 0 0 546
63 Poseidonia III 24 24 270 Stater-8grs 241 482 19 19 13 1.5 502.5
13 Chalkidian
league
I 15 13 423 Tetradrachm-15 grs 0 0 428 401 724 90 491
56 Leontinoi III 34 33 164 T etradrachm-18grs 0 0 394 443 65 8 451
64 Himera III 23 21 139 Tetradrachm-17grs o 1 o 246 369 16 2 371
67 Velia III 16 15 401 Stater-8grs 78 156 122 122 400 50 328
30 Chios II 28 27 253 Didrachm-8grs 59 118 110 110 500 62 290
9 Leucas I 17 16 127 Stater-9grs 127
(of
which
1223
Pegasi)
285 0 0 0 0 285
16 Abdera I 15 14 67 Drachm-4 grs 15 30 253 253 5 0.5 283.5
38 Kition II 16 16 413 Double siglos-1 lgrs 90 234 0 0 337 42 276
65 Katana m 23 23 62 T etradrachm-18grs 0 0 208.5 234 5 1 235
54 Rhegion III 31 30 62 Tetradrachm-18grs 0 0 189.5 213 6 1 214
28 Salamis II 23 23 230 Stater-7grs 116
(of
which
6
176 4 4 268 33.5 213.5
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I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
m m m m m sigloi)
29 Miletos II 25 24 233 Stater-12grs 50 150 33.5 33.5 159 20 203.5
37 Klazomenai II 10 10 |  77 Drachm-4grs 2 ■  6 191 |  191 15 2 199
34 Kyrene II 13 13 73 T etradrachm-14grs 0 0 220 192.5 8 1 193.5
17 Paros I 8 8 118 Stater-8grs,
Drachm-6grs
7 14 111 166 0 0 180
20 Maroneia I 10 4 51 T etradrachm-15 ers 7 14 176 165 0 0 179
10 Lete I 11 11 69 Stater-lOers 66 165 6 K  6 0 0 171
31 Samos II 21 17 53 Drachm-4grs 0 0 170.5 170.5 6 0.5 171
33 Kyzikos T etradrachm-15grs 6 12 94 |  88 304 38 138
22 Corcyra I 9 9 37 Stater-12 grs 37
(of
which
2
Pegasi)
111 0 0 0 0 111
15 Ambrakia I 14 13 42 Stater-9grs 42
(of
which
41
Pegasi)
94.5 0 0 0 0 94.5
49 Byzantion II 5 4 128 T etradrachm-15 grs 0 0 68 64 187 23 87
66 Kamarina III 14 12 19 Tetradrachm of 
18grs
0 0 72 81 0 0 81
61 Thurii III 22 22 315 Stater-8grs 21 62 7.5 7.5 2 0.25 70
19 Naxos I | 8 8 28 Stater-9grs 27 60 0 0 1  1 0.1 60.1
18 Neapolis I 8 8 83 Stater-8 grs 8 16 24 24 155 19 59
48 Phaselis II 8 8 16 Stater-11 grs 18 54 0 0 o 0 54
43 Olbia II 30 1 16 Stater-13grs 16 48 0 0 0 0 48
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
24 Anaktorion I 6 6 19 Stater-9grs 19
( o f
which
15
Pegasi)
43 0 0 0 0 43
40 Teos 11 9 9 71 Stater-12grs 8 24 2 3 63 8 35
69 Herakleia III 9 9 17 Stater-8grs 17 34 0 0 1  o o 34
35 Kos II 11 11 13 T etradrachm-17 grs 4 8 18 19 3 0.3 27.3
27 Siphnos I 2 2 7 Stater- 12grs 7 21 0 0 o o 21
21 Eretria I 9 9 14 Didrachm-8grs 0 0 18.5 18.5 7 1 19.5
26 Aineia I 5 5 5 Hemidrachm-3ers 0 0 12 18 5 0.5 18.5
23 Argos I 7 7 41 Stater-13 grs, 
Hemidrachm-3grs
1 3 1 1.5 111 14 18.5
25 Amphipolis I 5 5 59 T etradrachm-14 grs. 
Drachm-4ers
1 2 14 14 4 0 5 ■  16.5
47 Erythrai II 5 4 6 Drachm-4grs 0 0 9 9 1 0.1 9.1
46 Lampsakos II 10 6 42 Drachm-4grs o 0 2 2 54 6.75 8.75
45 Magnesia II 5 5 37 Hemidrachm-2grs 0 0 3.5 3.5 36 4.5 8
44 Pantikapaion II 8 5 25 Hemidrachm-3grs 0 0 f t  1 1.5 25 3.1 4.6
68 Massalia III 5 3 7  0 0 0 0 7 1  1
Key to Table:
Col. I ID Col. VIII Staters in Hoards
Col. II Polis Col. IX Staters in Hoards (in 
Units)
Col. Ill Geographical Group Col. X Drachmai in Hoards
Col. IV Number o f Hoards Col. XI Drachmai in Hoards 
(in Units)
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Col. V Number o f Silver (Ag) 
Hoards
Col. XII Fractions in Hoards
Col. VI Total Coins in Hoards Col. XIII Fractions in Hoards 
(in Units)
Col. VII Standard(s) used in the 
Polis
Col. XIV Total Units
All Producers in the table are underlined
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Of the first ten poleis, only Athens is a silver producer, which is also the only polis 
to have more than 10,000 units. In the whole sample, only eleven possible silver producers 
are found of which the majority are in the bottom half of the list. These data provide us 
with some important insights in the world of the silver trade, primarily the levels and 
importance of imports for many of the poleis. The volume of coins produced by the 
importers is staggering. Some 51,000 units were produced by the importers, or in other 
words 1 Zi times the output of Athens. This alone shows the importance of the silver trade, 
its large volume and value and lends credence to Xenophon’s statement that exporting 
silver from Athens was always good business. Another indication of the large volume of 
imports is the large denominations used by the major importers, such as Syracuse, Aigina 
and Corinth.
Secondly, the issue of the export of silver in the form of coins is at least partly 
resolved. If the trade of silver were conducted mainly in the form of coins and not bullion 
then we would expect more of the producers to be prominent in the list. The situation is 
quite the opposite: the importers are the main coin-producers. If we exclude Athens from 
the calculations, Syracuse alone (7,327 units) produced more than all the producers together 
(5,314 units) and Aspendos (5,169 units) about the same total units. The first nine 
importers on the list produced 33,121 units or almost the total of Athens and six times the 
total of all other producers together. The total volume of coinage from the silver producers 
can in no way be considered enough to supply the needs of the importers. Kraay’s 
suggestion that the poleis of Magna Graecia and Sicily particularly relied on import of 
foreign coins for their coinages cannot be substantiated.256 The relative amounts of coins
256 Kraay & Emeleus (1962:35); W illiams (1997:27-8).
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produced by the importers in general, and the poleis of Italy and Sicily particularly, are too 
large to be explained by chance acquisition. There are three poleis from Italy/Sicily in the 
first 10 of the list and 12 in the first 30. The Italian/Sicilian poleis in the first 30 
accumulate a total o f more than half that of Athens and 3 V2 times that of all the other 
producers together.
Athens is clearly an exceptionally prolific minter, which creates the immediate 
query whether Athens did export silver in the form of coins. In addition to the practical 
problems of such a practice, which are discussed below, such an explanation of Athenian 
minting volumes disregards the position of Athens in the Mediterranean. Throughout the 
classical period, when the vast majority of Athenian coins were minted, Athens was one of 
the most powerful poleis in the Greek world. In addition to its political and military 
prominence, Athens was also an economic giant and the Piraeus the central node in the 
Aegean trading lanes and one of the most important in the whole of the Mediterranean. 
Athens had vast needs for cash to pay for its fleet, its campaigns, the building programs and 
of course its imports. In addition to such large expenses, during the fifth century the 
Coinage Decree testifies, as Finley rightly argued, that many of the allies used primarily 
Athenian coins and stopped minting their own, which was probably a consequence of he 
need to pay tribute.257 Athens, although a producer and exporter of silver, has a minting 
profile akin to that of the great importers such as Aigina, Corinth and Syracuse. Athens’ 
variance with the other exporters brings into sharp relief its other common characteristics 
with the large importers. These were the great trading powers in the Mediterranean with 
large fleets and many regional and interregional connections. Under that light, the main
257 Finley (1965:23).
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difference of Athens was its silver resources, which allowed it to mint prolifically without 
the need to secure imports of silver. The prolific minting of Athens is best explained not in 
connection to silver exports in the form of coins but rather in relation to its economic, 
political and military importance in the Greek world.
In addition, the practical problems of reminting foreign coins are particularly acute 
and have not been addressed in scholarship. The main problem is the means a state could 
acquire quantities of foreign coins. Stocks of foreign coins could be found mainly in banks 
and certainly not in state coffers. For a state to acquire foreign coins, it must have accepted 
foreign currency as payment, which contradicts one of the fundamental reasons of 
reminting coins, the surety of recognised legal tender. The evidence suggests that the 
poleis were very keen to keep their markets free of foreign coinages.258 Moreover, the 
evidence suggests that very few coinages had the prospect of an interregional market: the 
exceptions are the Aiginetan turtles, the Athenian owls, the Corinthian Pegasoi and the 
Kyzikene staters. Other major coinages, such as the Syracusan silver and the 
Phokaian/Mytilenian hektai, never achieved that stage and remained confined to one 
region. For the poleis to have used foreign coinage as bullion for their own mints implies 
that the exporters of silver had also an interregional market. The evidence, however, does 
not support an interregional market for any possible exporter except Athens, which in 
addition to its place as silver exporter was also a major commercial hub in the eastern 
Mediterranean. The only instance of actual reuse of foreign coins is overstriking, which is 
different from an elaborate process of importing and reminting. Overstriking was not 
common practice and is best explained as a temporary measure in times of silver
258 Olbia: IosPE 1(2) B1 Sea Sc Min 24.1; Byzantion: Aristotle’s Oikonomika 1346b24-27.
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shortage.2' 9 Simultaneously, the various finds o f  hoarded silver bullion, in the form o f  
ingots and bars, show that bullion was in circulation and could be easily procured not only 
by states but also by individuals.
The hoard data also provide a valuable insight into the routes o f  the silver trade. 
Among the importers in the first thirty poleis, twelve arc from the western colonics, seven 
from Greece and five from Asia Minor. The west was the region with the majority o f  silver 
importers on a large scale, which balances to some extent the import-export equation o f  
these poleis since to this date there has been no explanation o f  the return cargoes for the 
export o f  commodities, primarily grain, to the east. The importers o f  group I are numerous 
but not particularly prominent. This is explained by the relatively smaller size o f the poleis 
and thus lesser demand for coins and smaller financial strength.
The major minters in Group I are characterised by a tight dispersal o f hoards in the 
region, as seen in Table 6. Aigina, Boiotia, Thasos and Thebes are characteristic examples, 
especially in comparison with Corinth or Mende. This tight dispersal exemplifies the 
potential o f  interchange o f  coinages in the region, in other words it shows that foreign coins 
circulated widely within the region and their use was widespread.
Table 6: Silver Minters Hoard Distribution
Minter Greece North Thrace Asia Minor Levant Egypt East Italy Sicily West Total
Athens 18 3 1 18 10 15 4 6 18 1 94
Syracuse o o 0 2 1 2 1 6 55 1 68
Aigina 26 0 0 4 2 10 5 1 0 1 49
Messana 0 0 0 o 1 1 2 4 33 1 42
Akragas 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 32 2 39
Taras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 0 1 38
Kroton 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 36 0 0 37
Gela 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 31 2 37
Metapontion 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 33 1 1 36
259 Kraay (1976:12).
260 Hoards with metal bars and/or ingots: Thompson, Morkholm & Kraay (1973: nos 1035, 1182, 1478, 1482, 
1636, 1637, 1639, 1640, 1644, 1645, 1647, 1649, 1651, 1874, 2172(AU), 2259, 2313).
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Minter Greece North Thrace Asia Minor Levant Egypt East IItaly Sicily West Total
Corinth ! ■ 7 0 0 2 1 6 o 5 9 0 30
Acanthus 0 9 0 2 4 6 3 1 3 0 28
Thasos m 0 0 13 3 2 6 1 1 0 0 26
Thebes 14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 15
Abdera 1 MU 0 0 5 2 2 4 1 0 0 0 14
Aspendos 0 0 0 11 0 0 2 0 0 0 13
Knidos I B 0 9 0 ■ M l 3 0 0 0 13
Mende 0 3 0 2 1 5 0 1 0 0 12
Boiotia ■ ■ 10 1 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 11
Lete 0 0 1 1 2 5 1 1 0 0 11
Sinope 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 9
Neapolis 0 2 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 8
Kelenderis 0 0 0 6 o o 2 0 0 0 8
Rhodos 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Amphipolis I B 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5
Aineia 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 5
Maroneia I B 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Siphnos 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Lastly, the least voluminous production appears to be in Group II. This can be 
explained by the prevalence o f  Persian coinage in the area for the larger part o f  the period, 
which created an expectedly lesser demand for large-volume local coinages. Moreover, the 
main large-scale coinages in Asia Minor and the Black Sea area were the Kyzikene stater 
and the Phokaian hektai, both in electrum.
A further problem is the case o f  non-poleis. It has been argued by scholars that 
Egypt and other areas o f  the eastern Mediterranean imported silver in the form o f coins 
from the Greek poleis. This argument was precipitated by the discovery o f  particularly 
large hoards in Egypt, many o f Athenian coins. Egypt had no silver resources o f  its own 
and was prime importer material for the silver-rich Greeks. It is generally thought that the 
import o f  silver to Egypt was in the form o f coins. However, in spite o f  the prevalence o f 
Athenian coins in some Egyptian hoards, a study o f  these hoards reveals that the hoards 
contain a wide variety o f  coins, in many cases only o f  few specimens o f  each (see Table 7, 
page 116). The variable nature o f  these hoards raises the question whether this was an 
intentional public import o f foreign coins to use as bullion or an unintentional private
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import through traders and mercenaries. The dearth of any commodity leads to higher 
value; in other words, the lack of silver supplies in Egypt made silver more valuable there 
in contrast to Greece or the Aegean. That would make individual transactions rather more 
attractive to both parties, since both would be profiting, the Greeks by exchanging their 
Tow-value’ silver with high value commodities and the Egyptians by exchanging their 
commodities with ‘rare’ metal. That means that any silver coins, regardless of provenance, 
would fetch good prices; traders, and mercenaries would get more for them than if they 
used or exchanged them in the Greek World. Additionally, there is no reason to suppose 
that the export of silver to Egypt was in the form of coins since many ingots and bars are 
found in Egyptian hoards.
261 Thompson, M orkholm &  Kraay (1973: N os 1636,1637, 1 639 ,1640 ,1644 , 1645, 1649, 1651).
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Table 7: Greek Coins Found in Hoards in Egypt
Polis 1633 1634 1635 1636 1637 1638 1639 1640 1641 1642 1643 1644 1645
Abdera N N N N Y N Y Y N N N Y N
Abydos N N N N N N N N N 1  N N Y N
Aigai N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Aigina N N N Y Y N I  v Y 1  N N N Y Y
Aineia N Y Y N N N N N N N N Y N
Akanthos N N N N N N Y Y N N N Y Y
Alexander I 
(ofM acedon)
N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Arados N N N N N N 1  N N |  N N 1  N N N
Athens N N N N N Y Y Y N N N Y Y
Barke N N N N Y N I  N N N N N Y N
Bisaltai
(tribe)
N Y N N N N N N N N N N N
Chalkis N N N N N N N Y N N N 1  Y 1  N
Chios N N N Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y
Corcyra N N N N N N N N N N N Y 1  N
Corinth N N N Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y
Cyclades
uncertain
N N
■  1
N N N N Y N N N N N N
Cyprus
uncertain
N N N Y Y N N Y N N Y Y N
Delos N N N N Y N N N N N N N 1  N
Delphi N N N N N N N N N N N Y Y
Derrones N N Y N N N N N N N N Y
Dikaia N N N N N N N N N N N N Y
Polis 1633 1634 1635 1636 1637 1638 1639 1640 1641 1642 1643 1644 1645
(Macedonia)
Dikaia
(Thrace)
N N N Y Y Y Y N
N
N N Y N
Elis N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Eretreia N 1  N N N N N Y Y 1  N N N Y N
Euesperides N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Gaza N 1  N N N N N N N N N N N N
Golgi N N N N N N N Y N N N N N
Himera N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Ialysos
(Rhodos)
N N N N Y N Y N N N N Y N
Ichnai N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Idalion
(Cyprus)
N N N N N N N Y N N N Y N
Idyma N |  N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Imitation
Athens
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Ionia
uncertain
N N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Kamiros
(Rhodes)
N N N N N N Y N N N N Y Y
Karia
uncertain
N N N Y Y N N N N N N Y N
Karpathos N N N N N N N N N N N Y Y
Karystos N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Kaulonia N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Klazomenai N N N N N N Y N N N N Y N
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Polis 1633 1634 1635 1636 1637 1638 1639 1640 1641 1642 1643 1644 1645
Knidos N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Kolophon 1 N N 1 N N Y 1 N N N N N N
Kos N N N Y Y Y N N N N N Y N
Kroton 1 N N N N N B N N N N N N Y N
Kyrene Y N N Y Y N Y N Y Y N Y Y
Kyzikos 1 N 1 N N N 1 N Y N N N N N N N
Lampsakos N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Lapethos I N N N N N N N N N Y N
Leontinoi N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Lesbos N N N N N 1 N N N N N N Y N
Lete N N N Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N
Leukas N N N N N I N N N N N N Y N
Lindos
(Rhodos)
N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Lydia N N N N Y N Y N N N N 1 N N
Lykia
uncertain
N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N Y
Lykian
Dynasts
N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Macedonia
uncertain
N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Mantineia N N N N N N N N N N Y N N
Melos N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Mende N N n | N N N N Y N N N 1 Y Y
Messana N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Metapontion N N N N N N N N N N N 1 Y 1 N
Miletos N N N N Y Y N N N N N Y N
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Polis 1633 1634 1635 1636 1637 1638 1639 1640 1641 1642 1643 1644 1645
Naxos N N N Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N
Neapolis
(Macedonia)
N N N N Y Y Y Y N N N N N
Olynthos N 1  N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Orreskioi N N N N N N N Y N N N Y N
Paphos
(Cyprus)
N N
I
N N N N N N N Y Y N
Parion N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Paros N N N Y Y N Y N N N N Y Y
Peparethos N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Persia N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Phaselis N N N N Y N N Y N N N Y Y
Philisto-
Arabian
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Potidaia N N N Y N N N N N N N Y Y
Rhegion N N N N N N N N N I  N N Y N
Sabakes N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Salamis
(Cyprus)
N N N N Y Y N N N N N Y Y
Samos N N N N Y Y Y N N N N Y Y
Selge N N N N Y N n | | N N N 1  N N N
Sermyle N N N N N Y N N N N N Y N
Sidon N N N N N N Y N N N 1  N N |  N
Sinope N N N N N N N N N N N N Y
Skione N 1  N N N Y N N N N N N Y N
Stageira N N N N Y N N N N N N Y N
Syracuse N N N N N N N N N N N N N
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Polis
Syria
uncertain
Tanagra
Tenos
1633 1634 1635 1636 1637 1638 1639 1640 1641 1642 1643 1644 1645
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
N 1  N N N N N N N N N N Y i  n
N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Teos N N N N Y N N N N N Y Y Y
Terone N Y N N N N N Y N N N Y Y
Thasos N N N N Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y
Thracian N N N N N N N N N N N Y N
Chersonese
Thraco- N Y N Y Y Y Y Y N Y N N Y
Macedonian
uncertain
Tyre N N N N N Y N N N N N N N
Zankle N N N N N N N N N N N Y 1  Y
Polis 1646 1647 1648 1649 1650 1651 1652 1653 1656 1659 1660 1661 1662
Abdera N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Abydos N l N N N N N N N N n | N N N
Aigai N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Aigina Y Y N N Y N Y N N N N N N
Aineia N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Akanthos Y N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Alexander I N N N N N N N N N N N N N  
(of
Macedon)
Arados N N N N Y N N N N N N N N
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Polis 1646 1647 1648 1649 1650 1651 1652 1653 1656 1659 1660 1661 1662
Athens Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y Y Y Y N
Barke N N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Bisaltai
(tribe)
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Chalkis N N N N N N N N N N N N || N
Chios Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N
Corcyra N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Corinth N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Cyclades
uncertain
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Cyprus
uncertain
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Delos N N N N N N N N N N N N | N
Delphi N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Derrones N N N N N N N N N N N 1  N N
Dikaia
(Macedonia)
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Dikaia
(Thrace)
N N N
N |
N N N N N N N N N
Elis N N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Eretreia N N N N N N N N N N N n | N
Euesperides N N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Gaza N N N 1  N N Y N N N 1  N 1  N N N
Golgi N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Himera N N 1  N N N N N N 1  N I  N N 1  N N
Ialysos
(Rhodos)
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
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Polis 1646 1647 1648 1649 1650 1651 1652 1653 1656 1659 1660 1661 1662
Ichnai N N N N N N N N N N N n | N
Idalion
(Cyprus)
Y N N N N N N N N N N N N
Idyma N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Imitation
Athens
N N N Y N N N N N N N N N
Ionia
uncertain
N N N N N N
N
N N
S B i
N N N N
Kamiros
(Rhodes)
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Karia
uncertain
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Karpathos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Karystos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Kaulonia N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Klazomenai N N N N N N N |  N N N N
Knidos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Kolophon N N N N N N N N N N N N 1  N
Kos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Kroton N N N N N N 1  N N N N N 1  N N
Kyrene N Y N N N N Y N N N N N N
Kyzikos N N N N N N 1  N N N N N N N
Lampsakos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Lapethos N N N N N N N N N N 1  N N N
Leontinoi N N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Lesbos N N N N N N N N N I  N N N N
Lete N N N N N N N N N N N N N
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Polis 1646 1647 1648 1649 1650 1651 1652 1653 1656 1659 1660 1661 1662
Leukas N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Lindos
(Rhodos)
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Lydia N N N N N N N N | N N N n | N
Lykia
uncertain
Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N
Lykian
Dynasts
N N N N
N
N N N N N N N N
Macedonia
uncertain
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Mantineia N N | N N N N N N N N N N N
Melos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Mende Y N N N N N N N N N N N N
Messana N N N N N N Y N N N N N N
Metapontion N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Miletos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Naxos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Neapolis
(Macedonia)
Y N N N N N N N N N N N N
Olynthos N N N N N N N N N N 1  N N 1  N
Orreskioi Y N N N N N N N N N N N N
Paphos
(Cyprus)
Y N N N N N N N N N N N N
Parion N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Paros N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Peparethos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Persia N N N N N N N N N N N N N
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Polis 1646 1647 1648 1649 1650 1651 1652 1653 1656 1659 1660 1661 1662
Phaselis N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Philisto-
Arabian
N N N Y N N N N N N N N N
Potidaia N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Rhegion N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Sabakes N N N N N N N N N N N N Y
Salamis
(Cyprus)
Y N N N N N N N N N N N N
Samos N Y N N N N N N N N N N N
Selge N N 1  N N 1  N N N N N N N N N
Sermyle N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Sidon N N N N Y Y N Y N N N N N
Sinope N N N N Y N N N N N N N N
Skione N N N N N N N N 1  N N N N N
Stageira N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Syracuse Y N N N N N Y N B  n N N N |  N
Syria
uncertain
N N N N Y N N N N N N N N
Tanagra N N N N N N N N N N N B  N |  N
Tenos N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Teos N N N N N N N N N N N 1  N |  N
T erone N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Thasos N N N N N N N N N N N N B  N
Thracian
Chersonese
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Thraco-
Macedonian
N N N N N N N N N N N N N
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Polis 1646 1647 1648
Os80 1650 1651 1652 1653 1656 1659 1660 1661 1662
uncertain
Tyre N N N Y N Y N N N N N N N
Zankle N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Gold and Silver: Concluding Remarks
The presentation and discussion of the exporters of gold and silver illuminated how
the geopolitical distribution of silver and silver resources influenced the development of 
coinage in the Greek world. Although the original coinage metal was electrum, which is 
mainly gold, the majority of Greek poleis from the middle of the sixth century onwards 
minted mainly in silver. The choice of silver, as against gold or electrum, by the majority 
of the Greek poleis is consistent with the geographical distribution of resources. The major 
gold resources, mainly those of Tmolos, Gallikos, Egypt and Colchis, were outside the 
chora of any individual polis and belonged in their majority either to kingdoms or to tribes. 
The gold resources belonging to the ‘polis part’ of the Greek World were less productive 
and most of them were in regions dominated by silver mines, such as the Pangaion and 
Siphnos. The unequal geopolitical distribution of resources is the explanation of the 
evolution of coinage metal use in the Greek World. The prime example is the Macedonian 
gold coinage of Philip II, which is connected in the tradition with more intensive 
exploitation of the Pangaion mines, presumably the gold ones.
Gold and silver resources were invariably owned by the state, both in the Greek 
world and in its periphery, as the evidence for Lydia, Athens, Siphnos and Thasos testifies. 
The system of exploitation, however, was different between poleis and non-Greek 
kingdoms. As far as we can infer from the Lydo-Spartan transaction and the large reserves 
of gold bullion that Kroisos possessed, Lydia employed direct exploitation of its gold 
resources. The polis on the other hand, as seen in the case of Athens, employed a complex 
system of indirect exploitation through leasing. Athens, unlike Lydia, did not pursue a
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Of*)monopoly policy and its intervention in production was not pronounced. On the one 
hand, the differences in policy stem from the differences in the nature of the precious metal 
reserves themselves, since alluvial gold is easier to exploit and less risky than vein mining. 
On the other hand, financially minimum intervention in exploitation was better for the 
polis, since it required less complex institutions and less bureaucracy. The mining 
legislation ensured protection of the resources and of the state’s investment profits. As was 
mentioned above, any threat to the safety of miners and mine would adversely affect the 
revenue of the state. On the other hand, the revenue of the state was guaranteed by the state 
debtor legislation. There was no need for the state to make special laws in case of default 
of payment since far-reaching legislation for state debtors already existed. It is probable 
that similar legislation was in force in other exporters.
Athens also regulated the quality of the silver surpluses, through ownership and 
leasing of kaminoi. Involvement in this instance aimed not merely to increase revenue but 
more importantly to regulate the quality of silver. For the state, this had a double purpose. 
Firstly, it meant that Athenian coinage would remain of a standard high quality without the 
need for resmelting in the mint; something that I do not doubt was the major consideration 
of Athens as a major coinage producer in the eastern Mediterranean. Secondly, the 
involvement of the state in smelting had the further incentive of keeping Athenian silver in 
general of high quality even if not used for coinage. This may have been an inadvertent 
consequence of an original decision regarding coinage quality but eventually must have 
been realised as an important commercial advantage of Athenian silver as an export. 
Although the involvement of the state is more pronounced in the smelting, because it
262 Note that throughout I am using monopoly as that of the state against private individuals for foreign trade, 
rather than the idealised monopoly exhibited by the existence of the emporion as argued by Bresson 
(1993:168).
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exceeds the traditional directive of ultimate ownership of the resources of the country, the 
extent of involvement must have been small if effective, which would account for the lack 
of extensive references. The equilibrium of intervention and involvement in the silver 
industry in Athens was quite successful, since not only did the state get revenue from the 
mines and assured the quality of her legal tender but also the investors were not hemmed in 
by an intrusive governmental policy. The balanced policy of minimal intervention was 
unsuccessful only in cases where the state stopped being in possession of the mines and 
could no longer guarantee their safety as happened in the Dekeleian War.
The disposition of surpluses is difficult to ascertain for any of the exporters, even 
for Athens. It is certain that the surpluses were disposed widely, for otherwise there would 
be very few coinages in the Greek World. For Athens, which was an exception in terms of 
minting, a large part of the silver produced was minted into owls. However, there must 
have been large amounts of silver in the hands of private individuals, which were offered to 
the international market as Xenophon testifies in the Poroi. In the archaic period, part of 
the surplus revenue acquired by the government was disposed as gifts to the citizens, as 
seen both in Siphnos and in Athens in 483. The Lydo-Spartan example shows that state-to- 
state transactions were no unknown in the Greek world and were considered a viable 
method of disposal. Possibly polis-to-polis transactions also took place but the silence of 
the sources on the issue leaves this possibility in the balance. In general, non-polis polities 
had a slight advantage in the disposition of surpluses due to their political profile. A 
kingdom in the ancient world, since all decisions stemmed from a given individual, was 
politically better equipped to dispose of its surpluses in a more direct manner, as both the 
Lydian gifts to Delphi and Philip’s monetary gifts to supporters abroad imply. The polis,
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on the other hand, because of its diffused political power and public nature of its 
proceedings required public deliberation for similar disposition, which, however, did occur 
as the Siphnian treasury at Delphi shows.
The form of precious metal export in the Greek World has been the object of debate 
among scholars. Current opinion on the issue tends towards export of silver in the form of 
coins. For gold, the only available evidence, that of Lydia, based on the transaction with 
Sparta and the gifts to sanctuaries, suggests that bullion was the preferred method of export. 
For silver, it was shown that the data of coin production in the archaic and classical periods 
do not support the argument in favour of export in the form of coins. The large amount of 
silver minted by importing poleis and the corresponding little amount minted by exporters 
shows that bullion is the better choice. Export in the form of coins and its corresponding 
import, not only invalidates one of the major reasons for minting coins, that is to provide a 
secure legal tender, but also disregards the issue of reminting expenses.
Turning to the importers, the means of acquisition of precious metal was a major 
concern for many poleis without native resources. For the majority of gold/electrum 
coinages of Asia Minor, trade was probably the most practical and favoured means of 
acquisition, since regularity of issues implies some regularity o f supply. The transaction 
between Lydia and Sparta in the mid-sixth century testifies to state-to-state transactions 
being conceivable, however it cannot be safely assumed that Lydia was the main supplier 
of the Asia Minor minters, since relations were strained in the early sixth century. 
Additionally, the regular minters, namely Kyzikos, Phokaia and later Mytilene, were 
probably supplied from long-distance trade with the Black Sea and Iberia/Gaul 
respectively.
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On the other side of the Greek World, in Sicily and Magna Graecia, minting in gold 
and electrum was erratic and connected with periods of emergency. For these minters 
supply can only be assumed to have been equally irregular, either through booty, as for 
Dionysios I of Syracuse, or, more commonly, through temple loans and confiscations. The 
main differences between minting in Asia Minor and in Sicily and Magna Graecia are the 
irregularity of issues and the lack of any regular minters, as Kyzikos and Phokaia were in 
Asia Minor. This difference of practice has a twofold explanation. One the one hand, Sicily 
and MG totally lacked gold resources, and had easier easier contact with silver producers 
both east and west. On the other hand, the minting of gold and electrum in Asia Minor was 
certainly influenced by the numismatic practice of Lydia and later Persia, which had 
adopted a bimetallic system that made gold and electrum coinages easier to accept and 
circulate, something readily apparent by the role of Phokaian and Mytilenian hektai as 
unofficial smaller denominations of the daric. Finally, the influence of first contact cannot 
be ignored, since in Asia Minor the first coinages were electrum under the influence of 
Lydian practice, while in Sicily and Magna Graecia silver was the initial metal used under 
the influence of mainland Greek practice.
The variety of acquisition methods employed by different poleis and the differences 
in basic numismatic practice in different regions are particularly illuminating for our 
understanding of Greek numismatic practice in general and specifically in the role the state 
played. Gold coinages afford the opportunity of close study, something impractical for 
silver coinages due to the large number of mints. There were three main categories of 
gold/electrum minters: those with local resources, those without and the irregular minters. 
Those with local resources can be further divided between those with constant access, such
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as Abydos in Astyra, and those with intermittent access, such as Smyrna and Klazomenai in 
Kar§ikaya. The minters without local resources, which had a regular practice, such as the 
poleis of Ionia in the early sixth century, many of the lesser mints in the fourth and, more 
importantly, Kyzikos, Mytilene and Phokaia that minted regularly throughout the period, 
were dependent upon foreign resources and, consequently, on constant close contact with 
their suppliers. The irregular minters, which outside Asia Minor were the majority, relied 
upon chance means of acquisition and their use of gold/electrum coinage was limited to 
emergencies that required larger value coins. Minting in gold/electrum after the middle of 
the sixth century was a practice against the norm, since silver had become the dominant 
coinage metal in the Greek World; regular minting was even more of a rarity, since most 
Greek poleis reserved gold minting for emergencies, probably when all reserves of silver 
had been exhausted. The different practice of the regular minters in Asia Minor demands 
explanation. For Abydos, and probably Klazomenai in the fourth century, minting in gold 
shows elementary economic thinking in preferring to use local resources rather than import 
silver. However, for the regular minters, particularly Kyzikos, Phokaia and Mytilene, 
minting in electrum involved complex processes, not least the import of metal. The 
monetary union between Phokaia and Mytilene reveals a further level of complexity, and 
implies an understanding of the adverse consequences of competition and the power of 
monopoly, since the union affected a monopoly of the two poleis in electrum fractions, 
especially since those fractions had become or were becoming the unofficial smaller 
denominations of the daric. Kyzikos, on the other hand, succeeded in creating one of the 
major trade coinages in the Greek World, with particular emphasis on the Black Sea and 
Propontis areas, whose position in Black Sea trade is best illustrated in the unique attention
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it receives in the Olbian effort to create a close monetary system.263 The behaviour of the 
regular minters implies a good understanding of the economics of monetization and, more 
importantly, a rational decision to invest in the creation and maintenance of long-distance 
contacts in order to fill a niche in the regional market.
For silver, unlike gold, studying specific importers is a mammoth and ultimately 
pointless task, due to the sheer number of silver minters and the very small number of 
exporters. Thus, a quantification of coinage production was attempted; admittedly a brief 
effort at a research area with considerable space for further study. Even so, it became 
obvious that the volume and value of silver trade was considerable, especially in the 
classical period. The relative volume of coinage produced in Sicily and Magna Graecia 
was considerably larger than in the rest of the Greek world. Less minting in mainland 
Greece, the Aegean and Asia Minor is explained by the availability of major coinages in the 
area, not only the trade coinages, such as the Corinthian Pegasoi and the Athenian owls, but 
also the major regional coinages, such as the Boiotian and the Thasian. On the one hand, 
the volume of coinage production by the importers shows that the exportability of silver 
was as great as Xenophon claimed in the Poroi. On the other hand, the importers must 
have expended considerable effort and revenue to import silver. That is especially true not 
only of the poleis of Sicily/Magna Graecia but also of the great minters such as Aigina and 
Corinth. In contrast to the modem argument in favour of chance means of acquisition, 
mainly through foreign coins, the level of coinage production by the importers suggests 
regular means being employed. Thus, trade, either directly with the exporting state or 
through private traders must have been necessary for the import of such quantities of silver.
263 IosPE 1(2) B1 Sea Sc Min 24.1
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Xenophon’s testimony as to the exportability, and consequent importability, of silver shows 
that there was a constant incentive for traders to transport silver from the exporters to the 
importers because of the certain profit created by a limited supply and what seemed like an 
inexhaustible demand.
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Part 2: Timber and Grain
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Introduction
In the previous chapters, the role of the government in the trade in precious metals 
was discussed, specifically, the exploitation of mineral deposits and its role in the economy 
of the polis and trade as the primary means of acquisition of precious metals for coinage. 
Precious metals accounted for a large part of trade in the Greek world in terms of value. 
However, in terms of volume they accounted for a very small part of the overall traffic in 
the Mediterranean trading lanes. Other commodities made up the bulk of cargoes in the 
Greek world, mainly base metals, wood and foodstuffs, more importantly grain.
This, second, part of the thesis discusses such bulk commodities, specifically, 
shipbuilding timber and grain. As mentioned in the introduction, the commodities selected 
were such that the government would have reason to intervene in their trade. Wood was 
one of the primary components of Greek material culture, comparable in importance to iron 
and copper. The discussion concentrates on shipbuilding timber for warships, since they, 
like coins, were a concern of the government. The importance of naval warfare in the 
Greek world adds another dimension to the discussion, since the supply of timber and the 
construction of warships played a pivotal role in the balance of power, particularly in the 
eastern Mediterranean. Grain, on the other hand, was the main staple food of the Greeks 
throughout antiquity. For many poleis, it was the major bulk commodity in their ports and 
markets and its supply a government concern, either under crisis circumstances or 
regularly. The grain supply, unlike that of other commodities, was in many cases a matter 
of life or death and, thus, governments would, and did, exert considerable force to 
guarantee it.
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The study of both commodities has a defining characteristic, which differentiates 
them sharply from precious metals. Both timber and grain are perishable materials, which 
vastly restricts the spectrum of available evidence on their trade. Thus, discussion is 
limited on the information provided by the surviving literary sources and epigraphical 
material. Consequently, investigation can be attempted only for those poleis for which 
information has survived, without benefit of archaeological evidence, which in both cases 
means that the discussion centres on Athens. The lack of information on other poleis is 
lamentable; however, the fact that Athens was probably the greatest importer of both 
shipbuilding timber and grain makes the loss less debilitating. The types of surviving 
evidence, literary sources and inscriptions, lead the inquiry towards other aspects of 
government involvement and intervention.
The main themes explored in the following chapters are intervention through 
legislation and diplomacy, both peaceful and coercive. Governments could intervene 
through legislation, such as creating special tax regimes for commodities or restricting the 
freedom of traders relating to import or export of specific commodities. Intervention 
through legislation targets members of the community of the polis, both citizens and 
resident aliens. Governments could also target foreign states or traders through peaceful or 
coercive diplomacy. Peaceful diplomacy would be expressed mainly through treaties with 
other states and incentives or honours to foreign states or individuals. Coercive diplomacy 
implies the use or threat of force, such as the practice of katagein and the conquest of areas 
or resources relevant to the production or trade of one or more commodities.
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Timber: Prolegomena
In the archaic period, the Greek poleis had not yet developed public fleets but
depended upon private captains and ship-owners for naval warfare, since raiding and 
privateering were culturally accepted? 64 By the end of the sixth century, poleis had, or 
were beginning to acquire, public fleets due to the development of powerful and centralised 
governments in conjunction with the invention and spreading use of the trireme. The 
invention of the trireme was particularly important in this development since its needs for 
larger initial expense and personnel made private ownership more complicated and 
costly.265
In the classical period, on the contrary, fleets were mainly public and, although, the 
maintenance of ships was often partly delegated to private citizens, such as the trierarchs in 
Athens, their construction was clearly a government responsibility. The following chapters 
discuss timber as a commodity for both exporters and importers with particular attention 
paid to the policies of Athens, the greatest naval power in the period. In chapter 4, the 
exporters of shipbuilding timber are discussed, mainly the Macedonians. The surviving 
evidence on the exploitation of timber resources and the export of timber and timber 
products provide a unique opportunity to explore the policies of Greek non-polis polities 
and particularly the phenomenon of monopoly. In chapter 5, the timber supply and fleet 
construction of the greatest naval power in the Greek world, Athens, are discussed. The 
policies of Athens are explored not only on the purely trade-related levels but also on 
grounds of general policy decisions, particularly during the fifth century. In chapter 6 , 
other major fleet builders in the classical period are discussed, particularly the eastern
264 Van Wees (2004:203).
265 Van Wees (2004:206-7). Some navies did continue to be partly dependant on private initiative in the 
classical period: van Wees (2004:208).
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Greeks and the Peloponnesians; of specific interest are the differences and similarities 
between these maritime poleis and Athens.
Before continuing, some practical questions of the timber trade and ship 
construction must be examined. Estimating the exact timber requirements for any Greek 
fleet is beyond our current state of knowledge; however, generic calculations are 
possible.266 The basis of the following estimations is the Olympias, the modem 
reconstruction of an Athenian trireme, serving as a model for a generic trireme.267 The hull 
of the Olympias weighed 25 tonnes.268 For 25 tonnes of used wood, the original weight in 
logs would be approximately 50% higher; for ease of calculation 35 tonnes of wood in logs 
is assumed throughout. Of the other wooden equipment of the trireme, the most 
important was the tarros, the oar-set, which weighed 1400-2000kgs and needed 2-3 tonnes 
of wood in logs.270
Beyond the initial building of a fleet further construction annually or at regular 
intervals was necessary to ensure the maintenance of a fleet, as testified by Themistocles’ 
proposal to build 20 triremes every year to maintain and increase the Athenian fleet.271 The 
average life of a trireme was 20 years excluding losses due to weather or warfare. Thus, for 
the maintenance of a 2 0 0 -ship fleet at least 1 0  new ships must have been built every year. 
For the Athenian fleet of 300 triremes in the Peloponnesian War regular maintenance
266 No remains of a trireme have yet been discovered and it is doubtful that such a discovery is possible, given 
the trireme’s lightness and lack of ballast: Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:127-8).
267 The Olympias is not an exact replica of an Athenian trireme: Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:267-73).
268 The basic hull weighed 15 tonnes and the outrigging, seats, decks, stanchions and braces 10 tonnes: 
Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:210). The Olympias is now considered to be slightly smaller than an 
Athenian trireme [Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:267-73)].
269 Personal conversation with Mr. N. Koupetoris (elder), an experienced wooden kaiki builder, at Koupetoris 
shipyard in Salamis, Greece.
270 Each trireme carried 200 oars, each weighing 7-10kgs: Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:240).
271 Diodoros 11.43.3.
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necessitated the annual construction of 15 triremes, while for the larger fleet of the second 
half of the fourth century 18 were needed.272 Similarly, for a 90-ship fleet, such as that of 
Chios and Corinth in the Peloponnesian War, five new ships must have been built every
It is not often enough asked, where and with what resources fleets were built. The 
building of a trireme could be accomplished either in shipyards near or at the resource areas 
or in local shipyards at the polis concerned. The use of naupegia at or near the resource 
areas implies either domination over these areas or financial transactions between poleis 
and foreign naupegia. Use of local naupegia implies long-haul transport of timber from the 
resource areas to the polis concerned; such transport could be accomplished either by ship 
or by raft. Specialised timber carriers do not appear in the sources before the second 
century CE and, thus, it must be assumed that they were not used in the classical period 274 
The size of the average merchant ships has been estimated to 120 tonnes, although all the 
wrecks that have been recovered to date from the classical period are considerably smaller 
than that.275 Carrying timber aboard means that the ship must carry more ballast, especially 
since the long timbers of the trireme could only be carried lashed on deck. The average 
merchant ships could ideally carry 17 cunits, enough for three triremes but the need for 
more ballast and compartmentalization, as well as the lack of long cargo spaces, meant that
272 300 triremes in Peloponnesian War: Thucydides 2.13. 349 triremes in 353/2: IG II2 1613.302, 392 in
330/29: IG II2 1627.269 and 360 in 326/5: IG II2 1628.489.
273 Corinth: Thucydides 1.46. Chios: 60 in 412 (Thucydides 8.6) plus 30 lost in Sicilian Expedition
(Thucydides 6.31, 7.20), assuming that half the allied fleet was Chian.
274 Meiggs (1982:338-9) argued in favour of specialised timber carriers used in the classical period pointing 
out that specialised marble carriers are not attested in the sources before Pliny. However, assuming that 
technology did not progress in the course of antiquity is difficult to believe and specialised carriers cannot be 
rightfully placed in the classical period without some evidence of their existence.
27 Casson (1995:456).
276 The long timbers of the trireme were about 40m long, while the average merchant ship was only c24m 
long (ex Marseille Bourse wreck): Casson (1995:458).
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a merchant ship could not practically carry as much.277 Freight by raft avoided all problems 
of cargo space and ballast but was a dangerous enterprise for both ships and cargo. A large 
raft needed cabled ships both in front and at the back to stop it turning sideways, while 
breaking up was a constant danger in heavy or choppy seas.278 Both forms of transport 
entailed considerable costs, a large number of merchant ships and protection from pirates or 
enemies.
277 For Douglas-fir [the type of timber used in the Olympias: Coates & Morrison (1987)] saw-logs of 10-inch 
diameter in the Scribner Decimal C Rule Westside scaling method (Long Log Scale), one cunit (100 cubic 
feet) weighs 7 tons [Log scaling determines the quantity of wood in individual logs. A formula, which
closely estimates the Scribner rule, is LogVolume{bd.jt) = (0.79Z)2 - 2 D - 4 )  -L /1 6 , where D is the diameter 
inside the bark measured in inches at the small end of the log and L is the nominal log length measured in 
feet. Source: http://www.utextension.utk.edu/publications/pbfiles/Pbl650.pdf, The Westside scaling method 
is the sealing principle used in pines and firs in the Western Cascades.] A 120-ton ship could carry up to 17 
cunits (ideal fUll capacity, not practical) or 1,700 cubic feet in logs. For the Olympias 2,750 cubits (1,220m) 
of plank and 500 cubits (220m) of thick timbers were needed: McKee (1985:49). Note that all transport must 
have been in logs, since construction from ready parts is not considered probable in the period: Steffy 
(1985:36).
278 Theophrastos HP 5.8.2. For a modem example see Meiggs (1982:337).
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Chapter 4: The Exporters of Timber
The producers of shipbuilding timber can be securely identified, since a list has 
survived in the work of Theophrastos from the late fourth century: ppa%u^  5 ’ ecm o xo7ro<; 
o<; e%£i Kai oAux; xf|v va\)7cr|yf|aipov oA,riv* xrj<; pev yap Eupofrrr]*; 8okei xa rcspi xfiv 
MaKsSoviav Kai ooa xrjc; @paKT[<; Kai rcepi 'IxaAiav* xfjq Se Aa(a<; xa xe ev KiXiKia Kai xa 
ev EivaMrp Kai Aplatp, exi Se o Mbcio<; 'OJcupjtoi; Kai r\ 'ISri 7iA,f|v on jioHf|v r\ yap Snpia 
KeSpov eyei Kai xanxr| ypcovxai 7ipo<; xa<; xpvrjpeic;.279 Theophrastos specifically notes that it 
is a very narrow zone that produces the necessary timber, mainly because triremes were 
preferably constructed of silver-fir or fir, which can be found in the Mediterranean only 
over 800m in altitude.280 Relating to Italy, Theophrastos later specifies that the areas 
producing shipbuilding timber were south Italy, Latium and Corsica. Relating to Thrace, 
other sources pinpoint the Strymon area as the primary timber producer282 Since 
Theophrastos was writing late in the classical period, other areas probably produced
279 Theophrastos HP 4.5.5: “It is a narrow space, which produces shipbuilding timber. In Europe, it is found 
in Macedon and in parts of Thrace and Italy, while in Asia, in Kilikia and in Sinope and Amisos. There is 
also timber in the Mysian Olympos and in Mt Ida, but not a lot. In Syria, there is cedar, and that they use for 
triremes”.
280 Theophrastos HP 5.7.1-2: ’ EXaxr| pev ouv Kai 7iebicr| Kai K68po  ^cheg (btAnx; eitoiv vaiwrr|yf|aipa* xac; pev 
yap xpif|pei<; Kai xa paKpa rcXoia eXaxtva Ttoiouai Sia Kauq>6xr|ia, xa 8e cxpoyyuA,a rceuKiva Sia xo acaiteq' 
evioi Se Kai xa<; xpupEi; Sia xo pp euTtopeiv eAaxr|i;. oi Se Kara Supiav Kai OoiviKpv ck KeSpoir aTtavi^ouai 
yap Kai jteuKrii;. oi 5 ’ ev Ku7tptp jiixuoi;- laoxpv yap f| vrjaoc; e%ei Kai Sokei Kpeixxcov eivai xiyc. TtEUKpc;, “In 
general, silver-fir, fir and cedar are used for shipbuilding. Triremes and long ships are made of silver-fir 
because it is light, while the round ships are made of fir because it does not decay. Sometimes triremes are 
also made of fir when they cannot get silver-fir. Those in Syria and Phoenicia made them of cedar because 
even fir is rare. In Cyprus, they use pine, for the island has a lot and is considered better than its fir”. 
Altitude: Meiggs (1982:119); note that the quality of the fir is dependent on climate, temperature and soil 
conditions. Note that Greek botanical nomenclature was as complex as the modem one; in translations, I use 
silver-fir for eX&ip meaning abies cephalonica and abies pectinata, fir for jieukti meaning mainly pinus laricio 
(Corsican pine) and pine for 7rixo<; meaning pinus halepensis (Aleppo pine), following Hort (1968).
281 Theophrastos HP 5.8.1: p e y i c x a  Se K a i  7 t a p a , 7 t o A , u  x a  ev x f j  Kupvcp cpaaiv eivai* x t b v  y a p  ev x f j  Aaxtvri 
K a X t b v  y i v o p e v c o v  u r c e p P o X f j  K a i  x t o v  e A a x i v t o v  K a i  x w v  7 t e u i d v c o v  -  p e i i p o  y a p  x a u x a  K a i  k o X X i c o  x c b v  
* I x a X i K c o v  - ouSev eivai j t p o < ;  x a  ev i f j  Kupvw, “they say the largest and most are in Corsica; those o f  Latium 
are o f  very good quality, both the silver-firs and the firs -  there are larger and better than the south Italian -  
but even these are nothing compared to those o f  Corsica”.
282 Herodotos 5.23.2 on Myrkinos and Thucydides 4.108.1 for Amphipolis.
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shipbuilding timber in earlier times but had been overexploited by his time, such as 
Arkadia.283 It is safe to assume that most areas with access to forests of sufficient altitude 
would be able to construct a limited number of triremes; however, large building 
programmes or continuous supply must have been dependent on the larger producers. The 
most striking feature of Theophrastos’ testimony is the absence of any major navies in the 
territories he lists as the major producers of shipbuilding timber, at least for the Greek 
world. The great naval powers of the Greek world are well known, Athens, Corinth, 
Aigina, Chios, Mytilene, Samos, Syracuse and Rhodes. None of them, with the partial 
exceptions of Corinth and Mytilene, had native timber resources. Most of these poleis had 
large navies in the archaic period as well, which probably accounts for the depletion of their 
native resources. However, the fact that their naval power continued after the depletion of 
their native resources is the most powerful testimony of the effort they expended to acquire 
sufficient timber for their navies.
Most of the evidence of timber as an export commodity concerns the Macedonian 
Kingdom. In Macedon, the king owned the forests and had control over the production and 
export of timber: aXk' o u t  oca p£v to t s  sLofjyayov sl<; oxpaxiav upcov ouaav ev Sapcp
Kcojiea ,^ tcov TSTpaKoaicov f]5r| ta  7tpaypaTa sv0a5s KaTeiA,r|<p6TC0V, ovxoq poi ApxsAAot)
^ sv o u  TtaTpiKou K ai 5 i5 ovto  ^ x s p v s a O a i t s  K ai e^ay so G a i O 7t6aou^ ep o u A o p riv . toutoxx;
t s  s ia r jy a y o v  tou<; KcoTteaq, K ai 7ra p o v  p o i  tu sv ts  d p ayp cb v  Tijv T ip ijv  a v x c o v  S s^ a a O a i o u k
f)0£^r|oa 7tpa^aCT0 ai ^ so v  rj oaou £poi KaT£aTrjaav 284 Andokides boasts that his
283 Theophrastos HP 5.2.1.
284 Andokides 2.11: “But then I imported oars to your troops in Samos, when the Four Hundred had already 
taken over here. For Archelaos was my family’s xenos and he gave me rights to cut and export as many as I
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familial ties of xenia with the Macedonian royal house were the basis of Archelaos’ grant 
of exploitation and export rights. His comment that the grant had no limitations implies 
that usually limits to the exploitation and subsequent export of silver-firs were imposed. 
Andokides' testimony is the only available evidence on the exploitation system employed 
by the Macedonians. His case may be unique due to his special status as a royal xenos but 
his emphasis is on the unlimited quantity rights he was granted not on the permission itself. 
This implies that the Macedonians used a controlled leasing system with exploitation and 
export rights granted to individuals by royal decree. Andokides as a royal xenos was 
probably given in addition to the export rights, which any trader could potentially receive, 
also exploitation rights, which could have been reserved for Macedonian contractors only. 
Certainly, the direct giving of concessions as gifts to friendly individuals recalls the oriental 
practice, especially of the Persian king, to reward loyal subjects, such as happened in the 
cases of Histiaios and Themistocles.285 The use of a controlled leasing system directly 
controlled by the king can also be inferred from Alexander’s ban on all sales of timber from
'}Q£L
Mount Dysoron, while presumably allowing for local private uses of the woodland. 
However, it is possible that some of the exploitation was done directly by the king, in the 
same manner as the exploitation of the Pangaion mines by Philip.
If his price of five drachmai per unshaved oar at cost is truthful and allowing for an 
increase in prices during the war, then the trade in oars must have been particularly 
lucrative, since outfitting a new trireme could cost 1000 drachmai or more. Oars were
wished. I imported those oars, and at a price of five drachmai, because I did not want to sell them at a higher 
price than they cost me”.
285 The Achaemenid policy in this matter was similar to that of earlier oriental empires, such as the neo- 
Assyrians: Falles (1984:212) for large-scale gifts of land to loyal supporters.
286 Hammond (1988:383, lines 25-6): tf)v 5e [CX.]t)v xf|v ev Ai)[ocop]coi prjGeva rccoXeiv, “and the timber on 
Dysoron, let no-one sell”.
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mainly made of silver-fir and their cutting and preparation required considerable skill: 81 ’ o 
Kai xa<; KOTiaq §6ovxe<; acpaipeiv jceipamai Ka0’ eva Kai opaAfrx;* eav yap ouxcot; 
atpaiptooiv, iaxupo<; o Kamecbv, eav 5e juapaXXa^coai Kai pf| Kaxaajccoaiv opolax;, ao0svf)<;' 
7i>-qyf| yap ouxcoc;, EKeivcot; 5 ’ atpaipeau;.287 Theophrastos clearly states that oar-making 
needed specialist labour, at least in the initial stages after cutting the tree; note particularly 
the use of a medical parallel, 7tX.r|yf| against &(paipsoic;. That such operations are apparently 
best done in situ in the forest, combined with Andokides’ testimony that he was able to 
transport unshaved oars to Samos, suggests that there was a pool of expert oar-makers in 
Macedon. Whether these people were in the employ of the king cannot be ascertained; 
however since the kings imposed limits on the exploitation and export, it is a viable 
possibility that their main means of control were the expert woodcutters and foresters, who 
were necessary in any attempt at exploitation.
The Macedonian kings gave rights of export not only to individuals but also to 
poleis, as Perdikkas did with Athens: [Kai ovdeva Ko]?t£a<; i%oay£V Moo cap pe
A0£[vaio] 288 The inscription recording the treaty is too fragmentary to be securely dated
OQbeyond the long reign of Perdikkas, 440s-413. Notably the treaty provides exclusive 
export rights to Athens, although the provision refers only to oars. Perdikkas does not grant 
rights of exploitation but, under a controlled leasing system, some Athenians probably were 
granted such rights. Both Andokides’ testimony and the treaty with Perdikkas show the 
importance of the oar trade in the period. In addition, to regular wear and tear, which the
287 Theophrastos HP 5.1,7: “For this reason those who shave the wood try to take out each layer smooth and 
by itself because if  they take it out like that the oar will be strong, if  however they take it out roughly and with 
more than one layer, then the oar will be weak, the one being a wound, the other an operation”.
288 jq  j3 3 9  3 i ; “And I will not export [oa]rs [to anyone] but an Athe[nian]”.
289 Borza (1987:44) argued in favour of a date after 424 but any suggestion is as valid as another. See further 
page 158.
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Olympias trials showed resulted in frequent breakages, warfare also accounted for the need 
for a constant supply of oars.290 One of the tactics of trireme warfare was disabling the ship 
by breaking the oars on the one side, which necessitated the existence of reserves beyond 
the perineos at key staging areas and neoria, and thus, a regular supply.291 Under these 
circumstances, it is not surprising that major importers, such as Athens, desired a monopoly 
of supply or that the Macedonian kings would consider such as a major concession to an 
ally.
In the early fourth century, Amyntas provided export rights to the Chalcidian 
League for all timber and related products: c^aycoyf) 8’ eoxco Kai Tuaanq Kai u^Axdv,|
olKoSopioxripLOop 7tdvxG)v, vaD7iT|yq|gLpcov 8e nkr)v etamvoov, oxi dp pf] xo| koivov Sepxai, 
xcoi 5e KOtvcbi Kai xouxcov| elv e^aycoyrjv, ebcovxaq Apuvxai Jiplv e^dyeiv, xa^eovxaq xa 
xe^ea xa ysypappev[a].| Kai xcbv aAtaov £^aycoyf|v 5e elv Kai 8ia|{a}ycoyf|v, xe^eouaiv 
xelea Kai XaXKi8eu|oi £Ky MaKeSovLriq Kai MaKs5ooiv £k| Xo^ kiSegjv 292 The treaty was 
probably concluded in 391, after Amyntas had managed with Thessalian and Chalcidian 
help to regain his throne from the usurper Argaios, who was supported by the Illyrians. 
The treaty was possibly the repayment to the Chalkidians for taking care of part of 
Macedonian territory in the preceding years after Amyntas’ request. Of particular interest 
is the care, even in such hard times, provided by the Macedonian kings to the exploitation 
of silver-fir and their insistence, even under the terms of an exclusive export treaty, to keep
290 Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:240).
291 Morrison & Coates (1996:368-9).
292 Tod 111: “Let there be import of pitch and timber, all types of timber for building, and for building ships 
except for silver-fir, as the koinon wants. And for those let there be export to the koinon, having informed 
Amyntas before the export, paying the taxes that have been agreed. And for the others let there be export and 
transport, paying the taxes, both for the Chalkidians from Macedonia and for the Macedonians from the 
Chalkidians”.
293 Diodoros 14.92.3-4; Hammond (1979:174-5).
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some control over its export. Of equal interest is that in both treaties only export rights are 
granted; neither Athens nor the Chalkidians are allowed to exploit directly the Macedonian 
forests. The policy adopted by the Macedonian kings was not a closed monopoly policy 
like that pursued for gold.294 The Macedonians apparently employed a controlled lease 
exploitation regime, which, on the one hand, allowed the king almost total control of both 
production and export, and, on the other, avoided the need for large numbers of public 
employees and bureaucracy.
The Macedonian insistence on keeping strict control over exploitation rights, even 
when surrendering the exports, is reflected in the similar policy of the Cypriot kings: ev 
KwipG) youv o u k  exapvov paoiXeiq, a pa pev xqpouvxeq K a i xapieuopevoi, apa 6e K a i 5ia 
xo ducncopiaxov eivai295 Cyprus was not one of the major timber producers but had 
suitable reserves and trade in timber from the island is attested since the early archaic 
period.296 The Cypriot kings like the Macedonians had control over both exploitation and 
export. The Cypriot reserves were of very high quality mountain pine, which apparently 
was as good as fir for triremes and was utilised by the Persians during the Persian 
domination of the island.297
The south Italian producers, Sybaris/Thourioi, Kroton and Kaulonia, also probably 
placed restrictions on exploitation, if not export. Very little is known about the exploitation 
regime and export arrangements of these poleis but the only surviving evidence suggests
294 On this see page 48.
295 Theophrastos HP 5.8.1: “In Cyprus, the kings did not cut down timber because, on the one hand, they took 
care and husbanded it, and, on the other, it was difficult to transport”.
296 Raaflaub (2004:205).
297 Theophrastos HP 5.7.1: oi 5 ’ ev Kunpw irixnot;- xabnyv yocp f| vfjaoq e%ei Kai SoKei Kpeixxcov eivai xrjc; 
7t£x>Kr|(;, “In Cyprus, they use pine, for the island has a lot and is considered better than its fir”. Persian ships 
built in Cyprus: Diodoros 14.39.1.
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that foreign states needed permission to exploit the resources and possibly to import as 
well.298 The hypothesis of strict control over timber like that of the Macedonians and the 
Cypriots is not supported by the evidence regarding exploitation and trade policies in polis 
government. The need for permission, however, suggests that some limitations were 
imposed upon the timber trade.
Beyond timber and related products, warships were also considered a commodity in 
the Greek world: ol 8e KopLv0toi, rjaav yap acpi xouxov tov ypovov cpiloi iq xa paXiaxa,
AOrivaioiai StSouat Seopevotat slkocji veaq, SiSoum 8e TtsvxaSpaxpoDc; aicoSopevoi:
8copef]v yap ev xcp vopcp o v k  e^fjv 8ouvai.299 In the early fifth century, the Corinthians
sold 20 ships to the Athenians. Herodotos clearly narrates this incident as a political 
gesture not a financial transaction. However, both his lack of comment on the notion of the 
sale of warships and the Corinthian law testify that such sales were not considered 
exceptional. Herodotos comments and explains only the nominal price, implying that if the 
price had been the normal one, then the incident would not be worthy of comment. 
Similarly, the Corinthian law does not prohibit the sale of warships but only their offer as a 
gift. The existence of such a law paints an amazing picture of normality with warships 
being considered items of trade, even as early as the beginning of the fifth century. Further, 
it provides a rare glimpse of the status of warships as a commercial commodity and the 
regulation of their disposal in a known ship constmctor.
298 Diodoros 14.42 on Dionysios of Syracuse needing permission from the south Italian poleis. Note that 
permission may only be relevant to exploitation, since Dionysios sent his own woodcutters to south Italy 
(uAoxopov). See further page 186.
299 Herodotos 6.89: “The Corinthians were at the time close friends to the Athenians and agreed to give them 
twenty ships, at a price of five drachmai each, because by law they could not gift them outright”.
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Chapters: Timber for Athens
The greatest naval power in the Greek world in the classical period was Athens. 
The Athenian fleet was the largest Greek fleet for most of the period, although the allied 
Peloponnesian fleet in 405 and the Syracusan under Dionysios were close seconds. Athens 
had no native resources of shipbuilding timber and, thus, had to acquire all timber and 
related products from foreign sources.
The first reference to the Athenian fleet has already been discussed above relating to 
the buying of 20 Corinthian ships in the early fifth century.300 The first recorded instance 
of building is at the late 480s: crept] ts ©epicruoKXet yvcopt] eprcpoafte xauxrji; e<; Kaipov
fjpiaxsuas, oxs A0r|vaioiai yevopevtov psyaXxov ev too  k o iv o ) , xa e k  xrnv
pexaXXxov crept 7tpoafjX0e xcov and Aaupsiou, epsXXov Xa^eaOat opxqdov eKotaxot; 5eica
Spaxpaq: xoxs ©spiaxoicXeq  ^ aveyvcoae AOqvaLou^  xrjq Staipeatoc; xauxrj^  rcauaapevoxx;
viaq xouxcov xchv ypripaxcov TioirjoaoOai 5tr[KOCLa<; eq xov TroXepov, xov Jtpo<; ALytvqxou;
Xeycov. ouxoq yap o 7r6Xspoq auoxaq eocoos eq xo xoxs xf]v rEXXa5a, avayKaaaq
OaXaaoLouq ysveoOai A0t|vaLOU^ . ai 5e e<; xo pev £7totf|0riaav o u k  expf|a0qaav, eq 5eov
5e ouxco xrj fEXXa5i eyevovxo.301 The exact number of ships built is debated, based on a
'Zfyj
variant account of 100 ships in the AthPol. Unfortunately, neither of the sources
300 Herodotos 6.89 and page 147.
301 Herodotos 7.144: “Another proposal of Themistocles before this one managed to be shown best for the 
polis. When the Athenians had a lot of money in the public treasury, which came from the mines of Laurion, 
they were going to distribute it among themselves to the amount of ten drachmai each. Then Themistocles 
persuaded the Athenians not to go through with the distribution but instead to use the money to build 200 
ships for the war, the one against Aigina. It was that war that then saved Hellas because it made the 
Athenians go to sea. The ships were not used for the purpose they were built but were there when Hellas 
needed them”.
302 [Aristotle] AthPol 22.7: XaPcov 5' erei xoutok; £vat>7nryyfjcaTO xpiqpeic; eKaxav, eicdaxoi) vau7U]yoi>pevot) 
xcbv exaxov piav, au; evaupaxnaav ev EaXaptvi rcpcx; xouq |3appapoi><;, “Receiving the money on this
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mentions the provenance of the timber used for this building program. Until recently, it 
was generally accepted that the Salamis fleet was built with Macedonian timber, based on 
Herodotos’ praise of Alexander I of Macedon and the proxenia he received by Athens.303
However, as Meiggs pointed out, the Persians would not allow the export of large 
quantities of timber from their vassal state to their enemies.304 Herodotos’ praise of 
Alexander may be a personal opinion of the historian, while the grant of proxenia may have 
been related to other services, possibly the supply of oars, which were an easier cargo to 
transport clandestinely, or something totally unrelated to timber, such as espionage. 
However, given Herodotos’ favourable stance towards Macedon, which after all medised, it 
is surprising that he does not mention such a major service to the Athenians as providing 
the timber for the fleet.
Meiggs argued strongly in favour of south Italy being the main supplier, based, on 
the one hand, on the implausibility of the suggestion that Persia allowed the export of 
timber from Macedon, and, on the other, on the evidence that Themistocles had special 
relations with south Italy.305 The suggestion that the Persians were deceived by the 
ostensible purpose of the new fleet as a tool against Aigina presupposes a total lack of 
foresight on behalf of the Persian Empire.306 Such lack of foresight is deemed implausible 
by the Myrkinos affair, where the Persians are shown alert to the potential of the 
Thracomacedonian timber resources long before Xerxes’ expedition.307 The episode may 
be an instance of Herodotos’ hindsight colouring events but equally it may be an
purpose, he built 100 triremes, each one of the 100 building one. With these, they fought the naval battle in 
Salamis against the barbarians.”.
303 Herodotos 8.136.1 Wallace (1970:199).
304 Meiggs (1982:123f).
305 Meiggs (1982:124-5).
306 Johnson (1927:202); Borza (1987:42).
307 Herodotos 5.23.2. Borza (1987:35).
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underhanded apology as to why Macedonian timber was not made available to the Greeks. 
The presence of a Krotonian ship at the battle of Salamis also indicates a south Italian 
connection, since Kroton was one of the outlets of the Sila forest via the river Neto.308
The discussion raises the question why Herodotos failed to mention the supplier of 
timber for the fleet he considered “the saviour o f Hellas” 309 The solution to the mystery 
may lie in the later Athenian settlement in Thurii, the other outlet of the Sila forest. 
Herodotos was, according to tradition, one of the settlers there and a possible rivalry 
between the two cities, Thurii and Kroton, may account for Herodotos’ avoidance of the 
south Italian contribution to the fleet, particularly since Thurii was a supplier of timber for
^1 A
Athens in second half of the fifth century. Equally, however, Herodotos may have 
neglected to mention the provenance of timber either because there was no single supplier 
or simply because he thought it an unimportant detail.
The south Italian solution has several practical problems, some of which it shares 
with other suppliers. As Meiggs noted, the three major problems were lack of time, lack of 
seasoning and lack of expertise. Meiggs bypassed the problem of inadequate time based on 
later evidence: Mirum apud antiquos primo Punico bello classem Duilli imperatoris ab 
arbore LX die navigavisse, contra vero Hieronem regem CCXX naves effectas diebus XLV  
tradit L. Piso; secundo quoque Punico Scipionis classis XL die a secure navigavit. Tantum 
tempestivitas etiam in rapida celeritatepollet.311 Pliny represents a Roman tradition, which
308 Meiggs (1982:354).
309 Herodotos 7.139.
310IG I3 387.101.
311 Pliny NH  16.74: “It is a remarkable fact that in old days in the first Punic War the fleet commanded by 
Duilius was on the water within 60 days after the timber left the tree, while, according to the account of 
Lucius Piso, the 220 ships that fought against king Hiero were built in 45 days; also in the second Punic War 
Scipio’s fleet sailed on the 40th day after the timber had been felled. So effective is prompt action even in the 
hurry of an emergency” [Text and translation from Rackham (2000)], Meiggs (1982:125).
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is not encountered in Greek classical history, and there is a distinct possibility of 
exaggeration. In the classical period, considerable time was allowed for ship construction, 
thus, it is surprising that such a building effort left no trace in Herodotos, when the lesser 
effort of the Corinthians in 435-3 was mentioned by Thucydides.312
Hurried construction is further complicated by the lack of seasoned timber, since for 
100 ships 3,500 tonnes of timber would be needed. The problems created by unseasoned 
timber were known in antiquity but Meiggs suggested that the narrowness of the Salamis 
strait made any such problems insignificant.313 Not only is there a tradition of these ships 
being light and agile, which precludes any possibility of unseasoned timber used, but also 
the battle of Artemision was fought in open waters, where any problems in construction 
would be immediately apparent.314 Lastly, expert personnel is needed for trireme 
construction, which Meiggs supposes that Athens attained through attracting craftsmen 
from an existing pool of expertise in mainland Greece and the islands, as Dionysios did in 
Syracuse in the fourth century.315 Yet, Thucydides’ clear statement that the trireme was not 
the warship of choice before Xerxes’ expedition makes the availability of such a pool of 
expertise doubtful, especially since the majority of fleets at Salamis were of triremes, thus, 
implying a series of building programmes by various poleis at the same time.316
312 Thucydides 1.31.1.
313 Livy 29.1.14; Vegetius 4,36. Meiggs (1982:126).
314 Plutarch Kimon 12.2: (bpprjaev apac; ano Kvi8ou xai Tpromai) Tpicucocnaic; Tpifjpeai, npoo, pev xaxa; cat’ 
(Scpxh? xai 7cepiaycoYT|v utio ©epioTOKXsau  ^ apiara KareoKEuacpevaic;, “he launched from Knidos and 
Triopion 300 triremes, which were specially constructed for speed and lightness by Themistocles”. Meiggs 
(1972:76) argued that these triremes were newly built triremes, not those used in Salamis; against see 
Morrison & Williams (1968:161-3) and Blamire (1989:140).
315 Meiggs (1982:122) based on Diodoros 14.41.3; however, Dionysios attracted experts from all disciplines 
of weapon construction.
316 Thucydides 1.14.2-3; Herodotos 8.45-8.
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The solution to the above problems is that the Athenian triremes were built in the 
resource areas. Meiggs rightly agues that the solution to the mystery of the Salamis fleet 
lies in the west not the Aegean. At the time, the only poleis with large trireme fleets 
outside the Persian Empire were Corcyra, the Sicilian poleis and presumably Corinth, all in
■5 i  n
areas with native resources. The Athenians could easily have obtained triremes from 
more than one area, spreading the needs for seasoned timber and expertise over several 
naupegia from Corcyra, or Epidamnos, to Kroton, Kaulonia and the Sicilian cities. The 
reliance of the Athenians on foreign ship suppliers is testified by the 20 ships they bought 
from the Corinthians a few years earlier.
The end of the Persian Wars spelled the beginning of a new era for the Greek world 
as Athens walked the road to empire. The Pentekontaetia is one of the most shadowy 
periods in classical history and yet one of the most important. The Athenians maintained a 
large fleet throughout the period and probably increased its numbers to reach 300 war-fit 
triremes in 431.318 At least one major building program was executed during the 
Pentekontaetia after the loss of part of the fleet in the Egyptian Expedition.319 Since Kimon 
four years later was able to mount another expedition against Cyprus, in the period 454-50 
the Athenians must have rebuilt their fleet to sufficient strength.320
Many of the Athenian and allied actions in the period can be connected with 
resources and particularly timber. Thucydides’ brief account is very selective and is not
317 Thucydides 1.14.2.
318 Thucydides 2.13.8-9 specifically refers to war-fit triremes (Ttkotnpoix;), not the total fleet in the Athenian 
neorion. Judging from the fourth century epimeletai accounts, the formal strength of the fleet included non-fit 
ships as well: Gabrielsen (1994:127-9).
319 According to modem calculations of this hotly debated issue between 100 and 230 Athenian and allied 
ships were lost in Egypt: Thucydides 1.104, 1.109-10. Meiggs (1972:107-8); Holladay (1989); Westlake 
(1969:66-8); Homblower (1991:177).
320 Thucydides 1.112.
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intended to “give an abridged history o f the period but is more restricted: he aims to 
describe the growth o f Athenian power... we can add that he surely aims to give particular 
coverage to those events which most alarmed the Spartans”, 32 1  The first act of the Delian 
League was the capture of Eion on the Strymon, which was still held by the Persians 
(476).322 However, the andrapodismos of the inhabitants and the resettlement of the site 
with Athenians testify to its importance. Eion was the gatehouse of the Strymon and its 
valley with its precious metal deposits and shipbuilding timber reserves, a site comparable 
in importance to Amphipolis.323 At the same time, Skyros was captured and resettled, 
another clearly strategic operation since the island commanded the naval routes to both 
northern Greece and the Hellespont.324 The next actions of the Athenians against Karystos 
and Naxos did not involve resettlement.325 The major event of the 460s was the revolt of 
Thasos, motivated solely by economic reasons, specifically its domination o f the precious 
metal deposits and the poleis on the mainland opposite.326 The Thasian settlements, most 
importantly Neapolis, had later a reputation as naupegia of note, and Athens secured their 
support throughout the fifth century.327 Simultaneously with the Thasian revolt, the 
Athenians tried to settle Ennea Hodoi, the later Amphipolis, but the settlement ended in
321 Homblower (1991:133).
322 Thucydides 1.98.1.
323 Eion as Athenian emporion: Thucydides 4.102.3: coppdrvxo 8e ek xrj<^  Hiovo*;, fyv auxol efyov egTuopiov 
£7ti tgj oxopaxi xou 7ioxa(iou £7ii0aAAoaiov, “They also came out of Eion, where they had an emporion on the 
mount of the river next to the sea”. Control of both Amphipolis and Eion secured domination over the 
Strymon and the resources of the interior, especially if one took care, as the Athenians did, to build the long 
walls of Amphipolis: Thucydides 4.102.3.
324 Thucydides 1.98.2. The Sporades were good pirate bases, for example Halonessos in the fourth century 
(Demosthenes 7).
325 Thucydides 1.98.3-4.
326 Thucydides 1.100.1-2.
327 Naupegia: Strabo 7.F33,7.F36. Support for Athens: IG I3 101.
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disaster at the hands of the Thracian tribes.328 The intended size, timing and placement of 
the settlement testify to the intention of the Athenians in the 460s to acquire full domination 
of the Strymon valley. The reactions of Thasos and the Thracians show that they exploited 
the resources of the area and that these played a significant role in their respective 
economies. The Athenians tried to kill two birds with one stone; on the one hand, remove 
competition for Laurion and acquire gold resources, and, on the other, dominate both the 
timber supply and the naupegia.
The next event narrated by Thucydides is the Ithome affair, where the settlement of 
the rebels in Naupaktos is of particular interest. Sometime in the previous years, Athens 
had taken over Naupaktos, a strategic position without peer dominating both the Corinthian 
Gulf and the north-south route of the Ionian Sea, as well as a naupegion of note with access
■5^  A
to local resources. Probably the Athenians were planning a settlement there to control 
the resources and put pressure on the Peloponnesians, especially the Corinthians. The 
helots, however, were a better solution since they were certain to oppose any Spartan plan 
and their alliance with Athens provided a handy base of operations if need arose.331 In the 
450s, the Athenians made two expeditions to Cyprus, the disastrous Egyptian Expedition 
and fought in the First Peloponnesian War making expeditions to Thessaly and 
Akamania.332 Of particular interest are the expeditions to Cyprus with its large copper 
resources and timber reserves. In the 440s, the Athenians lost their brief dominion over
328 Thucydides 1.100.3. Note that I am retaining the traditional chronology of the beginning of the revolt 
being earlier than the attempt of colonising Ennea Hodoi, as seen in both Thucydides and Diodoros (11.70), 
against Rainey (2004:220).
32 Thucydides 1.102.1-3.
330 Ephoros FGrH IIa70F121 (Strabo 9.4.7).
331 Athenian alliance with Naupaktos: Pritchett (1995:69-72). For the Messenians certain to oppose Sparta at 
every turn, see the parallel in Diodoros 12.63.5.
332 Thucydides 1.103-12.
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Boiotia in the battle of Koroneia and had to put down the Euboian revolt.333 The poleis of 
Euboia were penalised but not harshly treated, except for Histiaia that suffered 
andrapodismos and resettlement by Athenians. Histiaia commanded the entrance to both 
the Pagasetic Gulf and the Eurippos strait and, thus, gave the Athenians control over the 
major harbours of the area, Pagasai and Stylis.334 Athenian interest in Thessaly was seen 
also in the First Peloponnesian War, since Thessaly, in addition to its resources of grain and 
timber, was the gateway to the north from the Peloponnese, as Brasidas used it in the 
420s.335
The last events in Thucydides account are the Thirty Years Peace and the revolts of 
Samos and Byzantion.336 A few years later, in 437, the Athenians finally managed to settle 
Amphipolis on the Strymon. The importance of Amphipolis to Athenian timber supply is 
illustrated by the reaction to its loss: exopivriq Se zf\q ApxpuroXeax; oL AOrjvaLoi eq piya
8eo<; Ka,T£crrr|aav, a X la x ;  x e  x a i  o n  rj nokxq a u x o lq  f jv  co tp e lip o t; ^ u ta o v  x e  vaw rr|yr]aL pcov
rcojunj Kal yprjpaxcov JipoaoSca337 The text is often considered evidence of timber import
from Amphipolis to Athens based on the interpretation ofpompe as ‘import’.338 Pompe in 
this case, however, is better interpreted as ‘conveyance/escort’, since Amphipolis is not the
333 Thucydides 1.113-4.
334 Stylis is still one of the best moorings in the area and was until the early 1980s a convenient port for 
loading and repairs by the Greek merchant marine. Volos, ancient Pagasai, remains one of the most used and 
trusted harbours in Greece.
335 Thucydides 4.78. Note also the reasoning for the settlement of Herakleia as guarding the passage 
northwards and Euboia (Thucydides 3.92.4). Thessalian timber reserves: Meiggs (1982:128).
336 Thucydides 1.115-6.
337 Thucydides 4.108: “The loss of Amphipolis brought great fear to the Athenians, since the polis was 
particularly helpful to them for the conveyance of shipbuilding timber and revenue”.
38 Smith (1930): “The Athenians were greatly alarmed by the capture of Amphipolis. The chief reason was 
that the city was useful to them for the importation of timber for shipbuilding and for the revenue it 
produced”.
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port from where the ‘sending’ would take place.339 Geographically, Amphipolis dominated 
lake Prasias and its exit to the Strymon, thus, controlled the flow of timber down the river 
to the coast; it was ideally suited for pompe, conveyance/escort.
The Athenian actions during the Pentekontaetia, random as they may seem at first 
glance, follow a pattern intimately connected with resources and particularly timber. The 
pattern is best illustrated by the Athenian settlements in Eion, Amphipolis, Skyros, Histiaia 
and Naupaktos. Four of the five settlements can be connected to timber resources and 
naupegia. Of course, not all expeditions have timber connections, since Athens was an 
imperial power with political, military and economic concerns and it would be short­
sighted to assign one motive to all actions during such a long and volatile period. The 
settlements are clearly connected with timber and naupegia and similar connections are 
valid for the shattering of Thasian control over Neapolis and the other emporia on the 
Strymon coast. Athens concentrated its efforts on Thrace not Macedon, the greatest timber 
producer in northern Greece, due to valid strategic reasons. Macedon was a centralised 
state with a large and experienced army; any expedition was sure to be met with a 
concerted effort far from the Athenians’ favourite battlefield, the sea. In Thrace, on the 
other hand, Athens could and did dominate the area piecemeal, since the Thasians and the 
Thracian tribes did not cooperate. Further, as Meiggs rightly pointed out, alliances with the 
Macedonians were almost impossible to sustain long-term, since foreign policy changed 
with each holder of the throne, as is best illustrated by the different policies towards Athens 
of Perdikkas and Archelaos in the Peloponnesian War.340 Further south, the settlements at 
Histiaia and Naupaktos were mainly pre-emptive controls on potentially hostile poleis in
339 Pompe as conveyance/escort: LSJ s.v. Ttejutco III.
340 Meiggs (1982:126).
the Dorian part of the mainland. In addition, Kimon’s insistence to dominate Cyprus is also 
partly connected to timber.341
Another suggestion connecting naupegia and timber reserves outside Athens has 
been made by Unz concerning the tribute imbalance. Unz suggested that part of the tribute 
was paid not in money but in ships, based on Plutarch’s comment on Kimon’s behaviour 
towards the allies that wanted to avoid military service: Kfpcov rr]v evavxiav o86v ev xrj
axpaxriyux 7uopeu6psvo<; (3Lav pev ofi8evi xgjv  'EAAfjvcov jcpoafjys, yprjpaxa 8e Aapf3avcav
7capa xcov ou pouAopevcov axpaxeueaOai m i vauq kevdq. Blamire argued convincingly
that the detail is authentic, in spite of not appearing in Thucydides.343 It has been suggested 
that the allies were given the choice of either selling their ships to the Athenians or 
exchanging them for new ones.344 However, it is difficult to believe that the Athenians 
would prefer old ships to money or that they would freely provide the means for the allies 
to revolt. Further, the Rhodian contribution in the Sicilian Expedition testifies that the 
tribute-paying allies had warships.345 Unz’s ingenious solution to the tribute imbalance is 
probably right and further connects Athens with allied naupegia, since there is no reason to 
suppose that the 1/60* aparche to Athena included payment in services or ships. The
341 See page 146.
342 Unz (1985:36). Plutarch Kimon 11.2: “Kimon walked the opposite road in his generalship, committing 
violence against none of the Greeks and taking money and empty ships from those who did not want to 
serve”.
343 Blamire (1989:137).
344 Blackman (1969:189-90); Merit! et al (1939-1953: 3.246,250).
345 Thucydides 6.43.1; note, however, that these were pentekonters, so possibly some of the allies even in the 
end of the fifth century had still not converted their fleet to triremes.
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contribution of ships, rather than troops and ships, to Athens by the allies is mentioned also 
in Diodoros again in relation to Kimon*s generalship.346
From the Peloponnesian War, treaties and proxenia decrees relating to oar supplies 
and building in foreign naupegia survive. During the war, especially after 413, Athens 
engaged in various large shipbuilding programs. In the Archidamian War, most building 
was confined to maintenance, while the unexpected windfall of 60 ships at Pylos certainly 
aided Athenian fleet size.347 The Sicilian Disaster spelled a large shipbuilding program and 
the various losses in the Ionian War meant that ships were built throughout the decade until 
Aigospotamoi.348
Most of the evidence concerns the import of oars, starting with the treaty with 
Perdikkas: [kcu  o u 5 e v a  Ko]7tsa<; e x a a y e v  e a c o  c a p  pe A0s[vaio].349 As mentioned earlier, 
the treaty cannot be securely dated beyond the long reign of Perdikkas (440s-413) and 
although Borza argued in favour of a date in the late 420s, a date in the 430s is equally 
possible.350 Borza’s suggestion that the treaty also provided for timber supplies, although 
impossible to disprove due to the fragmentary state of the inscription, cannot be found or 
plausibly restored in the surviving lines.351
The theme of oar supply, again from Macedon, continues with Andokides’
352testimony. Andokides’ position is interesting, since Athens clearly depended upon
346 Diodoros 11.60.5: nap a 5e xcov ae'i TtpocmOejievoov crDjipaxcov jrpoaA,ap6pevo<; vaut; em nkzov r| Curias tov 
ot6Iov, “and from the constantly added allies, he received ships, and thus increased the fleet further”.
347 Thucydides 4.16.3,4.23.1.
348 In the Sicilian Expedition as many as 170 Athenian ships lost: Thucydides 6.43, 7.16, 7.60. Athenian 
losses in the period 412-405 reached 305 ships: Thucydides 8.20, 8.34, 8.42, 8.91, 8.102, 8.104; Xenophon 
Hellenika 1.5.14, 1.6.17,1.6.23,1.6.34, 2.1.28.
349 IG I3 89.31: “And I will not allow [anyone] but an Athe[nian] to export [oa]rs”.
350 Borza (1987:44).
351 Borza (1987:44).
352 Andokides 2.11.
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private traders for its oar supply. Oar supply for the Athenians in Samos in 411 must have 
been particularly problematic since the regular supply lines stopped in Athens where the 
oligarchs were in control. The Athenians did not rely only on the goodwill o f  traders or the 
odd exile but provided incentives to traders to import oars, as testified by the honours given 
to Phanosthenes and Antiochides: — ’ Avjrioxtdei Ka[\ <t>avoa0ev£i
 12..... ]|[.....10.....]<; ’A0T]vatoic; [..]i[.........19.......]|[.....10.....]opa<; Kai xa aAAa
hox[ w ]|[.... s....xo]v Sspov xov 'A0eva([ov 14.......M -..6... Ka0a7ce]p Kai vuv
auxdc;, Kai hfomx; av <patv£xai| ’A0r]vaiov o S£po]<; hoc; rcepi noXko 7toi[6pevo<; xb<; 
eady|ovxa<; Ko]7t£a<; [xaji yapiv ocTcobooov to A[oux6v, ax&keq t|oko £Ka]xoaxo [xojc; K07reag
hoc; syayov [oc7io56vtov xoi<;| xpi]ep07coioi<;, K[a\] hoi Tpieporcoioi [......12......]| (IO)[ti0]£vtov
e<; to va[u7ie]yiov, Kai eav 8fi[ovxai auxov hoi| ax]pax£yoi xpoa0o[v (pp]d£pvxsc; xei p[o^£i 
xai d7io8i8|6v]x£<; xev xexaypevtev] xipe[v], Kai ho[i vaimeyoi 8ovto|v xo]i<; xpi£p07ioio[i<;
xa x£]xaypev[a...5..? ’ Avxioxi8s|<; Kai] <I>avoc0ev£<; xo[ 26.......... ]|a5)[...8..]xo ho
heM^vofxapiac; ..........20........]|[—#...]q %p£a0ai e<; x[ 25.......... ]|[....aux]oiv
ayayovx[oiv 22............]| [....7...]aopai, £7iaiv[eaai ’Avxioxibev Kai <X>avoo0ev|ev on
£8ia]KOV£oax£[v  ....... 24.......... .]|(20)[....7... Kai] 7ipoady[ev auxo xoq rcpoxdvec;
 9....]|[....8....£K]K^ea([a...............26.............]|[.....11.... a]AXo------- 3-4 w —  |xi £7ta[iv£aai x£
auxoc; Kai avaypatpaai 7rpoya£voc; Ka]|i euepyexac; sv[at 8e auxoic; h£np£c0ai aXko hov av 
8£]|(2s)Ovxai Tcapa ’ A0£v[aiov- avaypatpaai 8e....8.... £v ax£]X£i £U£py£xa<; ’A0[evaiov ep
rcoXei xov ypappaxca x£q] Po>-£<; vacat\ vacat 0.11 |------- [.....10.....]| [— xe]v poX[ev.
— to]8<£> (pofifcpiopa ava|ypd(paaxo ho ypappaxauc; ho x£q poX]£<; ev ax[£^£i Ai0i|v£i------
]i 8e xoc; p2a)------- 1[—.]v—|--ax£—1(35)—iKa--|[--.]ov-|[-..]va- .353
353 IG I3 182: ... to [Ant]iochides an[d Phanosthenes].. .to the Athenians.. .and the others that...[the] demos of
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The inscription comprises of two decrees, of which the first is too fragmentary for 
restoration to be attempted and the second is also fragmentary but can be partially restored. 
The second decree falls in the period 420-405 according to letter forms and if the 
Phanosthenes honoured is the general of 407/6 then it must surely fall before that year, 
since Phanosthenes is treated as a non-citizen.354 The two main issues debated are the 
circumstances under which the decree was passed and, thus, its date and what type of tax 
the hekatoste was. The dates proposed are c420, 420-15 and after 410; all three based on 
the need of Athens for oars and the interpretation of the hekatoste?55 Athenian need for 
oars has been variously connected to a break in relations with Macedon, the preparations 
for the Sicilian Expedition and the Ionian War. Athenian relations with Macedon were 
volatile throughout the period and if the treaty with Perdikkas is not dated to the 420s but 
earlier, then supply from Macedon cannot be considered a decisive factor for dating the 
honours to Phanosthenes. Any connection with specific expeditions, either the Sicilian 
Expedition or the Ionian War, disregards the fact that Athenian need for oars was a constant 
factor throughout the classical period. Assuming that Athens would have a policy of 
enticing traders only in times of crisis ignores that oars were as much in constant demand as 
grain in the fourth century. Times of war heightened the need but such circumstances were 
more common than peace for the Athenian fleet in the fifth century. The accession of
the Athenians... [alwayjs and now he, and [as it appears]. As [the demos of Athens], who has the greatest 
respect for those importing o]ars [a]nd, thus, desires to return [their] service, [let diem have ateleia from the 
hek]atoste tax [for t]he oars they bring to [the trie]ropoioi and die trieropoioi... [pu]t in the na[upe]gion. And 
if they con[sider him the str]ategoi oug[ht to t]ell the [boule and giv]e the appointed] pric[e], and the 
[naupegoi must give the] irieropoi[oi those ap]pointed... [Antiochides and] Phanosthenes... the 
hellenotamiai...must for...they broug[ht]...ho[nour Antiochides and Phanosthenes for tr]ansporti[ng],..[and] 
take [it to the prytaneis]... [ek]klesi[a]... [o]ther.. ,3-4vv.. .hon[our them and inscribe them as proxenoi a]nd 
le[the them be] euergetai. [Find what else they w]ant from the Athefnians. Inscribe ... on the ste]le as 
euergetai of the Athenians in the city by the grammateus of the] boule vacat ...[th]e boul[e] ...[the 
grammateus of the bou]le to [inscribe the] de[cree on a ston]e ste\le\.......
354 Walbank (1978:323-4) on the letterforms and Kirchner (1901-3:14083) on Phanosthenes.
355 C420: Mattingly (1966:198-201), 420-15: Walbank (1978:323) and after 410: Meritt (1945:130-2).
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Archelaos in 413 probably made supply easier for Athens, since Archelaos did not share 
Perdikkas’ anti-Athenian prejudices, although Athenian feelings may have taken long to be 
soothed after Perdikkas’ behaviour. McDonald’s argument on the language and spirit of 
the decree as compared to decrees before the Sicilian Disaster is attempting a comparison 
between different types of intervention. A comparison between a treaty between states 
and an incentive to private individuals cannot be successfully argued, since the means of 
communication and the aims of the respective actions are different. Interstate relations 
encompass a variety of factors and concerns which cannot be applied to the relations 
between a government and private individuals or groups.
The other issue of debate, the nature of the hekatoste, depends upon the variant 
interpretations of the hekatoste as an import-export tax or a transit/harbour tax and is 
related to the imposition of the 5% import-export tax in 414/3 to all harbours in the 
empire.357 Firstly, since the 5% tax was imposed in lieu of tribute, there is no reason to 
suppose that it included the Piraeus, since Athens did not pay tribute. Secondly, the 5% 
tax and the existence of other import-export taxes in the harbours of the empire are not 
mutually exclusive, since poleis still needed income. Finally, McDonald’s note that a tax is 
not necessarily an import-export tax is absolutely justified. However, his argument that the 
hekatoste in the Phanosthenes decree is a harbour or transit tax is very difficult to 
substantiate.358 On the one hand, an ateleia from a transit tax is totally irrelevant to the 
issues involved in the decree, since the traders are honoured for the import of oars. 
McDonald implies that the ateleia is an empty honour and that “Athens hoped to encourage
356 McDonald (1981:145-6).
357 Thucydides 7.28.4.
358 McDonald (1981:142-4).
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such import while keeping her financial losses to a minimum”?59 However, if the 
hekatoste is a transit tax, then the grant of ateleia would encourage transit not imports, 
which is patently against Athenian interests in this case. On the other hand, if the hekatoste 
is a harbour tax, then the argument is stronger, although McDonald does not seem to 
differentiate the two. However, the provisions of lines 8-13 do not support this 
interpretations, since the officials involved are the naupegoi, the trieropoioi and the 
strategoi, none of them connected to the administration of the harbour or the emporion. 
The initial problem with the interpretation of the decree is that a change of subject is 
assumed in the middle of a proxenia decree, where, presumably, the boule encourages the 
demos to confer honours and ateleia from the hekatoste to those importing oars.360 
However, the references to Antiochides and Phanosthenes in lines 1 and 13-4 respectively, 
which bracket this perceived hiatus indicate that our perception of the structure of the 
decree is skewed. Lines 5-7 are instrumental in this case since they have been assumed to 
advice the demos, when they can as easily be interpreted as an explanation of the demos ’ 
motives in awarding the ateleia. Thus, lines 8-13 indicate the procedure through which the 
ateleia can be granted. The end of the decree has been interpreted as a rider including 
several names of the associates of Antiochides and Phanosthenes, who are granted 
euergesia and are presumably also party to the ateleia grant.361 If the idea of a hiatus is 
abandoned, then the theme of the decree is clearly discernible. A group of traders, headed 
by Phanosthenes and Antiochides, are provided with a large financial incentive to continue 
their services to the Athenian fleet and the decree stipulates the procedure through which
359 McDonald (1981:144).
360 McDonald (1981:141): “In the second decree, after a reference to Antiochides and Phanosthenes, the 
demos is instructed to encourage and thank those who import ship’s oars by exempting them from the one 
percent tax”.
361 See Walbank (1978:313-24) on the various fragments and the rider.
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the incentive will be granted practically. The provisions o f the ateleia are more in concert 
with an import-export tax, specifically as in line 12 the issue of price is considered. The 
level of import-export taxes in Athens in the period cannot be securely ascertained, since
'XfkOthe first definite mention is dated to 401, when it is a pentekoste. Possibly the tax 
increased after the Peloponnesian War to help state finances. It is equally possible that 
military supplies were under a different tax provision as a general incentive to traders 
during the war. If such was the case, then the provisions of the decree are even clearer. 
The group of traders honoured are provided with an incentive specific to them, which 
explains why the ateleia is so complicated. If this was a general ateleia to all importers of 
oars then it would have been imposed in the emporion directly upon import. The decree 
provides for special status of this particular group and thus the administering of the ateleia 
falls to the officials accepting the oars and ultimately with the boule through the strategoi.
The last and most interesting piece of evidence is the infamous Archelaos decree, a 
horribly fragmentary inscription but with clues tantalisingly tempting to the restorer. This 
is a very interesting document but extreme caution is necessary, since this is a classic case 
of history from square brackets. The inscription includes two documents, firstly, a decree 
detailing emergency finance measures to enable the successful completion of ships built in 
foreign naupegia, and, secondly, a proxenia decree relating to services connected to timber 
and oars. The names of both the archon and the honorary have not survived and most of 
the provisions of both decrees need heavy restoration. The original restoration by Wilhelm 
dated the inscription to 411/10 and connected the proxenia decree with the Pydna affair.363
362 Andokides 1.133.
363 Wilhelm (1922^1:122-71).
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An alternative restoration by Meritt dated it to 407/6 and this version has been 
widely accepted by scholars and included in the epigraphic corpora364: [eSoxosv xsi poXei
Kai to]i Sepor AKa[pa|vxlg ETipuxdveue, Oe^jXeug [£yp]ap[p]dx[eu|e, Avxiy£veg epye,
Etp]upxio[g £]7teaxd[xe,| AAiaPiddeg e t a '  £g x]£v 7co[t8]oiv xov [v8|(5)ov S av e iaa i xog
axpa]xeyog x[6]g pexa n[e|piK>.£og apyupiov n a p ] a  xov {x[o]v} dvxov a|[7io5eKxov xolg
vaujreyjolg* ho 5’ av 8av£i|[aocriv5 arcoSovxov auxojlg naXxv hoi xpi|[8po^oxoi' xog 8k
x e x a y jp e v o g  rikev £ttI x|(10)[£v  7c^£poaiv  x o v  v e o v  h ]o g  x d y icr ra  a 7 ro a |[x 8 X d v x o v  h o i
axpaxey]or e l 8e p£, eaayo |[a0ov  7cpo8oaLag eg xo 8]iKaax£piov* ho[i| 8k axpaxsyol nepl
xo p]e £0£lovxog am|[£vai eoayovxov* xeg S]£ KopiSeg xov v8[o|{]5)v, hag av hoi vaujteyol]
£y MaKeSoviag ox|[eXXooi, xev Po^ev £7n]p8Xe08vai, ho7rog| [av axaloatv hog xaxiojxa
A0£va^8 Kai 7i|[X8po0oai Kai £7il lovijav Kopl^exai he| [axpaxia (puAd%coaa cpuj a^K£v xev
a p ia x |(2o)[ev kav 5e xig p£ 7toeaei] Kaxa xauxa, 6cps^j[ev pup  lag S paxpag  auxo ]v  h iepag  xei
A0|[evaLar xoi 8k 7tpoxoi £X,0]ovxi Kai Kop[i|aapevoi vauv Sovai Sopsav K]a0a7i[ep
£5|oxaev xoi 5£pov kmi8k 8k ApxeXag Kal|(25) vuv Kai ev xoi 7rpoa0ev xpjoyoi ea[xlv av|£p
aya0og 7t£pl A0eval]og xog xe £K7i[Aeu|aavxag vaujieyog av£^]apev Kai £g xo [ve|opiov ev
. . . . 9....... ] a7r£7T8pcpa8v K a[l| K a x e a x so e v  eg xo  h a u x ]o  axp a x o T teS o v  K|(3o)[al eS oK ev  a u x o lg
X<n3A,]a Kai Korceag Kal| [ a l i a  hoaov eSeovxo nap’] auxo aya0a, £7ia|[iveaai ApyeXai hog
364 Meritt’s original restoration retained the connection with Pydna: Meritt (1932:110-5). De Sanctis’ 
criticisms relating to the chronology of the Pydna affair and the plausibility of an event four years old being 
honoured in conjunction to the first decree [de Sanctis (1935:209)] caused Meritt to eschew the restoration of 
Pydna in line 28 [Meritt (1936:246-52)]. Since then, although Meritt’s restoration has been widely followed, 
there have been various versions; Meiggs and Lewis preferred to leave the missing parts of lines 28 and 29 
blank [Meiggs & Lewis (1988:277-80)], while the editors of IG I3 preferred to return to Meritt’s 1932 
restoration retaining the connection with Pydna [IG I3 117],
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ov]xi av5pL aya0oi| [Kai ;rpo0upoi Tcoiev hoxji Suvaxai dya0|[ov, Kai av0’ ov euspy£xeK]sv
xev T6 ^6A,iv|(35)[Kai xov 8epov xov A0evai]ov dvaypa<paa|[i auxov K a i 7taISa£ 7ipoxa£vo]<; 
K ai e[uep|y£xac; £p 7roX£i £CT£^£v A,i0 lve]v K [a i E7ri|p£Xsa0 ai auxov —].365
It is not certain whether the two decrees relate to the same incident. The assumption 
that they do is implied by the fact that both restorers were inclined to read Pydna as the 
missing neorion in line 28. Even Meritt, after de Sanctis’ rightful objection to Pydna, 
merely left the name unrestored without attempting to include another neorion in the 
equation. Yet the relation of the two decrees is not immediately apparent, since the first 
decree does not mention where the ships are being built considering it known or obvious, 
while the second finds it necessary to name the neorion in question. The specific naming 
of the neorion implies that the two events are not directly related, or at least not as closely 
as commonly assumed. The main reason why Pydna was restored by both Wilhelm and 
Meritt was that the stratopedon in line 29 implies a connection with a military operation. 
Except the Pydna campaign in 411/10, the only other major operation we know of in 
northern Greece is the quelling of the oligarchic revolt in Thasos. The main staging area of 
the Athenians in that incident was Neapolis on the mainland. The assistance of the
365 The version used here is Meritt (1936): “[It seemed good to the Boule and th]e demos [what Alkibiades 
proposed, at the prytany of] Akama[ntis], when [Phe]lleus was [gr]am[m]a[teus, Antigenes was archon] and 
[Siby]rtio[s] was \e]pista[tes\. [For the] bui[ld]ing of the shi[ps], [lend to the gen]erals, [fro]m the existing 
[apodektai] of the [money of] Pe[rikles, for the naupe]goi. What they [lend to be given back to them by the 
trieropoioi. The gener]als to disp[atch] quickly [those sele]cted to sail for t[he completion of the ships.] If 
not they are to be accu[sed with treason at the c]ourts and the [generals to be accused about n]ot complying. 
[The boule is to ta]ke care [of t]he sending of the shi[ps, those that the naupegoi] in Macedonia se[nd], so 
[that they are sent quick]est to Athens and c[rewed there] for the best dispatch of the g[uarding army to Ion]ia. 
[If someone does not act] according to these provisions, then he ow[es 10,000 drachmai] as sacred money to 
Ath[ena. Those who co]me first or are first to se[nd a ship are to be given money], as it se[ems best to the 
demos. Archelaos] has been [a good man towards the Athe]nians, [in the p]ast [and in the present]. He too[k
care] of the [naupegoi who] sai[led out] and sent them [to the neorion i n  ,] and also [put them up in
that] camp an[d gave them timber] and oars and [whatever other] goods [they asked] of him. Pra[ise 
Archelaos for be]ing a good man [and willing to do wha]tever go[od] he can [and thus he has benefited the 
polis [and the demos of the Athenians. Inscrib[e him and his children on a ston]e [stele in the polis as a 
proxeno\s and [euergetes, and take care of him --]”,
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Neapolitans to Athens in that affair is testified by the Athenian honours to Neapolis in 409- 
7. Neapolis in addition to being in a good strategic position to attack Thasos was also a 
naupegion of note: jrapa 5e xf)v napoXiav ion Sxpupovoq Kai Aaxqvwv jto^k; Ns&tco^k; Kai 
ai)xo xo Aaxov, euKapna TieSia Kai 7ipvr|v Kai 7toxapoi)<; Kai vaujtf|yia Kai xpriaeia 
A,uaixsXfj e^ov, <xq>’ on Kai rcapoipia^ovxai «Aaxov aya0<hv» foq Kai «aya0a>v 
aya0T5a<;».367 Epigraphically, the restoration of Neapolis is valid, since the form Neai 
TloXei appears in contemporary inscriptions, and, historically, the use of Neapolis as 
naupegion for the Athenians is not improbable given the Athenian presence in the area 
since the 460s.368 The journey of the naupegoi would fall either during the suppression of 
the oligarchic revolution or immediately afterwards. The slight delay of the honours to 
Archelaos is paralleled by the second decree honouring the Neapolitans and best explained 
by the unwillingness of the Athenians to extend honours without considerable positive 
action from the Macedonians. Their experiences of Perdikkas’ double-dealings during the 
last 30 years must have surely taken its toll in the relations with the new king. Such 
positive action would entail Perdikkas’ active help as presupposed by the first decree, not 
merely a small service of conveyance. As was mentioned above the Archelaos decree is 
firmly history from square brackets and thus every caution is necessary in dealing with the 
information it provides.
The decree as restored by Meritt is evidence of the building of ships outside Athens 
in a naupegion in northern Greece. Such building has been considered an extraordinary
366 IG I3 101.
367 Strabo 7a. 1.36.2-6: “On the coast of the Strymon and the polis of Daton, Neapolis, and Daton itself, there 
are fertile fields and a lake and rivers and naupegia and great gold mines, at the extent that the proverb says 
‘Rich Daton’ as in ‘Riches to the rich”’.
368 The dative Neat IloXei as found in IG I3 101 fits the nine-letter gap in Meritt’s restoration. The iotas take 
up on space on the stoichedon, as common in the surviving lines.
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measure brought about by the inability of Athens to provide secure conveyance of timber 
from the north to the Piraeus during the Ionian War.369 However, the problem of secure 
conveyance was not confined to the Ionian War but persisted throughout the fourth century. 
Additionally, the decree is dated at a time when Athens enjoyed a temporary supremacy in 
the Aegean after Kyzikos and before Notion. Thus, the circumstances of the Archelaos 
decree are more in line with those of the Athenian Empire before the Sicilian Expedition 
that with later periods when Athenian domination of the Aegean and the north was 
contested or absent.
Another incident earlier in the Peloponnesian War testifies as to the Athenian policy 
concerning foreign timber reserves and use of foreign naupegia. During the Sicilian 
Expedition, the Athenians had amassed a quantity of timber in Kaulonia, which was burnt 
by their enemies: K ai tco v  x s  rcXoicov £ 7 n x u x o u a a i xa noXka 5i£(p0sipav Kai ZpXa
vauTrriyfjaipa ev xrj KauAroviaxibi K ax£K au aav , a  xolq A0r|vaun<; £ x o lp a  fjv.370 Kaulonia
was the outlet of the San Bruno fir forest via the Sagra River.371 Thucydides is vague as to 
the intentions of the Athenians concerning this timber, particularly as to whether it was 
seasoned for transport to Athens. The intentions of the Athenians concerning the south 
Italian and Sicilian timber reserves are revealed earlier in Alkibiades’ speech to the 
Spartans: el be Ttpoxcoprjcste xavra rj mvxa r) Kai xa tcA^ lco, fjbrj xrj neXoTcowrjoco
epeXAopev £7tixeipf|ceiv, Kopiaavx£<; ^uprcaoav p£v xqv £KeI0ev 7cpooyevop£vriv buvapiv
xcov rEAA,f|vcov, noXkovq be pappapooc; ptaOcoaapevoi K a i Tpr|pa<; K a i cOOvovc, xcbv £K £l
369 Meiggs (1982:128).
370 Thucydides 7.25.2: “And chancing upon those ships, they destroyed many and burned the shipbuilding 
timber in the territory of Kaulonia, which was ready for the Athenians”.
371 Meiggs (1982:354).
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6|ioAx)yoD|X£V£D<; vuv pappapcov paxipcoxaxouc;, xpirjpex  ^ is  7tpo^  xal<; rjpsiEpau; 7toXla<; 
vavTrriyriadpevot, £xoucrri  ^xrjc; IxaXiaq dtpGova.372 The Athenians never achieved the
ambitions set forth by Alkibiades but they apparently considered a matter of course to build 
triremes in local naupegia in the resource areas after the conquest of a new area. Putting all 
of Sicily and Magna Graecia under Athenian control can be interpreted as an ambitious 
plan, and its success a set of extraordinary circumstances comparable to those of the Ionian 
War when Athenian control of the Aegean was threatened by a Peloponnesian fleet. 
Simultaneously, however, imperial control over the western Greeks was not truly more 
extraordinary than control over the Aegean, Asia Minor, northern Greece and the Propontis, 
which the Athenians had already achieved. A viable interpretation of the relation of 
Athenian actions during the empire and timber must also include the use of allied naupegia 
for the Athenian fleet.
The Sicilian Disaster also appears to have spurred a shipbuilding program: opco  ^81 
d><; £K xcov UTcapxovxcov e8ok81 xpfjvai pf) evbibovai, aXka TtapaaKSud s^aOai Kai vauxiKov, 
60sv av buvcovxai Xa ^up^opiaapevouq, Kai %prjpaxa, Kai xa xcov ^upp&xcov eq 
aaqxi/Uiav 7toisia0ai, Kai paAaaxa xf|v Eupotav.373 The use of ^up7ropiaapevou<; implies 
construction in Athens itself, which could be considered the model of how the Athenians 
built their fleet. However, the situation in Athens at the time was one of intense panic 
characterised by fear of widespread allied revolt: xou<; xs and xrj<; 'ZiKe'kiaq JtoXspioix; si)0uc; 
aqncnv evopi^ov xq> vauxiKw £711 xov Ilsipaia jrtauaeioOai, aAlcog xe Kai xoaouxov
372 Thucydides 6.90.3: “If these matters were successful, either in their entirety or in the most part, we planned 
to attack the Peloponnese by bringing here the whole force of Greeks who had joined us from there, and to 
hire many barbarians, both Iberians and others from there who are truly the best in battle of the barbarians of 
the present day. Further we would build many triremes beyond our own, since Italy has abundant timber”.
373 Thucydides 8.1.3: “But as things were, it seemed to them that must not give in but to prepare a navy, bring 
in timber from wherever they could, and money, and secure the allies, especially Euboia”.
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K p axtjaavxag , Kai x o u g  a u x o 0 £ v  7i;oX£ptoi)g x o x e  8f| K a i 8urA,aaicog jtd vxa  
jia p ea K E u a a p ev o u g  K axa K paxoq fj8r| K a i ek yrjc; K a i ek O a X a o a p g  £7ciK 8ioeo0a i, K at x o u g  
^D pp axoix; atptbv p e x ’ ab xtb v  a jr o c x a v x a g .374 If the policy of the Athenians during the 
empire was to build their fleets in Athens, then it is surprising that they did not have regular 
supply lines. If however, the opposite was true, that the Athenians relied upon their 
dominion of foreign and allied resources and naupegia for their fleet, then the implied lack 
of supplies and the need for fast and imperative action are explained.
The battle of Aigospotamoi deprived the Athenians of both their fleet and their 
empire. The fourth century was a different era and Athens, while remaining one of the 
major players, never regained the prominence of the fifth century. However, the fleet 
remained its greatest advantage and, after 378, the largest in the Aegean. In the 370s, 
Athens got timber from Macedon: si 8e eucoxa Xoyi^opai, cnco7r8i, ecprj, Kai xauxa. exovxsg
(rev ye MaKeSovlav, 8v0ev Kai AOryvaioi xa 'tpXa ayovxai, noXv Sfjxton 7i;?ieiot><; £K8lvcov
iKavol eaopsOa vaug TroirjaaaOai.375 Here Jason of Pherai contemplates the steps to
supremacy and Xenophon of Athens reveals the superstructure of naval dominion. 
Whether Xenophon represents a specifically Athenian perspective or a general Greek idea 
of how to achieve naval power cannot be ascertained. Either way, however, the implication 
is that dominion over timber resources is a necessary step to achieving naval power. The 
timing of Jason’s comment is particularly significant since at roughly the same time the
374 Thucydides 8.1.2: “They thought the navy of their enemies in Sicily would immediately sail against the 
Piraeus, and they must hold, and that their enemies here would double their efforts both by land and by sea, 
and the allies would go over to them”.
375 Xenophon Hellenika 6,1.11: “And consider these points as well, he said, to see whether my thoughts are 
reasonable. Having Macedon, from where the Athenians get timber, we will certainly be able to build more 
ships than them”.
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Athenians had concluded a treaty with Amyntas of Macedon. The provisions of the 
treaty have not survived but assuming that some were related to timber or oars is valid. 
Surely, the renewed opening up of Macedonian timber supplies to the Athenians was a 
recent event, since a few years earlier the Athenians had a definite anti-Macedonian stance 
in their support for Olynthos against Amyntas and the Spartans.377
The only other literary reference to shipbuilding timber comes from the end of our 
period after the accession of Alexander: tc o  y a p  xov xoxe in i xrjq vscoq eiorik&voavxa, ov
eSei su0uq pexa xrj<; xpifjpooq ucp' upatv ajtoAxo^evai, aixslaGai vawny/fjaaoGai pucpa
nkoia ev xoig rjpsxepon; tapeai ncbg ou mxatpaveq oxi avxi xou slgkXslv to  evOvg ivSov
elvai eprixavcbvxo; Kai si Xsnxa nXoia U7ropsvoupev, oliyov uaxepov Kai xpifjp£iq: Kai el
xo 7ipcoxov oXiyag, piKpcp uaxepov noXXag. ou yap 5f] eaxi y’ ebtelv cog A0fjvr|cn p£v
atpGovcov ovxcov xatv vat)7rr|yr|aLpcov u^Xcov, xdrv poyiq Kai 7t6ppa)0£V cioKopt^opevtov, e v
5e xrj MaKsbovia emXEXouroxoov, tx\ Kai xoig aXXoig xoig PouXopevoiq svxeXiaxaxa
K aG iaxapevr], aXX' cpovG' dp a xe van rrriyfjosoG ai e v x a u O a  K a i 7iXr|pcbo£o0ai e v  tco Xipevi
[tco  7ip O £ ip r |p £ v cp ], e v  Taig K o iv a lg  o p o ^ o y L a i ;  b ie ip r jp e v o v  p r jb e v  x o io u x o v  e io b e x e c B a i ,
Kai xoux' e^EoeaOai exri nksov aei 7roi£iv.378 Demosthenes 17 is not a genuine
376 IG II2 102.
377 Xenophon Hellenika 5.2.15 and Diodoros 15.19 on the alliance between Sparta and Amyntas; Homblower 
(1991b:206).
378 Demosthenes 17.27-8: “When the men who sailed in with the ship, whom you should have immediately 
destroyed along with their ship, and asked to build small ships in your harbours, was it not obvious that they 
schemed not to enter the harbour but to be inside it from the start? And if we tolerate small ships, then a bit 
later we will tolerate triremes, and if in the beginning a few, then later many. And no-one can claim that there 
is abundant shipbuilding timber in Athens, when we import it with difficulty and from great distance, while 
there is none in Macedon, where it is cheap for all who want it. But they planned to build and crew them 
here, although it is stipulated in the common agreement that such is not allowed, and they assumed that they 
would be able to do this always and in greater quantity”.
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Demosthenic work, as recognised since antiquity and supported by stylometric evidence; 
however, it is a genuine fourth-century creation by a member of the anti-Macedonian party, 
possibly Hypereides.379 The speech must have been delivered before the Theban revolt, 
according to internal references, and is the only evidence of a treaty between Alexander and 
the Greeks before the destruction of Thebes, possibly in the convention at the Isthmos after 
Philip's death.380 The speech provides incontrovertible evidence of the import of timber to 
Athens for the building of warships. Simultaneously, however, it provides equally 
incontrovertible evidence that building warships in foreign naupegia was such a common 
occurrence to guarantee a provision in the treaty between Alexander and the Greek poleis. 
Possibly, the clause was deliberately inserted against Athenian interests and practice, since 
Athens was the major naval threat to Macedon.
For the fourth century, our information on the Athenian navy is supplemented by 
the accounts of the epimeletai tou neoriou, a series of inscriptions spanning the period 377- 
322.381 Unfortunately, the accounts contain only sparse references to timber, naupegia or 
shipbuilding, since the epimeletai were not the officials responsible for building triremes, 
although the redesigning or repair of ships fell under their jurisdiction.382 There is only one 
reference to naupegia in the inscriptions: exepa Tpirjpq^, rji| ovopa eaxiv Bor|0sia,|
ApxevrfiSoo Ipyovj (130) xauxriv qpispyovl 7iapaXa(36vxsq| e k  x c j v  Tq^ayoveicovj
379 Milne (2000:205-6).
380 Vince (1954:463).
381 IG II2 1604-32.
382 IG II2 1612.145-217. There is considerable debate over these architektones, since it is apparent in the 
inscriptions that these people were not the officials mentioned in AthPol 46.1, see Jordan (1972:53-4) and 
Gabrielsen (1994:133).
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[vau7rr]YL]oov f|fi.el<;...383 The inscription is dated to 357/6 and the building of the Boetheia
to 3 58/7.384 The location of the Telegoneia naupegia is unknown, although it is a fair 
inference that they were in Attika. However, Telegonos was not an Attic hero, nor is the 
name attested among the known Athenian names. Possibly the Telegoneia naupegia imply 
a connection with Torone, which not only had a mythological connection with the hero but 
also had harbours with maritime opportunities.385 Torone was conquered by Timotheos in 
364 but had probably been lost to Athens by 357.386 One of the architektones who were 
also naupegoi was named Pamphilos and was possibly a Toronean, if we connect him with 
a gravestone found in Athens, while the other architekton who is also a naupegos is named 
Amyntas, a name most common in the peri-Macedonian area.387 The connections are 
tentative but it is possible that Torone was used by Athens in the 360s as a naupegion and 
its loss spelled the migration of shipbuilders from there to Athens, either voluntarily or not.
The only other relevant reference is to the import of unshaved oars in the early 
320s: Tappoix; ini TETpfjpsu;, ou<; | ArmaSi^ £Loe7iptaxo,| KampyaaOqoav 8e e t t l  |
AvtikXeoix; apxovxoq I An.388 Demades was a prominent politician in the 330s and the 
320s; it is uncertain whether his purchase of unshaved oars was done in an official capacity
383 IG II2 1611.127-33: “Another trireme, with the name Boetheia, a work of Archeneides; this one we took 
over half-built from the Telegoneia [naupegi]a, we...”.
384 Archonship of Kephisodotos (IG II2 1611.21).
385 Livy 45.30.4.
386 Capture: Diodoros 15.81.6; lost by 357: Isokrates 7.9.
387 Pamphilos: IG II2 1612.156, 164, 172, 176, 184. Gravestone: IG II2 10454. Amyntas: IG II2 1612.202, 
207. The name Amyntas is most common in northern Greece and Thrace; there are 42 known in the Aegean 
area (LGPN Vol.l), 27 in Attika (Vol.2), 24 in the Peloponnese and the West (Vol.3a) 90 in central Greece, 
mainly in Thessaly (Vol.3b) and 100 in northern Greece (Vol.4) [information from statistical service of 
www.lgpn.ox.ac.uk].
388 IG II2 1629.348-51: “15 Oar sets for the tetrereis, which Demades bought and where shaved in the archon 
year of Antikles”.
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or merely the gift of a prominent public figure. The expense was certainly considerable, 
since fifteen tetreric tarroi would cost around 10,000 drachmai.39° Demades was a member 
of the pro-Macedonian party and had close personal relations with leading figures in 
Alexander’s court and possibly Alexander himself.391 Possibly these oars are part of a 
transaction similar to that described by Andokides in 411, where an Athenian uses his 
personal relations with Macedonians to acquire oar supplies for his city.
The previous two episodes are the only direct evidence relating to shipbuilding and 
the timber trade in the epimeletai accounts; however, two further issues can be indirectly 
related to the building of the Athenian fleet. Firstly, a captured ship whose name has not 
survived is mentioned as the work of Eudikos. The assignation of a specific ship, which 
has been captured from an enemy fleet, to a known shipbuilder, begs the question of how 
the epimeletai knew. The issue is further complicated by the fact that Eudikos can be 
restored as shipwright of two other Athenian ships. Possibly, the captured triakontoros 
had the name of its shipwright written on the woodwork; that would make it unique among 
captured ships. Alternatively, since it is difficult to imagine Athenian naupegia building 
ships for Athens’ enemies, the triakontoros was built in a foreign naupegion, which 
accepted equally Athenian and other orders.
389 A gap in Demades’ official career in 329-6 means he could be one of the epimeletai'. Develin (1989:717).
390 9,975 drachmai to be exact at 665 drachmai per tarros as in IG II2 1629.684.
391 Pro-Macedonian like Phokion: Arrian 1.10.3-5; Plutarch Demosthenes 23.2, 28.2, PhoMon 26.2-3’ 
Diodoros 18.1.1; Demosthenes 18.285. Friendship with Alexander: Plutarch Demosthenes 23.6 
(PouXeuop^vcov Se xtov ’ A&nvaiwv Kai Siarcopodvxcov, o AtipdSn<; Xapwv itevxe xaXavxa Tcapa xtov av5p<nv 
cbpoX6yr[ae rcpecpeuaeiv Kai SerjcreaGai xoG paa&£G)<; imep auxmv, eixs xrj cpiAia Tnaxeucav, eix£ 7tpoo6oK(bv 
peoxov eupfjoeiv dxrrcep Xsovxa tpdvau KEKopsajisvov, “as the Athenians were considering and carrying on, 
Demades after having accepted a bribe of five talents from the men, he agreed to become an ambassador and 
beg the king on their behalf, either trusting on their friendship or considering that he, like a lion, would be 
sated of slaughter”.
392 IG II2 1629.145-6: [xpiaKovx]opo<; aixpa)aoxo<; ...A... EuSIkou epy, “a captured triakontoros ...A ... a 
work of Eudikos”.
393 IG II2 1628.145, 1631.22.
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Secondly, none o f  the makers/builders o f  triremes is ever graced with a demotic. 
Possibly, the majority o f  naupegoi were metics; that, however, is a surprise since by the 
middle o f  the fourth century there should have been a long tradition o f  shipbuilding in 
Attica, if  we assume that the triremes o f  the Athenian fleet were being built there since the 
early fifth century. If  we take this one-step further and look into the names o f  the 
naupegoi, the situation becomes even more interesting. The study o f  naming patterns and 
commonality o f names in different eras and areas is still an unexplored field, mainly 
because the major resource on ancient names, the Lexicon o f  Greek Personal Names, is not 
yet complete. Consequently, any argument utilising name commonality suffers from major 
methodological problems, mainly relating to the lack o f  a study o f  the relation between 
population densities, survival, excavation and inscriptional patterns and name survival. 
Acknowledging the above limitations, a study o f  name com monality o f  naupegoi and 
architektones still affords valuable insights. The only correction to the raw sample in this 
study is the reduction o f the Athenian sample (Vol. II) by Vs. The reduction is the smallest 
possible, as a basic comparison between volumes II (Attika) and Ilia  (Peloponnese, western 
Greece, Sicily, Magna Graecia) o f  the LGPN suggests.394
Volume Areas Total People Men Only
I Aegean islands, Cyprus, Kyrenaike 66489 60249
II 'H  | Attika 62361 56618
Ilia Peloponnese, western Greece, Sicily, Magna Graecia 43261 36848
Illb central Greece 43456 38752
IV Macedon, Thrace, northern Black Sea 43456 38752
The difference between the figures of volumes II and Ilia is close to 'A o f the Attic sample. A basic 
comparison of estimated populations with results biased in favour of Attika, using a mere 10% of territory 
under grain cultivation, Columella’s lower yields and the highest consumption rates, the estimated population 
of the Peloponnese and Sicily is 711,000 people, more than twice the projected population of Attika in the 
fourth century (on this see further page 211). Without considering western Greece and Magna Graecia, 
volume Ilia should have more than double the individuals in the Attic sample. The correction by [A is most 
conservative and certainly biases the results towards Attika.
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The sample used is 57 names o f  nciupegoi and architektones mentioned in the 
epimeletai accounts; the following table demonstrates the commonality o f  the naupegoi and 
architektones names according to LGPN volume395:
LGPN Volume Number o f  naupegoilarchitektones names 
most commonly found in this area
(1) Aegean islands, Cyprus, Kyrenaike 24
(II) Attika 22
(Ilia) Peloponnese, western Greece, Sicily, 
Magna Graceia
5 or 6*
(Illb ) Central Greece 4
(IV) Macedon, Thrace, northern Black Sea 1 or 2*
*One name is found equally in the two areas
Attika is well represented in the surviving names but interestingly most o f  the 
names are commonly found in Vol. I, the Aegean islands, Cyprus and the Kyrenaike. It is 
surprising that after a supposed 150 years o f  ship construction in Attika, still 61% o f 
naupegoi and architektones names are more common in other areas. The implication is that 
a large part o f  ship construction took place outside Athens, and Athens, in spite o f  being the 
greatest naval power in the Aegean, was not the greatest naupegion in the Greek world.
The timber policy o f Athens in the classical period was quite complex and depended
mainly on diplomacy. On the interstate level, Athens employed both peaceful and coercive
diplomacy, the latter mainly during its empire. The main aspect o f  Athenian policy during
the fifth century was the domination over resource areas and foreign naupegia. In the
beginning o f  the classical period, Athens, not yet a major naval power, did not hesitate to
engage in a diplomatic and economic transaction with Corinth for the procurement o f ships.
Its naval ascendancy during the Persian Wars and its consequent leadership o f  the Delian
League made timber supply and ship construction a major government concern. The
395 There are 59 names mentioned but two are not used, since the only Lissios in the LGPN database is the one 
in the accounts and the name Hegesios cannot be entered in the search function.
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realisation that Athens did not have the resources to maintain its fleet translated into policy 
as early as 476, when Eion was captured and resettled. Probably in those early years of the 
Delian League, the main concern was that the major timber resources in the Aegean area 
were within the grasp of the Persian Empire in northern Asia Minor, Thrace and Macedon. 
The lesson of Salamis was not easily forgotten when Athens had to turn to the west, away 
from its natural allies in the Aegean and Ionia, to build its fleet.
In the Pentekontaetia, concern with timber slowly but inexorably turned into an 
obsession, especially as fear moved from an eastern invasion closer to home in the 
Peloponnese and the allies. Many Athenian actions during the period, particularly the 
capture and resettlement pattern, show a singular drive to dominate foreign timber 
resources and naupegia, not only for own use but also to deny them to potential enemies. 
Although it is not possible to identify securely where Athenian ships were built in the 
Pentekontaetia, the Athenian actions and later evidence of building in the resource areas 
suggest that Athens used allied rather than local naupegia.
The Peloponnesian War provides evidence of building ships in foreign naupegia, 
mainly in the Archelaos decree. Interestingly, all evidence of imports concerns oars rather 
than timber, which is difficult to explain if Athens preferred to construct triremes in Attika. 
The last three decades of the fifth century provide most evidence of intervention in the 
timber trade. Athens relied mainly on coercive diplomacy in taking over timber producing 
areas and naupegia but other forms of intervention were also employed. Peaceful 
diplomacy is testified by the treaty with Perdikkas and the proxenia given to Archelaos. 
Further, Athens legislated to extend honours, privileges and incentives to private traders as 
shown by the Phanosthenes decree. Probably, Athens also provided general incentives to
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traders to import oars through a lowering of taxation but the special treatment accorded to 
Phanosthenes, Antiochides and their associates shows that Athens was willing and able to 
install complex administrative procedures to secure is oar supply on a personal level
The fourth century was a different era in fleet-building since imperial access to the 
resource areas was lost. However, both the Athenian obsession with Amphipolis, which 
persisted throughout the century, and the treaty with Alexander suggest that the basis of 
policy had not truly changed from the previous century, even if its scope had. Athens still 
tried coercive diplomacy to secure timber and the services of foreign naupegia. The treaty 
with Amyntas of Macedon shows that peaceful measures had not gone out of favour in 
Athens, although the ascendancy of Macedon and the Athenian defeat in the Social War 
made Athens operate in a changed environment. Even so, the scant evidence on timber and 
shipbuilding in the epimeletai accounts testifies that Athenian interest in and use of foreign 
resources and naupegia did not dissipate in the fourth century.
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Chapter 6: Fleets outside Athens
Athens was not the only naval power in the Greek world, yet for very few others has 
any information on shipbuilding survived. Major naval powers such as Aigina, Chios, 
Samos and Corcyra have left no record of their timber and shipbuilding arrangements. For 
other poleis, however, some little information has survived, which exhibits both differences 
and similarities to Athenian policy.
Corinth was the greatest naval power in the Peloponnese and probably the first 
place where triremes were built in the Greek world: Jipdrroi 5e K opL V 0ioi Xeyovxat
eyyuraxa t o v  v u v  xpO7C0i) pexaxeipioai xa Ttepl xaq vafig, kol'l xpvrjpeu; e v  KopivGcp
Trpcbxov xrjq rEXla8o<; vau7rnyr|0fjvai. cpatvexai 8e Kal Sapfoig ApEivoicAfjc; KoptvOtcx;
vawnyyoq vavq 7toirjaa<; xeaaapaq: £xr| 5' £oxi |ia?aaxa xpiaKocna kq xf]v xeX^nxfjv x o u S e
xofi Tco>.epoi) 6x8 ApeivoicXfji; Haptoiq rjX0ev.396 The Corinthians had access to timber
resources in the mountains of Corinthia and Arkadia and apparently had developed enough 
expertise in the building of the new type of warships to export shipbuilders.397 As 
mentioned earlier, Corinth had legislation pertaining to the sale of warships implying 
regular construction in the local naupegia, 3 9 8  Corinth was one of the poleis that contributed 
in the Greek fleet in the Persian Wars and it continued to support a large fleet during the 
Pentekontaetia. In the battle of Aktion in 435, however, the Corinthians lost a large part of 
their fleet, which led to a large shipbuilding program in the next two years: xov S’ eviauxov
396 Thucydides 1.13: “It is said that the Corinthians were the first in arranging ships in the modem way, and it 
was in Corinth that the first triremes in Greece were built. It also seems that Ameinokles, a Corinthian 
shipwright, made four ships for the Samians. And there have been more than 300 years to the end of this war 
that Ameinokles went to the Samians”.
397 In my reading of the text, Ameinokles built triremes for the Samians, agreeing with Morrison, Coates & 
Rankov (2000:38). On the opposite view that Ameinokles built pentekonters see van Wees (2004:207, n21).
398 Herodotos 6.89 and page 147.
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7cavia xov pexa xf|v vaupaxiav Kai xov uaxepov oi KovpivGtoi opyfj (pepovxeq xov rcpoq 
KepKupaioin; rcotepov eva\)7rr|youvxo Kai 7rapeaKei>d£ovxo xa Kpaxiaxa ved>v axo^ov, 8K xe 
auxfji; lle?i07cowf|aoD dyeipovxec; Kai xrjq aAlriq 'EXlaboq ep£xa<;, ptaGto TteiOovxeq.399 
These ships were probably built in Corinth itself, although some may have been built in 
Ambrakia, since the Ambrakiotes executed a smaller building program at the same time.400 
The provenance of the timber for the ships built in Corinth is not certain, since the hostility 
of Corcyra probably stopped any shipments from the Adriatic or northwest Greece. Meiggs 
argued in favour of local reserves in Arkadia, but it is uncertain whether these had already 
become overexploited as they were in the late fourth century.401
Legon in an effort to explain the Megarian decree argued in favour of imports from 
Macedon. That argument is based upon the twin assumptions that Corinth had no access to 
the Aegean and that the Athenians would be covertly hostile.402 Both assumptions are 
difficult to substantiate since at the same period Corinth had very close relations with 
Potidaia and the Athenians sent to help the Corcyraeans in the battle of Sybota were under 
express orders to avoid aggravating Corinth at all costs.403 However, the events after 
Sybota are difficult to explain, not only the Megarian decree but more importantly the
399 Thucydides 1.31.1: “The year after the battle and the one afterwards, the Corinthians in their anger over 
the war with the Corcyraeans built and prepared as well as possible a fleet of ships, recruiting rowers from the 
Peloponnese and the rest of Greece enticing them with high pay”.
400 The force contributed by Ambrakia in the battle of Sybota was more than thrice the number of ships 
contributed in the battle of Action, which may imply a shipbuilding program: at Action 8 ships (Thucydides 
1.27.2), in Sybota 27 (Thucydides 1.46.1).
401 Meiggs (1982:130). On the problem with the falling quality of Arkadian timber, see: Theophrastos HP 
5.2.1.
402 Legon (1973) for the argument, Legon (1973:170) on the inability of the Corinthians to trade in the 
Aegean.
403 Thucydides 1.45.3: 7tposutov 5e aurolq pf] vaDpaxeiv KopivOiov;, rjv pp £7il Kepicupav TtAicoai Kai 
peAXooaiv diuopcuveiv p  eg t c jv  ekeivcov t i  xoopuov: ourco 8e kcoXueiv K a ra  5uvajnv. 7cpoel7iov r a u i a  xou 
pf] kveiv evEKa tac; OTtovSd^ , “And they warned them not to fight the Corinthians unless they were sailing for 
Corcyra or for any of their villages and were about to disembark. Otherwise to stop them as they can. They 
were warned thus so that the treaty would not be broken”.
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combination of the Megarian decree, the Potidaia affair and the break in Athenian relations 
with Perdikkas in the space of one year.404 Athenian foreign policy was complex but if it is 
assumed that the Athenian decision to ally with Corcyra had the aim of using the 
Corcyraean fleet as a check on Corinthian naval power in the Ionian Sea and the Corinthian 
Gulf, possibly with the use of Naupaktos as a staging area, then the Corcyraean defeat and 
the loss of a large part of its fleet at Sybota effectively negated Athenian policy. The 
alliance with Corcyra was effected at the same time as the Corinthian shipbuilding 
program. Possibly the Corinthians had managed, maybe with the help of Megara, to 
acquire supplies from northern Greece; in that case the most likely candidate would be oars 
that were easier to transport covertly and were essential in close trireme fighting. The best 
oars were of silver-fir and apparently were a Macedonian speciality. The nearest harbours 
were all Athenian allies but Potidaia had strong links with Corinth, possibly strong enough 
to risk displeasing the Athenians. The scenario is tentative but does explain the swift and 
mysterious actions of the Athenians. Firstly, they attacked Megarian trading in the Aegean, 
thus limiting any possibility of last minute supplies entering the Peloponnese for the war 
that by 432 must surely have been looming at the horizon. Secondly, they neutralised 
Potidaia, the only polis with strong Peloponnesian ties and an important strategic position 
in the Chalcidice. Thirdly, they supported a pretender to the Macedonian throne, someone 
certainly to become and stay an ally, since Athens would have been instrumental in his 
accession. The most risky of the three operations was the one against Perdikkas, since its
404 Note that I am interpreting the Megarian decree as something recent and current in 432. as seems to be 
implied by Thucydides 1.67.4 (5k Xipivoav re eLpyeaOai tojv ev if) A0r|vaicov apxfj Kai rrjq (yopdq
Tiapa xcxq ojiov5d<;, “They were excluded from the harbours of the Athenian Empire and of the agora in 
Attika, in spite of the treaty”), 1.42.2 and Homblower (1991:86).
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failure would alienate the Macedonians, which in fact it did.405 If the treaty with Perdikkas, 
which provided a monopoly of oars to Athens, was in force at the time, the Athenian 
reaction becomes more understandable, since Perdikkas had already been shown 
untrustworthy. All scenarios linking events beyond the information provided by our 
sources are of course highly speculative but, in this case, the scenario, speculative as it is, 
provides a believable explanation for what otherwise seems like a series of foreign policy 
blunders that succeeded only in creating enemies and cementing the Peloponnesian 
alliance, when Athens should have been trying for the opposite,
Mytilene was a major naval power in the eastern Aegean and Asia Minor in the 
archaic period and one of the ship-contributing allies of the Delian League. Mytilene 
acquired timber from local resources in its peraia: Kai rjv auxcov r\ btavoia xdq x£ aXkaq
nofeiq xaq AKxaia<; Ko&oupeva<;, aq jcpoxepov MuxiXrjvaixov vepopevoov A0r|valoi efyov, 
eteuGepouv, Kai mvxcov paAxaxa xf]v AvxavSpov: Kai Kpaxuvapevoi auxqv vauq xe yap 
£U7copLa fjv 7toi£ia0ai, auxo0ev u^Xmv ujrapyovxaw Kai xfjq T5ti<; ejriKsipevqq, Kai xrj aAAq 
oKeurj Qabicoi; an1 auxfj  ^oppcbpevoi xrjv xe Aeapov eyyvq ovaav KaKcoasiv Kai xa ev xr| 
rj7i£Lpcp Alo^iKa rcoAiapaxa xeipdjCT8a0at.406 The Mytilenians had dominion over the 
Aktaies poleis, which were not their colonies as the use of v£pop£vcov shows. The Aktaies 
poleis included Antandros whose dependency Aspaneos was later called the uAoxopiov of 
Ida and had shipyards.407 Possibly the Mytilenians sometime in the archaic period had
405 Thucydides 1.57.2-3.
406 Thucydides 4.52: “And their plan was to free the other poleis, those called Aktaies, which the Athenians 
had and were formerly dominated by Mytilene, and especially Antandros. And having achieved that to build 
many ships, since there is timber there and Mt Ida is near, and make other preparations easily. Further, from 
there to attack Lesbos, which is near, and take over the small Aiolian poleis on the mainland”.
407 Strabo 13.1.51; Inventory o f Archaic and Classical Greek Poleis s.v. Antandros.
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taken over this area, maybe with an eye to its timber resources, which then would have 
been considerable if by the late fourth century there were still available reserves in spite of 
regular exploitation. The Athenians, after the Mytilenian revolt, took over these poleis 
including Adramytion on the other side of the gulf, thus totally cutting off Mytilene from 
the timber resources of Ida.408 Taking over these poleis not only secured that Mytilene 
would not become a threat again in the future but also provided the Athenians with control 
over the resources of Ida and the naupegia in the gulf of Adramytion.
The Aktaies poleis enjoyed a peculiar status, as attested later in the Peloponnesian 
War: d>apvdpa^o<; 8 e navxi rep xebv neXo7towr|cft(DV axpaxeupaxt Kai xou; cmppayou;
TtapaKeXeuaapevcx; pf) aGupelv evsKa §fr>Xtov, bq ovxcov noXXxbv ev  xrj paai^ecex;, eoo<; a v
x a  acopaxa a toa  fj, ipax iov  x* eScokcv e m a x a )  K ai £<po5iov Suoiv prjvotv, Kai OTrXioaq
xou<; vai3xa<; <puXaKa<; Kaxeaxpae xrj^ eauxou  7rapa0aXaxxlaq yfj<;. Kai ovyK akiG aq Tovq  xe
curd xebv noXexav oxpaxpyouq Kai xpvr|pap%ou<; eKe^eue vau7triyelo0ai xptrjpeu; ev
AvxavSpco ooaq eKaoxoi ando'te.aav, yprjpaxa xe 8i8ou<; Kai uXx|v £k  xf\q T8r|<; Kopt^eaOai
cppd^ow.409 Phamabazos clearly considers Ida part of the Persian domain. The situation
can be paralleled in the Myrkinos affair, where the resources of the area are part of the 
concession of the Persian king to a loyal supporter/governor but are considered to be part of
408 Thucydides 3.50.3: 7tapeXa|3av 5c Kai xa ev xfj ipteiptp 7K>Aaapaxa oi ’A0r|vaioi 6aa>v MimA.r|vaioi 
eKpaxouv, Kai b7tf|Kouav uaxspov ’ A0r]vaia>v, “the Athenians also took over all the little poleis on the 
mainland which the Mytilenians had hold over, and these afterwards obeyed the Athenians”. Athenians 
taking over Adramytion: Strabo 13.1.51.
409 Xenophon Hellenika 1.1.24-5: “Phamabazos asked all of the Peloponnesians and their allies not to lose 
heart over pieces of wood, because there are many in the demesne of the king, as long as they were healthy. 
And he gave them each a cloak and rations for two months, and gave weapons to the sailors and set them to 
guard his coast. And he called the strategoi of the poleis and the trierarchs and told them to build triremes in 
Antandros, as many as they had lost, and gave them money and permission to take timber from Ida”.
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the king’s domain. 410 Neither Thucydides nor Xenophon mentions any significant change 
in the Persian attitude towards these poleis, although the absence of the Athenian fleet may 
have altered the balance of power after the Sicilian Expedition. The Aktaies poleis 
probably had secured a concession for the resource from the Great King through the 
satrapy, and their relationship with Mytilene gave the island access to the resource. The 
Mytilenian reliance on its peraia for timber and naupegia serves as a model for the timber 
supply of the other naval powers of the eastern Aegean, particularly Chios and Samos.
The Peloponnesian League during the Peloponnesian War executed several 
shipbuilding programmes both in local and foreign territories. The main instance of 
building from local resources occurs after the Sicilian Expedition: AaKeSatpovim §e xfiv 
rcpoara i^v xaiq TtdXeaiv exaxov vetbv xrjq vau7rr|Yia<; £7roiouvxo, Kai eauxoic; pev Kai 
Boicoxoiq TievTE Kai eiKocnv eKaxspou; exa^av, Ocokeugi 5e Kai AoKpoi<; ravie Kai dexa, 
Kai Kopiv0ioi<; 7tevie Kai Sexa, ’Apxaai 5e Kai neXAxiveuai Kai Xikucdvioi Sexa, 
MeyapEuai 51 Kai Tpoi£yp/ioiq Kai ’ E7ti5aupioi  ^ Kai ’ Eppioveuai Sexa* xa xe aXXa 
7iapeoK£ua^ovxo cbt; eu0u  ^jrpoi; xo eap e^opevoi xou Tio^epou.411 The construction of these 
100 ships is indicative of the Peloponnesian League, since every maritime member is 
appointed a small shipbuilding program. Such diffusion of construction created a diffusion 
of expenses reflecting the state of resources of the league. The expectation that local 
resources would be used is evidence in the division and the very small number of ships 
most of the allies would have to build. Additionally, such diffusion of building provided
410 Herodotos 5.23.2. Similar to some extent to the royal monopoly of timber resources documented for the 
reign of Sargon II of Assyria: Lafranchi & Parpola (1990:xxv, nos33-4).
411 Thucydides 8.3.2: “The Spartans ordered the poleis to build 100 ships; they and the Boiotians were to build 
25 each, the Phokians and the Lokrians 15 and the Corinthians also 15, while the Arkadians, Pelleneans and 
Sikyonians 10 Mid the Megarians, Troizenians, Epidaurians and Hermionians also 10. Further, they made all 
other necessary preparations to continue the war in the spring”.
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for the speedy completion of the ships, since most of the poleis would have to build only 
three or four. The local timber resources and the financial power of the league were not 
enough for large shipbuilding programs, which accounts for the other building programs of 
the league, when they got a foothold in the resource areas of northern Greece and Asia 
Minor.
In 424, after the capture of Amphipolis, Brasidas started to build ships in the 
Strymon area: o Se £<; xrjv AaKsSaipova eqnepevoq axpaxiav xe 7rpooa7toax£Xleiv eiceteoe
K ai auxoq ev xcp Zxpopovi vaorn iY tav  xpirjpcov 7rap£<TK£ua^£xo412 These ships were
probably never completed but Brasidas’ immediate employ of the Strymon resources 
shows not only the available resources and expertise in the area, which had until then been 
dominated by Athens, but also the readiness of other powers to utilise conquered timber 
reserves and naupegia immediately upon their acquisition.
The readiness of the Peloponnesians to utilise foreign timber resources and 
naupegia is also evident in the text referring to the rebuilding of the Peloponnesian fleet 
after the battle of Kyzikos above. Xenophon names the naupegion used: Antandros 
(vau7rr]Y8 La0 ai xpvqpsu; ev Avxavbpcp). The expertise and seasoned timber necessary were
readily available in the area, since the Syracusan ships at least were completed within one 
year.413
Peloponnesian shipbuilding during the Ionian War followed the same model, as is 
testified by the shipbuilding in Ephesos under Lysander in 406: yevopevcx; 5' ev ’Etpeocp,
412 Thucydides 4.108.6: “Then he (Brasidas) sent to Sparta asking them to send an army quickly and was 
himself stating to build ships on the Strymon”.
413 Xenophon Hellenika 1.2.12. Morrison, Coates & Rankov (2000:88).
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Kai xrjv TtoXiv eupcbv euvouv g£V awcp Kai XaKovt^ouaav 7tpoGuji6xaxa, 7tpaxxouaav 8e 
xoxe hmpcbq Kai KivSuveuouoav £Kpappapco0fjvai xou; IIspaiKOu; £0eai 5ia xac; em^iaq, 
axe 5f] xfj<; Au5ta<; 7tepiKexop£vr|£ Kai xatv paatXiKobv axpaxriyajv auxoGt xa TtoXXa 
Siaxpipovxcov, oxpaxojreSov paXopevo<; Kai xa 7tXoIa TtavxaxoGev IXKecGai KeXeuaa<; £KeI 
xd (popxrjya, Kai vauTcqyiav xpir^ pcov £K8L KaxaaKeuaaapevoq 414 Meiggs argued that the
timber in this case was imported from other Asia Minor areas.415 While that is certainly a 
possibility, Ephesos had some local resources in the grove of Ortygia and access to the 
Mesogis Mountains via the river Cayster, since the Peloponnesians were supported by the 
local satrap, Kyros 416
An episode from the beginning of the Peloponnesian War shows that the Spartans 
were fully cognizant of the need to utilise foreign resources and naupegia: Kai 
AaKeSaipovioic; pev 7Epo<; xaii; anxou UTrapxobaau; ’ IiaXia<; Kai DiKeXia*; xoiq xaKeivcov 
eXopevoiq vauq eTtexdyGri 7coi£ia0ai Kaxa peyeGo  ^xa>v 710X8cov, coq eq xov 7tdvxa apiGpov 
7ievxaKoaicov vs<hv eaopevcov, Kai apyupiov prixov exoipa^etv, xd xe aXka ricruxd^ovxaq Kai 
’AGpvaiou^ Sexppevouq pia vt|i eooq av xauxa 7tapaaKeuaaGfj 417 That is the most 
ambitious building program in the classical period and, although it was never realised, it
414 Plutarch Lysander 3.2-3: “When he reached Ephesos and found the city well disposed to him and willing 
to become a Spartan ally, although at the time it was in a sorry state and was in danger of becoming barbarian 
and adopting Persian customs because of the intermarriages, since it had become surrounded by Lydia and the 
King’s generals were often camped there. Lysander made camp there, called all the merchant ships to port 
there and started to build triremes”.
415 Meiggs (1982:358).
416 Strabo 14.1.20: UTtep xrji; OoAdxrriq eoxl Kai rj Opxuyia, biaapeTre^ aAxjoq 7tavxo6a7cfjq uA.r|q, KUJiapixxau 
5e xrjq JtX£Laxr|<;. Siappsi 8e o Keyxptoq rcoxapoq, “Overlooking the sea is also Ortygia, a magnificent grove 
of all kinds of trees, of cypresses most of all. Further the river Kegchrios passes through”.
417 Thucydides 2.7.2-3: “The Spartans requested from their allies in Italy and Sicily to build ships according to 
the size of their poleis, to reach a total number of 500, and prepare money contributions, while otherwise to 
stay quite and accept no more than one Athenian ship in their harbours until all preparations were complete”. 
On the interpretation of the 500 ships, see Homblower (1991:244).
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shows the capabilities of the resources and naupegia of Magna Graecia and Sicily. The 
Spartans obviously realised that a strong navy was fundamental to bringing Athens to its 
knees and possibly tried to emulate the Athenian policy regarding building in the resource 
areas. Of course, the Athenians had already found out that the securest way of 
accomplishing this was to have direct control over the resource areas, while the league was 
dependent upon the goodwill of independent allies.
Since all the Peloponnesian examples date to times of war, in times of peace ships 
may have been built only at local naupegia. However, the order to build ships in Sicily and 
Magna Graecia and the position of the foreign naupegia utilised show that employing 
foreign naupegia was a common course of action. Both Amphipolis and Antandros must 
have been used before since there was both seasoned timber and expertise available. It 
would be surprising if both Athens and Mytilene that dominated these areas before the 
Peloponnesians had ignored them. Simultaneously the examples of building in the resource 
areas, and particularly that of Brasidas in Amphipolis, presuppose control of the area. 
Thus, it would be surprising if in times of peace control of a resource area did not mean 
utilizing its resources.
For the western Greeks there is evidence of import of timber to Syracuse and 
building of ships in the importer: rjp^axo 8 e vaujrr|yeio0ai xexpf|p£ix; K ai 7cevxT|piKd cncdcpri,
nponoc, xauxryv xrjv Kaxacnc8uf]v xcuv vecov eTtivorjaa*;. aKoucov yap o Aiovucuo*; ev
KopivOcp vanTrriyriGfjvai xpirjpri Ttpcbxoog eanenSe Kaxa xrjv ajioiKiaGeiaav U7c' £K£lvcov
7toX,iv au^rjoai xo peyeOoc; xrj<; icjv vetov Kaxacnceufjq. taxpcbv 5' e k  xrjt; ’Ixa?aa<; e^aycoyrjv
uAr|<;, xou*; pev fjpLcei  ^xcuv uXoxopcov eiq xo K a x a  xr]v Aixvpv opo*; ajteoxeile, yepov Kax'
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£K£Lvou£ xoix; xpovotx; 7ioXvi:£>.ouq ih x r q q  xe  Kai nevKX]q, xo vq  5' rjjiLoei^  elq xfjv TcaAiav 
anoaxeiX aq  7tap£crm)daaT0 £^t>yr[ pev x a  npdq  xr]v Ga^arrav KataKopiouvta, jiXoIa be  
Kai xou<; V7u\pexaq rcpdq to xa q  c%ebiaq a n a y e a Q a i Kaxa xa%oq cLq xa q  SupaKouaac;418
Dionysios both imported timber and used local resources in Aitna. The need for permission 
probably refers to the exploitation of resources, since Dionysios sent his own woodcutters 
to Italy, rather than export. Further, Diodoros makes clear that the reason for such large- 
scale import and building in the importer was Dionysios’ desire to set Syracuse as equal to 
Corinth in shipbuilding records.
418 Diodoros 14.42: “He also started to build tetrereis and pentereis, being the first to invent the building of 
these ships. Dionysios had heard that the first triremes were built in Corinth, he was eager to build ships of 
increased size in the city they (i.e. the Corinthians) had founded. Gaining permission from Italy to export 
timber, he sent half the woodcutters to Mt Aitna, since it had in those times great silver-firs and firs, and the 
other half to Italy. There he made ready teams to bring the timber to the sea, and sent ships and sailors to 
escort the rafts as quickly as possible to Syracuse”.
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Timber: Concluding remarks
Naval warfare played a major role in the archaic and classical periods. Building and
maintaining warships was a state prerogative. Most of the major naval states in the Greek 
World did not have vast local resources of shipbuilding timber. Thus, a naval state had to 
acquire the necessary quantities of timber for its fleet on its own account. Shipbuilding 
timber was not a widely available commodity in the Greek World. As Theophrastos notes, 
only few areas were in possession of forested areas with the required timber types. The 
main producers were Macedon, the Strymon region in Thrace, Mt Ida, the hinterlands of 
Sinope and Amisos and Latium, Corsica and Magna Graecia in Italy, Of particular interest 
is that the great naval powers of the Greek world were situated in other areas, which 
necessitated their use of the resources of the main producers.
Timber, like metals, was considered a resource of the country, thus, the reserves 
were owned by the polis or polity in control of them. The exploitation regime employed by 
the timber producers cannot be fully reconstructed. However, in the best known case, that 
of Macedon, it appears that all control of the resource rested with the king using a 
controlled leasing system. In territories under Persian domination however, such as Mt Ida, 
the ownership and exploitation regime was more layered as shown by Phamabazos’ 
assertion that the timber of Ida belonged to the King but apparently was also available to 
nearby poleis such as Antandros. In reserves under control o f poleis, a leasing system was 
probably employed but limitations on exploitation were in place, as Dionysios’ need for 
permission in the case of the south Italian poleis shows.
Export was also regulated by the producing poleis and polities as exemplified in the 
Macedonian treaties with Athens and the Chalcidian league. The Macedonians provided
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rights of export to poleis but it was limited by exploitation, which was directly controlled 
by the king. All the evidence concerning timber producers, both poleis and kingdoms, 
points towards limitations being imposed on exploitation and subsequent export. Timber 
was a renewable resource, unlike precious metal deposits, and consequently was 
husbandable. The limitations on exploitation betray a common policy among timber 
producers, probably aiming at securing future revenues. Such long-term policies, 
especially for the volatile Macedonian kings, might not seem probable but the evidence 
suggests that the producers of timber had the foresight and economic rationality to 
recognise the need for future revenue and secure the means of it. Ships were also items of 
trade in the he Greek world as early as the beginning of the fifth century as Herodotos and 
the Corinthian law testify.
Turning to the importers most of the great naval powers of the classical period, most 
importantly Athens, had need of foreign timber resources for their fleets. It has generally 
been assumed that Athens, and other naval powers, imported timber from the resource areas 
to local naupegia. However, there is little evidence supporting such large imports of timber 
and construction in local naupegia. For Athens, the majority of the evidence suggests that 
the Athenians, particularly during the fifth-century Empire, preferred to use diplomacy and 
acquire control of the resource areas themselves in order to facilitate construction of 
warships in naupegia in the resource areas. Imports during the fifth century appear to have 
been limited to oars, while for actual ship construction Athens expended much effort to 
dominate the Strymon area. In the fourth century, at least until the advent of Macedon, 
Athens again tried to control the resource areas and appears to have utilised foreign 
naupegia for ship construction.
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The other importers, according to the little surviving evidence, also tried to 
dominate the resource areas and then utilise the naupegia there, as seen in the case of 
Brasidas in Amphipolis. Additionally they utilised both local naupegia according to the 
resources available and placed orders for ships to be constructed in friendly naupegia, such 
as the Peloponnesian order to the Sicilian cities in the beginning of the Peloponnesian War.
The revealed tendency of both Athens and other poleis to construct ships outside 
their own chorai, albeit usually in a controlled resource area, throws considerable doubt on 
the extent of the timber trade in the Greek world, at least that relating to warship 
construction. The difficulties of transporting timber at long distances by ship discussed at 
the beginning of the chapter help to explain the policy of naval powers. Further, since for 
poleis with aspirations of naval power or hegemony, timber was a most necessary 
commodity needing a constant and secure supply, the solution of trying to dominate foreign 
resource areas on the one hand solved problems of transport, while on the other created a 
constant threat of losing control of naupegia and resources, as Athens feared after the 
Sicilian disaster. Governmental intervention in the timber trade was quite pronounced in 
the items, such as oars, which were imported both through diplomatic ties with exporters 
and through providing incentives to traders. However, the most important steps taken by 
naval poleis for securing their timber supply was to eliminate trade as an option to the 
extent of their ability, since eliminating trade also eliminated most security threats to their 
timber supply and also provided them with a steady supply of the commodity with very 
little need of depending on forces beyond their control.
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Grain: Prolegomena
Grain, mainly wheat and barley, was the main staple in Greek diet, as well as the
main bulk commodity in Greek trade.419 The trade of grain was a major political concern, 
at least for those poleis with a permanent, or usual, deficiency of local supply. Thus, grain 
is the most helpful example in researching the intervention-involvement equilibrium of the 
government as regulator of trade. Since grain has attracted much attention from 
scholarship, issues already covered sufficiently will be merely summarised. The 
availability and variety of evidence available on grain provides us with a unique 
opportunity to compare the different policies of importers and the responses of the 
exporters. The following chapters discuss the role of the government in the grain trade, 
especially as illuminated by legislation. Chapter 7 discusses the exporters of grain, 
particularly their geographic distribution and their commercial policies. Chapter 8 
discusses the most important and well-known importer, Athens, concentrating on its import 
needs and legislation on the grain trade. Chapter 9 discusses other importers of grain for 
which information has survived, mainly the quantities of grain imported.
Before continuing, it is necessary to examine briefly the cultivation conditions in 
the Mediterranean, as they had a direct impact on the production of, and trade in, grain. 
The climate of the region is diverse but generally characterised by large variability of 
rainfall, which causes the crop yields to fluctuate widely from year to year, at times up to 
50% 420 The other main climatic feature of the Mediterranean, particularly of its northern 
coastline, is a systemic diversity of weather patterns on a local scale caused by the 
mountainous profile of the land, the famous microclimates, which have been recognised as
419 Foxhall (2003:76).
420 Gallant (1989:395); Osborne (1987:32-3,45).
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a feature of Mediterranean weather since antiquity.421 The microclimates are one of the 
main causes of the regime of estate fragmentation common in the Greek world and the 
modem Mediterranean.422 The mountainous landscape of the region has the added 
consequence that in most areas only a fraction of the land, between 20 and 30%, is 
cultivable and large part of that needs terracing and irrigation.423 The agricultural 
conditions in the Mediterranean result in lower yield ratios than in other parts of Europe or 
in the Near East. Cereal crops, especially wheat, are particularly vulnerable to rainfall 
changes and climatic variability, thus, creating a never-ending cycle of local shortages, 
which in turn result in increased local needs for grain imports.
421 Aristotle Meteorologika 2.4,
422 Gallant (1991:41-5) for a discussion of the surveys of land properties in Greece.
423 Angel (1972:88).
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Chapter 7: The Exporters of Grain
The main grain-exporting areas in the archaic and classical periods are found in the 
periphery of the Greek world, in the Black Sea, Egypt and the west. Most of these areas 
were dominated by Greeks, who had settled there in the archaic period; the phenomenon 
has become the basis of the debate on the reason and aims of Greek settlement abroad, 
particularly in the Black Sea. The issue discussed is how far settlement in the Black Sea, 
and Naukratis in Egypt, was influenced by the needs of poleis in mainland Greece and Asia 
Minor for imported grain. There is no direct evidence of import of grain in the archaic 
period; since, however, the Mediterranean climate did not change significantly throughout 
antiquity, shortages due to weather variability must have been as common in the archaic 
period as they were in the classical.
The possibility of imports in the archaic period is discussed for each producing area 
separately in the following sections. However, the main issue of the possibility of trade in 
grain in archaic period in general terms must be addressed before continuing with the 
individual accounts. The paucity of archaic sources makes evidence on specific items of 
trade very difficult to acquire. Thus, it is particularly fortunate that there is specific 
evidence on trade in agricultural produce, specifically grain, from the early archaic period.
Hesiod in the Erga kai Hemerai devotes almost 80 lines to advice about sailing and 
seaborne trade. Gamsey and Morris have argued that Hesiod disapproves of sailing and 
trade, but the text suggests that trade for profit was common in the period: eux' av  £7t'
£p7topLTyv Tp£\j/a<; aeauppova Oupov | pouXqai xP^a T£ Ttpoqmyeiv Kai Xipov axep7T£a, |
Sfj xoi pexpa rcotaxpAoLaPoio GaXAaoq ,^ | oiixe xi vauxiliqc; aeoocpiapivoc; ouxs xi
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vt[ojv.424 Hesiod was as divorced from the sea, which he freely admits (ouxe xi vauxtXup; 
asao(piap£vo<; ouxe xi vr|cbv), as he was from the countryside.425 The distance of the poet
makes his perception of trade particularly valuable, since it is the view of the outsider and, 
thus, better placed to inform us of the common view of trade among contemporaries, than a 
more expert but engaged opinion, which could be easily accused of bias. Hesiod connects 
trade with profit and advises in favour of maximising profits at every venture: vrj' oAfyr|v
(xlv£lv, psyaAi] 8 r £vl (popxia GeaOai, pei^cov p e v  (popxoc;, p el^ ov  8 1 £7xl K £p8ei K£p8o<;
eooexat, st k' avepot ys Kaica<; ajtexcooiv aqxa<;426
Even when advising against spring sailing for reasons of safety, Hesiod provides us 
with the information that it is the prospect of wealth that makes his contemporaries take the 
increased risks during spring: a  Aloe; 5' slapivoq 7r£lsxai nXooq avGpamoiaiv rjpoq 8f] xo
jtpcbxov, oaov x' £7uPaoa Kopcovr] Lyvoq £7toLriasv, xoaaov 7i£xaA' av8pi (pavsii  ^ sv Kpafit]
aKpoxaxr], xoxs 5' apPaxo<; eaxi Galaaaa: elapivoq 8' ouxoq JT£lsxai nhSoq. ou piv £ycoys
aLvrjp': ou y a p  epco Gupq> Ksxapiop£vo<; ecm v: apnaxzoq: %oXencoq k s  (puyou; K axov:
aAAa vu Kai xa avGpcoTcoi qs^ouow aibpeLrjat vooto: yprjpaxa yap xpnyf] 7C£lsxai SsiAoIoi
ppoxolaiv. Setvov 8r eaxi Gavsiv psxa Kupaaiv.427 Hesiod’s views and the space he devotes
424 Hesiod WD 645-8: “And if you desire to turn your silly heart to trading with the thought of escaping debts 
and sad hunger, then I will guide you to the ways of the roaring sea though I know nothing of sailing or 
ships”. Gamsey & Morris (1989:100).
425 On Hesiod’s view of the countryside, see Osborne (1987:18).
426 Hesiod WD 643-5: “Admire a small ship but put your cargo in a large one, for the greater the cargo the 
greater will be your profit, if the winds withhold their bad gales”.
27 Hesiod WD 680-7: “Another season for men to sail is in spring when a man first sees the leaves as large as 
the footprint of a crow on the top branch of a fig tree, then the seas can be sailed and this is the spring sailing 
season. Personally, I do not recommend it, for my soul does not like it. Sailing then is hurried and you will 
not avoid misfortune. But in their ignorance men sail then since the soul of cowardly mortals desires wealth. 
Yet it is terrible to die in the waves”.
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in the Erga to advice about trading agricultural produce clearly imply that such trade was a 
common feature of seventh century society, simultaneous with the great waves of Greek 
settlement abroad.428 Consequently, any discussion of the archaic grain trade and its 
influence on settlement abroad must fall against this background of the commonality of 
trading in agricultural produce for profit.
Grain was, and still is, one of the principal crops of the Black Sea, since the climate 
and rainfall, especially in the north and west coasts, are well suited to cereal cultivation. 
Most information concerning grain production in the region comes from the Bosporan 
Kingdom, the modem Crimea, which had two main emporia, Pantikapaion and 
Theodosia.429 The other major exporter was probably the west coast, mainly Dacia, which 
was a large producer in the Roman period; the nearest Greek settlements were Tomis and 
Kallatis.430
Tradition dates the first settlements in the eighth century but the archaeological 
evidence has suggested later dates for most foundations.431 The debate on the foundation of 
these settlements centres on their role as grain producers for poleis in Asia Minor. 
Roebuck, followed most recently by Boardman, argued in favour of settlement in the region 
as an effort to alleviate the grain needs of the Ionian cities, particularly Miletos.432 Noonan 
soon challenged Roebuck’s position, arguing against grain exports from the Black Sea
428 Wallinga (1993:4). Against Gamsey & Morris (1989:100).
429 On Theodosia as emporion in the Bosporan Kingdom, see Demosthenes 20.32. Possibly, Phanagoria was 
also a Bosporan emporion: Bill (1926).
430 Glodariu (1976); Hind (1998:140). Coin of ,Trajan depicting Dacia holding child with ears of grain: 
BMC.960v/RIC 621v. Boardman (1999:247) mentions the wheat-growing region of Dobrudja as a reason for 
the Greek settlement of the area.
431 For foundation dates from pottery evidence see Tsetskhladze (1994), although Graham (1997:250) is right 
in that Tsetskhladze belittles the literary evidence too much.
432 Roebuck (1959:129); Huxley (1966:68); Solonev (1998:211); Boardman (1999:244).
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before the late sixth century at the earliest.433 Recently, Tsetskhladze brought a more 
political angle into the debate, eliminating grain as a reason for settlement altogether, and 
identifying instead political pressure from Lydia and Persia on the Asia Minor poleis as the 
primary motive of the Black Sea settlement.434
For a region as large and rich in resources as the Black Sea, such broad 
categorization of settlement motives greatly restricts the study of settlements, as a recent 
work has pointed out435 Assuming that settlements in the Black Sea were official 
colonizing ventures, as Roebuck did, disregards the powerful element of individual 
mobility in the archaic period and tries, not very successfully, to impose later colonization 
models on archaic settlement abroad. The later ties of peripheral settlements with poleis in 
the core of the Greek world are not necessarily evidence of similar ties in the archaic period 
or indeed of official support to a settlement before its foundation. The debate on the nature 
of Greek settlement abroad rages among modern scholars, with recent studies moving 
determinedly beyond the traditional explanations of overpopulation, land hunger or hunt for 
resources, to more composite reasons in tune with an era of high personal mobility, 
geographic and social, and volatile political and social circumstances.436
A closed model is impossible to encompass all settlements, especially one based on 
a specific reason or motive for leaving one’s polis; flexibility is necessary when studying 
such a diverse and variable phenomenon as archaic settlement abroad. Tsetskhladze’s 
model of political pressure certainly fits Phokaian actions in the sixth century, but the 
model implies concentrated political will and organised settlement as early as the seventh
433 Noonan (1973).
434 Tsetskhladze (1994:124).
435 Vinogradov & Kryzickij (1995:85-6).
436 See mainly Osborne (1998), followed most recently by Hall (2007:93-117, especially 114-7).
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century, which is very difficult to substantiate. The prosperity of the Ionian poleis and 
Herodotos’ account of Lydian aggression do not suggest that large political pressure was 
felt by the Ionians before the Persian onslaught.437 Roebuck’s model of widespread need for 
imports of grain into Ionia in the middle archaic period, although attractive, presupposes 
widespread overpopulation and lack of cultivable land, which is emphatically rejected by 
the archaeological evidence to date 438
Noonan’s argument against trade in grain before the early fifth century, however, is 
equally difficult to substantiate.439 The large number of Greek imported wares in the Black 
Sea settlements, some of them dating before the middle o f the sixth century, suggests that 
trade between the Pontic Greeks and the Aegean or Asia Minor existed from early in the 
settlements’ foundation.440 The agricultural character of the majority of archaic chora 
settlements in the Olbia/Berezan area combined with the imported wares found there, 
suggests that agricultural produce was certainly of major importance in the economy of the 
region.441 Further, the evidence of trade contacts between Greeks and natives in the 
Olbia/Berezan area as early as the late seventh century suggest that, since it was one of the 
main products of the area, grain could have been an item of trade.442 Tsetskhladze’s 
suggestion that any grain exports from the Black Sea originated in the chorai of the poleis 
certainly has merit but it is impossible to rule out exports of native grain, since trade with 
the tribes existed.443 Grain, along with other commodities, certainly played a role in the
437 See page 88.
438 Foxhall (2003:77).
439 Noonan (1973:234-5,238-9,241) using Herodotos 7.147.2.
440 Noonan (1973:237-8,240); Kryzhytskyy & Krapivina (2003:515); Vinogradov & Kryzickij (1995:85-9).
441 Kryzhytskyy & Krapivina (2003:513,528).
442 Vinogradov & Kryzickij (1995:85,87).
443 Tsetskhladze (1994:124).
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economies of archaic settlements in the Black Sea, but it is impossible to argue successfully 
that the quest for grain, and grain only, was the defining reason for settlement.
Turning to the classical period, exports of grain from the Black Sea are recorded as 
early as 480: e£>v yap ev 'ApbSto o si5e 7tXoia c k  x o u  ndvxou aixaycoya
5ieK7tXeovxa xov ' EAlqa7covxov, eq xe Aiyivav Kai IleXoTrowqaov Kopitppeva.444 
Although Herodotos does not elaborate on the exact provenance of the grain, most of the 
evidence on export in the classical period relates to the Bosporan Kingdom, so it is a fair 
inference that grain probably came from the northern Black Sea. The most interesting 
factor of Bosporan grain exports is the evidence of a specific export policy for grain 
adopted by the Spartokid dynasty.
A major issue is the ownerships of surpluses in the Bosporus and the role of the 
government in production. Since grain was an agricultural product, it is valid to assume 
that the bulk of surpluses were privately owned. However, some grain was certainly in 
public hands; the gift of grain provided by Leukon, a member of the Spartokid dynasty, to 
Athens in a time of crisis shows that the Kingdom had considerable surpluses at its 
disposal: cQJJx TtpcoTtepuciv cnxoSefaq n a p a  t w l g iv  avOpamoig yevopevqt; 01) povov uplv
LKavov a lx o v  anzaxeiksv, aXka x o a o f ix o v  co a x e  7revx£KaL8eK' a p y u p fo u  x a ^ a v x a , a  
KaXXiaGevq  ^ Sicoicriae, jrp o a 7 re p iy e v £ a 0 a i.445 Possibly the surpluses came from taxes 
payable in grain, similar to the Athenian dodekate of the islands.446 Although most taxes in
444 Herodotos 7.147: “When Xerxes was in Abydos, he saw ships carrying grain from the Pontus, passing 
through the Hellespont, headed to Aigina and the Peloponnese”.
445 Demosthenes 20.33: “But in the year before last, when there was famine among all peoples, not only did 
he send you enough grain, but in fact (he sent) so much that Kallisthenes had an extra fifteen talents of silver 
to dispose o f’.
446 SEG 36.146,6, see further page 231.
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the classical period were paid in coin, the Athenian grain-tax law of 374/3 shows that taxes 
in kind were known.447 The influence of the government in the production of grain would 
have been minimal, since in areas were grain crops flourished, there was no need for the 
government to impose or encourage its production, as the great demand for grain elsewhere 
made it a lucrative crop. The main role of the government in production was to protect the 
land and crops from the ravages of war, as damaging crops was one of the main elements of 
warfare in our period.448
The Spartokids, however, intervened considerably in exports, where the evidence 
suggests the development of a consistent policy to attract importers. The Spartokids had 
extended an ateleia from export taxes to Athens: ou yap povov 5ia to  tov  t o 7tov touto v
o l t o v  £%eiv 7cX £lotov t o u t o  yiyverat, aAAa 5ia t o  icupiov dvra t o v  A cu k co v ' auTou tol<;
ayouaiv AOrjva e^ aieXeiav beScoKtvai, m l KrjpUTTeiv 7rpcoTOuq yepl^eoOai tou^ coq v \ ia q
TtXeovTa^ ,449 The ateleia of the Spartokids was extended to all merchants carrying grain to
Athens. Since commercial policies are thought to have been confined to the necessary 
imports of exceptional poleis, like Athens, the Bosporan ateleia has been considered a 
unique exception to the rule of non-intervention.450
As long as the evidence was confined to Athens, the Spartokid ateleia was 
justifiably categorised as a unique exception but the discovery of a more elaborate parallel 
at Mytilene throws a different light on the Athenian ateleia: A sukcov Kai ol nmbe*; [aurou
447 Stroud (1998:27-8).
448 Destruction of crops: Osborne (1987:13); Hanson (1998:49-55). Possibly as a form of economic warfare: 
van Wees (2004:122-4).
449 Demosthenes 20.31: “Not only does that area produce much grain but also Leukon, who controls trade, has
decreed that no tax is to be imposed to those transporting to Athens and that those who sail to you shall have
-Naquet (1977:117).
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priority of lading”. 
50 Austin & Vidal
Mux]|tXr|vaioi<; e5oaav xe^felv 7rop(b]|v e^r|Koaxr]v arcXfjv teal [evevr|Ko|c]x'nv apxeiov
[pejxpi 8e[Ka |xupia|8cov------------].451 The Mytilenian decree refers to two modes of
reduction, a ‘simple 1/60*’ on wheat and an archeion of l/90th, possibly up to certain 
amount of medimnoi. The reduction to 1/60* effectively halved the export dues for the 
Mytilenians in the Bosporan Kingdom, since the regular export tax was a triakoste. The 
reduction to 1/90* is more complicated due to the provision of an archeion. The usual 
meaning of archeion, administrative building or archive, does not apply here, since its 
juxtaposition with the exekoste clearly implies that the enenekoste was a tax.452 Either 
archeion has a specialised meaning or is the stonecutter’s mistake, possibly for archaion, 
capital.453 Although the enenekoste provision is unclear, it is undoubted that Leukon 
offered an elaborate tax reduction to the Mytilenians.
Reduction of taxes would have been especially welcome by traders, since the 
Bosporan Kingdom had the highest rate of taxation known in the period, a triakoste 454 A 
close reading of Demosthenes’ reference to the tax may imply that the triakoste applied 
only to the export of grain and was not levied on other goods, since it is explained as 7tap' 
auxou g l x o v  ztqayovmq. In any case, contrary to the common assumption that accepts
commercial policies only for the necessary imports of exceptional poleis, the parallel cases 
of reduction of dues by the Spartokids suggest the existence of a grain export policy in the 
Bosporus.
451 IG XII(2)3: “Leukon and [his] sons gave to the [Myt]ilenians a t[ax on wheat] of a simple 1/60* and an 
archeion of [1/90* un]til 10[0,000 — ]
452 LSJ s.v. apxeiov I
453 LSJ s.v. apxaiov V
454 IG V(l) 1421.1 from Kyparissia in the Peloponnese for a pentekoste; Aristophanes Sphekes 658; 
Xenophon AthPol 1.17 for the hekatoste; Andolddes 2.11 for the pentekoste in Athens.
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Policy implies not only consistency of measures, which is apparent in the case of 
the Spartokids, but also a reason or rationale leading to its adoption. The reasons for the 
Spartokid policy are found in the main characteristics of the product itself. Theophrastos 
notes two main characteristics of Black Sea; firstly, that it was harvested later than in 
mainland Greece: 7tpoxepei yap xaiq wpaiq xa aGqvriai x<hv 7tepi eAX&crctovxov ripspau; 
xpiaKovxa paXioxa f) on jtoAAg> jtteioaiv 455 The late harvest in the Black Sea is readily 
contrasted with the earlier harvest in Egypt, the other great exporter in the Mediterranean: 
Aiacpspsi 5e Kai 7ipo<; xf|v xeA i^cooiv %cbpa xe %(bpag m i af|p aepcx;* ev eXdxxoai yap eviai 
8oKouaiv CKtpspeiv, (oarcep aAlai xe Kai paliaxa emdrjXcoq AiyoTrxog- exei yap KpiOai pev 
ev e§apr|vq> Ttupoi 5e ev xtp e (356pop Gepl^ovxav Ttepi 5e xf|v ’ EXMSa KpiGai pev ev xto 
e(356p(p 7rapa Se xoi<; j&eiaxOK; oySoco, Trupoi Se exi 7tpoa67uXap(3dvouatv 456 
Consequently, by the time Pontic wheat reached the importing markets, demand would not 
be at its peak, since local, as well as other imported, grain would have been on sale already 
for as long as two months.
The second feature of Black Sea grain noted by Theophrastos is its lightness: 
Koncpoxaxoq pev ouv cb<; ajtXtiq e te iv  o I I ovxikoq* Papuxspog Se xd)v eiq xf|v eAMSa 
Ttapayivopevcov o Zuce^oq* xofrxov 5 * exi papuxepoq o Boicoxoq- arjpeiov 5e Xsyouoiv oxi oi 
pev a0A.qxai ev xrj f3oiama xpi ’ fjpixoiviKa po/Uc; avaXicncouaiv, dGqva^e 5e oxav eAOoocu
455 Theophrastos HP 8.2.10: “Those of Athens are only about thirty days, or not much more, earlier than 
those in the Hellespont”.
456 Theophrastos HP 8.2.7: “As to the development (of the plant) there are also differences from place to place 
and from climate to climate. Thus, in some soils the crop is quicker, most obviously in Egypt. There barley 
is reaped in six months and wheat in seven, while in Greece barley is reaped in seven months in some places 
and in most areas in the eighth month, and wheat takes even longer”. Note that the earliest time, 6 months, 
refers to the aparchai not the bulk of harvest.
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7C8V0 ’ ru xixoiviK a paSiax;. Koucpa; Se K ai o  ev xrj XaKcaviKrj.457 Pontic wheat was not only 
lighter than the products of other exporters, but also of local producers in Greece, Asia 
Minor and the Aegean. The lightness of Pontic grain meant that the consumer, given a 
choice, would prefer other grains, since he would get more wheat per measure, one of the 
drawbacks of measuring by volume not weight.
Reduction of dues provided a powerful incentive to traders, offsetting the natural 
disadvantages of Bosporan grain and making it competitive in the market. The loss of a 
few talents of dues would be equalised by the increase in total sales and, thus, wealth 
entering the Kingdom, as well as by the increase in traffic resulting in increased dues from 
imports.458 The further incentive of priority of lading provided to Athens targets the natural 
commercial disadvantage of the Black Sea, where early winter and storms threatened to 
trap ships north of the Dardanelles.459 The weather was a particularly important factor 
when competing with Egypt, which had the advantage of continued shipping throughout the 
year.460 Priority of lading was a small bonus compared to the ateleia but one presupposing 
a good understanding of traders and their priorities by the Spartokids.
Cyprus probably was an exporter of grain, at least in good years. The only evidence 
of Cypriot exports is Andokides’ reference to grain from the island reaching Athens: xaSe 
<5e> vovi PouAopai upa<; eiSevai, on ai peAAooaai vrjgq fjSr| aixaycoyoi Kaxa7iX£iv eiq xov
457 Theophrastos HP 8.4.5: “The lightest (of all wheats) is that of the Pontus, while the heaviest of those 
imported into Greece is the Sicilian. Yet even heavier is the Boiotian. That is proven because the athletes in 
Boiotia eat merely one and a half choinikes, while when they come to Athens they eat two and a half easily. 
The Lakonian wheat is also light”.
458 The dues for 400,000 medimnoi (Demosthenes 20.31-3) would be six talents and 3,600 drachmai at 3 
drachmai per medimnos (half the subsidized price in Athens, according to IG II2 1672.287), while the total 
sales would reach 200 talents. Of course, the dues for the import of the original cargo would be paid as usual, 
the Spartokid reduction referring exclusively to the grain export.
459 Demosthenes 35.13.
460 Demosthenes 56.30.
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Ileipaia siaiv upTv Terrap£<; Kai dsxa, ai 5e Xomai icov e k  Kurcpou dvaxOeiawv fj^ovcnv 
aOpoai ov TtoXi) uaxspov.461 Although Cyprus probably served as an entrepot for Egyptian 
grain, in the same capacity as Rhodes, Andokides does not provide any such implication. 
Thus, grain exports from Cyprus probably reached Athens and possibly other areas in the 
core of the Greek world.
The Phoenician cities were known as producers and exporters of fine flour 
(,semidalis).462 Whether such grain products were exported to the Greek world is a matter 
of conjecture but the Athenian honours to Strato of Sidon, which guarantee preferential 
treatment to Sidonian traders, imply a regular trade route between Athens and the 
Phoenician cities, where grain could have been a commodity.463
The largest exporter of grain in the southern Mediterranean in the classical period 
was Egypt. For the archaic period, the role of grain in the extensive commercial contacts 
between Greeks and Egyptians, particularly in the foundation of Naukratis, has been 
accepted as vital.464 Naukratis was a unique Greek settlement, not only because it was 
situated within the sovereign territory o f a powerful centralised state but also because its 
foundation and official status was the product of shared Greek and Egyptian initiative 465 
The extent of the grain trade from Egypt in the archaic period cannot be securely attested, 
since there is no direct evidence of the need for imports in any archaic polis. It is valid to 
assume that the grain exports from Egypt were not as large as in the classical period; the
461 Andokides 2.21: “I ask you to consider this, that the coming grain ships, which are even now entering the 
Peiraieus, are 14, and the remainder will arrive from Cyprus not long afterwards”.
462 Athenaios 1.28a.
463 IG II2 141.29-36 (RO 21). Note that it is possible that the specific reference to traders in this case may be 
attributed to the existence of traders’ guilds in the Phoenician cities, if they continued the same system as that 
of earlier periods [Kuhrt (1997:407)].
464 Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:69).
465 Herodotos 2.178.
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Egyptian imports were high-value, mainly silver. Although grain probably made up the 
bulk of cargoes from Egypt to the Greek world, the value return probably depended upon 
luxury items and gold.466
The Persian conquest of Egypt in the late sixth century adversely affected the grain 
trade between Greeks and Egyptians, as is implied by the evidence on grain imports from 
Egypt, which are confined to the periods of Egyptian revolt from Persia. As Meiggs rightly 
noted, the allies’ willingness to send the expedition to Egypt in the mid-fifth century owed 
much to the memory of the lucrative trade between the Greeks and an independent Egypt in 
the archaic period.467 Psammetichos’ gift of grain to Athens in the 440s clearly implies that 
part of the Athenian motive for the expedition was the prospect of grain imports.468
Unfortunately, information on the system of export in Egypt is confined to the 
beginning of the Hellenistic period, after Egypt had been conquered by Alexander III: iva
pqSe xouxo ayvofjxe, U7rr|p£xai K ai crovspyoi navxeq ouxoi KXeopevooq xou ev xrj
ALyurcxtp ap^avxog, oq e^ o v  xf]v  apxqv 7rapeXa|3£v o u k  oX tya  K a x d  rjpyaaaxo xrjv 7EO?av
xrjv upexepav, paMov 5e K ai xouq aAAxnx; eEXA,r|va ,^ 7ta i^yKanr|Xeucov K ai auvioxaq xaq
x ip d q  x o u  o l x o d  K ai auxo<; K ai o u x o i  pex' a u x o u .  o l  p e v  y a p  au xcov  d 7 c e o x e X lo v  c k  xrjc;
ALyujixoo xa x p iip a x a , o l  5' ejt£7iXeov xau ; epTropLaiq, o l  5' ev0a5e pevovxeq 5texL0evxo xa
a jio o x eX X o p ev a : e lx a  7ipd<; xaq KaOeaxriKULa^ x ip aq e7iep7iov y p d p p a x a  o i  e7ci5q pou vxe^
xou; djrobripouaiv, iva eav pev nap' uplv xipio<; fj o alxoc;, 8eupo auxov Kopiacocnv, eav 5'
sucovoxspoq yevqxai, su; aXAo xi Kaxa7cA^ v>acoavv ep7copiov. 60ev Tisp ov% rjKiaxa, co
466 See page 90.
467 Meiggs (1972:95).
468 Plutarch Perildes 37.4; Scholia Aristophanes Sphekes 718.
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&vSpe<; Sucaorai, cdv8tijit]0t| x a  m p i  to y  cjltov £k tojv toioutcov emaToXfbv K ai
-  469crovepyicov.
The career of Kleomenes, governor of Egypt under Alexander, was rife with 
economic machinations according to the Aristotelian tradition, rivalling even those of 
Dionysios of Syracuse.470 The scheme described in Demosthenes aimed at creating a 
monopoly of grain in Egypt and manipulating the importing markets. Firstly, Kleomenes 
bought up the Egyptian surpluses and fixed the export price higher than previously. 
Secondly, he created a network of agents to transport and sell grain in the Greek world. 
Lastly, further agents were situated at the importing emporia from where they 
communicated to their associates the prevailing grain prices, thus guiding Egyptian grain 
only to emporia with the highest prices.
Kleomenes’ grains scheme reveals that the majority of surpluses in Egypt at the 
time were in private hands, since Kleomenes had to buy them up (jta^iyKaTrri^ucov).
Probably some surpluses were public, since Psammetichos could send grain to Athens in 
the mid-fifth century. Kleomenes’ actions during the 320s famine apparently found no 
favour with Greek merchants and importing poleis. His scheme, although unique, reveals 
that the machinery necessary for a full interventionist policy existed, or could be 
constructed, in the Greek world. The reaction of the Athenians shows that the main
469 Demosthenes 56.7-9: “So that you are not ignorant of the facts, (let me tell you that) these men were 
operatives and collaborators of Kleomenes, the governor of Egypt. That man, from the moment he became 
governor, has worked many evils against your city, and many as well to the other Greeks, by buying all the 
grain and fixing its price, this was done by him and by these men with him. Some of them sent the cargoes 
from Egypt, others sailed them around the emporia and others yet stayed here and distributed the dispatched 
cargoes. Moreover, the ones who stayed here would send letters with the existing prices to those who sailed, 
so that if grain were dear for you, then they would bring it here, but if its price fell, then they would sail to 
another emporion. This was the main reason, men of the jury, why the price of grain rose, because of such 
letters and collusions”.
470 Aristotle Oikonomika 1352al8-b25.
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obstacle to the widespread use of direct and pervasive intervention was the lack of 
willingness on the part of governments to take such direct and hostile action. The reason 
for the unwillingness of governments to adopt policies aiming at monopoly like that of 
Kleomenes is that they are not sustainable long-term for a commodity with a supply as 
diffused as that of grain. In other words, a scheme as Kleomenes’ could work only under 
famine conditions, since under normal circumstances the importers would be receiving 
grain from a variety of exporters.
The last grain exporter of note in the southern Mediterranean was the Kyrenaike, 
which shared with Egypt the remarkable productivity of North Africa.471 The only 
evidence of grain exports from Kyrene is the famous gift of grain to the Greek poleis during 
the 320s famine.472 The gift, however, presupposes some previous contacts between 
Kyrene and the recipients, since, as Leukon's gift to Athens implies, such gifts were usually 
extended to existing trading partners.473
The main grain producers in the western Greek world were Sicily and Magna 
Graecia, which exported grain to mainland Greece as early as the Peloponnesian War.474 
Possibly Sicilian grain reached mainland Greece earlier, since the Peloponnese had need for 
imported grain as early as 480, and Sicily had closer relations with the Peloponnesians than 
the Black Sea.475 In the fourth century, Sicilian grain reached Athens as well; while the 
grain related themes on the coinage of Sicilian and Italian cities suggest that the western
471 Herodotos 4.158.
472 Tod 196.
473 Demosthenes 20.31.
474 Thucydides 3.86.4.
475 Herodotos 7.147; Foxhall (1998:302).
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Greeks considered grain one of their most important products.476 The coast of the Adriatic 
was another grain exporter but evidence of imports to mainland Greece appears late in the 
classical period. Probably the pirates infesting the region had an adverse effect on the total 
volume of Adriatic grain reaching Greece and the Aegean.477
In mainland Greece, the only areas mentioned as exporters of grain are Thessaly and 
Epiros. Both certainly produced and exported grain, at least in the fourth century.478 
However, their inclusion in the Kyrenean gift of the 320s reveals that, unlike other 
exporters, the Thessalian and Epirote surpluses were very small.479
Except for minor exporters, such as Thessaly and Epiros, exporters of grain were 
situated in the periphery of the Greek world. The position of the majority of exporters as 
archaic settlements has given rise to a long and fierce debate on the role of grain as a trade 
commodity in settlement abroad, particularly the Black Sea, west and Egyptian settlements, 
while the archaic sources certainly suggest that inter-polis and possibly inter-region trade in 
grain existed in the archaic period, the role of grain in archaic settlement abroad is 
impossible to estimate. Settlement abroad had a variety o f motives specific to individual 
cases but in general terms, as long as surpluses of any commodity and the corresponding 
need for import existed, trade in that commodity is probable even if it were not part of the 
original decision of settlement.
476 Demosthenes 56.9. Coinages: BMC Leontini (all coins), BMC Segesta nos 36-9, BMC Syracuse nos 158- 
61, 208, 224-5, BMC Metapontum (all coins).
477 IG II2 1629.217-227 (RO 21). Even if the colony is a measure against a specific crisis of excessive piracy 
in the region [Gamsey (1988:158)], the Athenian reaction of founding a colony rather than merely increasing 
the protection of convoys shows that at the time they considered the Adriatic an important supplier. Bresson 
(1993:177) is right in that the foundation is part of the general tendency of the Athenians and other to ensure 
the safety of the main trade routes.
478 Thessaly: Xenophon Hellenika 6.1.11, 5.4.56-7. Epiros: Lykourgos Leokrates 26.
479 Thessaly: Tod 196.8, 25; Epiros: Tod 196.10.
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For the classical period, the picture becomes clearer as the evidence of exports 
appears in the written and epigraphical sources. Of particular interest are the export policy 
of the Spartokids and the grain monopoly created by Kleomenes of Egypt in the fourth 
century. Both cases suggest considerable intervention in the export of grain by 
governments if under different circumstances and with different ultimate aims. The 
existence of grain export policies in two exporters raises the question of why the other 
exporters appear to have had no specific policies. The answer lies in the nature of our 
sources, as most information on the grain trade is provided by speeches delivered in 
Athenian courts. In the grain-related speeches, only Kleomenes’ scheme survives because 
it is relevant to the specifics o f the speaker’s argument. The Bosporan policy is known 
through an unrelated speech and an inscription, which highlights that the nature of our 
sources creates a bias towards import policy. Probably other exporters had adopted policies 
relating to grain but, pending further epigraphic discoveries, these will remain unknown to 
us.
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Chapter 8: Grain for Athens
Athens was the largest polis in the Greek World in the classical period and imported
grain from various suppliers, mainly Egypt, the Black Sea and Sicily. More information on 
the imports of Athens has survived than for all other poleis together, and among it the rarest 
of all types of information: a number. Demosthenes in his speech Against Leptines says 
that Athens imported 400,000 medimnoi per annum from the Bosporus: aL t o l v u v  7rap'
e k e lv o d  8eup' dquKVofrpEvai cuxou pi)pux8s<; 7tspi XEXxapaicovx' e icu .480 It should be noted 
at the outset that Demosthenes is arguing in favour of Leukon being a major benefactor, 
consequently, he would play down or omit anything that detracts from this point. These 
400,000 medimnoi come, according to Demosthenes, from the Crimean Bosporus only, not 
from the whole of the Black Sea as some scholars have argued.481 Athens may well have 
imported grain from other Black Sea regions as well.482
Gamsey has argued that Demosthenes refers to a bad year for local crops, and thus a 
year of extra imports.483 However, Demosthenes specifically mentions a bad year later in 
the passage, and there mentions that Leukon responded to this crisis by sending a large gift 
of grain to Athens.484 Later Kyrene was to do something similar, not just to Athens but to a
480 Demosthenes 20.31: “Now from there we import 400,000 medimnoi".
481 Sallares (1991:331-2); Whitby (1998:123); Harris (2003:3).
482 For example from Romania, which is an important producer of wheat in the region, although there is no 
evidence in my knowledge suggesting grain imports from Tomis or Kallatis. Note that Romania in spite of 
being almost 3 times smaller than the Ukraine produces on average almost half the wheat that Ukraine 
produces, according to the data from FAOSTAT (note particularly the relative yields):
Year Rom ania Rom ania Area Rom ania Yield Ukraine Ukraine A rea Ukraine Yield
Production (Mt) (Ha) (Hg/Ha) Production (Mt) (Have) (Hg/Ha)
2005 7,027,000 2,462,000 28,542 18,700,000 6,570,000 28,463
2004 7,812,428 2,291,650 34,091 17,520,200 5,533,700 31,661
483 Gamsey (1988:97).
484 Demosthenes 20.33: a lia . 7tpco7t£pucnv c it o S euiu;  napa rcaatv avOpumoic; yevopgvtiq ou povov uplv 
Lk u v o v  g Ito v  aireaxetkev, “But in the year before last, when there was famine among all peoples, not only did 
he send you enough grain, but also...”.
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variety o f poleis and kingdoms.485 The implication is that the import o f400,000 medimnoi 
was common, not a crisis response. 486
While it is possible that Demosthenes is lying or trying to mislead his audience, it 
seems unlikely that the Athenians were so ignorant of their grain supply that such an 
exaggeration of figures would pass unnoticed; the grain supply was debated in the ekklesia 
once every prytany, so presumably the majority of the Athenians had at some point 
participated in these discussions or heard about them.487 Demosthenes’ reference to the 
accounts o f the sitophylakes may seem to suggest that the scale of grain imports was not 
common knowledge but is more likely to have been a rhetorical ploy to bolster his 
argument by showing that his expertise in the matter went beyond that of the general
i Q  O
public. In all probability, Demosthenes accurately reports the amount of grain imported 
in a normal year, or at least not an extraordinary one.
Demosthenes’ claim that the Black Sea provided half of the total grain imports of 
Athens is a different matter. Gomme thought that Demosthenes was simply lying and that 
the amount of non-Pontic grain was larger 489 Since Demosthenes was not debating the 
import of grain but trying to present Leukon as a major benefactor, it certainly suited his 
argument to exaggerate the proportion of grain imported from the Bosporus in relation that
485 Tod 196.
486 Whitby (1998:124-5) rightly notes that the amount of grain stopped by Philip II of Macedon in the 
Hellespont supports such large amounts being imported from die Black Sea.
487 Aristotle AthPol 43.4.
488 Demosthenes as a politician was expected to have intimate knowledge of the grain supply, the matter being
one of the necessities of political education: Aristotle Rhetoric 1360al2; Demosthenes 18.301, Xenophon 
Memorabilia 3,6.13.
489 Gom me (1933:32).
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imported from other areas; note that he appeals o n ly  to ‘likelihood’ (eiKoxcoq) o n  this point, 
not the records of the sitophylakes.490
In order to arrive at a credible estimate of import volumes, we can try to assess the 
extent of local production, population size and diet requirements. Scholars attempting this 
have reached widely different conclusions, since each variable has a wide range of possible 
values, which produces exponential differences in the combined result of the calculation. 
Uncertainty is unavoidable; all that is possible is to caution that any individual estimate 
may be far off the mark and to estimate both minimal and maximum values.
The size o f Athenian population has been debated among scholars for more than 
150 years, and no two estimates are the same.491 Hansen, using as the basis for his 
estimation political participation requirements, has offered a very convincing argument that 
puts the numbers o f Athenian citizens at more than 30,000 in the fourth century.492 That 
would imply a total fourth-century citizen population, including women and children, of 
120-150,000. This roughly corresponds to Sail ares’ top estimate of the maximum number 
that Attika could feed.493 Hansen’s figures are an estimate but his method is based on well- 
established figures for political participation and on comprehensive demographic evidence, 
and as such is more reliable than other estimates based on incomplete figures for military 
manpower 494 The number of slaves and metics cannot be securely estimated; Hansen
490 For the necessity of considering carefully which statements in the orators are provided with supporting 
evidence, see Harris (2003:8).
491 Beloch (1923); Gomme (1933); Ruschenbusch (1984); Sallares (1991:79); Hansen (1985).
492 Hansen (1985:68). The latest work on Athenian population [Hansen (2006:19-60)] upholds these figures 
and presents new arguments in favour of them.
493 Sallares (1991:79) at highest yield.
494 Figures from military manpower are the least helpful since they are by nature incomplete, since they 
represent only those of hoplite or higher income, thus requiring further guesswork as to the number of non- 
hoplites. Although Athenian hoplite numbers must have included at least some thetes [van Wees (2001)], the 
rest of the non-hoplite population cannot be estimated securely, even if we try to combine army and navy
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estimates the number o f metics between 33,000 and 46,000 and that of slaves between 
66,000 and 93,000.495
The variables used are the following.
(a) 150,000: a minimum estimate based on what Attika could feed from its 
own resources; it is adopted by Osborne as the figure for the total population.496
(b) 200,000: Hansen’s minimum population of Athens in the fourth century; 
Gamsey’s maximum number of people which Attika could feed from its own resources 497
(c) 250,000: this is Hansen’s “probable” estimate for the fourth century.498
(d) 300,000: used here as a conservative maximum, Hansen’s “probable” 
estimate for 431 499
The dietary requirements o f this population are another disputed point, with 
ethnographic studies of various Mediterranean diets being compared with the ancient 
testimonies. The best treatment of ancient dietary requirements of grain is that of Foxhall 
and Forbes. 500 Dietary studies in mid-20th century CE Crete found that the projected 
average cereal requirement of the consumers was 167kg/year/person or four medimnoi of 
wheat (4.8 of barley501); however since that diet included potatoes, in its ancient equivalent
figures, since any estimation based on navy numbers is easily doubted because o f the use of slaves and hired 
rowers, as for example in the case of Aigina [Hansen (2006:12)].
495 Hansen (1988:11-2) against Whitehead (1977:97-8) who estimated 20-25,000 and Osborne (1987:46), who 
estimated 20,000 for metics and slaves.
496 Sallares (1991:60); Osborne (1987:99); (1988:137).
497 Hansen (1988:12); Gamsey (1988:90). Note that Gamsey is leaving a very small margin in his 
calculations for the type of evidence we have; a mere 50,000 between minimum and maximum.
498 Hansen (1988:12).
499 Hansen (1988:26). A calculated maximum for the fifth century with 60,000 male citizens and maximum 
numbers for metics and slaves is 409,000 people. I do not use this figure as a ceiling for the fourth century, 
although it would be statistically better, in order to keep the figures towards the lower end of the spectrum.
500 Foxhall & Forbes (1982).
5011 am using a wheat: barley ratio of 1:1.2 according to Foxhall & Forbes (1982).
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grain or pulses would have been more prominent.502 Foxhall and Forbes using both the 
ancient testimonies on grain requirements and modem data have proposed an average 
requirement o f 212kg/year/person or 5.3 medimnoi of wheat (6.3 of barley) . 503 The 
sources, on the other hand, offer a convenience rule o f one choinix of wheat per person per 
day, thus, 7.3 medimnoi/year/pcrson (292kg or 8.7 medimnoi of barley, 345kg) . 504 On the 
extreme end of the spectrum, studies of grain requirements in post-World War II rural 
Anatolia suggest an average actual consumption of 300kg/year/person of wheat or 7.5 
medimnoi.505 Note that consumption estimates are not helpful in calculating grain imports 
since, as was shown by ethnographic studies, the amounts stored by the subsistence farmer 
and bought by the average purchaser are governed by convenience rules not exact 
calculations of consumption.506
The variables used are the following507:
(a) 4.8 medimnoi: a minimum consumption figure, based on ethnographic
studies from modem Greece.508
(b) 6.3 medimnoi: the figure proposed by Foxhall and Forbes.
(c) 8.7 medimnoi: a maximum figure based on the for 1 choinix/
person/day.
Moving from consumption to production, there are two variables to consider: the 
amount of land cultivated with grain in Attika and the yield of the crop. The amount of
502 Allbaugh (1953:106-8).
503 Foxhall & Forbes (1982:55,73).
504 Foxhall & Forbes (1982:60).
505 Hillman (1973:229).
506 Allbaugh (1953:107).
507 Note that the barley variables are used since the production will also be calculated in barley.
508 Allbaugh (1953:98).
cultivable land in Attika has been variously calculated from 17% to 50%, while calculations 
of land under cereal cultivation have also fluctuated depending on whether biennial fallow 
is considered normal or extraordinary practice.509 Jarde calculated the cultivable area to 
27% and the land under cereal cultivation to 10%, assuming a general practice of biennial 
fallow.510 Sallares argued in favour of 30% cultivable and 15% under grain cultivation, 
following Garnsey in his rejection of biennial fallow511 Osborne and Gamsey have argued 
in favour of 35-40% cultivable land with as much as 25% under grain cultivation.512 The 
amount of land cultivated with cereals fluctuated in the ancient world. Pollen counts have 
shown that in Metapontion multi-crop agriculture was replaced in the mid-fourth century 
by monoculture of cereals, which could suggest a wide-spread change in the patterns of 
land use in the Greek World. 513
The variables used for the cultivated area are the following.
(a) 10%= 240km2=24000ha: a minimum figure for grain cultivation; 
Jarde’s estimation.
(b) 15%=360km2=36000ha: Sallares’ estimation based on modem data 
from Attika; Gamsey’s minimum estimation.514
(c) 20%=480km2=48000ha: a maximum figure based on 40% cultivable
land.
509 I am using Gamsey’s 2400km2 for the total land of Attika. 17% in French (1964:176); 50% in Osborne 
(1985:225). Foxhall (1992:156) has argued in favour of 50% of Attika being dedicated to agricultural and 
pastoral pursuits, which is a considerably better estimate for total land use.
*10 Jarde (1925:49-52,142-3).
511 Sallares (1991:309-13); Gamsey (1988:93-4) argued rightly against the widespread use of biennial fallow 
in favour of the modem Greek rotation of suitable crops.
512 Osborne (1987:46); Gamsey (1988:92,102); Whitby (1998:104).
513 Carter (2005:26).
514 Sallares (1991:79); Gamsey (1985:72).
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Crop yields are the other variable to consider on the total grain production of Attika. 
The only yields founding the sources are Columella’s relating to production in Italy, which 
are 425-530kg/ha for barley. 515 Estimations of cereal yields in modern scholarship use 
comparative data from modern Greece, which are considerably higher than those of 
Columella. 516 The use o f modem yields has been rightly suspected since Ruschenbusch 
noted not only the substantial increase in yields after the introduction o f fertilisers in the 
1930s but also the evolution of grains over a period of two and a half millennia.517 
Unfortunately, the only figure of ancient Athenian production, the aparchai of 329/8, 
cannot be effectively used as a control, since there is no information on whether 329/8 was 
a good, average or bad year and since it is debatable whether the aparchai represent honest 
estimates of total production.518 In addition to the above, an amount of seed stored for next 
year must be deducted from the figures. I have assumed that the seed kept was 1/8* of total 
production, halving Columella’s figure since light sowing is better in poor soils. 519
The variables used for the crop yields are the following:
(a) 13.2 medimnoi/ha (425 kg/ha): a minimum estimate; Columella’s lower
barley yield
(b) 16.5 medimnoi!ha (530 kg/ha): Columella’s higher barley yield
515 Van Wees (2001:49) on the use of Columella’s figures. Note that the recently revealed lightness of north 
Aegean yields [Stroud (1998:55)] makes Columella’s figures more believable.
516 Gallant (1991:77).
517 Ruschenbusch (1988:141-53).
518 Gamsey (1988:99-100, 1998:185-7) and Sallares (1991:394) have argued in favour of 329/8 being a bad 
year but the issue cannot be resolved without further evidence.
519 On Columella’s sowing rate see van Wees (2001:49). 1/8 is considerably lower than seed ratios in pre- 
fertiliser modem Greece: Jameson (1978:129); Sanders (1984:262). Light sowing being better for poor soils: 
Theophrastos HP 8.6.2; Gallant (1991:46-9).
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(c) 19.6 medimnoi/ha (630 kg/ha): prc-fcrtiliscr average barley yield in 20th
century Attika and Boiotia.520
(d) 24.7 medimnoi/ha (793 kg/ha): maximum barley yield o f  20Ih century
Attika.521
To arrive to an estimate o f  possible import quantities the above variables will be 
combined:
Table 8: Barley Consumption of Attika According to Population and Diet Variables
Medimnoi/
People
4.8 6.3 8.7
150000 720000 945000 1305000
200000 960000 1260000 1740000
250000 1200000 1575000 2175000
300000 1440000 1890000 2610000
Table 9: Barley Production of Attika According to Land Cultivation and Yield Variables, Seed 
Subtracted
Medimnoi/
Hectares
13.2 16.5 19.6 24.7
24000 277200 346500 411600 518700
36000 415800 519750 617400 778050
48000 554400 693000 823200 1037400
Table 10: Combined Variables for Attika using minima and maxima of Diet and Land Cultivation 
estimations
P ro d u c tio n /
C o n su m p tio n
277200 346500 411600 518700 554400 693000 823200 1037400
720000 -442800 -373500 -308400 -201300 -165600 -27000 103200 317400
960000 -682800 -613500 -548400 -441300 -405600 -267000 -136800 77400
1200000 -922800 -853500 -788400 -681300 -645600 -507000 -376800 -162600
1305000 -1027800 -958500 -893400 -786300 -750600 -612000 -481800 -267600
1440000 -1162800 -1093500 -1028400 -921300 -885600 -747000 -616800 -402600
1740000 -1462800 -1393500 -1328400 -1221300 -1185600 -1047000 -916800 -702600
2175000 -1897800 -1828500 -1763400 -1656300 -1620600 -1482000 -1351800 -1137600
520 Van Wees (2001:49) based on Ruschenbusch (1988).
521 Gallant (1991:77).
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2610000 -2332800 -2263500 -2198400 -2091300 -2055600 -1917000 -1786800 -1572600
Tabic 3 is the presentation o f  the com binations for minima and maxima and 
presents the range o f  possible estimations o f  efficiency/deficiency. The majority o f  
combinations result in negative numbers indicating insufficiency o f  local production and, 
consequently, need for grain imports. The method o f  variables cannot produce a specific 
figure beyond an average o f  projected need. The average import needed would be 936,000 
medimnoi o f  barley, or, since the imported grain was m ainly wheat, 780,000 medimnoi. 
Fluctuations would be normal from year to year and it is possible that in some years the 
production o f  Attika would be enough to guarantee minimum imports but the balance o f  
probability implies that in most years Athens would have to import large quantities. O f 
interest is the fact that Demosthenes’ 400,000 medimnoi fits quite well with the average o f 
imports, which may be simply happenstance but even so provides us with a control, since 
the figures are not w idely disparate. An average import o f  800,000 medimnoi o f  wheat 
would mean that between 100,000 and 200,000 people were fed with foreign grain. The 
com bination o f  variables and the average highlight the probability o f  regular large-scale 
grain imports by Athens and a reason for the apparent anxiety o f  the Athenians concerning 
their grain supply.
Athens was clearly deficient in local grain and had considerable need for imports, 
which was expressed in its legislation on the grain trade. There arc seven laws relating to 
the grain trade from Athens. Isager and Hansen have provided the most concise treatment 
o f  five o f  them and the sources they appear in: “Finally the grain trade was regulated
through legislation. Among the laws on grain the following have been transmitted to us: (1) 
it is forbidden to export any crop except olives (Plutarch Solon 24); (2) it is forbidden to
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purchase more than 50 phormoi o f grain at a time (Lysias 22.6); (3) it is a capital offence 
fo r persons resident in Athens to ship grain to harbours other than the Piraeus 
(Demosthenes 34.37,35.50; Lykourgos 1.27); (4) any grain ship touching in at the harbour 
o f the Piraeus is required to unload at least 2/3 o f her cargo and may re-export a maximum 
o f 1/3 (AthPol 51 4); (5) it is forbidden for persons resident in Athens to extend a maritime 
loan unless the ship under contract conveys grain to the Piraeus (Demosthenes 
35.51,56.6,56.11)”. The overwhelming concern of these laws with the import of grain
has been the basis of the argument that governmental intervention in trade was exclusively 
concerned with the import of grain. Combined with the unique position of Athens as the 
greatest importer of grain in the Greek World, this has given rise to the idea that 
governmental intervention in trade was limited to the grain imports of extraordinary 
importers. A close examination of these laws will show that the issue is not as 
straightforward as it seems at first glance.
The legislation in Athens has been criticized by Moses Finley, as not interventionist 
enough. As Austin says, the state refrained from creating its own trading mechanisms, 
preferring instead to manipulate existing ones.524 This is what Athens can be seen doing in 
the above laws; using the existing forms of trade and networks and suiting them to her own 
purposes. In other words, Athens used the networks of trade and the Piraeus’ supreme 
position as an entrepot to make native and metic merchants bound to transport grain to her.
Law I refers to Solonian legislation and is reported exclusively by Plutarch: xcov 5e 
yivopivG)v 5ia0eoiv rcpoq e^aiou povov cScoksv, aXka 5' e^ayeiv CKGoXnae: Kai
522 Isager & Hansen (1975:28-9).
523 Finley (1985:199-200).
524 Austin (1985:210).
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K ara tcov e^ayovxcov a p a q  t o v  a p y o v x a  7toiela0ai 7rpoaexa5ev, f] cktlveiv a u x o v  eKaxov 
5pa%pai; eiq t o  5r|p oa iov . Kai 7cparro<; a^cov eax iv  o  t o u to v  mpiE%(Dv t o v  v o p o v . o u k  a v  
ou v  t i<; fjyfjaaiTO nav'ce'kibq a7n0avou<; t o u <; A,eyovTa<; o t i Kai ctukgov e^ ayoyf] to  TiaXaiov 
a7r£Lpr|TO, Kai t o  (paiveiv evSsiK vupevov t o o <; zt/xyovmc, icA,r|0fjvai ai)KO(pavT£LV.525 The
authenticity of the law was proved by Michael Gagarin, who based his argument on the 
mention of the axon to which it belonged and on the way it expresses legal procedure.526 
Gamsey believes that this law was “an ad hoc measure issued in the context o f a food crisis 
and that the shortage had been aggravated by unscrupulous landowners who were sending 
their grain abroad in search o f higher prices”.511 Gamsey follows the general scholarly 
idea that this law is grain-related and any explanation, as crisis-measure or just as a general 
law on exports, seeks to explain it in terms of grain.528
However, since the Athenian population in the 590s is impossible to plausibly 
reconstruct, postulating considerable grain needs can be based only on the later 
insufficiency of local production in the classical period. It is highly unlikely that Athens in 
the early sixth century had already exceeded the population of c l50,000 that could be 
sustained from local production.529 Further, if this law targeted grain, then it is surprising
525 Plutarch Solon 24: “Of the produce, he allowed only oil to be available to foreigners, while he stopped the 
export of all others. And he ordered the archon to pronounce curses against those exporting, under pain of 
paying 100 drachmai to the public fund. And this law is found in the first axon. Thus, it is not difficult to 
believe those who claim that in the past even the export of figs was banned, and that the revelation of those 
who exported them came to be called sykophantein” Note that the numbering of the laws in the following 
discussions is not that of Isager & Hansen (1975).
526 Gagarin (2006:267). Stanley (1999:230) also argued in favour of the authenticity of the law based on the 
type of penalties imposed. For the general problems with the authenticity of Solonian legislation, see Harris 
(2006:290).
*27 Gamsey (1988:75).
528 For example see Ehrenberg (1973:73); Isager & Hansen (1975); Jeffery (1976:92); Jameson (1983:11); 
Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:69). Gamsey (1988:107) is right in pointing out that the law does not imply an 
absolute shortage of cereals in Athens.
529 Gamsey (1988:109), against Rhodes (1981:95-6).
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that grain is not mentioned, as in the export ban of Selymbria.530 Unless Attika in the 590s 
is envisioned as deficient not only in grain but also in all other agricultural products, then a 
general export ban is not only senseless but also inhibitive of growth.
Instead of postulating a cunningly disguised grain law, the Solonian legislation 
should be considered as it appears, an oil law. Solon’s ‘economic’ measures, as reported by 
Plutarch, appear singularly oriented towards manufacture, which can be explained by 
Solon’s perspective, as an occasional trader, on the economy.531 Oil in the Greek world 
was a multifaceted commodity that had a variety of uses, many of them not food related. 
Good oil could be a major export item as a luxury food product and also as perfume. Of all 
Athenian agricultural products, oil was the most diverse and the one with the potential to 
become a major luxury export. The ban on exports of all agricultural products should be 
seen not as a negative legislation but as an encouragement towards greater production of oil 
and creating an oil-related industry in Athens.532 As Stanley showed, the adoption of 
Corinthian pottery types in this period signifies a turn of Athenian industry towards 
perfume and bathing oils, which can be related to Solonian legislation. 533 Neither can it be 
considered as an effort by the Athenians to control who consumed the produce of the land, 
as suggested by Sallares, since in that case a simple general ban would suffice without any 
mention o f oil. 534 Moreover, an export ban on agricultural products was bound to 
encourage manufacture.
530 Aristotle Oikonomika 2.2.17.
531 Plutarch Solon 22.1, 24.2. On Solon’s perspective on the economy, see van Raalte (2005:81-2).
532 Murray (1980:46).
533 Stanley (1999:249).
534 Sallares (1991:304-9); Schaps (2004:169).
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Such a ban with the exceptional push for olive cultivation is extremely 
interventionist. That such was possible and acceptable in the early sixth century is very 
interesting since such amounts of intervention would barely seem credible in fourth-century 
Athens. On the other side o f the coin, such extreme intervention is a sign of immaturity. 535 
The fact that such an export ban was abandoned (I would assume quickly) is expected, 
since to concentrate on only one product closes all avenues for growth and evolution. The 
main reason why Stanley and Gamsey have argued in favour of the law targeting grain is its 
perceived place in Solon’s socio-economic reforms to alleviate the debt and poverty crisis 
in Athens by providing cheap grain and other agricultural products to the populace.536 
Possibly the law had this effect to some extent, at least on a short-term basis, but equally its 
encouragement of oil production and related industries would also have helped the poor 
escape the vicious circle of land-related debt by opening other avenues of income in trade 
and manufacture.
Law II fixes the profit margin of retail grain dealers: 5eiv yap auxob<; o{3oXto pdvov 
7icoX£iv xtpicbxepov.537 The speaker does not specify the measure the law applies to but later 
in the same speech, he applies it to the medimnos (vuv 5’ evioxe xfjg auxrjg f]pepa<; 
encbXovv Spaxprj xipicbxepov, cbamp Kara pebipvov cruvcovoupevoi), where the lack of an
explanation to the audience suggests that application to the medimnos was common.538 The 
intervention of the government in this instance is clearly in the interest of the consumer,
535 For the opposite view see Descat (1993:155).
536 Stanley (1999:232); Gamsey (1988:75-6).
537 Lysias 22.8: “they can increase the price only by an obol”.
538 Lysias 22.12: “Yet they increased the price by a drachma several times in one day, as if they had been 
buying together one medimnos at a time”.
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while at the same time allowing for changes in the market, which would be reflected in the 
price paid by the sitopolai to the emporoi.
Law III is mentioned only in Lysias Against the Graindealers (22) and its 
provisions and meaning have long been debated. The speaker quotes the law twice in the 
speech: ditoKptvai 5f) pot, el ojioAoyeu; tc^ lco oltov oupTCpiaaGai 7cevTr|KOVTa cpoppcbv, cbv
o vopog e^elvai K&kevei and fjpelq yap uplv TiapsaxopeGa tov vopov, oq arcayopeuei 
pqSeva tcov ev xrj nokex 7eA£lco oltov TcevrfjicovTa cpoppcov auvcoveiaGai, with slightly 
different wording each time, which has created contention on the exact meaning of the 
words oupjtpiaoGai /ouvcoveioGai and phormos. 539 Traditionally, the law has been 
interpreted as forbidding any individual to buy in bulk more than 50 phormoi of grain, thus 
opening a loophole in Athenian legislation, which would allow bulk-buying cartels.540 
Figueira, however, conclusively showed that the meaning o f oupjtpiaoGai /ouvcoveioGai 
encompasses the creation of a cartel, thus showing that the law forbade any effort to comer 
the market.541
The phormos, whose size is unknown, is presented as a measure familiar to the 
audience. The phormos is often equated in modem scholarship with the medimnos based 
on a comparison of prices in the Attic stelai and Aristophanes’ Ekklesiazousai. 542 In the 
Attic stelai, the phormos costs six drachmai while in the Ekklesiazousai the medimnos 
costs three drachmai, which is explained by a drop in prices after the end of the
539 Lysias 22.5-6: “Answer me then, do you not confess that you bought together more than 50 phormoi of 
grain, which the law orders not to do?”- “For our part, we bring before you the law, which bans anyone in the 
city to buy together more than 50 phormoi of grain”.
540 McDowell (1978:157); Seager (1966:173-6).
541 Figueira (1986:153-5).
542 Pritchett & Pippin (1956:194-5); Johnston (1997:81); Figueira (1986:156); Seager (1966:175); Whitby 
(1998:120).
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Peloponnesian War.543 However, the equation is not as simple, since in 414 Athens was 
still the mistress of the Aegean, while in 392 control of the Hellespont and the Aegean sea 
lanes had been lost; thus, a drop in prices would be surprising. A second problem with the 
equation is that the stelai record an auction price, which could have been adversely affected 
by the quality o f the wheat and the religious undertones of the Hermokopidai affair, while 
Aristophanes refers to the contemporary market price. Using these prices, the phormos 
must have been at least twice as large as the medimnos. Further arguments against the 
equation are the clear distinction between the medimnos and the phormos in the speech and 
the impossibility o f cornering the market successfully with such small quantities, as 
Figueira showed conclusively. 544 In other texts, phormos is usually interpreted as a basket, 
wickerwork or mat, while in the two texts specifically referring to grain the meaning is not 
clear. 545 In Hesiod, phormos is used as a transport vessel large enough to hold a bad year’s 
crop, while in Aristophanes it is a measure of wheat in an otherwise unintelligible joke that 
the Scholia fail to explain. 546
Since the phormos and the medimnos were not equal, the question of the size o f the 
phormos becomes paramount. Although other texts may not be helpful, I believe that 
Lysias 22 holds the answer to our query. The speaker accuses the sitopolai of increasing
543 IG I3 421.139: [III] II {-II uupov cpopp6[^j ; Aristophanes Ekklesiazousai 547-8 (using the price of a 
hekteus to calculate the medimnos): olo0' ouv d7toAroAeKma 7cupcov e K x e a ,  ov xpqv ep' it; £kk>.t]olch; 
£&r|{pevat, “Do you know that you have made us lose a hekteus of wheat, which I should have bought with 
the pay of the Assembly?”.
544 Lysias 22.12: vuv 51 eviote auxrjc; f)p£pa<; erccoXoov Spayprj xipicbxepov, axjTiep Kara p£5ipvov 
cruvtjovoupevoi, “Yet they increased the price by a drachma several times in one day, as if they had been 
buying together one medimnos at a time”; Figueira (1986:157-8).
545 Mat: Aristophanes Plutos 542; Clothes: Herodotos 3.98.4, Pausanias 10.29.8; Basket (siege): Aeneias 
Tacticus 32.2, Herodotos 8.71.2. Unhelpfulness of the other sources: Figueira (1986:155-9).
546 Hesiod WD 473-82, note that Hesiod knows the medimnos as a measure: Hesiod F278 (Strabo 14.1.27): 
dxdp pexpov ye p£5ipvo<;. Aristophanes Thesmophoriazousai 811-3, by unintelligible I mean that there is no 
clear meaning and a variety of jokes can be inferred from it.
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the price dramatically during a day’s trade, referring to Law II above: TrepKpavEoxaiov 
TEKjjrjptov o n  yeudovxai: expf)v yap auxouq, eiicep upcav eveica £7tpaxxov xauxa, 
<patvea0ai xrj<; auxrjq xtpfjt; noXkaq rjpfpaq jccota)uvxa<;, £©<; o <ruvecovr|p£vo<; abxobq 
£7C£Xi7ce: vuv 8' evloxc xfjg auxqc; f]p£pag £7tcbX,ouv 8paxpr] xipicbxepov, cbajiep Kaxa 
pedipvov oDvcovoujxevot.547 Scholars who equate the phormos with the medimnos have
suggested that the sitopolai broke the one-obol law as well; however, the speaker never 
accuses them on that account, nor does his argument run along those lines.548 The 
speaker’s argument is that since the sitopolai bought a large quantity o f grain, they should 
have kept the same price until all the grain had been sold; on the contrary, they acted as if 
they had not bought a large quantity but very small quantities, thus increasing the price 
constantly. The emphasis is not on the profit (Spaxprj) but on the frequency it was exacted 
(EVtoxe xfj<; auxqc; fjpepaq) and, consequently, on the implications on the quantity o f grain 
bought (cocmep Kaxa peSipvov anvcovofipevoi). If the speaker refers to profit per phormos,
then the only way for the price of the phormos to increase by a drachma, if one is buying 
by the medimnos, is for the two quantities, the drachma and phormos as against the obol 
and the medimnos, to be in direct correlation; in other words, for the phormos to be six 
medimnoi, as one drachma is six obols. If the phormos equalled six medimnoi, the law 
limited acquisition to 300 medimnoi, or 12 tonnes of wheat; a quantity not large enough to 
comer the market but enough to keep one sitopoles busy for a few days.
547 Lysias 22.12: “This is the most potent evidence of their lies: if they were doing this for your benefit, then 
they should be selling at the same price for many days until what they had bought together was sold out. Yet 
they increased the price by a drachma sometimes on the same day, as if  they had been buying together one 
medimnos at a time”.
548 Explanation in Lamb (1943:498, note a).
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Law IV covers specifically the import of grain and restricts the commercial ventures 
open to Athenian citizens and metics: xcov 8 e vopcov id  eaxaia erctrqua 7tpot£0 tik6 tcov, ei
Tig olkcov AGfjvqaiv aXkoai noi aixriyf]a8i£v f\ elg to Attikov £p7copiov.549 The meaning
and the intent of the law is clear: no Athenian or metic is to transport grain to any other 
emporion but the Athenian; Athens regulated closely the activities of merchants with 
formal ties to her. Jameson argued that this law is a commercial version of katagein, 
“bringing grain ships to harbour”, and he is right to highlight the shared element of 
compulsion in both our law and katagein.55° However, it is compulsion at opposite sides of 
the spectrum, since one targets exclusively local and the other exclusively foreign emporoi. 
No polis could successfully regulate the activities of foreign emporoi for any length of 
time, thus, the occasional need for katagein, an extremely hostile form of intervention. 
Athenian legislation, on the other hand, stayed firmly within the prerogative of the polis in 
regulating its own citizens and metics.
Law V has been interpreted by Isager and Hansen, followed by Gamsey, as 
regulating the re-export of grain from Athens: KaL xou gltou tou KaxanleovTog eig to
aixiKov ejuiopiov xa 8i3o p£prj xoug ejuiopoug dvayicd^Eiv eig to dam  Kopi^eiv.551 Yet
the law itself mentions neither particulars on re-export nor obligates unloading of fixed 
quantities, prescribing merely that of the grain which traders did decide to sell in the sitikon
549 Demosthenes 34.37: “And the laws have prescribed the severest penalties, if a man living in Athens 
transports grain to any other emporion than the Athenian”. Also referred to in Lykourgos Leokrates 27: 
Kairoi, co av5peg, K a i  7tepi toutcov ol upexepoi vopoi xa; t<5%axa; Tipcopiag opigouaiv, eav xig AOrivaicov 
aXkooi 7101 avrr|Yf|<TT] rj cog upag, “And yet, men, on these matters your laws prescribe the greatest penalties, 
if an Athenian transports grain anywhere but to you”. Both passages refer to the same law, note the consistent 
use of aXXoa£ 7toi.
550 Jameson (1983:11).
551 Aristotle AthPol 51.4:“to compel the traders to take two thirds of the grain that reaches the grain emporion 
to the asttf \  Gamsey (1988:140); Garland (1987:89).
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emporion in the Peiraieus, two-thirds should be transported to be sold in the astu, i.e. in the 
city of Athens as opposed to the port of the Piraeus.552 The state considered the Peiraieus 
and the astu separate domains, as shown by the placement of the dole.553 This law is, 
therefore, only a regulation of domestic trade. There is nothing to suggest that re-export 
was illegal or restricted in Athens. Foreign traders, who were not covered by Law IV, 
could stop at Athens and investigate the market conditions, as is shown by the freedom 
enjoyed by those stopping at the Thieves’ Harbour to visit the deigma and decide whether 
to unload any o f their cargo at leisure: teal to  p£v 7rX.oiov coppei evxau0a riksiovq rj Trevxe
Kai ELKoaiv rjpepa^, ouxoi 5i  nep\£naxovv £v toj SsiypaTi xco f)p£T£pcp.554 In addition,
there must have been official re-export of grain when public surpluses were available, as 
Whitby argued for the case of Kallisthenes’ sale of grain sent by Leukon of the 
Bosporus.555
Law VI is quoted in Demosthenes 35.51 and has attracted two interpretations by 
modem scholars: ou tolvdv rauxa povov, co avSpsg biKaarai, Seiva eycb twlg%(d vito
AaKpLTou toutoul, ctX)ux Kai %a>pig tou a7ioaT£p£La0ai ta  xpf|paTa Kai siq xovq ioxaxovq
av KivSuvouq d(piKopr|v to toutoo pepoq, el prj poi rj croyypacpfj £porj0si f| 7tp6 <; toutou^,
Kai epapTUpei oti eL<; tov IIovtov Edcmca ta  yp^poiTa Kai ncOav AOrjva^e. lots yap, co
d vb p E q  d iK a a T a i, t o v  vopov co<; %ak£7i6q soxiv, eav xvq A0r[vaLC£>v aXkocs 7101 aiTr|yf|CTq rj
A0rjva£e, fj xprjpaxa SavELcrq six; aXXo t i £p7topiov rj t o  A0qvaicov, olai ^rjpLai 7cspi
552 Whitby (1998:121, n35).
553 Demosthenes 34.37.
554 Demosthenes 35.28:“And the ship was anchored there for more than 25 days, and these people wandered 
around your deigmcP.
555 Demosthenes 20.33; Whitby (1998:125).
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xouxcov elcLV, coq pey&Xat kci'i Sgtval. paAAov 8 e auxov avayvcoGt auxolc; t o v  vopov, tv' 
aKpipeoTSpov paGcoaiv. Nofioq, apyi)piov 5£ prj e^etvai eKSouvai AGtivaicov Kai xcuv 
psxotKCOv xarv AGrjvricn pexotKOuVxcov priSevl, pr[5£ &v ouxot Kuptol slaiv, elc; vauv rjxig 
av pf] pfAXr] a^eiv atxov AG^Va^s, KOtl zaXka xa yeypappeva 7ispl eKaaxou auxcav. eav 
5 £ xig £k5co 7tapa xauxa, elvcti rf]v tpflKnv Kai xfjv a7coypa(pf]v t o u  apyopLOu Ttpdi; xoug 
empeXrixac;, KaOajtep xfj<; vetvq ical xou alxov eiprjxai, Kaxa xauxa. Kai 8 lkt| auxcp pf] 
eaxco Tcepl t o u  apyupiou, 6  av eic8 cp aXkooi noi rj AOrjva^e, prjSe apyf] eiaayexco rcepl 
louxoi) priSepla. 556
Isager and Hansen, followed by Jameson, Harris and most recently by Morley, 
excise the phrase “Kai xa?Aa o^t yeypappeva 7tepl EKaaxov auxcbv” considering the law
dedicated to grain imports.557 Gamsey and others include the phrase considering the law 
dedicated to imports in general, with possibly a special consideration for grain.558 Both 
interpretations have problems and an analysis of this law is necessary to arrive at a solution.
556 Demosthenes 35.50-1: “These, men of the jury, are not the only evils I have suffered from this Lakritos. If 
he had his way not only would I be robbed of my money but also I would be in the greatest danger, if only the 
contract I made with these men had not come to my rescue witnessing that I gave the money for a voyage to 
the Pontos and back to Athens. You know, men of the jury, that the law is harsh, if an Athenian transports 
grain anywhere but Athens, or if  he lends money for another emporion than the Athenian and what the 
penalties for such crimes are and how large and severe they are. Better read aloud the law, so that they know 
it exactly. Law. It is not allowed for any of the Athenians, the metics living in Athens, or their dependants, to 
lend money on a ship, which will not bring grain to Athens and the other things written about each of these. 
If someone persists in lending, then let any information and an account of the money be submitted to the 
epimeletai, as with the grain and the ship. And let no trial be admitted about the money, if someone lends 
money for another trip than to Athens, Hof any magistrate to admit such a case.”
557 Jameson (1983:11): “Residents o f Athens only made maritime loans fo r  voyages bringing grain to Athens 
Harris (2003:7): “There was a law that made it illegal for any Athenian or metic to engage in transporting 
grain to any port besides Athens or to make a loan for such a trading voyage”; Morley (2007:71): “Post 
Imperial Athens sought to control the activities of grain traders by restricting their freedom of choice, 
insisting that anyone who borrowed money in Athens to buy grain had to bring their cargo back to Athens”.
558 Gamsey (1988:139-40): “Any voyage wade by a transport vessel that was financed by a maritime loan 
negotiated by an Athenian, resident alien or one in his power (typically a slave) had to issue in the import o f
'I'll
The law is quoted not in the text of the speech but in the citation. The vast majority 
of surviving speeches do not include the citations, while this speech includes all citations, 
agreements and depositions, which immediately creates the suspicion of a later, possibly 
Hellenistic, insertion. The reference in the speech itself appears to be to two distinct laws, 
one relating to transport of grain and the other to loans. The first law, “eav xiq AGrjvaicov
aXAoae 7101 airr|yfjcrq f] A0rjva£e”, has the same meaning and phrasing as Law IV
discussed above. The second law refers specifically to lending with no reference either to 
grain or to ships, which are mentioned only in the citation.559
Isager and Hansen’s interpretation has the further problem of limiting investment to 
imports of grain only. Such limitation of investment is contradicted in the speech itself in 
which the defendant, Lakritos, is said to have promised to bring to Athens Koan wine and 
salted fish, which he would not have claimed if it was clearly illegal, or if he had, his 
accuser would have noted it as illegal. Instead, the accuser argues merely on the 
implausibility of the claim because Koan wine is not usually imported to Athens via the 
Pontus. Moreover, a law barring investment in other commodities would clearly disregard 
the considerable needs of Athens for other imports, most importantly metals, since it would
necessities, particularly grain, to Athens'’. Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:116) argued that the law applied 
specifically to ships carrying grain; Bonner (1923:198); Whitby (1998:121).
5 9 The second law is also known from Demosthenes 56.6, 56.11, especially in §11 where the speaker 
specifically contrasts it to the Law IV: Kai rjpeu; eraiSr) xd xtaxa  £7n)0opE0a t o  yeyovog, £K7ie7iXr|Ypevoi xcp 
Ttpaypaxi 7Epoafjpev xouxcn tcp dp%it£Ktovi oXrpg m p o iA ij i; , dyavaKxouvxet;, o lov  elko<;, Kai 
eyKaXouvTEi; cm 5iapprj5r|v fjpcav Siopicapevtov ev x a i;  cmv0f]Kai; 07tax; f) v a u ;  pqSapoae KaxaTtXsuaexai 
cOOC rj eu; A0fjva<;, Kai £7ti xauxau; xat<; opoAoyiait; Saveiadvxcav xo apyupiov, rjpdi; pev ev uteo\ |/ux 
KaxaAiXourev xolq {3aiAop£voi<; a ix iaaO ai Kai A iysiv , (bq d p a Kai rjpeu; KeKoivcovfjKapEV xrjg aixqyia^ xrjq 
eiq xrjv PoSov, auxoi 5 e ouSev paXAov xrjv v a u v  VjKouai KaxaKopi^ovxe*; eu; xo  up^xcpov Eprcopiov eu; o  
cruveypdyavxo, “And as soon as we found out what happened, we were surprised and immediately went to 
this instigator of the whole scheme. And we questioned him angrily as to how, when we had stipulated in the 
contract that the ship should not sail anywhere but to Athens, and we had lent the money according to that 
agreement, he dared to leave us open to the suspicions of any willing accusers, that we had been part of the 
transport of the grain to Rhodos. We complained that him and his partner, in spite of the contract, had not 
brought the ship to your emporion".
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place such imports outside the investment sphere of Athenians and generally impede all 
imports but those of grain.
The second interpretation avoids both the above problems since import is not 
legally confined to grain. However, it creates a law concerned exclusively with imports 
and criminalising export loans. The exclusive regulation of imports is based partly on the 
text of the law as cited and partly on the phrase “rj xpf|paxa Saveiar] eig aXko ti epnopiov
rj to  AGrjvaLcov”. The problem with using the citation has already been mentioned. The 
phrase “eig aXko ti epTcoptov” has been interpreted as making a loan for a trading voyage 
“to the Athenian emporion”, thus denoting exclusively imports; similar to the same 
construction in Demosthenes 34.37.560 However, the eig construction can also be
interpreted as in Demosthenes 34.42: uicep 5e tou tt]v 6lkt|v elaaycoyipov elvai o vopog 
aurog biapapxupexai, KeXeucov Tag bucag elvai Tag epjtopucag totv aopPoXalcov tcov 
A0f|vrjaiv Kai eig to A0r]valcov ejutopiov, Kai ou povov tow AGrjvrjaiv, aXka Kai oaa av 
yevriTai eveKa tou jtAou tou AGrjva^e.561 The meaning o f eig to A0r|vaicov epzcopiov in
this case is clearly “for the Athenian emporion” in the sense o f “concerning the Athenian 
emporiori’\  since otherwise there would be no need for the further explanation that the law 
covers voyages to the Athenian emporion (cOCha Kai oaa av yavrjrai eveKa tou 7tXou tou
560 Demosthenes 34.37: a i  xaur' eTipa^ev, cj avSpei; SiKacrxaL, oIkcov pev A0rjvr|aiv, outrng 5' auxcp yuvaiKbg 
ev0d5e Kai 7iaiScov, tgjv 8 e  vopcov x a  eaxaxa ejnxlpia TipoxeOnKoxcov, el xig oikcov A9fjvr|cnv dWu>oe Ttoi 
aixnyr^aeiev r| eig x6  A xtikov ep7tdpiov, “And he did these things, men of the jury, while he was resident at 
Athens, having here a wife and children, although the laws prescribe the severest penalties if  someone living 
in Athens transports grain to any other emporion than the Attic”.
561 Demosthenes 34 .42: “The law itself declares which are the admissible cases, specifying that the emporikai 
dikai are to be on the contracts made at Athens and for the Athenian emporion, and not only those at Athens 
but also those made on account of a voyage to Athens”.
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AOrjvaiJe) . 562 This interpretation of the el<g construction is preferable since there is clear 
evidence that one-way loans for outward journeys were made in Athens with no accusation 
of illegality. There are three instances in the speeches where outward only (eTep67i:Aot><;) 
loans are made, of which one is certainly by an Athenian resident and as such would fall 
squarely under the provisions of the law.563 Possibly the law allowed lending on outward 
voyages only if there was an existing loan for the double voyage. However, such a 
provision would confuse loans on the ship with loans on the cargo, where it could be 
stipulated in the agreement that the return voyage was to be conducted on a specific ship 
but it was not illegal to take another ship back even if otherwise stipulated in the 
agreement; if it were illegal the speaker in Demosthenes 34.39 would have made the point.
I suggest that the law cited in Demosthenes 35.51 is the creation of a Hellenistic 
scholar who tried to combine the two laws mentioned in the preceding paragraph into one. 
The second law is neither a grain nor an import law but a general finance law covering both 
imports and exports and restricting the activities of Athenian lenders to trading ventures 
which touch on Athens’ emporion, as opposed to trading ventures taking place entirely 
abroad, a wise precaution in a polis where many necessary commodities had to be 
imported. The general nature of the law connects it more closely with the law governing 
the admissibility of the emporikai dikai than with grain or other commodity-oriented 
legislation. Like the emporikai dikai admissibility clause, the lending law accepts both 
imports and exports and firmly puts the locus of Athenian trade in the emporion itself. This 
law is direct intervention into the basis of commercial exploits, capital, and provides clear
562 This meaning of eig is covered in LSJ s.v. eig IV.2.
563 Demosthenes 34.8 (two loans) and 35.22: Lampis is certainly a resident (Demosthenes 34.36) and 
Antipatros of Kition could also be one if we connect Agora XVII 521 (tombstone of an Antipatros of Kition) 
with our Antipatros.
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boundaries on commercial investment in Athens. Loans provided a large part of the capital 
needs of trade in the Greek world and here Athens is seen harnessing the financial power of 
its populace, citizen and metic, into a tight circle centred on the Peiraieus. The inclusion of 
all types of loans as long as they were connected with the Athenian emporion in the 
legislation shows that the government not only did not hesitate to intervene as pervasively 
as possible but also had the sophistication to recognise and harness the hidden power of 
finance. Money, unlike cargoes of grain or landed property, is invisible and unidentifiable 
wealth, which can generate more invisible wealth, making the investor difficult to identify 
securely in an era when appearance of wealth was the only sign of it. Investors could 
remain invisible to the government and the public, yet without them commercial ventures 
would be less numerous and successful. The Athenian government not only observed and 
recognised this hidden power of the investor but also harnessed it.
Law VII is a recently discovered law that regulates the collection of two taxes, a 
dodekate and a pentekoste, in the Athenian cleruchies in the north Aegean.564 The law, as 
Stroud convincingly argued, changes the nature of these taxes from cash to kind.565 The 
purpose of the reorganisation is stated clearly in the beginning of the law “67rco<; ccv xthi 
5r\p<hi cnxo<; 131 ev x<hi k o iv g h ”  and like the aparchai Eleusis it aims to make available some 
surpluses to the public at a price, presumably subsidised, decided by the assembly.566 The 
exact nature of both the dodekate and the pentekoste tou sitou has been debated, since these 
taxes are otherwise unknown. The dodekate has been argued to be either a tax on
564 SEG 36.146. For the editio princeps and detailed discussion of the law and its provisions, see Stroud
(1998:79).
566 SEG 36.146.56: “In order that there may be grain for the people in the public domain” [translation from 
Stroud (1998:9)]. IG II2 1672.287 (Eleusinian aparchai): 7ipa0evrcov e£ 5paxpu>v t o u  peStpvou eK&axou ax; o 
5f||xo<; exa^ev, “sold at a price of six drachmai per medimnos according to the orders of the demos”.
(1998).
65 Stroud
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production or a tax on transit shipping through the islands.567 Harris rightly notes that a tax 
on production is unknown in the Greek world; however, since our knowledge of the tax 
system in Athens, or any polis, is very limited and the status was the cleruchies was special, 
the possibility must not be discounted. The text of the law itself suggests strongly that 
Stroud’s interpretation is correct, since the specification of the meridai according to the 
barley and wheat measures suggests known quantities.568 In other words, transit shipping 
cannot be securely quantified, since it depends on the number and type of cargoes 
transiting, thus the law’s specification of meridai would be impractical. Further, if the tax 
were a transit tax on grain, then one would expect the law to specify that in the same 
manner as for the pentekoste by adding sito; yet the law merely specifies the locale o f the 
dodekate without any mention of its type. Additionally, Harris’ argument that the 
Athenians would impose such a transit tax on grain in the islands in order to encourage the 
import of grain there does not conform with the information provided by IG II2 1672, 
where it is clear that the islands had considerable grain production of their own.569 
Concerning the pentekoste mentioned in the law, Stroud is certainly justified to suggest that 
it was an import-export tax, similar to that levied in Athens, and since the islands exported 
grain, it was in reality a tax on the grain export from the cleruchies, presumably to Athens 
itself.570 That the pentekoste was levied in the islands is testified by the provision of the
567 Production: Stroud (1998:32). Transit: Harris (1999:271-2).
568 SEG 36.146.8-10: f| 5e pep'u; £K[d]axr| eaxai 7tevraK6oioi pebipvoi, 7ru[pco]v pev eicaxov, KpiOdav 8e 
xexpaKoaiot, “each portion will consist of 500 measures (medimnoi), 100 of wheat and 400 of barley” 
[translation from Stroud (1998:9)],
569 Harris (1999:272): “The difference between the rates charged by the two taxes also makes good sense from 
an economic point of view: it encouraged merchants to sell their grain in the islands for the local market by 
charging a lower rate for imports (2%) and discourages them from re-exporting their cargoes to other ports by 
charging a higher rate for transhipment (81/3%)”. Harris’ argument would certainly work for the Piraeus, 
where probably a similar transit tax was levied.
570 Stroud (1998:38).
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law itself, where the transport of the grain to the Piraeus on the tax-farmer’s own risk and 
the subsequent transport to the Aiakeion are specified.571
The law proves the existence of taxes in kind and that considerable amounts of grain 
were exported from the cleruchies, since there is a dedicated pentekoste o f grain, which was 
such as to allow for collection in kind. The conversion of both taxes from cash to kind 
reflects partly the anxiety of the Athenians after the near disaster of 376 and partly their 
realisation that part of Athenian territory was an exporter of grain and as such could 
provide public grain surpluses.572 The dodekate both shows that the polis could intervene 
in the production process through taxation and it also provides a framework for the way the 
exporters acquired public surpluses from a commodity produced privately. Additionally, 
the inclusion of a specific clause enabling the assembly to fix the price of grain shows that 
price fixing was not outside either the prerogative or the willingness of the government. 
The fixing of price in this case, as Harris rightly notes, was designed to keep prices low in 
the peak pre-harvest period.573 Similar price fixing of grain can be observed both in the 
aparchai sale o f 329/8 and in the actions of the sitonai during crisis.574 Price fixing was 
not confined merely to crisis measures or public grain but there was legislation fixing the 
profit margin of grain in retail trade to one obol profit per medimnos (Law II). The one 
obol law did not establish a permanent price of grain in the Athenian market but it did fix 
the profit margins so that prices would not climb artificially. The intervention of the 
government in prices was pronounced not only in public surpluses but in ordinary grain on 
retail.
571 SEG 36.146.10-5. For the opposite view, that the pentekoste is the import tax in Athens itself, see Harris 
(1999:271).
572 376: Xenophon Hellenika 5.4.60-1; Stroud (1998:119-20).
573 Harris (2003:7).
574 Demosthenes 20.33; IGII2 1672.287.
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Athenian intervention was not limited to legislation but covered other areas of the 
grain trade. Firstly, the Athenians offered incentives to both private foreign traders to bring 
grain to Athens and to exporters to prefer exporting to Athens. The honours given to the 
Spartokids and to their envoys testify of the Athenian incentives to exporters.575 On the 
other hand, there are various examples of honours to private traders, mainly from the last 
quarter of the century.576 Many of these honours coincide with the crisis of the 320s, which 
shows that the government was particularly cognizant of the effect a widespread crisis 
could have on the normal flows o f trade. Normally, the size of Athenian needs for grain 
would be an adequate lure for many traders but in widespread crisis less distant ports would 
offer equally high profits. Thus, Athens provided in those times incentives for traders to 
import grain. The dikai emporikai were also within this sphere of incentives, since, unlike 
other poleis, Athens offered equality o f access and judgement to foreign traders as well as a 
quick procedure allowing them to be ready to sail with the start of the season.
Athens was the largest polis in the Greek world and the greatest importer of grain. 
The combination of population, consumption and production variables showed clearly that 
Athens regularly imported large quantities o f grain. The Athenian government intervened 
considerably in imports mainly through legislation. Several laws regulated the import and 
dissemination of grain in Athens targeting mainly Athenian citizens and metics. The 
intervention of the government was pervasive in most aspects of import, including prices 
and profit margins. Possibly the most interesting of the laws discussed was Law VI, which 
was shown to be a general trade/finance law, not one exclusively related to the grain trade. 
The law targeted not a specific commodity but the backbone of Athenian trade, capital, and
575 IG II2 212.
576 IG II2 360, 400,407-9,416,479.
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restricted lending to trading ventures relating to the Athenian emporion. Both the breadth 
and aim of the law shows the rationality and sophistication of Athenian intervention in 
trade generally; it was not confined to one specific commodity or dictated by the pressure 
of necessity.
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Chapter 9: Grain Beyond Athens
For the other known or inferred importers, information is scarce, particularly when 
compared to Athens. For the majority, little has surviving concerning their grain needs 
beyond a reference that they imported. All known importers are situated in Greece, the 
Aegean and Asia Minor, which reveals a definite periphery-core relationship in the grain 
trade. To the extent of the available evidence, the same model of examination used for 
Athens is used for the other importers as well.
The Peloponnese grew grain of its own, mainly in Lakonia, Messenia and Elis, and 
there was probably some production in the Argolis. It also imported grain from the Black 
Sea, Sicily and Egypt.577 Exact population figures for any polis or area in the Greek World 
are beyond our present knowledge but merely the number of poleis in the Peloponnese, 
higher than in any other area in the Greek World with the possible exception of Boiotia, 
must mean that population density was relatively high and agricultural land a scarcer
578resource.
Corinth was probably the greatest importer in the Peloponnese and it is valid to 
assume that a large part of imports mentioned as going to the Peloponnese were destined 
for it.579 Corinth has not attracted as much scholarly attention as Athens and, thus, the 
available variables of its population and grain production are limited. The most recent 
calculation of Corinthian population is 70,000 including slaves, based upon its known 
military strength.580 The cultivation of cereals is estimated from a 30% of total land as
577 Herodotos 7.147.2; Thucydides 3.86.4; Diodoros 14.79.
578 Note that here poleis is used generically not politically; the number is 121 according to Hansen & Nielsen 
(2004).
579 Herodotos 7.147.2; Thucydides 3.86.4; Lykourgos Leokrates 26.
580 Salmon (1984:168).
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10%, 12.5% and 15%, making 9,000, 11,250 and 13,500 hectares respectively. Since it is 
not known whether the Corinthians cultivated more wheat or barley, the safest option o f  
barley is preferred, using Colum ella’s lower (13.2 medimnoi/ha) and upper (16 
medimnoi/ha) barley yields, as well as the barley yield o f  modern Corinthia (22.1
581 •medimnoi/ha). O f the 27 estimation made using these data, all are negative, showing that 
Corinth suffered from a regular local insufficiency. The average need for import was 
289,005 medimnoi o f  barley or 240,837 o f  wheat.
Table 11: Barley Consumption of Corinth According to Population and Diet Variebles
Medimnoi/ 4.6 6.3 8.7
People
70000 322000 441000 609000
Table 12: Barley Production of Corinth According to Land Cultivation and Yield Variables, Seed 
Subtracted
Medimnoi/ 13.2 16 22.1
Hectares
9000 103950 126000 174037.5
11250 129937.5 157500 217546.8
13500 155925 189000 261056.2
Table 13: Combined Variables for Corinth
Consum ption/
Production
322000 441000 609000
103950 -218050 -337050 -505050
126000 -196000 -315000 -483000
174037 -147963 -266963 -434963
129937 -192063 -311063 -479063
157500 -164500 -283500 -451500
217546 -104454 -223454 -391454
155925 -166075 -285075 -453075
189000 -133000 -252000 -420000
261056 -60944 -179944 -347944
Megara is not among the poleis m entioned as importers in the sources but it had a 
reputation, similar to that o f  Aigina, as a polis dependent upon trade for its prosperity. The
581 On the modem yield, see Gallant (1991:77).
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most recent estimation calculated the population o f  M cgara at 40,000 people including 
slaves, based on its known military strength.582 The cultivable area o f  M cgara has been 
estimated as a mere 21% o f  the total 470km 2 due to the raggedness o f  the terrain and the 
poverty o f  the soil; the estimations used are 10%, 12.5% and 15% making 1000, 1250 and 
1500 hectares respectively.'83 As with Corinth, the cereal preference o f  the Mcgarians has 
not survived, thus, barley estimations are preferred, while due to the lack o f  modern yield 
data from the Mcgarid, only the barley yields o f  Colum ella are used. O f the 18 estimations 
made using the above data, all are negative, thus showing that M cgara suffered from a 
regular insufficiency o f  local production. The average need for import was 248,031 
medimnoi o f  barley or 206,642 o f  wheat.
Table 14: Barley Consumption of Megara According to Population and Diet Variebles
Medimnoi/ 4.8 6.3 8.7
People
40000 192000 252000 348000
Table 15: Barley Production of Megara According to Land Cultivation and Yield Variables, Seed 
Subtracted
Medimnoi/ 13.2 16
Hectares
1000 11550 14000
1250 14437.5 17500
1500 17325 21000
Table 16: Combined Variables for Megara
Consum ption/ 192000 
Production
252000 348000
11550 -180450 -240450 -336450
14437 -177563 -237563 -333563
17325 -174675 -234675 -330675
14000 -178000 -238000 -334000
17500 -174500 -234500 -330500
21000 -171000 -231000 -327000
582 Legon (1981:168-9).
583 Legon (1981:23).
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Aigina was in its own way as exceptional a polis as Athens and one o f  the earliest 
known im porters.584 Aigina certainly im ported grain in the early classical period, and 
possibly in the archaic, but after its conquest by Athens, its population and importance 
decreased, thus, probably in the fourth century its imports were small, if  any. The 
population o f  Aigina has been variously estim ated by modern scholars, based mainly on its 
naval strength, ranging from a minimum o f  13,000 to a maximum o f  45,000 people 
including slaves. The population estimations used here are 13,000, K alcyk’s estimation, 
20,000, which has been recently suggested by Hansen, and 35,000, Figucira’s minimum 
estim ation.585 The cultivation o f  cereals is estim ated from Figueira’s 40% total cultivable 
land and allowing for intense cultivation due to the small size o f  the island the variables are 
15%, 18% and 20%, making 1288, 1546 and 1718 hectares respectively.586 Since the cereal 
preference o f  the Aiginetans has not survived, barley estim ations are preferred, and due to 
the lack o f  modern yield data, the barley yields o f  Colum ella are used. O f the 54 
estimations made using the above data, all are negative, thus showing that Aigina suffered 
from a regular insufficiency o f  local production. The average need for imports was 
130,216 medimnoi o f  barley or 108,513 o f  wheat.
Table 17: Barley Consumption of Aigina According to Population and Diet Variebles
Medimnoi/
CO 6.3 8.7
People
13000 62400 81900 113100
2 0 0 0 0 96000 126000 174000
35000 168000 220500 304500
Table 18: Barley Production of Aigina According to Land Cultivation and Yield Variables, Seed 
Subtracted
Medimnoi/ 13.2 16
584 Herodotos 7.147.2.
585 Kalcyk (1996:320); Figueira (1981:38); Hansen (2006:12).
586 Figueira (1981:23).
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Hectares
1288 14876.4 18032
1546 17856.3 21644
1718 19842.9 24052
Table 19: Combined Variables for Aigina
Consum ption/
Production
62400 81900 113100 96000 126000 174000 168000 220500 304500
14876 -47524 -67024 -98224 -81124 -111124 -159124 -153124 -205624 -289624
17856 -44544 -64044 -95244 -78144 -108144 -156144 -150144 -202644 -286644
19842 -42558 -62058 -93258 -76158 -106158 -154158 -148158 -200658 -284658
18032 -44368 -63868 -95068 -77968 -107968 -155968 -149968 -202468 -286468
21644 -40756 -60256 -91456 -74356 -104356 -152356 -146356 -198856 -282856
24052 -38348 -57848 -89048 -71948 -101948 -149948 -143948 -196448 -280448
The Aegean islands were probably the most vulnerable area in the Greek world in 
terms o f  grain shortages, owing to the relatively small size o f  the majority o f  the islands 
and the poverty o f  the soil, especially in the Cyclades. Andros is the second largest island 
in the Cyclades but its cultivable land, like that o f  the other islands in the region, is not 
particularly suited to grain crops. The Andrians probably im ported grain regularly in the 
second half o f  the fourth century and offered incentives to importing traders.587 A late 
fourth-century decree from Arkesine on Amorgos honouring im porters o f  grain suggests 
that this Cycladic island also imported grain, at least in the second half o f  the fourth 
century.588
The north Aegean islands w ere larger and more fertile than the Cyclades but also 
supported larger populations, as testified by their large navies. Mytilene, and possibly the 
whole o f  Lesbos, im ported throughout the classical period, as testified by Thucydides 
during the Peloponnesian W ar and the Bosporan tax reduction discussed earlier.589
587 IG XII(5). 714.
588 IG XII(7). 11.
,89 Thucydides 3.2.2; IG XII(2).3, see further page 199.
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Probably the M ytilenians im ported in excess o f  100,000 medimnoi annually, if  the archeion 
in the Bosporan reduction refers to medimnoi.
Samos was also an im porter o f  grain, on the evidence o f  honours it provided to 
importing traders.590 The Samian relations w ith Naukratis in Egypt suggest that the main 
supplier for the island was in the south M editerranean, but supplies could easily have come 
from the Black Sea, as to neighbouring M ytilcnc.591 The population o f  Samos has been 
estimated to 50,000 including slaves, based on the island’s m ilitary strength.592 The 
cultivation o f  cereals is estimated from 30%  cultivable land on the island, in addition to the 
whole o f  the peraia, which measured about 50km2; the variables used are 10%, 12.5% and 
15%, making 9680, 10850 and 12020 hectares respectively.592 Since the cereal preference 
o f  the Samians has not survived, barley estim ations are preferred, and due to the lack o f 
m odem  yield data, the barley yields o f  Colum ella arc used. O f the 18 estimations made 
using the above data, all are negative, thus showing that Samos suffered from a regular 
insufficiency o f  local production. The average need for im ports was 191,391 medimnoi o f 
barley or 159,492 o f  wheat.
Table 20: Barley Consumption of Samos According to Population and Diet Variables
Medimnoi/ 4.8 6.3 8.7
People
50000 240000 315000 435000
Table 21: Barley Production of Samos According to Land Cultivation and Yield Variables, Seed 
Subtracted
Medimnoi/ 13.2 16
Hectares
9680 111804 135520
10850 125317.5 151900
590 McCabe, Samos 36.
591 Herodotos 2.178.3.
592 Shipley (1987:15).
593 For the importance o f  the peraia o f  Samos in times o f  shortage and the cultivation regime there in the 
Hellenistic period see Osborne (1987:97).
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12020 138831 168280
Table 22: Combined Variables for Samos
C onsum ption/
Production
240000 315000 435000
111804 -128196 -203196 -323196
125317 -114683 -189683 -309683
138831 -101169 -176169 -296169
135520 -104480 -179480 -299480
151900 -88100 -163100 -283100
168280 -71720 -146720 -266720
Teos was a small polis in Asia M inor but particularly im portant in this discussion, 
since its legislation on grain imports has survived. The inscription dates the imports to the 
middle o f  the fifth century and it is doubtful that a polis that im ported in the fifth would not 
continue importing in the fourth; the regular suppliers arc unknown. Geographically the 
Black Sea is the better candidate but T eos’ place as one o f  the founders o f  Naukratis in the 
archaic period makes Egypt the most likely candidate because o f  past relations.594
Teos legislated on its grain supply: oaxi<; eq yrjv : xfyv Trjiriv : k |c o A .u o i : aixov : 
eoayeaBai : f] xexvr|i : t) prixavfji : t] Kax|a Ga^aaaav : t) Kax’ f)7rsipo|v : t) eaaxQevxa : 
avcoGeoh) : |aji6AXi)c0ai : Kai ai>x|6v : Kai yevoq : xo k e v o . 595 The law o f  Teos is part o f  the 
well-known imprecations decree, which has attracted much attention among scholars. The 
inscription is dated to the first half o f  the fifth century.596 The exact content o f  the 
inscription is debatable, as is its genre. The obvious religious aspect, or the seemingly 
religious one depending on viewpoint, has labelled the provisions either as “curses” or as 
“ imprecations”. It is certain that the inscription is not a law, or at least an obviously
594 Herodotos 2.178.2.
595 McCabe Teos, 261: “W hoever in the land o f Teos stops grain from being imported by sea or land, by trick 
or device, or when imported forces the price up, let him perish, him and his family”.
596 Meiggs & Lewis (1988:66).
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recognisable law as is found in other poleis, most usually Athens.597 The “curses” theory 
has been attacked in recent years in favour of the “imprecations” one; but either way there 
seems no reason to suppose that the inscription is a decree or law. However, without an 
inscription o f different format from the same period, we cannot argue that this is not the 
format that legislation took in Teos at the time. Indeed the only roughly contemporary 
inscription is again one in the same format, and this seems more of a law or decree of some 
sort rather than a religious observance. The second inscription refers mainly to political 
offences, revolution among them, but the inclusion of trial procedures in both Teos and 
Abdera creates more o f a legal feel than the first inscription.598 The last clause of the 
imprecations inscriptions, relating to defacing the inscription itself, can find a parallel in 
other Greek laws where part of the law is that no one should propose a law or decree 
changing the law as it has been voted.599
Concerning the context, as opposed to format, the inscription contains a variety of 
clauses, only one of them relating to commerce. The others regard poisons, tyranny and 
military attack on Tean territory respectively. The first two, that is the one concerning 
poisons and the one on grain, seem less serious than the last two, which concern military 
and political matters. Bravo argued against Meiggs & Lewis that the imprecations are the 
result of a particular grain crisis and specifically a time when the large landowners in Teos 
hoarded grain and exported it outside the city in spite of the crisis at home.600 Jameson 
agreed with Bravo, considering a drought at the reign of Artaxerxes as the pivotal event that
597 Thomas (1996:28); Jeffery (1976:226).
598 Loukopoulou & Parissaki (2004:307-8).
599 Athens: Demosthenes 23.62; Halikamassos: Nomima 1.19.32-41; Argos: Nomima 1.110.5-9; Lokris: M&L 
13.7; Harris (2006:313).
600 Bravo (1983:23) against Meiggs & Lewis (1988:65).
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produced the Tean law.601 Gamsey & Morris have followed Bravo’s suggestion and 
combined it with Plutarch’s Solonian law in Athens mentioned above (page 218), to create 
the image of a specific crisis being the basis of the imprecation.602
The use of Solon’s law is a double-edged knife. The employment of curses in sixth- 
century Athens shows nothing more than that the legal formula is archaic and not unique to 
Teos. Teos continued to have problems with its grain supply at the end of the fourth 
century, after its synoikismos with Lebedos.603 In the fourth century, Teos deals with the 
problem very differently than what is envisaged by the imprecations. Its synoikismos and 
the changing face of the Greek World gave it the power to make demands of the king and to 
make specific provisions to its merchants. The parallels between the development in 
Athens and Teos are obvious. Both poleis have grown in the time between the two 
legislations and become more powerful which is reflected in their measures. Instead of a 
cyclical argument, which bases one explanation on another, an evolutionary process of 
legislation is better.
There are two problems with these arguments. Firstly, if  one accepts that the grain 
imprecation is the result o f a particular incident rather than a general and recurring 
problem, then the same should be held for the other imprecations as well. Thus, an 
aisymnetes should be assumed who desired to become a tyrant and tried to extend his term 
of office, and in order to create an artificial crisis for the polis, used poison against the 
people as a whole and against individuals. In addition, he impeded the grain imports
601 Jameson (1983:12) citing Strabo 1.3.4.14. The problem with dating from Strabo is obvious and it would 
mean dating the inscription slightly later than commonly accepted.
602 Gamsey & Morris (1989:103).
603 McCabe Teos 59; note that I am accepting the restoration of grain rather than produce in this inscription, 
see Bresson (1993).
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possibly with the help of some device, and eventually betrayed some defensive forts in 
Tean territory to enemies, either other Greeks or barbarians, not to mention at some point 
managing to recruit the help of bandits in his plans. A man that at the end failed in his 
machinations but his attempt convinced the Teans that imprecations against such an 
incident were necessary and had to be proclaimed at three different festivals.
This may not be impossible, after all the history of humankind has preserved 
circumstances and actions that verge on the ridiculous. However, given the obvious 
disparity of the offences it may be more acceptable to move in another direction. Instead of 
some complicated affair that commended this resolution to the Teans, or even worse a set 
of different affairs, to suppose a more mundane set o f circumstances where a variety of 
imprecations are written on one stone. The poison clause may seem frivolous but if it is 
acceptable that the Athenians had some rather complicated laws on homicide, as for 
example homicide by inanimate object, why should the Teans not ensure the illegality and 
punishment for a rather easier method of disposing o f one’s enemies. The last two clauses 
are defence measures for the constitution and the country itself, both quite mundane.
As to the grain clause the variety of possibilities covered by it points towards 
general legislation; “By sea or land, by trick or device”, the inscription says and while 
poetic (even in translation) the generality o f it shows the range of available possibilities to 
threaten the grain supply of the city. Although it is possible that this a reaction to a specific 
crisis, the generality of legislation seems more in tune with a concurring problem than with 
the unique set of circumstances.604 In this, I agree with Gamsey’s interpretation: "such 
conduct must have been both common and deleterious and judged deleterious to the
604 Detailed legislation is considered a necessity of law by Aristotle (AthPol 9.2; Rhetoric 1354a30fl).
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community ”.605 In the Aristotelian treatise Oikonomika II, short-term food-shortages or 
even famines are dealt with stratagems and short-term solutions not general legislation 
planned to cover every possible eventuality.
The second problem with Bravo’s argument, and Gamsey’s as well, is that they do 
not follow the text closely. Both works emphasize the export of existing reserves (procured 
through hoarding) by some nobles or large landowners. Nevertheless, the text of the 
imprecation does not suggest such, on the contrary, it refers specifically to import of grain 
(alxov : £aayea0ai). Much like the Athenian law on the transport of grain, which is
general and a reaction not to a specific crisis but rather to an inherent and chronic weakness 
of the polis, the imprecation covers the same ground though from a different starting point. 
The Athenians legislated positively, restricting their traders to a single possible destination, 
while the Teans legislated negatively, forbidding their citizens any obstacle to the grain 
supply.
This, if nothing else, highlights the great difference between Athens and any other 
polis, or at least a polis as small and relatively insignificant as Teos. This has been 
highlighted by Jameson who is amazed at “the Tean reliance on curses while Athens was 
establishing her muscular control”.606 Yet Athens had enough Athenian or metic traders to 
guarantee at least part of its import, if o f course they did not place profit above their 
polis.607 Gallant proposed that the law reflects the power of wealthy individuals to 
manipulate food supplies.608 The purpose of such a manipulation is debatable. One the one 
hand, it may have a political motive, for example to subvert the
605 Gamsey (1988:76).
606 Jameson (1983:12),
607 Schaps (2004:122-3).
608 Gallant (1989:408).
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constitution/govemment/existing elite by means of a prolonged engineered food shortage. 
On the other hand, the purpose of the manipulation may have been simply to make grain 
prices rise, as is mentioned in the inscription itself (rj eaax0£vxa • avcoOsotri).609
Teos with its small population, must have depended on foreign traders a lot more 
than Athens, thus, forced depend on people who have no true ties to her and as such could 
not be restricted in any way but only encouraged. Thus, it can only legislate negatively 
towards the people that she can control or influence, her own citizens or metics, with the 
warning not to impede the communal supply in any way. After all, Teos can do little else, 
although it would be interesting to know what sort of taxation was imposed on imports and 
exports. Athens ruled the seas for a large part of the classical period and, except for the 
early and late fourth century, it had a navy that through provision of convoys for merchant 
ships could pressure merchants in ways that other poleis could not.610
Ephesos was one of the most prosperous and important poleis in Ionia, rivalling 
Miletos. The only evidence of the import of grain comes from the very end of our period 
(302/1) and unfortunately does not mention the supplier.611 Ephesos, unlike other Ionian 
poleis, had no part in the establishment of Naukratis in the archaic period.
Klazomenai is one o f the few cities that had a regular and regulated grain supply 
from abroad. In an inscription, dated to 387/6, regarding the relations between Athens and 
Klazomenai, the import o f grain is mentioned specifically: xd>|i 7i6|A^ co]v 6 0 ev
oixaycoyovxai KXa^o|ie[vioi, Ocoxaou; xa i X l|o kccL SJpupvrjq, elvai evarcovSov au[xou; eq
609 Gamsey (1988:76 nl7).
610 Gamsey & Whittaker (1983:4).
611 IEph 1452.
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xo<; Xtji£va|<; £a7T/U]v.612 The inscription suggests that the bringing of grain is recurrent and
regulated by spondai between the poleis in question. Gamsey has proposed an alternative 
explanation o f the provision by connecting it with cases of sitodeia (food-crisis).613 
Presumably he is using the mention of sitodeia in Klazomenai in the Oikonomika: 
Kla^opevioi S’ ev aixoSsia ovxe<; xpfipdtxcov xe a7topouvx6<; £ij/r|(pLaavTO, Trap' olg IXatov
£axi xaw LSicoxcuv, 5avelaai xx\ ttoXci ejd tokco: yivsxat 5e 7toXu<; outck; o Kap7td<; ev xrj
ycopa auxcav. Savetaavxeov 5e piaGcoadjxevoi nkola aTreaxeiXav eu; xa epTropia, 60sv
auxou; fjice aixcx;, U7ro0f|Krjc; yevopevqi; xrj^  xou eXaiou xipfjq.614
There is nothing to suggest that the provision in the treaty is connected with the 
extraordinary episode described by the Oikonomika. On the contrary, the Oikonomika 
show that there was a common practice on where the Klazomenians got their grain (eig xa
£p7topia, 60ev auxou; fjxe aixog). The extraordinariness of the situation in the Oikonomika
depends on the fact that since this is a sitodeia, the government had to take direct measures 
mortgaging the oil. The mention of Smyrna means probably grain from further east, but 
both Chios and Phokaia were well-known maritime poleis.
Akanthos is a case in point not because it imports grain as such, but as to where 
from it imports. That Akanthos, as a polis in the Chalcidice (and this holds for all poleis in 
the region), imported grain is expected, since the region is best suited for other crops,
612 IG II2 28: “On the poleis from which the Klazomenians are brought grain, Phokaia, Chios and Smyrna, it is 
according to the spondai that they are to sail into the harbours”.
613 Gamsey & Morris (1989:103); Gamsey (1988:72); Gamsey & Whittaker (1983:4).
614 Aristotle Oikonomika 1348bl7-23: “The Klazomenians at a time of sitodeia, when they had no money, 
they voted that all private individuals who had oil should lend it with interest to the city; being there many 
olive crops in their land. Thus borrowing, they leased ships and sent them to the emporia from where they 
brought grain providing as collateral die price of the oil”.
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mainly olives and vines, and the poleis there cashed in on these crops.615 The only 
reference to the imports of Akanthos refers to Pontic grain.616 One would consider it more 
logical to find the supplier for Akanthos, and the Chalcidice, in Macedon or Thrace, both 
regions well supplied in grain. On the other hand, there is a distinct possibility that the 
political situation at the time meant that relations with either region were strained and, thus, 
the need for Pontic grain.
Methone is the recipient of a grant by Athens of regulated import of grain from the 
Black Sea in the 420s.617 The Methone decrees are very important for our understanding of 
the interventionist attitude of imperial Athens in the trade relations o f the allies. Bonner 
has argued that the decree suggests that Methone usually imported its grain from Macedon 
but due to the troubles between Athens and Macedon at the time (because of the campaigns 
of Brasidas) an alternative supplier was necessary. However, the decree itself gives no 
such information or indeed any clue towards that conclusion. On the contrary, the fact that 
it specifically mentions that the provisions are to hold for Methone, in spite o f any other 
resolution affecting the allies in general, shows that this is supposed to be a permanent 
solution to the problems of the Methoneans.
The Methone case illuminates the role o f the otherwise shadowy “third player” in 
the grain trade specifically, and Greek trade in general. Normally any transaction has a 
beginning, the exporter, and a destination, the importer, with a large road between them, the 
traders. Geography and politics often conspire to impose a third pole in these transactions,
615 The Chalcidice was famous for its wines, as for examples those of Mende and Scione (Demosthenes 
35.10).
616 Demosthenes 34.36.
617 IG I3 61.
618 Bonner (1923:196).
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the polis/kingdom controlling an important part of the transport route. Some geographical 
areas are particularly suited to play such a role: Gibraltar, Panama, the Rio Grante, Suez 
and, o f course, the Bosporan strait and the Hellespont. Controlling such areas invests a 
state with inordinate power over any transaction, since it controls the transport lanes. In the 
Greek World, such control sites created important poleis, both strategically and 
economically. In the Methone case, the important “third player” is Athens, which by that 
time had dominated the poleis o f the Bosporus and the Hellespont and imposed its control 
over the shipping lanes between the Black Sea and the Aegean, Methone, as an importer, 
was not only obliged to create whichever necessary links to the exporters but also to gain 
the support o f Athens, as the controlling power in the Hellespont. Other poleis must also 
have had the same aim, although evidence on them has not survived, not only with Athens 
but also with whichever other polis controlled the straits. From Athens’ point of view, 
control of the Hellespont not only provided security for her own imports but also was a 
powerful political weapon, since she could at any time cut off supply to any enemy, rival or 
revolting ally.
Selymbria is mentioned as affecting a ban on grain exports at a time of shortage.619 
Since the ban continued unabated after the end of the shortage, deficiency in grain must 
have been a common occurrence. Selymbria and her reactions are those of a small importer 
that occasionally needed no imports.
The known importers are found in the core of the Greek world and although the 
level o f surviving evidence is low as compared to Athens both the number and the size of 
importing poleis is indicative of the needs for grain in Greece, the Aegean and Asia Minor.
619 Aristotle Oikonomika 2.1348b25.
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The importers are not exclusively large poleis with known maritime activity, such as 
Corinth, Aigina or Samos, but include small and insignificant poleis, such as Teos, 
Methone and Selymbria. In the majority of cases, only single references to imports have 
survived but in the cases where the projected consumption/production equilibrium can be 
estimated, the estimations suggest regular insufficiency o f local production, which implies 
that the rare references in the sources are merely the tip of an iceberg of large scale regular 
imports. More importantly in the few cases where more information has survived, mainly 
through epigraphical survivals, small poleis are seen legislating and establishing close 
relationships with exporters and entrepots to guarantee their imported supplies. The Tean 
legislation thrown into sharp relief the Athenian legislation, while the evidence from 
Mytilene, Klazomenai and Methone betray the political intervention at intergovernmental 
level that small poleis could exert. Although nothing as pervasive and encompassing as 
Law VI of Athens has survived for the other importers, the overall picture relating to grain 
illuminates a complexity of intervention, legislative and diplomatic, which belies the 
supposed rarity of governmental intervention in trade.
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Grain: Concluding Remarks
Grain was one of the most important commodities in the Greek trade lanes as the
main staple food of the majority of the population. Scholarship for almost two centuries 
has concentrated on the trade in grain, spurred by the numerous references in the sources. 
Its importance in the Greek diet and the common shortages due to climate made grain one 
of the commodities in which the state was most likely to play a role.
The exporters of grain were not numerous and the majority of them situated in the 
periphery of the Greek World, in the Black Sea, North Africa and Sicily. In the Black Sea, 
the only known exporter was the Bosporan Kingdom in the Crimea, but other poleis, Tomis 
and Kallatis being the most probable candidates, also exported. In North Africa, grain was 
exported primarily from Egypt, although Kyrene also had considerable surpluses. In the 
western Mediterranean, Sicily was the main exporter, although the exact exporting poleis 
cannot be securely identified. One of the major debates regarding these poleis is the 
relation between grain and their settlement in the archaic period. Although trade, certainly 
at inter-polis and possibly at interregional level, was known from at least the seventh 
century as testified by Hesiod, it is impossible to argue successfully that the poleis of the 
Black Sea and Naukratis were founded with the express purpose of providing grain for 
poleis in Greece and Asia Minor. However that does not mean that trade in grain was 
absent in archaic period between peripheral settlements and the core of the Greek world, 
since evidence from both the Black Sea and Naukratis suggests that the settlements had 
considerable grain production and surpluses. The form of export was generally bulk grain, 
although it is possible that it could have been transported in sacks. There is no evidence of
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export in other forms, for example flour, and the practicalities of sea-transport made other 
forms unviable.
The majority of grain surpluses were privately owned, although some grain was 
certainly in public hands. The system of aparchai, which was effected even in non­
exporters, provided the state with some disposable surpluses every year. The gifts provided 
by exporters to importers in times of crisis, such as those of Psammetichos and Leukon to 
Athens and that of Kyrene to several poleis, show that exporting states had considerable 
public surpluses. Possibly some exporters had taxes payable in grain, similar to the 
Athenian dodekate of the islands.
The influence of the state in the production of grain must have been minimal. The 
weather induced shortages and the existence of many importers made grain a lucrative crop, 
which needed no major intervention from the state in production. The main role of the state 
in influencing production was one of its major aims by default: to protect the land from the 
ravages of war. The state was involved in disposing of the surpluses, as the policy of the 
Spartokids on making their grain attractive to importers shows. The Spartokids exhibit a 
sophisticated understanding of the natural disadvantages of their grain, lateness of harvest 
and lightness of product. The specific export policies towards Athens and Mytilene show a 
consistency of intervention in the marketing of grain, mainly through tax reductions. The 
differences in the trade policy of the Spartokids towards Athens and Mytilene show an 
understanding of the different status of importers according to their commercial importance 
and the amount of grain they needed. Lowering export taxes and providing priority of 
lading gave Crimean grain the edge it needed against other exporters, mainly Egypt.
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At the other end of the Mediterranean, the actions of Kleomenes of Egypt show that 
the apparatus for maximum intervention in disposing of marketable surpluses existed in the 
Greek World. However, the reactions of the Athenians towards such intervention and 
manipulation of the existing trade networks show that such tactics were not welcome, at 
least among the importers. The case of Kleomenes is exceptional, since the polis, as an 
institution, would not put forward such measures due to their long-term unsustainability. 
The exporting states are observed disposing of surpluses in a variety of ways according to 
circumstance. In addition to providing incentives to their importers, they also, in times of 
crisis, provided them with gifts o f grain directly.
The importers, on the other hand, were numerous in the core of the Greek World, 
mainly in Greece, Asia Minor and the Aegean, thus providing a convenient locus for 
traders. For the majority of those nothing beyond who they were and in some cases who 
they imported from is known. For others, with Athens as the prime example, it is possible 
to make a rough calculation of their grain imports. I adopted a system of variables rather 
than a specific estimation because production and consumption can not have been static 
over a period o f two centuries. In fact, neither is static from year to year especially in the 
Mediterranean, where the microclimatic environment encourages diversity of production 
figures. The variable system incorporates various figures for population, cultivated arable 
land, diet requirements and yield figures as proposed by modern scholars and mentioned in 
the sources. Under this system most of the problems of adopting a static calculation, as is 
usual among modem works, are avoided.
For Athens, which is the greater importer in our period, it was shown conclusively 
that in most years, in the fourth century at least, it had to import large quantities of grain.
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Unlike other modem calculations, which have argued either for or against self-sufficiency 
by adopting specific consumption and production figures, with the use of variables the 
calculations can be adapted to the specifications of any given year, if such becomes 
available. For other importers for which consumption and production estimations are 
possible, such as Corinth, Aigina, Megara and Samos, it was calculated that they regularly 
suffered from insufficiency of local production and, thus, had to import annually.
The legislation on the import of grain shows that the importers were anxious to 
employ every means at their disposal to ensure their supply. The main example is Athens, 
where the legislation covered most aspects of the grain import. Athenian policy regarding 
the exporters was to provide them with gifts and honours, such as to the Spartokids and 
their envoys and possibly Strato of Sidon. Most of Athenian effort, however, was directed 
towards private traders, particularly those resident in Attika. The legislation on grain 
coerced local traders to import grain and provided safeguards for the dissemination of 
imported grain, including a flexible fixing of market prices. Of greatest interest, however, 
is that Athenian legislation also regulated lending capital affecting not only grain but all 
commodities, both exports and imports, thus, exhibiting a high-level o f intervention in 
trade.
For Teos, the only other polis known to have grain import legislation, the situation 
is different. Teos had more detailed legislation than Athens but it had less scope 
economically. The differences between the measures taken by the two poleis are indicative 
of their larger differences both politically and economically. Athens was a known and 
respected political power with a powerful fleet, even at its weakest, a commercial hub of 
the Aegean world and had a large resident population of traders, citizen and metic. Thus,
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Athenian legislation approaches traders from a position of strength and reached beyond the 
Piraeus. Teos, on the contrary, a small and insignificant city in Asia Minor, can only 
prohibit the inhibition of grain imports from its own citizens, Tean commercial population 
being less than necessary to provide sufficient imported grain. The different policies 
employed by the poleis were not the reflection of the lack of a “coherent institutionalised 
framework” but depended on the power of the polis.620 Athens developed what we term an 
institutionalised framework because it had the power to impose it not because the idea itself 
was lacking in other poleis.
620 Gallant (1989:406).
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Conclusion
Researching trade in archaic and classical Greece is a multifaceted endeavour 
characterised not only by the variability of sources and material but also by a multitude of 
theoretical and methodological debates. The aim of this work has been to explore and 
discuss the role o f the government in foreign trade. The currently prevailing opinion 
among modern scholars relegates governmental intervention to exceptional circumstances 
and the necessary imports of extraordinary poleis like Athens. Through the study of four 
commodities, gold, silver, shipbuilding timber and grain, in whose trade the government 
was most likely to play a role, the existence, extent and type of intervention were explored. 
Gold and silver were the main metals used for precious coinage, which as a state initiative 
made governments responsible for the procurement of metal. Shipbuilding timber was of 
particular interest to poleis with naval aspirations especially in the classical period where 
navies were built and owned by the state. Lastly, grain was the major staple foodstuff of 
the Greeks and as the climatic, geographic and demographic conditions in the 
Mediterranean made grain shortages common, many poleis had a vested interest in the 
grain trade.
The survival rate of evidence from the ancient world is low, thus, it is almost 
impossible to identify precisely the role of the government in any given commodity or, 
similarly, the policy of any particular polis or polity as to trade. However, the study of four 
commodities where the government was most likely to play a role provides a mosaic of 
information on governmental intervention and involvement in trade, which in turn provides 
a more complete picture of the government as a regulator of trade. In conclusion, the 
strands of information from the examination and discussion of the four commodities will be 
woven together in an effort to explore the role of the government more fully.
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Distribution of Resources
To begin, the geographical distribution of the exporters of the four commodities will
be discussed. The main exporters of gold in the Greek world are found in the 
Thracomacedonian region, Lydia, the south-eastern shores of the Black Sea and Egypt. 
The main exporters of silver are found also in the Thracomacedonian region, the Black Sea 
and Iberia; the main difference with gold being that one of the major exporters was Athens. 
Shipbuilding timber was found in quantity only in specific regions around the 
Mediterranean with the main reserves in the Thracomacedonian region, northern Asia 
Minor, the southern littoral of the Black Sea and Magna Graecia. Grain was produced 
throughout the Greek world but large-scale production with adequate surpluses was mainly 
found in the Black Sea, Egypt and Sicily and Magna Graecia.
With the partial exception of silver, the geographic distribution of the main 
producers of these important commodities highlights the importance of peripheral areas in 
the Greek world. Largely the geographical position of the resource areas conforms to a 
core-periphery model with the core being the Peloponnese, central Greece and Euboia, 
along with the Aegean islands and south-eastern Greek Asia Minor. The periphery, on the 
other hand, is divided in two zones with northern Greek Asia Minor, the Hellespont, the 
Thracomacedonian region, north-western Greece, Sicily and Magna Graecia in the inner 
zone and north Africa, oriental Asia Minor, the Black Sea and the western Mediterranean in 
the outer. This geographic distribution of necessary resources established the patterns of 
trade in the Greek world, since it was impossible for the core to sustain its material culture 
without the periphery. Thus, exchange of products between the core and the periphery was 
an unavoidable necessity and, consequently, the core was forced to produce exchange 
articles for the goods provided by the periphery.
Form of Traded Commodities
There was no uniform standard of export in the Greek World, as commodities were
exported in various forms according to necessity and convenience. For gold, there is little 
evidence on the form of export, which, however, suggests that most transactions included 
bullion, as Lydia probably exported to Sparta. Further, the emergency nature of many gold 
coinages in the Greek world, which were minted probably from local reserves mainly of 
plate and temple dedications, also suggests that most transactions were of bullion. For 
silver, on the other hand, the form of export is widely debated among scholars and currently 
the majority opinion tends towards coins being the main form of export. The evidence of 
minting quantities presented, however, shows that export of silver in the form of coins must 
have been little, since the relatively small amounts of coins produced by the exporters, as 
against the large state production by numerous importers, suggest that export in bullion was 
more widespread.
Timber for warships is generally supposed to have been exported as raw timber 
from the exporters to the importers; however, the majority of the evidence of exports relates 
to oars, mainly unshaved, as Andokides transported from Macedon to the Athenians in 
Samos and the treaty between the Athenians and Perdikkas implies. Import of timber for 
the actual construction of warships, however, is attested in only very few cases, some of 
them exceptionally motivated, as the case of Dionysios of Syracuse, or under very 
constrained circumstances, as Athens in the last decades of the fourth century, when 
Macedon had become particularly prominent in Greek politics. On the other hand, there is 
considerable evidence of construction of warships in areas where shipbuilding timber was 
locally available, which negated all need for the export of raw timber to the naval states, 
except that needed for repairs. Building in the resource areas was more economical and
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easier in terms of construction, since the resource areas had not only an abundance of 
timber but also the expertise necessary. In most cases, such shipbuilding areas were 
brought under the control of the naval powers through military intervention and conquest. 
Grain, lastly, was exported mainly in bulk, since the commodity in other forms, such flour 
or bread, was particularly vulnerable to mildew and rot during long-distance transport by 
ship. Transport of grain in containers must have been minimal, since both the extra cost 
and the need for extra cargo-space would be prohibitive to most traders.
The non-uniformity of standards of export and the variety of different forms that a 
commodity could be exported show that trade in the Greek world could support variability 
of commodity types and forms. Particularly the case of timber, where export of raw 
material was eschewed in favour of conquest and export of finished products, shows that 
consideration of practicality and ease of transport played a major role in conditions of trade 
in the Greek world. Similarly, the case of precious metal export in the form o f bullion 
rather than coins suggests that cost and expense variables played a role in the form of 
export of commodities.
Ownership of Commodities
A major issue in any economy is the ownership and control of surpluses, since
governmental control of surpluses gave the state a more direct role in their disposition and a 
firmer hand in regulating the trade of a commodity. A range of resources, such as mines 
and forests, belonged to the state under all circumstances. For gold, the information relates 
to Lydia, a non-Greek kingdom, where the Spartan transaction with Kroisos and the large 
amounts of bullion owned by the Lydian kings suggest that the Lydian kings exploited the 
gold resources directly, in similar manner as the Persian king exploited directly mines and
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quarries. Further, the little information surviving on the Macedonian exploitation of the 
Pangaion and Lake Prasias mines also implies direct exploitation of the resource. The 
system employed by Persia is also one of direct exploitation, although the King made 
concessions to public bodies, such as governors and poleis, as is seen in the cases of 
Histiaios in Myrkinos, Pythios and the Aktaies poleis.
The situation was different for silver, where the evidence relates to Athens, a polis 
that apparently had ownership of the underground resources of the country but control of 
the surpluses was widely diffused using leasing. With leasing, the Athenian state spread 
the surpluses through the population and the policy of minimum intervention in the 
production and control of silver surpluses gave incentive to private trading, although 
through the profits from the leases, and possibly from the kaminoi, the polis had control of 
a considerable part of surpluses. It must be noted here that since Athens was radically 
democratic, it is possible that oligarchic governments employed less diffused systems of 
exploitation.
With timber, attention focuses on the other political side of the Greek World, from 
democratic Athens to autocratic Macedon. The Macedonian kings employed a system of 
exploitation between the close monopoly of the Lydians and the diffused exploitation of the 
Athenians using a controlled exploitation system, which simultaneously afforded them 
greater control over the exploitation of their timber resources. The details of the 
exploitation regime of the Cypriot kingdoms have not survived but it appears that 
monopolic arrangements were in place there as well. Monopoly arrangements are known
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for the Greek kingdoms in other commodities as well, such as the silphium monopoly in 
Kyrene.621
Andokides’ testimony and the insistence of the Macedonian kings in not granting 
exploitation rights to foreign states, even when surrendering exclusive export rights, 
suggest that the kings preferred to keep exploitation under close personal control. It is 
possible that some of the timber surpluses were directly exploited by the king, on the 
oriental model, but, since Macedon did not have a fleet, the degree of direct exploitation 
must have been small. The existence of a lease-like procedure shows the middle politico- 
economic ground held by the autocratic regimes of the Greek World between the polis and 
the oriental kingships. The leasing procedure employed by the Macedonian kings is 
different from that employed in Athens, since in Athens leasing is open and conducted 
under a specific set of rules, while in Macedon leasing depends on the king. It is a 
concession, which may be withdrawn or extended according to the king’s wishes rather a 
specific set of laws or a public auction like at Athens. The system is similar, albeit on a 
smaller scale, to the concessions awarded by the Persian king to poleis and individual 
governors, as seen in the case of Mt Ida, where Pharnabazos assumes the right to exploit 
freely the reserve, since it is owned by the King, while simultaneously the Greek poleis also 
had rights of exploitation. The similarities with the oriental practice do not stop there as 
Andokides testifies, since providing concessions as gifts to xenoi was an oriental custom, 
which is not found in the polis. Possibly, poleis with timber resources, like those of Magna 
Graecia, also kept close control over exploitation, even if not as close as that of Macedon, 
as suggested by Dionysios asking permission to exploit the south Italian reserves. The
621 Aristotle Fragmenta Varia 8.44.528; Anaxandridas F4.1.
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difference in the attitude between the oriental kingdom and the polis is significant; while 
Pharnabazos has no qualms about exploiting the resource in the name of the king in spite of 
any concessions to nearby poleis, it is difficult to imagine the Athenian state sending public 
slaves to mine some extra silver in a leased mine in a case of emergency.
Turning to grain, the situation is much different from the other commodities, since 
by nature grain presupposes a more diffused ownership, since its cultivation was largely in 
the hands of private individuals; something especially true in the polis, where public and 
temple estates were leased to private individuals. There were surpluses owned and 
controlled by the polis through the aparchai and, wherever existing, through taxes payable 
in grain but these were small in comparison to the large deposits in private hands. As the 
policies of Kleomenes of Egypt show, while public surpluses in the exporting countries 
were considerably larger, an effective control of the surpluses o f the country meant dealing 
mainly with privately owned grain.
The uniform practice in the Greek world was for the state to own the resources of 
the country, in other words the resources that did not depend upon human agency, mainly 
metals, oxides and forest timber. However, the exploitation of resources and the control of 
the state over the surpluses differed considerably among types of polity. The oriental and 
Greek kingdoms exploited their resources directly and through direct personal concessions 
to their subjects, either private individuals or public bodies. The polis, on the other hand, 
as exemplified in the exploitation of the Athenian silver mines, preferred to diffuse the 
surpluses to the population through leasing. The practice between polis and kingdom, 
oriental and Greek, appears to diverge sharply in the employment of monopoly by the 
kingdom, a practice unattested in the world of the polis.
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Role o f Government in Production of Commodities
The interest of the exporter in a commodity can be expressed through exerting
influence on its production. Unfortunately, for gold any influence exerted by the exporting 
states on production cannot be detected, since the majority of information refers to archaic 
Lydia, which employed a system of direct exploitation, where any measures designed to 
increase productivity were probably handled within the court, thus leaving no trace for 
posterity. Philip o f Macedon, on the other hand, certainly intervened in the production of 
the Pangaion gold mines and succeeded through investment in installations to increase 
production.
The influence of the government on Athenian silver production was minimal and 
centred on safety and quality control. On the one hand, the state legislated to protect 
miners and mining from malicious actions, thus providing a safe environment for the 
exploitation of the Laurion mines, which was paramount in keeping their production stable 
and increasing. On the other hand, the quality control imposed by the government through 
its leasing and regulation of kaminoi enhanced the marketability of silver both in Athens 
and outside; guaranteed uniform high quality not only assured the mining prospector the 
marketability of his silver but also provided more extensive opportunities for him to profit. 
Profit is one of the greatest incentives for increased production.
The influence of the government on production is also evident in timber exporters. 
Macedon is the best-known example of a state regulating production; the Macedonian kings 
kept production of timber in their forests as their personal mandate. Andokides’ boast that 
his royal xenos allowed him to cut down as many trees as he wished, implies the normal 
practice in Macedon was for the king to limit such exploitation; similarly in the surviving
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treaties with foreign states, while the Macedonian kings gave rights of export, they never 
relinquished control of exploitation. In principle, the Macedonians employed the same 
reasoning as the Athenians, although tempered by the differences in their respective exports 
and political realities. Both regulated production with an eye for the protection of both 
resource and productivity. The differences in their policies result from the difference, on 
the one hand, between a democracy and an autocracy and, on the other, on the fundamental 
differences between timber and silver. Thus, where a democracy legislated, the 
Macedonian autocracy simply kept production in the hands of the king, and, more 
importantly, where Athens could only protect productivity as long as silver was available, 
the Macedonians could protect productivity indefinitely, as timber is a renewable resource 
as long as exploitation does not exceed re-growth. The modem example of the excessive 
exploitation of the Amazon reserves, the subsequent deforestation and the internationally 
enforced sanctions on the marketability of the produce testify to the downward spiral 
affected by a non-husbanding policy. The Macedonians avoided losing a precious resource 
through direct control and limited exploitation, similar to that of the Cypriot kings who also 
limited production. Both Cyprus and Macedon were metallurgical centres, thus protection 
of valuable timber resources was a major internal concern, since metallurgy has a voracious 
appetite for fuel, which can easily lead to denudation and over-exploitation.
Grain was a difficult commodity to influence directly, since the majority of arable 
land and its surpluses were in private hands. However, grain was a commodity of universal 
interest in the Greek world and surpluses eagerly desired by traders, especially in the 
known exporters. Thus, the influence of the government in production needed to be
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minimal and concentrates on protecting production through avoiding war or at least limiting 
the ravages of attacking armies.
The role of the government in the production of commodities differed according to 
type of commodity and type o f polity. Commodities whose ownership was private, such as 
grain, were influenced by the state very little, since the resources, in the case of grain arable 
land, were privately owned. Governments played a bigger role in the production of 
commodities from resources owned by the state. In the case of such commodities, 
influence on production differed according to type of polity. The extent of intervention and 
involvement of the government in production, as in exploitation, was heavier in the Greek 
and oriental kingdoms and considerably lighter in the polis.
Role of Government in Export of Commodities
Disposition of available surpluses was also of interest to poleis and polities; here
intervention became more pronounced and various means of disposition were employed, 
including direct transactions with other states. In an autocratic eastern state like Lydia, the 
disposition of surpluses was squarely in the hands of the king and his court, meaning that 
the vast majority o f surpluses were state-owned, which influenced greatly their disposition. 
The transaction with Sparta shows that the Lydian kings traded directly with other states; 
Herodotos’ lack of comment suggests that such transactions were not unique and the earlier 
examples from Israel and the Near Eastern kingdoms suggests the same. If gold were 
widely available in free market conditions in Lydia, then one would expect the Spartans to 
have been in the market, not the palace, negotiating on their sale. Such direct trade with 
other states creates the right climate for direct trade with foreign traders as well and the 
actions of Kroisos towards both the Spartan delegation and various Greek temples show
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that the Lydian kings considered gift giving a valid method of disposing their precious 
metal; a practice with important political connotations, as is testified by the reaction of the 
Spartans to Kroisos’ call for help later. The same appears to be the case also for the Greek 
kingdoms, as seen in the accusation of bribery of Greek politicians by Philip II.
Turning to the poleis and the evidence from silver, the situation is quite different. 
Athens did not prefer direct exploitation and the leasing system meant that large parts of the 
surpluses ended in private hands. The large scale of minting in Athens suggests that the 
state disposed a great part of its own surpluses in coinage, although other uses, including 
temple dedications, must also have been prevalent. The surpluses in the hands of private 
citizens found their way into the market, as the Poroi suggests, where they were available 
to foreign traders and states, as well as into coinage production through the openness of the 
minting procedure. It is possible that direct trade between states existed but, unfortunately, 
there is no evidence of such transactions. Furthermore, it was traditional, at least in the 
archaic period, for part of the surpluses of the state to be distributed to the citizenry, as in 
Siphnos, where again they reached the open market.
The case of timber again exemplifies the middle status of the Greek autocratic 
states. In Macedon, the king had absolute control of the disposition of timber surpluses, as 
Perdikkas’ treaty with Athens shows; the king treated with other states for exclusive 
disposition of surpluses. Amyntas’ treaty with the Chalkidians is more pervasive, since 
there not only oars but also all types of timber are included although the Chalkidians do not 
attain exclusivity like the Athenians a few decades earlier. In addition, the Macedonian 
kings also dealt with private traders, granting them limited rights of export, as is shown by 
Andokides’ export of Macedonian oars in the reign of Archelaos. The variety of
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mechanisms employed by Macedon in the disposition of its timber surpluses illuminate the 
choices available to a government and the limitations on export that could be imposed. The 
difference in disposition is also evidence of the control of production exercised by the 
Macedonians, since it shows how both exploitation and disposition were under the direct 
control of the king. The difference with the Athenian treaty concerning miltos with the 
poleis of Keos is particularly illuminating in this case, since the polis could only control 
export through shipping, not by direct arrangement like the Macedonians.622
The variety of options available to the state in disposing of surpluses is more 
pronounced in the case o f grain. Grain exporters, unlike those of shipbuilding timber and 
precious metals, had more competition for their products, and, thus, the intervention of the 
government is more obvious, and simultaneously shows the care shown by the state for the 
principal exports of the land. Unfortunately, the practices of polis governments cannot be 
fully reconstructed, since the evidence relates mainly to the Greek kingdoms. The 
Spartokids made arrangements with their importers offering incentives to make their grain 
more attractive to traders. The differences in their policy towards Athens and Mytilene 
show that they had an acute understanding of the different markets for Bosporan grain and 
a full realisation of how far incentives, which cut into the revenue of the state from 
customs, could be taken. Further, the Spartokids do not enter into monopolic arrangements, 
preferring instead to offer incentives, which, however, are in practice exercised by private 
traders. On the other hand, the actions of Kleomenes of Egypt show that the necessary 
mechanisms to impose a monopoly on grain, using it to increase governmental revenues,
622 IG II2 1128. 12-4: e^dysiv sp j t ^ o i c o i  d>[i av ' A0T|vaioi rimoSei^ cocriv, ev aAAcoi] 5e rcAokoi jrqSevi, vaOXov 
5e isXeiv bpoAbv t o O  [ t o X & v t c w  EK&crrou xoii; vai)KAx|poic; ioi)]g epya^opevaug- eav 5e t k ;  ev aAAcoi te A o u q i  
E^ay[r|i, evo%ov etvai...], “it will be exported in a ship which the Athenians will designate and in no other 
ship, the transport price will be an obol per each talent to the naukleroi who work; if someone exports in 
another ship, let him be guilty..
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existed. That such methods were not common among poleis was the result of the networks 
of trade in the Greek World. Kleomenes could employ such tactics mainly because of the 
famine besetting the poleis at the time. However, under normal circumstances, the 
exporting states had to rely on incentives rather than monopoly, since traders would not 
bear the brunt of excess custom when prices were not extraordinarily high and cheaper 
grain could have been obtained elsewhere. The difference in policy between the Spartokids 
and Kleomenes is the difference between the market under normal conditions and in times 
of widespread shortage. In times of widespread crisis, the exporting states could intervene 
more forcefully and increase their revenue from exports, while in times of plenty the 
importers had to be attracted and products made desirable through incentives. The 
differences in intervention are the exporting equivalent of katagein, when the state becomes 
more forceful in times of crisis with relative impunity.
The evidence on the disposition of surpluses refers mainly to the affairs of the 
oriental and Greek kingdoms with only limited evidence available on the polis. The 
evidence from gold, timber and grain suggests that the Greek kingdoms intervened 
considerably in the export of commodities through direct trade, treaties with other states 
and incentives to states and their affiliated traders. Some of the kingdom arrangements 
were monopolistic, as in the case of Macedonian timber and Kleomenes’ grain scheme, but 
the Spartokid policy of providing incentives to important importers shows that the 
kingdoms could have sustained non-monopolistic export policies. Simultaneously, the 
differences in the policies of the Spartokids and Kleomenes show how Greek governments 
adapted their policies according to the circumstances of the market on specific 
commodities. Again, as in exploitation, the polis adopted more devolved methods of
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disposition of surpluses through the use of private individuals and release of large part of 
the surpluses in the market.
Role of Government in the Import of Commodities
Turning to imports, firstly the known states with a regular or permanent shortage in
each commodity will be briefly presented. The identification of all polis and polities with 
shortages in each commodity is an impossible task, since such information rarely survives 
in the sources. However, for each commodity it was attempted to identify as many 
importers as possible within the framework of the available sources and material evidence.
For gold, the states with a regular need and shortage were the majority of poleis 
minting gold and electrum coinages; the poleis examined in this work were those of Asia 
Minor and Sicily/Magna Graecia, since in those areas gold and electrum coinages were 
more common than in mainland Greece and the Aegean. In Asia Minor, the known 
importers were Chios, Ephesos, Miletos, Phokaia, Samos, Teos, Halikarnassos, Kyzikos, 
Mytilene, Rhodos, Pergamos and Kios. The majority o f these minters needed regular 
imports to sustain their minting; the exceptions were few, such as Chios in the middle of 
the fifth century. Moreover, some poleis, such as Kyzikos, Phokaia and Mytilene minted 
continuously throughout the period in considerable volume. In Sicily and Magna Graecia, 
the situation was different with most gold coinages being a reaction in times of crisis, with 
the only exception being the late fifth- early fourth-century gold coinage of Dionysios of 
Syracuse. Gold minting in Sicily outside Syracuse was confined to the late fifth century in 
Akragas, Gela and Kamarina in connection with the Carthaginian invasion and in Magna 
Graecia to Taras and Metapontion, chronologically connected to the mainland Greek 
assistance to the colonies against native revolts.
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Silver was the main coinage metal in the Greek World from the late sixth century 
onwards; the large number of poleis minting in silver makes any attempt to identify the 
importers superfluous. All poleis minting silver coins, except for the few poleis with silver 
mines in their territories, were importers. The comparative study of the minters according 
to coins found in hoards showed conclusively that the poleis without resources were the 
most prolific minters, except for Athens, which both produced silver and minted it in 
quantity. The study of 69 poleis appearing in hoards more than five times showed that the 
poleis of Italy and Sicily minted more in relation to those in mainland Greece, the Aegean 
and Asia Minor. The reason for such prolific minting in an area with no native resources 
was that the western Greek world did not use the last ‘international’ coinages, such as the 
Athenian owls, the Kyzikene staters and the Persian darics, which dominated the markets 
and provided a surplus of large coins in the eastern part of the Greek world.
Many poleis had permanent shortages in shipbuilding timber, since many poleis had 
considerable navies and the sources indicate that suitable timber could be found only in 
limited areas. Unfortunately, the only polis for which precise fleet sizes survive is Athens, 
and even there only for part of the fourth century. For other importing poleis, the only aids 
are the infrequent, and possibly suspect, references in the literary sources to fleets used in 
various naval engagements. The greatest fleet in the Greek World throughout the classical 
period was the Athenian, which often surpassed 300 ships. The other major fleets were the 
Chian, the Mytilenian, the Samian, the Rhodian, the Corinthian, the Corcyraean and the 
Syracusan.
The precise number of states with regular or permanent shortages of grain cannot be 
identified. For many poleis, shortages can be identified through inscriptional evidence but
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in very few cases can these shortages be identified as permanent or regular, such as Teos in 
the fifth century and Mytilene in the fourth. For a number of other poleis regular shortages 
can be inferred in mentions of imports in the literary sources. In very few cases, where the 
population of the poleis in question has been estimated, a comparison between the 
estimated needs of the population in grain and the production of the polis shows whether 
the poleis were regularly deficient in grain. The identified poleis that had regular or 
permanent shortages of grain were Athens, Corinth, Megara, Aigina, Mytilene, Andros, 
Arkesine in Amorgos, Samos, Teos, Ephesos, Klazomenai, Akanthos in the Chalcidice, 
Methone and Selymbria.
The importers often intervened in the trade of commodities in order to ensure and 
safeguard the regularity of their imports. The different means employed to ensure imports 
contain different degrees of intervention in trade, from forceful coercion of exporters to 
incentives and honours offered to traders. For some commodities there is sufficient 
evidence to pinpoint the different means employed by the importing states and the degree 
of intervention enforced. In other cases, however, we can only infer from probability the 
means employed and how successful they were.
For gold, the two case studies present two very different pictures of the means of 
import employed by the poleis. In the sixth century, the Spartan import from Lydia sets the 
background for any further discussion. The Spartans preferred to import directly in a state- 
to-state transaction, without intermediaries; this import is extraordinary, since the Spartans 
had no regular need for gold. That even under extraordinary circumstances, trade was the 
preferred means of transaction and specifically direct public import is illuminating on the 
means preferred by the polis. For the majority of Asia Minor minters, in the sixth century
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and later, which had a permanent shortage of gold for their coinages, the exact means 
employed to ensure import have not survived. In specific cases, such as that of Chios in the 
fifth century, chance means of acquisition in the form of booty were probably employed. 
However, for most of the minters in a Asia Minor a more peaceful and less risky solution 
was preferable, implying trade as the primary means of acquisition. The other side of the 
coin is amply illustrated in the second case study, in the gold minting in Sicily and Magna 
Graecia. The gold coinages there, with the possible exception of the coinage of Dionysios I 
of Syracuse, were crisis measures in times of war, most probably aimed at the payment of 
supplies and mercenaries. Under critical circumstances, the Greek poleis tended to 
requisition material through force, either violent, such as booty, or coercive within the 
polis, such as extraordinary taxation and loans from temples, as Athens did in the last years 
of the Peloponnesian War.
For silver, the lack evidence on the importers is problematical. Scholarly opinion in 
the last few decades has tended to argue in favour of relatively insecure and chance means 
of import for the poleis, translated into the theory of acquiring existing coinages for 
reminting. The large scale minting by poleis with no silver resources of their own 
combined with the small scale of the coinages of most silver producers points towards a 
different solution. The various finds in hoards of silver ingots and bars testify as to the 
existence and viability of trade in bullion. Furthermore, the evidence on entry of foreign 
coins in any polis contradicts the theory that the state had a ready supply of foreign coinage 
in its coffers, since money-changing was widespread, and in some cases mandatory, and 
such functions were the province of private banks not the state. In addition, Xenophon’s 
statement that export of silver was bound to bring profits to traders, since silver had a
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constant demand and high prices shows that trade in bullion was not only common but also 
advisable financially. The specific means of ensuring imports by the states are not certain, 
since very little evidence has survived. Xenophon points towards private traders being part 
of the transaction but, understandably, he does not provide further specifics, since his theme 
concerns the production and export of the commodity, not its import.
Shipbuilding timber was a necessary commodity for most naval poleis in the Greek 
World, especially those with large navies. It has been generally assumed that poleis with 
navies imported timber from the resource areas to build warships in their own shipyards. 
However, the only specific evidence of import of timber for shipbuilding from the resource 
areas to an importer dates from the end of the classical period, when circumstances had 
changed dramatically due to the advent of Macedon. On the other hand, there is 
considerable evidence of shipbuilding in or near the resource areas, mainly from the fifth 
century. The Lesbian exiles in Antandros, Brasidas in Amphipolis and the Peloponnesians 
after the battle of Kyzikos used, or planned to use, the naupegia in the resource areas to 
build their fleets. Additionally, the evidence on imports of timber products for shipbuilding 
refers to oars not timber; such a lack of references, especially in the treaty between Athens 
and Perdikkas, is odd, if timber for shipbuilding was imported in the quantities necessary 
for building a fleet. The evidence, as it stands now, points towards shipbuilding occurring 
in naupegia in the resource areas, not towards large-scale import of timber to presumed 
naupegia in the importers. The importance of naupegia in the resource areas lent even 
more consequence to these areas. Athens is the prime example of a naval power trying to 
play a role in securing a regular supply of ships. The Athenian efforts in the Pentekontaetia 
in the Thracomacedonian area are largely the story of Athenian timber and ship supply.
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There are two parallel matters that Athens was concerned with: the ships themselves and 
special supplies, such as oars. For the ships, Athens preferred extreme intervention in the 
form of violent coercion of the exporters through conquest and forced settlement of areas, 
such as Amphipolis and Eion. In addition to ensuring her own supply, Athens made 
considerable efforts to limit or cut off the supply of her rivals and revolting allies, as is seen 
in the conquest and settling of Messenian helots in Naupaktos cut off Corinthian access to 
the naupegia of the area and the outlets of the Aitolian mountains and in the sundering of 
Mytilenian domination of the Aktaies poleis after the Mytilenian revolt, cutting off 
Mytilenian access to the naupegia and resources of Mt Ida. On the other hand, Athens also 
tried to secure the import of special timber supplies, such as oars. The best oars came from 
Macedon, which Athens could not violently coerce in the same way as the poleis in the 
Strymon area. The size and population of the Macedonian kingdom made it impossible for 
a naval polis, even one as big as Athens, to conquer the resource areas or their outlets. 
Even so, the dominion of imperial Athens on the poleis of the Chalcidice and those of the 
southern Thermaic Gulf meant that Macedon was at a permanent disadvantage against the 
mistress of the Aegean. Furthermore, the internal weaknesses of the Macedonian royal 
house, and of monarchy as a constitution, gave Athens multiple opportunities to oblige the 
Macedonian kings into providing her with special timber supplies. The treaty with 
Perdikkas shows how deep Athens could cut into the Macedonian oar trade, since Athens 
managed to secure a monopoly of import. Athens was not always the all-powerful partner 
as is shown by the honours accorded to Archelaos. The ability of the Macedonian king to 
renege on treaties and deals with little to lose meant that Athens also had to attract the 
private traders of special timber supplies. Although Andokides may have had no further
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incentive than his patriotism for providing oars to the Athenian fleet in Samos, the same 
was certainly not true for other traders, such as Phanosthenes. Specific economic 
incentives, such as ateleia from the hekatoste, were powerful reasons for private traders to 
provide Athens with her necessary supplies.
Athens was not unique in the means employed to ensure her ship and timber 
products supply, since other poleis followed similar patterns of intervention. Mytilene, one 
of the primary naval powers in the Aegean, had under its control the outlets of Ida and the 
naupegia in the Gulf of Adramytion. Thasos, an important naval power in the early fifth 
century in the Thracian Sea, had under its control the Strymon area and was willing to 
defend its prerogatives there forcefully, as is testified by the Thasian revolt. Such coercive 
measures, mainly through colonisation rather than outright conquest, are apparent in the 
sources for poleis other than Athens. The same is not true of more peaceful solutions and 
treaties, which can only be identified if the inscription recording them has survived and 
been excavated. The treaty between Amyntas of Macedon and the Chalcidian confederacy 
shows that other poleis, or political units, could coerce the exporters into providing 
extended rights of import without violent conquest. Beyond that, clues in the sources also 
provide relatively wide niches to assume other roles played by the polis in ensuring its 
timber imports. For example, that Dionysios of Syracuse needed permission to import 
south Italian timber shows that in this case direct public import between poleis was 
available.
The role played by the polis in ensuring its grain imports is subtly different from 
that of other commodities; the main reason for this difference has already been mentioned 
above relating to production. Since the bulk of production was in private hands, the
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importing state was obliged to play a role in relation not only to the exporter but also to the 
trading networks in the Greek World. Direct public trade occurs in several instances in the 
sources but it is limited to times of crisis, although not necessarily famines; thus, 
Psammetichos and Leukon gifted grain to Athens in the 450s and the mid-fourth century 
respectively and Kyrene provided gifts of grain to a variety of Greek states in the 320s. 
Similarly, during crises, many poleis with an extraordinary shortage at the time intervened 
forcefully in the grain trade of their general area, as is testified by the various instances of 
katagein, the forceful detainment of grain ships destined to other poleis. Under normal 
circumstances, the importers preferred more pervasive but less forceful measures. On the 
one hand, they offered incentives and honours to the exporters, as is shown by the honours 
accorded to the Bosporan kings by Athens in the fourth century.
On the other hand, as a direct consequence of the private character of the majority 
of grain production and trade, the importers took a variety of measures to influence and 
constrain their own traders. The main means of such intervention was legislation, as seen 
in Athens and Teos. Both in Athens and Teos, two very different poleis in terms of 
political and economic power, the state legislated to constrain its traders as to the import of 
grain. In Athens, citizens and metics were obliged not to import grain to any other port but 
the Athenian, while in Teos citizens, and presumably metics, were obliged not to divert 
grain imports from the polis. As was mentioned above, the differences between the 
measures employed by the two poleis were the result of their different political and 
economic positions in the Greek World, since Athens was a powerful polis with many 
citizen and metic traders, while Teos was a small polis without the luck of having a large 
contingent o f local traders. Athens regulated further on its grain import by outlawing cartels
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and cornering the market, as well as by regulating maximum profit on imported grain sales. 
Both pieces of legislation testify to the existence of the notion of just price in the ancient 
world and complement the regulation of retail prices of flour and bread.623 Finley’s 
suggestion that just price was a medieval concept cannot be proven since not only does the 
evidence from Athens suggest that the notion existed in the ancient world but also the 
condemnations of monopoly further suggest that just price was a mercantile and consumer 
concern.624
Of most interest is the Athenian legislation regulating the finance of foreign trading 
ventures. Athens in this case is seen intervening forcefully in the hidden backbone of 
overseas trade, lending capital, by regulating the available ventures investors based in 
Athens could participate in. Against the common opinion of scholars on the matter, it was 
shown that this piece of legislation regulated not merely grain imports, or indeed any 
imports, but both imports and exports from the Athenian emporion. Such intervention on 
the part of a polis state is particularly illuminating, since it pervades every aspect of 
Athenian trading, while, simultaneously, being within the peaceful prerogative of the polis. 
This piece of legislation testifies both to the power the polis could yield in terms of 
intervention in foreign trade and to the economic sophistication of the legislators, who 
recognised and harnessed the invisible power of finance.
Models of Governmental Intervention/Involvement in Trade
Thirty-five years ago, Moses Finley devoted a whole chapter of his Ancient
Economy to the interaction between state and economy in the ancient world. A very small
623 [Aristotle] AthPol 51.3.
624 Finley (1999:170). Condemnations of monopoly: Demosthenes 56.7-9; Aristotle Politics 1259a5-33 (two 
cases).
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part of that chapter discussed the role of the state in foreign trade and concluded that 
ancient states, Greek and Roman, intervened only limitedly and occasionally, mainly in 
connection with crisis. This view has become the orthodoxy on the subject and further 
investigation in the role of governments has been virtually non-existent. Even in works that 
touch upon the subject and the evidence relating to governmental intervention, Finley’s 
view of occasional and exceptional intervention has been the guiding principle.626
The aim of this work has been to explore the role of the state in foreign trade in the 
archaic and classical periods. In effect, this can be expressed in one simple question: did 
Greek governments intervene in trade, and, if so, how? From the above presentation of the 
various methods and circumstances of governmental involvement and intervention in the 
trade of commodities, it is evident that governments in the Greek world both were involved 
and intervened in trade. More importantly, governments did not confine their involvement 
and intervention to extreme and exceptional circumstances. On the contrary, governments 
in the Greek world had both the ability and the will to play a role in the trade of 
commodities, both in imports and in exports.
Since non-intervention by governments is considered a major sign of the primitive 
economy, then it follows that intervention and involvement by governments denotes a non­
primitive economy.627 Under these circumstances, the conclusion is forced upon us that the 
current view of the state as a non-intervening entity in the Greek economy is wrong. Yet, 
the issue is not closed since the role played by the government differed according to the
625 Finley (1985:155).
626 Most examples of this practice relate to the trade in grain, given die natural pre-occupation of the our 
Athenian sources with the matter. On the Tean law on grain: Bravo (1983:23); Jameson (1983:12); Gamsey & 
Morris (1989:103). On the Solonian ban of exports: Gamsey (1988:75); Jameson (1983:11); Austin & Vidal- 
Naquet (1977:69).
627 Finley (1985:154-5); Austin & Vidal-Naquet (1977:112).
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type of state, the period and the specific requirements of the commodity in question. A 
government in the Greek World and its fringes had a wide available spectrum of 
intervention in the trade, importing or exporting, of commodities. Different types of poleis 
and polities used different parts of the spectrum, although sometimes overlapping.
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Figure 1: Model of State Intervention
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The oriental kingdoms, such as Lydia, Persia or Alexandrian Egypt, intervened 
heavily in the exploitation and trading of their resources. Unfortunately, no evidence on 
their import policies has survived. The oriental kingdoms not only owned their resources 
but also exploited them directly, thus, gaining control of the vast majority of surpluses. 
Similar direct intervention is exhibited in the disposition of surpluses by oriental states, 
since the only attested means of disposition are through direct trade with other states and 
gifts. However, it is probable that the oriental kingdoms also catered to the needs of private 
traders for products to reach the open market. The system followed by oriental states was 
clearly monopolistic and at times even extended to resources not owned by the state, as in 
the grain scheme of Kleomenes of Egypt.
The autocratic regimes of the orient had their counterparts in the Greek world. 
These Greek kingdoms also had ownership of their resources but employed a mixed system 
of exploitation and control. They exercised direct exploitation of the resources, as in the 
case of gold, but also allowed private exploitation under a closed system of limitations 
controlled directly by the king rather than legislation, as in timber. The system of 
exploitation differed from that of the polis, even though both involved concessions, since 
the kingdoms retained control of exploitation and the disposition of the product as seen in 
the treaties between the Macedonian king and Athens and the Chalcidian League. 
Additionally, both in Macedon and in the Cypriot kingdoms, the safety and quality of 
resources was considered an important issue and was ensured through the control of the 
king. The concessions of the Greek kingdoms can be paralleled to the oriental, albeit in a 
smaller scale; where the oriental kingdoms provided poleis and governors with concession 
to resources, the Greek kingdoms provided these to private individuals. In the disposition
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of surpluses, the Greek kingdoms again exhibited a mixed system. They preferred direct 
trade but through treaty agreements rather than arbitrarily and also provided marketable 
surpluses to private traders. There is a definite tendency towards monopoly arrangements, 
as is also seen in the monopoly of silphium in Kyrene. In the case of grain, where 
surpluses were mainly in private hands, the kingdoms, as seen in the case of the Spartokids, 
did make arrangements in disposition of surpluses, including direct disposition through gift. 
Very little information on the import policies of the Greek kingdoms; for their 
arrangements with poleis, it appears that they utilised the existing trading networks, 
although with the aid of treaties or arrangements with the exporting governments, as in the 
case of Amyntas and the Chalkidians and Athens and the Spartokids.
The polis had some few common characteristics with the systems of the above 
categories, most importantly that of ownership of resources. Beyond that, however, the 
polis exhibited a strongly devolved system of control and exploitation, mainly through an 
open leasing system. Leasing in the polis was characterised by the lack of exploitation 
control beyond basic safety issues, a policy of non-control o f the disposition of the private 
surpluses and the concession through legislative open procedure. In some cases, the polis 
imposed limitations on exploitation, as the poleis of south Italy did with timber, but 
probably this was an issue dictated by the nature of transaction, since Dionysios was not a 
private individual but a foreign government. The polis also ensured the safety and quality 
of its resources, like Macedon, but through legislation not through direct control. 
Disposition of surpluses was also widely diffused. The polis allowed private individuals 
not only to control but also to dispose of surpluses freely. More importantly, it kept only 
part of the surpluses as its own, so its powers of disposition were fewer. Public surpluses
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were mainly disposed of within the state, either through direct gifts to the populace or 
through state finances and projects such as coinage. Exceptionally, the polis could dispose 
of public surpluses as gifts to other states, as Kyrene did, but such actions are observed 
only under exceptional circumstances. Lastly, the polis as exporter provided incentives to 
importers and through them to private traders to achieve disposition of surpluses, both 
private and public.
The polis intervened in imports considerably more pervasively than other states. 
When necessary the polis did engage in direct imports, mainly when dealing with states that 
preferred monopoly and direct arrangements. Even then, the polis preferred to operate 
through treaties, since treaties provided the framework for private traders to access the 
monopolic markets. The reliance of the polis on the trading networks is best exhibited by 
the incentives provided to foreign traders whenever import was necessary and by the 
coercive legislation aimed at guiding local traders towards specific imports. In addition, 
the poleis provided incentives to the exporters, mainly through honours.
The polis, however, was not always peaceful in its dealings. Thus, especially in 
times of crisis, chance and often violent means of acquisition were used against both the 
local population and foreign traders or states. Such actions are, on the home front, the 
imposition of extraordinary taxes and the borrowing from temples and, in the foreign front, 
the use of katagein and acquiring booty. The amount of intervention that the polis had at its 
disposal was to some extent dependent on its political and military power, not on economic 
factors. Thus, some poleis, when they had the ability, engaged on conquest or violent 
colonisation of the resource areas, thus, acquiring disposable surpluses. Such an outlook is
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exhibited by Athens throughout the classical period and especially during the fifth-century 
empire.
The differences in intervention and involvement of the three types of polity 
prominent in the Greek World have created three interlocking models, since all three types 
of polity were in constant contact with each other and the economic realities of the 
Mediterranean required frequent and extensive exchange between them. A major issue 
immediately apparent is the applicability of the models to other types of polity and other 
commodities. The first, and probably the least likely to be answered, is the place of tribal 
organisations in this interlocking mosaic of intervention. In the borders of the Greek 
World, tribal organisations were the normal “polity” the Greek poleis and kingdoms had to 
interact with. Many of the resources, especially in the Black Sea, Sicily, Magna Graecia 
and Illyria, were in the traditional territories controlled by tribes. The similar situation in 
Thrace provides a model for the interaction between tribes and other polities, mainly the 
polis. The lack of concerted effort against Athens by the Thracian tribes of the Strymon 
and Thasos highlights the antagonistic relationship between them. Simultaneously the 
powerful reaction of the tribes against the Athenian incursion in the 460s shows that at least 
some tribal organisations were very much aware of the economic and political importance 
of their resources, something further testified by the extensive tribal coinages. The 
situation in Thrace, however, may not be directly comparable to other regions, especially 
the Black Sea, where relations between natives and Greeks seem to have been more 
integrative as shown by the integration of Greek trade centres in the native settlements of 
Colchis.
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In the same vein, it would be particularly illuminating t know more about the type 
of intervention and policy of the polis towards the Phoenician city-kingdoms. The 
Phoenicians were a major trading power in the Mediterranean in the period and were in 
constant contact with the Greeks, not only in the western but also in the eastern 
Mediterranean. The interaction between Greeks, Phoenicians and natives in Iberia was 
explored in relation to silver and gold but the relations between the polis and the 
Phoenicians outside the Carthaginian sphere of influence were not necessarily the same. 
The Athenian honours and privileges granted to Strato of Sidon in the fourth century 
exhibit aspects of the attitude towards the Greek autocratic regimes, both Macedon and the 
Spartokids. However, the inclusion of privileges granted to Sidonian traders in the same 
decree can be explained in two very different fashions. On the one hand, the peculiar polity 
of the Phoenician city-kingdom was readily recognised by the Greeks, or at least the 
Athenians, and, thus, privileges to citizens had to be granted semi-independently of those to 
the king, maybe as an effort to avoid the implication of a direct clientship relationship.
The second issue relating to state intervention is the applicability of the models to 
commodities that were less universally important. On the one hand, the existing resources 
of a state are its most important asset, even if they are not precious metals, shipbuilding 
timber or cereals. As such, we would expect, given the above conclusions on the 
intervention in exports, the state - polis, Greek or oriental kingdom - to provide for them in 
the same or similar fashion to that exhibited for gold, silver, timber and grain. Definitive 
conclusions on this issue are outside the scope of this work but other cases testify to similar 
policies and pressures by and on the exporters. For example, Thasos legislated in order to 
safeguard the quality of its wine by regulating the timing of acceptable sale of grapes in the
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pre-harvest season and by outlawing the import of foreign wines in its territory (due to the 
fear of diluting Thasian wines with inferior vintages and of the sale of foreign wines in
S2Thasian amphoras). In the same vein, the case of Kean miltos testifies to considerable 
intervention by the importers, in this case Athens, to create a monopoly of exchange, 
similar to that exhibited by both Athens and the Chalcidian League in their agreements with 
Macedon on timber.629
One of the most apparent issues highlighted by this work is that information differs 
according to geographical area. The surviving evidence of the oriental kingdoms is almost 
exclusively confined to exports, while the information on the polis mainly relates to 
imports. The Greek kingdoms provide information both on imports and on exports but that 
on exports is considerably larger. The situation becomes even more apparent when 
juxtaposing the importers and exporters of each commodity. As was mentioned above the 
exporters are in their majority in the outer layers of the Greek World or its fringes, while 
the importers are almost invariably in Greece, the Aegean and Asia Minor. Of course, the 
specific geographical parameters change according to commodity but even so, the pattern 
remains the same with the partial exception of silver. This geographic distribution can be 
enlightening in the trade of particular commodities and in a variety of other issues, 
including settlement abroad. In addition to any such information, the geographic 
distribution also provides a clue as to distribution of information on trade that has survived. 
It is generally accepted that the majority o f literary works and artefacts from the archaic 
and classical periods have not survived. However, the laws of probability dictate that in 
addition to lucky survivals, the most common elements are more likely to survive than the
628 IG XII, Supplement 347.
629 IG II2 1128.
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rarer. In other words, since the majority of importers was in the geographical area of 
Greece, the Aegean and Asia Minor, import information from the states in these area will 
be more likely to survive. Similarly the further out from this centre the more information 
on exports. Simultaneously, this situation has been further aggravated by the 
archaeological attention paid to Greece, the Aegean and Asia Minor, which makes the 
discovery of information in this area more likely.
Lastly, and probably most importantly, the disparity of intervention between politics 
and particularly the limited intervention exhibited by the polis in comparison wit the Greek 
and oriental kingdoms must be explained. Moses Finley rightly noted that Greek states had 
“infinite room for state intervention”.630 Although it has been shown that the polis 
intervened and involved itself in trade considerably more than Finley suggested, the extent 
of such intervention and involvement was less than that of other contemporary polities. 
Finley, in what has been the standard treatment of the subject for 35 years, suggested that 
the explanation of the phenomenon lies in the difference between “economic policy” and 
“unintended economic consequences” exhibiting the Greeks’ conceptual lack of an
631“economy”. Finley’s explanation not only does not fit the available evidence as 
presented in the previous chapters, where the polis is seen involving itself and intervening 
in trade but also disregards a major historical concern. The polis did not exist in a vacuum 
but was one of three main polity types that were in constant contact for centuries. A 
conceptual lack is not a sustainable argument when it applies only to a specifically 
delimited part of a civilisation. In other words, if the Greeks lacked economic 
understanding which led to a lack of rational and specific intervention then not only should
630 Finley (1999:155).
631 Finley (1999:155,164).
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the existing cases of polis intervention not exist but also the Greek kingdoms, not to 
mention the oriental, should not exhibit any greater or lesser intervention than the polis. 
The explanation of this phenomenon and the differences in intervention between the polis 
and other polities lies not in Finley’s “conceptual lack” nor, as he rightly noted, in theories 
of public and private sphere demarcation but rather in the political and communal nature of 
the polis itself632
The polis, democratic or oligarchic, was a community of individuals and never lost 
this defining characteristic throughout the period. Other types of polity, and particularly 
the Greek and oriental kingdoms, were more like modern states than the Greek polis, since 
there was a definite division between government, centring on the person of the king, and 
people. In the polis, the state was the people, even if the people can only be defined as a 
segment of the population. Thus, there was no clear division between government and 
people because the government was the people. Even in oligarchic states, the government 
included assemblies of the people and the ruling councils were more inclusive of the 
populace than a king’s court or a modem parliament. The only possibility of a polis 
resembling the modern state is a polis under tyranny, when the government is divorced 
from the people because of the domination of a given individual.
Consequently, the polis could not control all exploitation of resources and 
subsequently the available surpluses. More importantly, the polis did not want such a 
control either of the resources or of the surpluses, since such control would immediately 
mean a controller and, thus, create the possibility of a tyrant. Even in oligarchic poleis such 
control could not be achieved, since the different factions ensured that there was enough
632 Finley (1999:155).
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fear of tyranny to avoid placing such power in the hands of one individual or a small group 
of them. Legislation, especially early laws, testifies to the anxiety of the Greeks in 
controlling and limiting the power of individuals and groups, as is seen mainly in the 
various laws penalising and limiting the power of magistrates.633 From the available 
spectrum of intervention possibilities, the polis chose what it could use, as the kingdoms, 
with their different political and ideological structure, chose theirs.
When the polis played a more forceful role in trade and used heavy intervention, 
such intervention is invariably linked to crisis, power or both. Thus, even the smallest and 
weakest polis, when famine threatened, would employ katagein to bring in grain. 
Similarly, when a polis achieved power, military and political, it could forcefully colonise 
or outright conquer the resource areas of the commodity it needed, such as Athens did with 
the Strymon region. Often a polis in power is also a polis in crisis or threatened by crisis, 
such as Athens during the empire when shipbuilding timber was a necessity for keeping its 
power over the allies.
Under regular circumstances, the polis preferred pervasive intervention in trade 
without being heavy handed. The main instruments of the polis were legislation and 
incentives. Incentives were aimed at foreign states and traders in order to attract trading 
partners. Legislation was aimed internally either as a protection mechanism for the 
resources, for exports, or as a framework of conduct for traders, for imports. The most 
interesting feature of the role played by the polis, as against Greek and oriental kingdoms, 
is the effort of the system to target private traders. The current primitivist orthodoxy, as 
discussed in the introduction to this work, relegates traders to the fringes of polis society,
633 Harris (2006).
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because of the large number of metics and xenoi involved in trade and the condemnatory 
attitude of the philosophical sources towards manual workers and traders. Although the 
philosophical sources portray traders and manufacturers as socially inferior, the evidence 
on the part of state intervention shows that governments were particularly interested in 
attracting traders to their harbours and do not betray an attitude of perceived social 
inferiority. Further, the reason why the polis never took the obvious step of more pervasive 
intervention by creating a merchant navy beholden exclusively to it, is that such a move 
would place too much power in the hands of a small group of people and also that even 
Athens, with its large population, did not have all the traders it needed to trade all its 
necessary imports and available exports. The social position of traders in the polis is 
outside the scope of this work and largely irrelevant to the issue at hand. Whether traders 
were acceptable in the symposia of the upper echelons of society is immaterial to their role 
in the economy of the polis and to the behaviour of the polis as an institution towards them. 
Traders may have been despised by the Athenian aristocrats and even by ordinary citizens; 
either due to their occupation or to their status, but their necessity in trade was clearly 
recognised by the polis. At the very least, it is evident that the polis was interested in 
traders and recognised their power over its economy.
However, since the polis was a polity based on community rather than government, 
the importance of traders in its survival, and more importantly the extensive use of 
incentives to individuals as well as communities of traders, create a definite chasm between 
practice and ideal. Notably, this chasm is not so much the product of the differences 
between modem theory and ancient evidence but rather that between the ancient 
philosophical perspective on trade and traders and the hard evidence of ancient oratory and
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inscriptions.634 The chasm has been artificially widened by the insistence of the current 
primitivist theories on the ancient economy to concentrate upon a limited elite moralising 
perspective found in some philosophical writings. The easy solution is both obvious and 
easily called upon, in other words to reject the philosophical evidence as an upper class 
utopian and moralising perspective. Such blanket solutions, however, are as suspicious as 
imposing economic models from other eras and areas on the Greek World.
The divergence between reality and philosophy on Greek trade can be as 
illuminating as it is confusing. Morality, conventional or upper class, and economic reality 
on the ground can be divergent. The didactic nature of Greek philosophy meant that moral 
criticism of “unnatural” economic pursuits was as valid as providing practical advice for 
individuals and poleis to increase their revenue or come out of crisis with equally 
“unnatural” means. Expecting the Greeks to be consistent between ideal and practice is 
idealising a culture and a society as flawed as any other. No one would consider valid the 
argument that since medieval and Byzantine religious belief in Christianity idealised pious 
poverty, the papal administration or the societies concerned actually practiced it. In a 
similar vein, communist beliefs did not stop the existence of a definite upper-lower class 
practical divide in the countries that practiced communism.
The amount of intervention in the trade of commodities, both exports and imports, 
and the types of intervention employed show that the Greeks were cognizant of the 
economic situation of their world and the laws of trade. Providing incentives to ameliorate 
the weaknesses of a primary export, as the Spartokids did, shows that the Greeks 
understood the weaknesses and strengths of their economic position in the trading networks
634 For a similar sentiment, see Samuel (1983:7).
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of the Mediterranean and that they had the economic basis for bettering their position. 
Similarly, providing incentives to foreign traders and states in conjunction with delineating 
the operations of local traders shows that the polis realised fully the power of the trading 
networks in the Mediterranean and the laws of supply and demand.
The polis never created Adam Smith nor indeed could it. It was, however, a 
complex economic unit existing in a volatile geographical area with extensive trading 
networks. The polis did not invent a science of economics nor did it codify the laws of the 
economy; that was to be delayed until the modem period. It did however recognise the 
interlocking nature of the economic networks in the Mediterranean and invented in 
sufficient and rational ways to use and interact with them viably. The polis never played 
the same role in trade as a modem state does. That however was not the result of a lack of 
understanding of economic laws or the lack of intervention options but rather the 
consequence of the political nature of the polis itself. The amount, types and pervasiveness 
of intervention of the polis in trade is a clear indicator of its interest and understanding of 
trade as an economic force.
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